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ABSTRACT 

Fray Luis de Leon was incarcerated for nearly five years by the Spanish 

Inquisition, on the basis of charges brought against him by antagonistic colleagues who 

disagreed with his scholarly approach. Through a systematic consideration of his 

writings in light of the sociohistorical climate that gave rise to disputes between him and 

his detractors, it is evident that a number of themes run through Fray Luis' prose 

production which can be related directly to his experience as an inmate in the 

Inquisition's cells. These topoi, found throughout the Salmantine friar's prose, are 

present also in his poetry. Therefore, by analyzing those prose passages that have a 

direct bearing on his trial before the Inquisition and by relating those passages to his 

poetry, we shall gain access to unique avenues of interpretation. The results will offer 

new insights into Fray Luis' poetry that are not readily apparent through other methods 

of analysis. This study will afford us an opportunity to see Fray Luis and his works in 

great detail from a perspective that has not yet been explored. 
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PROLOGUE 

For centuries, the University of Salamanca has been one of the most 

distinguished institutions in Europe,' and Fray Luis de Leon was one of the most 

eminent intellects it ever produced. Though he received recognition in his day 

principally as a professor of theology and as one of the brightest minds in Spain, the 

prominent place he holds today in the history of Spanish literature is due chiefly to his 

poetic corpus, which includes such well-known works as "Vida retirada" and "A 

Salinas." 

He is recognized as a personage of singular importance by those who study 

Spanish verse. Juan Luis Alborg, for example, calls him "la mas excelsa y 

representativa figura del segundo Renacimiento hispano"" while Bruce Wardropper 

describes his poetry as being "small in quantity but of impeccable quality.' Damaso 

Alonso also praises him, saying of the "profesor de Salamanca, el hebraista y el 

especialista en Escritura, el hombre de caracter mtegro y batallador," that his fame as a 

poet "crece incesantemente."'* For the natural and seemingly effortless way in which he 

expresses himself within the boundaries of different poetic forms, as well as for the 

' Founded in 1218, the University of Salamanca currently has over 2,000 professors, 1,100 administrators 
and staff, and 38,000 students, according to its official web page (www.usal.es). J.H. Elliot, Imperial 
Spain (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1964), states that in the 16"" century there were approximately 7,000 
students enrolled (118). Of the institution's importance, Elliot says "there were always representatives of 
the leading Spanish houses" (118), and that "the Colegio Mayor of Cuenca at Salamanca...produced over 
the space of fifty years six cardinals, twenty archbishops, and eight viceroys" (311). D.L. Jensen, 
Renaissance Europe (Toronto: Heath, 1981), lists the University of Salamanca along with those at 
Bologna, Paris, and Oxford as "among the earliest recognized universities of the West" (22). 
" Historia de la literatura espanola (Madrid: Credos, 1966), 1.423. 
^ Spanish Poetry of the Golden Age (New York: Meredith Corporation, 1971), 12. 
^ De los siglos osciiros al de oro (Madrid: Credos, 1958), 232. 

http://www.usal.es
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harmony and beauty of his style. Fray Luis is acknowledged as one of the most 

significant figures in all of Spanish literary history. This is praise indeed when we 

consider that by crediting Fray Luis with such genius we place him in the same category 

with Garcilaso, Gongora, Unamuno, Lorca, and the anonymous author of the Cantar de 

Mio Cid, among others. 

The importance of his role in the development of Spanish literature can be seen 

in the mark he left on the University of Salamanca,^ where a statue of him has been 

erected in his honor. It may also be inferred from the prominent place given Fray Luis in 

survey courses and anthologies of Spanish verse. The number of articles and books 

written about Fray Luis in and of itself bears ample testimony to the fact that critics 

throughout the ages since his passing have considered him worthy of the highest 

accolades.^ In the edition of his works published by the Biblioteca de Autores 

Cristianos/ the bibliography covers nearly 40 pages.^ 

One of the most distinguishing and poignant aspects of the life of the Salmantine 

professor is the fact that he spent nearly five years imprisoned by the Inquisition in 

' The University of Salamanca's web page notes that, while the roster of former professors and students 
includes such figures as Fernando de Rojas, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, Pedro Calderon de la Barca, Gongora, 
and Fray Bernardino de Sahagun, only Fray Luis, Miguel de Unamuno and a handful of others have 
received the honor of having a classroom named after them, (www.usal.es) 
* The MLA bibliography lists a total of 296 works written about Fray Luis de Leon from 1963 to date. 
' Obras completas castellanas de Fray Luis de Leon, ed. Padre Felix Garcia (Madrid: Biblioteca de 
Autores Cristianos, 1991), hereinafter Obras completas, is used throughout this work unless otherwise 
noted. 
" Since this bibliography was published in 1991, it does not include the most recent scholarship on Fray 
Luis. Important recent works include: Jose Manuel Blecua's 1990 edition of Fray Luis' complete works, 
Blecua's 1994 study on Fray Luis' tfanslation of the Song of Solomon, and Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, 
humanismo y letras, Victor Garcia de la Concha and Javier San Jos^ Lera, eds. (Salamanca: Ediciones 
Universidad de Salamanca, 1996). 

http://www.usal.es


Valladolid, from March 1572 to December 1576.' This particular incident has received 

so much attention that Marcel Bataillon could legitimately assert that "no hay episodio 

mas conocido en la historia de la Contrarreforma,"'" and the decades that have passed 

since Bataillon's comments have only broadened our knowledge of the details of Fray 

Luis' internment. Though the specific charges remained unknown to him for many 

months, he was aware of the personal enmity which prompted the accusations that had 

been made against him," commenting after his release that "Aqui la envidia y mentira 

me tuvieron encerrado."'" During the time of his confinement, he was allowed very little 

contact with the outside world and was only able to leam details of the charges against 

him by degrees, whenever the Inquisitors chose to divulge such information. Naturally 

he was unable to conduct classes from his prison cell, and even his scholarly growth was 

hindered by having to depend on his jailers to fiimish him the books that he requested of 

them.'^ 

' A.F.G. Bell, Fray Luis de Leon (Oxford; Clarendon, 1925), 138-161. 
Erasmo y Espana, 2"^ ed., (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Econdmica, 1966), 760. 

" There has been some disagreement on this point. In El proceso de Fray Luis de Leon (Salamanca: 
Calatrava, 1906), Fray Luis G. Alonso Getino asserts that Fray Luis's trial was nothing more than a 
logical continuation of the Inquisition's investigation into charges against two other University of 
Salamanca professors, Gaspar de Grajal and Martfn Martfnez Cantalapiedra. While Fray Luis was placed 
in custody shortly after the arrests of Grajal and Martfnez, and while the three faced similar charges, 
Getino's theory is an oversimplification, and ignores substantial evidence of personal enmity toward Fray 
Luis on the part of Bartolom^ de Medina, Ledn de Castro and Melchor Cano, to whom Fray Luis refers by 
name several times during his defense, calling them his "enemigos capitales." See Coleccidn de 
documentos ineditos para la historia de Espana, rpt. ed., (Vaduz, Germany: Kraus, 1964), 10.100, 257, 
317, 323. 
'• "A1 salir de la carcel" (XXHI), Obras completas, 2.793. 

Volume 10 of Coleccidn de documentos ineditos contains the transcripts of statements and depositions 
made by both sides in the case against Fray Luis. In this volume are reproduced petitions for books and 
other items of which he had need while in prison. He was allowed to have in his cell only those things that 
were approved by the Inquisition. 
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Interestingly, this sad interruption in Fray Luis' career finds a close analogue in 

the five years that Cervantes spent as a prisoner of the Moors in North Africa.''' The 

victims in both cases were imprisoned during what would otherwise have been some of 

the most productive years of their lives, Cervantes from the ages of 28-33 and Fray Luis 

from his 45"* to his SO"" year. Undoubtedly these periods of incarceration would have 

been very fruitful for both men had they been free to write. It is equally probable that 

both men were aware of this fact, and that this knowledge intensified their suffering. 

Baseball fans a generation ago speculated about what legendary slugger Ted Williams 

might have accomplished in the major leagues if he had not .spent three years in the army 

during World War II, and in a similar way those interested in Hispanic literature may 

find it gratifying to speculate on what might have been the result had Cervantes and Fray 

Luis not been confined during such prime, potentially productive years. 

Notwithstanding the fact that both writers spent several years as captives, there is 

a notable difference in the types of analysis that critics have applied to the two episodes. 

In the case of Cervantes, it is generally accepted that his five-year captivity had a 

significant impact on his writing style, which can chiefly be identified in certain 

episodes of the Quijote. John J. Allen comments on this relationship between Cervantes' 

life and literary production in the introduction to his edition of the classic text, 

remarking that, "el texto mas interesante del Quiojte en este sentido es el cuento del 

cautivo (I, 39-41) que en su etapa 'historica' coincide con la carrera militar de 

'•* The similarity is relatively obvious, and mine is by no means an original insight. Padre Felix Garcia 
notes the same similarity in the introduction to his edition of the works of Fray Luis, referring to the 
Augustinian as a "Quijote anticipado" (l.xvii), although he does not extrapolate this observation toward a 
comparison of Fray Luis' trial and his works. 



Cervantes, con unos pequenos ajustes al contexto ficlicio perfectamente explicables."'^ 

Allen considers this particular passage in the Quijote to be the main "ejemplo de la 

compenetracion de literatura y vida que a veces revelan las obras de nuestro autor."'^ 

While Allen uses the term "coinciding" to describe how the story of the captive and 

Cervantes' own imprisonment relate to each other, Tobias Smollett, who translated the 

Quixote into English,'' goes so far as to assert that the captive's description of his 

experience may be interpreted as an exact account of Cervantes' own sufferings, stating 

that Cervantes "gives us to understand, in the story of the Captive, that he resided at 

Algiers, in the reign of Hassan Aga, a ruffian renegado, whose cruelty he describes in 

these terms."'® Smollett then quotes the captive, thus creating an element of ambiguity 

regarding the identity of the second "he" above. The fact that this "he" can be applied 

equally to Cervantes or the captive is an indication of the strong relationship that 

Smollett perceives between Cervantes' life and what he narrates in his novel. 

It is clear, then, that critics recognize a strong association between Cervantes' 

work and his imprisonment in Algiers, and that there are considerable possibilities for 

interpretation based on the interplay between an author's life and his works. In this 

regard, it is surprising to discover that scant effort has been allotted to examining the 

possible relationship between Fray Luis' corpus and his imprisonment. Although much 

has been written about the particulars of his confinement, comparatively little space has 

been devoted to seeking the mark that this experience left on his works. Many articles 

(Madrid; Cdtedra, 1995), 11. 
Allen, Quijote, 10. 
The History and Adventures of the Renowned Don Quixote (London: A. Millar, 1755); rpt. ed., intro. 

Carlos Fuentes (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1986). 
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and books have been published that bring to light and analyze different physical and 

social aspects of Fray Luis' imprisonment: the causes and personal enmities involved, 

the connection between Fray Luis and other subjects of the Inquisition's scrutiny, and 

other historical facets of his ordeal have been extensively researched and catalogued. 

Yet up to now no one has set out to delve into the literary corpus that has been left to us 

by the Belmontine scholar in search of evidence that it contains with regard to references 

to his ordeal with the Inquisition. 

Surely if Cervantes' captivity left such a clear stamp on his masterpiece, then 

Fray Luis' works must also contain similar evidence of the effect that his soul bore from 

being falsely accused and detained in jail for five years. "A1 salir de la carcel" comes 

immediately to mind, along with perhaps a few other poems that contain clear references 

to this incident, but what about the remainder of Fray Luis' works, especially his prose? 

Though his poetry has garnered him more recognition than his prose works, we must 

note that he penned only 23 original poems, while his prose spans almost 1,500 pages, 

including a 700-page commentary on the book of Job, on which the famous monk 

worked for more than twenty years, principally after his confinement.Surely this 

commentary, as well as his other works in prose, must contain references to the time that 

Fray Luis was in jail. An attentive reader could certainly uncover evidence of Fray Luis' 

reaction to his imprisonment by a carefiil examination of all of his works. 

One may well inquire as to the importance of such an investigation and question 

what benefit it may bring to our understanding of Fray Luis. One might be tempted to 

Smollett, Don Quixote, 5. 
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cite motives of revenge or grant that some jabs at his old foes might be found in his 

works, but be hesitant to admit that a study of such citations could have any intrinsic 

value. Taking the liberty of imagining such objections, we may respond that the 

passages in the Salmantine professor's works that contain references to his 

imprisonment are far more extensive and significant than a few cutting remarks at the 

expense of his detractors. Far from uncovering merely a smattering of insults and 

personal affronts, a study of Fray Luis' writings reveals several significant recurring 

motifs that are woven throughout the entirety of his literary corpus. The themes that are 

thus exposed run through the whole of his life production confirming, at the same time, 

that they are pieces of the puzzle of the man and the writer. Fray Luis. These insights 

into how his character and attitudes were molded by his experience in the Inquisitorial 

prison expand our understanding of the famous humanist's personality, strengthening 

our grasp of who Fray Luis was and how he saw his world. 

In addition to being valuable aids in our effort to comprehend the person of Fray 

Luis, our examination of the relationship between his trial and his prose works will 

enable us to make more confident statements regarding the interpretation of those poems 

that have won him praise. Armed with a battery of documentation, it will be possible to 

posit and confidently defend new insights into his poetic corpus. We shall see Fray Luis' 

poems from a different perspective, and from one which is founded not on the soft sand 

of what one or a few have asserted, but on the solid bedrock of what Fray Luis himself 

" Fray Luis had completed the translation of Job by 1572, but the commentary was not finished until a 
few months before his death in 1591. 
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declared. This investigation will permit us to interpret the Augustinian's compendium of 

verse and prose in his own words. 

This, then, will be our thesis: we posit, first, that there are a number of themes 

running through Fray Luis' prose production which can be related directly to his 

experience as an inmate in the Inquisition's cells. Secondly we postulate that these 

currents of expression, found throughout the Salmantine friar's prose, are present also in 

his poetry. Therefore, by analyzing those prose passages that have a direct bearing on his 

trial before the Inquisition and by relating those passages to his poetry, we shall gain 

access to unique avenues of interpretation. The results will offer new insights into Fray 

Luis' poetry that cannot be obtained through any other method of analysis. This study 

will afford us an opportunity to see Fray Luis and his works in great detail from a 

perspective that has not yet been considered in this particular context. 

The famous scholar's poem, "Las serenas" (DC), will serve as a singular 

illustration of the merit of this approach to his poetry, and will firmly establish the 

principle of using Fray Luis' prose works as means of gaining insight into his lyrical 

corpus. In this poem, the erudite Augustinian entreats a friend, to whom he refers as 

"Cherinto," to avoid the wiles and attractions of feminine company. An analysis of the 

learned scholar's advice to his acquaintance will demonstrate the strong relationship 

between his doctrinal works and his production in verse. 

In "Las serenas," Fray Luis points to several men of renown, indicating how his 

young companion may look to them as examples and may learn, from their experiences, 

the importance of guarding oneself against untoward affections. In the seventh stanza. 
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the poet makes reference to two men who were ruined by inordinate involvement with 

women, alluding to them as "(e)l sabio rey solimitano" (v.32) and "(e)l vencedor 

gazano" (v.34). 

The somewhat nebulous nature of the two makes it necessary to be very careful 

in making assertions regarding their identification with specific figures. Nonetheless, we 

must precisely ascertain this information in order to comprehend Fray Luis' meaning. 

As we shall see, the pitfalls inherent in attempting to correctly identify the men to whom 

he refers illustrate the value of referring to the friar's own words, and serve as an 

incontrovertible demonstration of our thesis. Here, as we shall see in numerous other 

examples throughout this study, it is Fray Luis' own writings that reveal his intent, in 

this case the true identity of the men of whom he speaks in this verse. 

Both Cristobal Cuevas"° and Padre Felix Garcia"' correctly note that "el 

vencedor gazano" refers to Samson. The supematurally strong leader's many military 

triumphs over the Philistines brought him enduring glory, particularly in the case of his 

final conquest of the prominent Philistine city of Gaza." Thus it is clear that the 

Fray Luis de Leon y la escuela salmantina, (Madrid: Taurus, 1982), 296. His analysis of both the 
"vencedor gazano" and the "sabio rey solimitano" is unchanged in his Fray Luis de Leon: Poesias 
completas (Madrid: Castalia, 1998), 124. 

Obras completas, 762. 
^ Judges 13-16 record the life of Samson. The strongest man who ever lived, according to the Bible, he 
was the judge and deliverer of Israel. Though endowed with supernatural physical strength by God and 
thus divinely enabled to resist Israel's powerful foes, Samson failed to demonsu-ate prudence in his choice 
of female company, associating himself with several non-Israelite women in violation of the Law of 
Moses. The last in the series of foreign women of whom Samson became enamored was Delilah, a 
member of the Philistines, mortal enemies of the Israelites. After Delilah betrayed him and turned him 
over to the Philistines, they gouged out his eyes and made him their slave, and he was taken to Gaza, one 
of the Philistines' principal cities, where he was subjected to forced labor. When the residents of Gaza 
brought Samson to one of their great banquet halls, he who had been their nemesis besought God and was 
granted one last demonstration of his superhuman strength. In the center of the house, the now-sightless 
judge grasped the two great central pillars on which the hall rested. Pulling them down, he caused the 
house to collapse. Samson himself was killed in the downfall of the building, but along with him all the 
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conqueror of Gaza in "Las serenas" is Samson. The identification of tiie "sabio rey 

solimitano" is somewhat more problematic, however. 

Though Garcia makes no comment on this phrase, Cuevas identifies it as a 

reference to Solomon."^ His endnote reads: "Salom6n, rey de Jerusalen, quien, contra el 

mandato divino, se unio lujuriosamente con mujeres moabitas, ammonitas, idumeas, 

etc., hasta tener 70 esposas y 300 concubinas, que le Ilevaron a adorar a los idolos; HI 

Reg, XI, 1-8."''* Cuevas' comment here is flawed in several respects. First, the passage 

that he cites declares that Solomon accumulated 700 wives, not 70. While this may be a 

printer's error, the other inaccuracies in Cuevas' assertion are of greater significance. 

Cuevas' reference to cupidity ("se unio lujuriosamente" emphasis added) 

presents an inaccurate explanation of the reasons why Solomon took so many wives. 

While the Biblical passage that Cuevas cites does say that Solomon loved his foreign 

wives to an extent that caused his love for the Lord to grow cool, this cannot be taken 

as an indication that his marriages were motivated by sexual desire. This portion of 

Scripture, in fact, attributes Solomon's downfall to idolatry, and does not make any 

allusion to sexual sin.^ 

assembled Philistine leaders perished. The Bible states that the number of adversaries killed through this 
last feat of strength was greater than the sum of all those slain by him before his death. In this manner was 
the Israelite warrior avenged on his captors. The fact that this vengeance was accomplished in Gaza 
explains why Fray Luis would refer to Samson as "el vencedor Gazano." 
^ Modem critics unanimously affirm this interpretation, as well as the identification of Samson as the 
"vencedor gazano." See O. Macri, La poesia de fray Luis de Leon (Salamanca: Anaya, 1970), 338; M. 
Duran and M. Atlee, Fray Luis de Leon: Poesia (Madrid: Cdtedra, 1983), 95; and E.G. Dfaz-Bemardo, 
Fray Luis de Leon: Poesia original (Madrid: Castalia, 1995), 116. 

Fray Luis de Leon y la escuela Salmantina, 296. 
" "Now King Solomon loved many foreign women along with the daughter of Pharaoh: Moabite, 
Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian, and Hittite women, from the nations concerning which the Lord had said 
to the sons of Israel, 'You shall not associate with them, neither shall they associate with you,/or they will 
surely turn your heart away after their gods' Solomon held fast to these in love. And he had seven 
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Cuevas' reference to lechery is even more implausible in light of the political 

nature of many of Solomon's marriages. Evidence of this fact is found in 1 Kings 3.1, 

which describes the marriage early in Solomon's reign to the princess of Egypt as a 

"marriage alliance with Pharaoh king of Egypt." The Oxford Dictionary of the 

Christian Church affirms the political nature of this marriage, stating that "he made a 

marriage alliance with the reigning Pharaoh."'® The Illustrated Dictionary and 

Concordance of the Bible notes that Solomon made other matrimonial alliances as well, 

explaining that he "entered into numerous political marriages.""^ Indisputably, then, 

the large number of wives that Solomon accumulated may be attributed to his political 

stratagems, not to an unrestrained libido, as Cuevas claims. 

Since the Biblical passage Cuevas cites may not be construed to suggest that 

Solomon's downfall was caused by the sin of lust, and in light of the political nature of 

many of Solomon's marriages, it seems incongruous to suggest that Fray Luis would 

offer Solomon as a warning against giving in to temptation. Because the other figures 

hundred wives, princesses, and three hundred concubines, and his wives turned his heart away. For it 
came about when Solomon was old, his wives turned his heart away after other gods; and his heart was 
not wholly devoted to the Lord his God, as the heart of his father had been. For Solomon went after 
Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidonians and after Milcom the detestable idol of the Ammonites. And 
Solomon did what was evil in the sight of the Lord, and did not follow the Lord fully, as David his father 
had done. Then Solomon built a high place for Chemosh the detestable idol of Moab, on the mountain 
which is east of Jerusalem, and for Molech the detestable idol of the sons of Ammon. Thus he did for all 
his foreign wives, who burned incense and sacrificed to their gods. Now the Lord was angry with 
Solomon because his heart was turned away from the Lord, the God of Israel, who had appeared to him 
twice, and had commanded him concerning this thing, that he should not go after other gods; but he did 
not observe what the Lord had commanded. So the Lord said to Solomon, 'Because you have done this, 
and you have not kept My covenant and My statutes, which I have commanded you, I will surely tear the 
kingdom from you, and will give it to your servant," emphasis added (Open Bible-Expanded Edition, 
New American Standard Version (Nashville, Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1985. Unless otherwise noted, 
this is the version of the Bible that will be referred to hereinafter.) It is abundantly clear from this passage 
that the Bible points to idolatry, not lust, as the source of Solomon's failure. 

1957. Oxford: Oxford U Press, 1990. 
Jerusalem: Jerusalem Publishing House, 1986.947. 
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mentioned in "Las Serenas"—the Sirens, Circe, and Samson—are related due to their 

connection with the poem's theme of temptation, the contrast between them and 

Solomon makes Cuevas' claim difficult to accept. 

An analysis of Biblical models also appears to contradict the association that 

Cuevas strives to demonstrate between Solomon and the motif of temptation. In terms of 

Biblical paradigms, Solomon is definitely not one whose life stands as a warning of the 

dangers of adultery. In addition to the complete absence of any such failure on the part 

of Solomon, we must also consider the fact that he wrote both extensively and 

emphatically in Proverbs about the foolishness of allowing oneself to be enticed by 

prostitutes and by other men's wives. In the strongest possible terms, he urges the 

readers, whom he addresses throughout the book of Proverbs as "my son/s," to abstain 

from profligate behavior and flee sexual immorality, the ravages of which Solomon 

describes in vivid, frightening detail. Thus it is illogical to suggest that the king who 

For example, concerning an adulteress, he says, "Her house sinks down to death, and her tracks lead to 
the dead; none who go to her return again, nor do they reach the paths of life" (Prov 2.18-19), and "The 
lips of an adulteress drip honey, and smoother than oil is her speech, but in the end she is bitter as 
wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword. Her feet go down to death, her steps lay hold of Sheol [i.e., hell]. 
She does not ponder the path of life; her ways are unstable, she does not know it. Now then my sons, 
listen to me, and do not depart from the words of my mouth. Keep your way far from her, and do not go 
near the door of her house" (Prov 5.3-8). Concerning the danger of going to other men's wives, he says, 
'The one who commits adultery with a woman is lacking sense; he who would destroy himself does it. 
Wounds and disgrace he will find, and his reproach will not be blotted out. For jealousy enrages a man, 
and he will not spare in the day of vengeance. He will not accept any ransom, nor will he be content 
though you give many gifts" (Prov 6.32-35). With regard to the effects of promiscuity on a man, he says 
that wisdom and godly discipline will "keep you from the evil woman, from the smooth tongue of the 
adulteress. Do not desire her beauty in your heart, nor let her catch you with her eyelids. For on account of 
a harlot one is reduced to a loaf of bread, and an adulteress hunts for the precious life" (Prov 6.24-26), and 
he adjures his sons, "Do not let your heart turn aside to her ways, do not stray into her paths, for many are 
the victims she has cast down, and numerous are all her slain. Her house is the way to Sheol, descending 
to the chambers of death" (Prov 7.25-27). He says of a man who has given in to the temptation of a harlot, 
"he follows her, as an ox goes to the slaughter, or as one in fetters to the discipline of a fool, until an arrow 
pierces through his liver; as a bird hastens to the snare, so he does not know that it will cost him his life" 
(Prov 7.22-23). Also see Prov 5.9-23; 6.27-31; 7.1-21, 24; 9.13-18. 
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penned such stem admonitions against fornication would be lifted up as an example of 

one who yielded to its pull. 

In contrast, another Israelite ruler, David, who ironically was Solomon's father, 

is a classic example of a man whose life was tragically marred by a failure to control hi.s 

TO 
sexual urges. Though David experienced many triumphs early in life," and though he 

was called "a man after (God)'s own heart,"^° when he was subsequently crowned ruler 

of all Israel and was at the peak of his power he allowed himself to be governed not by 

prudence but by desire. Having seen Bathsheba from the roof of his palace, he sent for 

her and conmiitted adultery with her, later arranging to have her husband killed in battle 

in an attempt to cover up the pregnancy that resulted from their sinful relationship.'^' 

Thus, while Solomon's life bears no testimony to the devastation that results from lust, 

David's life is an eminently suitable illustration to be held up as a warning to young men 

like the Salmantine scholar's friend Cherinto. 

Another element of doubt regarding Cuevas' stance arises when we examine the 

reference in "Las Serenas" to the king's wisdom ("el sabio rey solimitano," emphasis 

added). The mere fact that Fray Luis mentions the wisdom of an Israelite king should 

not be taken as a corroboration of Cuevas assertion. While the Bible states that Solomon 

was wiser than any king who came before or after,^" it also attributes formidable wisdom 

E.g., defeating Goliath (1 Sam 17), and other significant military victories (1 Sam 18.5, 23.1-5; 30.1-
20). 

1 Sam 13.13-14. 
^ ' 2  S a m  1 1 .  

In response to God's offer to give Solomon anything he wanted, Solomon requested wisdom and 
discernment, in order that he might rule justly. God responded by giving him more wisdom than any 
person has ever had, before or since, and by also adding the things that Solomon had not requested: long 
life, riches, and dominion over his enemies. (1 Kings 3.5-14) 
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to David. In David's younger years, when Saul was ruler of Israel, he appointed David 

to be one of his commanders, and Jesse's youngest son led his troops with amazing 

aptitude, especially in light of the fact that his most recent assignment had been tending 

his father's sheep. 1 Samuel 18.5 says that "David went out whithersoever Saul sent 

him, and behaved himself wisely,"^^ wisely enough in fact that he gained the admiration 

of the entire population and came to be feared by Saul for the great respect that he had 

won.^"* David thus demonstrated remarkable shrewdness in military matters, but his 

sagacity was also evident later in legal matters, when he became king and judge over 

Israel. In 2 Samuel 14.17, a woman who has come to David for justice and protection 

says of him, "As the angel of God, so is my lord the king to discern good and evil," and 

she reiterates this thought three verses later, avowing that David was "wise, like the 

1 Sam 18.5 {Scofield Reference Bible-King James Version, 1909, New York: Oxford University Press, 
1945, 339). While the New American Standard Version, which is based on revisions of the American 
Standard Version of 1901, is a more modem and comprehensive translation and uses more current 
language than the King James Version of 1612, the KJV does a better job of capturing the essence of the 
original languages of the Bible in certain passages, such as this one. Here and in the succeeding instances 
throughout 1 Sam 18 (verses 14, 15, and 30), the Hebrew word sakal is translated in the KJV as "behaved 
wisely," while the NASB renders the word as "prospered." An examination of the different ways that the 
Hebrew word is translated into English reveal that the KJV is probably closer to what the chronicler had in 
mind. R. Young's Analytical Concordance to the Bible (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1920) reveals 
that, of 68 instances in which sakal describes a person's success, the English word "prospered" is used 
only 8 times, while words and phrases relating to mental acuity comprise the bulk of the English 
equivalents. Samples that support the KJV's translation over the NASB's include "understand" (14 times), 
"behave self wisely" (twice), "be wise" (three times), "consider" or "consider wisely" (four times), and 
"deal prudently" (once). J. Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible (Nashville: Abingdon, 1980) 
brings out the same point (see p. 116 of the Concise Dictionary of the Words of the Hebrew Bible, an 
appendix to this volume). It seems, therefore, that the nature of the original Hebrew word is best rendered 
by the KJV, and that, while the NASB's translation is not inaccurate, it may not be the most precise 
rendering of idea as intended by the writer in this passage. The Vulgate (Biblia Sacra, 4"* ed., Madrid: 
Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1965), with which Fray Luis would have been intimately familiar in 
addition to the original Hebrew text, also translates these verses with an emphasis on David's wisdom: 
"prudenter se agebat" (I Sam 18.5), "prudenter agebat" (14), "Vidil itaque Saul quod prudens esset nimis, 
et coepit cavere eum" (15), and "prudentius se gerebat David quam omnes servi Saul" (30). 
^ When people began singing songs about David's triumphs and attributed more slain to him than to Saul, 
"Saul became very angry, for this saying displeased him; and he said, 'They have ascribed to David ten 
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wisdom of the angel of God, to know all that is in the earth." Thus, in matters both of 

jurisprudence and of military strategy, David conducted himself with a level of wisdom 

and acumen that awed his contemporaries. Certainly, then, Solomon is not the only wise 

king that Jerusalem has ever had, and the title of "sabio rey solimitano" could just as 

easily apply to David as to Solomon. 

A final contention regarding Cuevas' position concerns the meaning of the word 

"solimitano". This term is not, as may be supposed, a derivative of Solomon's name, nor 

is it in any other way a direct reference to the author of the Proverbs. It is, in fact, 

nothing more than an adjective meaning, "from Jerusalem," as Fray Luis himself points 

out in his treatise on the Song of Solomon.^^ Given that Jerusalem is the city which 

David established as the capital of his kingdom, and that it thereafter was known as the 

"city of David,"^® it seems most probable that the use of "solimitano" would refer to 

him, not to Solomon. We are therefore moved to further skepticism regarding the 

connection that Cuevas suggests between Solomon and the "rey" to whom Fray Luis 

refers in his poetic admonition. 

At this point, having thoroughly examined the nature of Fray Luis' reference to 

the "sabio rey solimitano," it seems quite likely that this phrase refers to David, not 

Solomon as Cuevas claims. First, there is no biblical foundation for Cuevas' claim that 

thousands, but to me they have ascribed thousands. Now what more can he have but the kingdom?' And 
Saul looked on David with suspicion from that day on" (I Sam 18.6-9). 

"Solimitana es como jerosolimitana o mujer de Jerusalen, como llamamos romana a la mujer de Roma; 
y esto porque Jerusalen se llamo antiguamente Salem, como la llama la Escritura sagrada." Obras 
completas, 1.174. 
" 2 Sam 5.6-9; 6.10,12,16; 1 Kings 2.10; 3.1; 1 Chron 5.2; 11.4-7. For extrabiblical corroboration, see The 
0.rford Dictionary of the Christian Church; s.v "Jerusalem" confirms that Jerusalem was known as the 
"city of David" after the former shepherd established it as his capital (732). See also the Illustrated 
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Solomon's marriages were motivated by sexual desire, and in fact both biblical and 

extra-biblical sources indicate the political nature of Solomon's marriages as the reason 

for his having so many wives. In addition, a tie between Solomon's downfall and any 

lust he may have experienced can only inferred, since there is no passage in the Bible 

which in any way addresses this sort of correlation, while in contrast the son of Jesse 

presents a strikingly clear example of the negative consequences of yielding to lust. In 

addition, David's astounding perspicacity makes him as likely a candidate as Solomon 

for such an epithet as "el sabio rey." Finally, the term "solimitano" is most likely to be 

used in reference to David, not Solomon. In the face of such a weighty burden of 

evidence, we must conclude that Fray Luis was referring to David, not Solomon as 

Cuevas argues. 

Can the question be definitively resolved? The thesis which this study seeks to 

confirm is that Fray Luis' own words are the clearest and most accurate source for 

interpreting his poetry, and that by bringing them to bear on the Luisian poetic corpus 

we shall gain insights which cannot be obtained by any other method of analysis. 

Therefore, if our postulate is sound, it ought to be possible to turn now to the treatises 

which Fray Luis authored and uncover some fragment or reference which would allow 

us to conclusively and permanently put to rest the discussion which we are presently 

considering. If our hypothesis is accurate, somewhere in the Fray Luis' own works he 

will confirm for us the identity of the person to whom he referred when he directed his 

young friend to meditate on the example of the "sabio rey solimitano." 

Dictionary and Concordance of the Bible, s.v. "city of David" that reads, simply, "See 'Jerusalem'" (237). 
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This is, in fact, precisely what we find. In two separate passages. Fray Luis' own 

thoughts patently and beyond all doubt eliminate any confusion regarding this allusion. 

The first section of his writings to which we may turn is found in his treatise on Job. In 

the analysis of the second chapter thereof, he states, "la prosperidad a Salomon le 

arruino."^^ Thus, according to Fray Luis, Solomon's decline was attibutable to material 

indulgence, not to any sexual misconduct. The fact that Fray Luis identifies opulence as 

the cause of Solomon's demise in this exegesis makes it unlikely that he would 

contradict himself in another writing by suggesting that the prudent sovereign's 

weakness was licentiousness. Fray Luis' intellectual consistency throughout his works 

makes the insinuation of such a discrepancy seem implausible. 

The second passage that contradicts Cuevas' theory is located in Fray Luis' 

"Reflexiones varias."^^ In a portion of the reflections entitled "De la guarda de los 

sentidos," he comments on the importance of keeping a watch on the .senses, noting that 

"Ejemplo tenemos en David, que miro a Betsabee, y en Sanson, que se aficiono a 

Dalila."^' This passage contains two crucial testimonies to the connection between the 

"sabio rey solimitano" in "Las serenas" and David. 

It is incontrovertible, tiien, that the "city of David" is Jerusalem. 
Obras completas, 2.60. 
The "Reflexiones varias" were first published in 1888 by Padre Conrado Muiiios. They are found as 

addenda to Fray Luis' "De nueve nombres de Cristo", a work which is similar to but separate from his 
more widely known De los nombres de Cristo. Regarding the authenticity of the smaller and less polished 
"De nueve nombres de Cristo", Padre Felix Garcia comments that he felt it fitting to be included in the 
complete works of the famous professor, "una vez demostrada palmariamente la originalidad del presente 
escrito de Fray Luis." (Obras completas, 1.829.). Garcia attributes this demonstration of the authenticity 
of "De nueve nombres de Cristo" to Padre Custodio Vega, who, according to Garcia, "ha dado fin 
satisfactorio a la poMmica sobre este escrito existente" (Obras completas, 1.829.). 

Obras completas, 1.872. 
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First, we notice tliat the section of the "Reflexiones" deals with the need to 

exercise vigilance with regard to what one sees. The title of this reflection patently 

announces that it has to do with guarding what a person takes into his mind. David is 

mentioned because he "mird a" Bathsheba (emphasis added), and Samson because "se 

aficiono a" Delilah (again, emphasis added). This focus on what comes into the mind 

through the portal of the eyes is echoed in "Las serenas." Significantly, the first stanzas 

contain a string of references to things that delight the eyes but in reality are deadly 

traps: the "dorado vaso" of lines 1-2; the "sabrosa miel" in line 3 that turns into 

"asensio" (ajenjo) in line 6; the beautiful but poisonous lily of lines 7-10; the flowery 

meadow which conceals a deadly serpent in lines 11-12; and the thick carpet of blooms 

which hides a crafty snare in lines 13-15. Thus, "De la guarda de los sentidos" is 

thematically linked to the poem in question. 

The second, and for us the most significant tie between the "Reflexiones" and 

"Las serenas" is the fact that both works offer two men as proofs of the importance of 

the matter being dealt with. "De la guarda de los sentidos" presents David and Samson, 

by name and in that order. Similarly, "Las serenas" mentions "el sabio rey solimitano", 

which we have concluded is most likely David, and "el vencedor gazano" which is 

unanimously conceded to be a reference to Samson. 

What we have, then, are two documents authored by Fray Luis, both dealing with 

the theme of temptation, and both giving two men as examples of the gravity of the 

subject. The "Reflexiones" specify David and Samson by name, while the lyric sample 

points to a monarch who ruled in Jerusalem and to an individual who triumphed in Gaza. 
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The glaring similarities resoundingly confirm our conclusion regarding the king referred 

to in "Las serenas": in theme, examples cited, and even in the order in which the 

examples are presented, the "Reflexiones" and the portion of "Las serenas" are 

obviously parallel. 

When we study the content of the "Reflexiones" alongside that of the previously 

mentioned passage from the treatise on Job, it is evident that Fray Luis' prose confirms 

our stance regarding the identity of the king referred to in "Las serenas". A 

consideration of these two passages from his doctrinal treatises together with the 

aforementioned objections to Cuevas' assertion leads us to the inevitable conclusion that 

Fray Luis was thinking of David when he referred to the "sabio rey solimitano", not 

Solomon as Cuevas maintains. It is impossible to hypothesize any more irrefutable 

attestation of this fact than the results of the analysis we have just undertaken. 

Cuevas' inaccuracy on this point is not an indication of negligence on his part, as 

can be seen from the insightful comments that he makes throughout his work. Rather it 

is a clear demonstration of the relevance of the approach we have adopted in this study. 

As the example of the "sabio rey solimitano" patently demonstrates, and as we shall 

observe in the remainder of this investigation, the Salmantine professor's theological 

expositions and other writings give penetrating insights into his lyrical corpus. 

Thus, returning to the matter of Fray Luis' imprisonment and the marks it left on 

his writings, we may now cast aside all doubt as to the utility of the critical method that 

we have proposed to employ. It is demonstrably clear, after considering the example of 

the "sabio rey solimitano", that the prose works by the brilliant author of "Las serenas" 
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will make possible a unique approach to his poetry. Therefore, by cataloguing those 

prose passages which reveal the psychological impact of his incarceration and 

comparing these passages to his lyric corpus, we shall be able to illuminate poetical 

allusions that have remained devoid of meaning, or at best confusing, until now. 

This investigation may best be undertaken by first studying the inception of the 

Spanish Inquisition in Spain, following its development through the reigns of the 

Catholic Monarchs, Charles V, and Phillip II, up to the time when Fray Luis was 

arrested. We shall begin with an examination of the reasons for the reestablishment of 

the Inquisition in the late IS'*" century and the factors that contributed to its eventual 

position of prominence. By tracing the Inquisition's inception and development in this 

way, we will be able to grasp why the inquisitors reacted so vehemently against the early 

hints of Luther's influence in Spain during the 1520's and their later ardent opposition to 

Fray Luis. Our study will also lead into a discussion of Erasmus of Rotterdam, the 

reasons he came to be associated with Luther, and why such a strong anti-Erasmian 

sentiment was growing in Spain, even at a time when the humanistic scholarship that he 

advocated was so much in vogue. We will then explore how the decline of Erasmus' 

popularity in Spain in the 1520's coincided with increased tension between Luther and 

the Church, analyzing the reasons for this shift in popular consensus regarding the Dutch 

humanist and those who emulated him, to reveal the directions that the Inquisition would 

subsequently take in the following years. 



Throughout the middle decades of the 16"' century, while the Council of Trent 

was meeting sporadically, animosity toward anything that hinted at Lutheranism 

continued to increase, while anti-Semitism, which had been present all along, took on an 

increasingly significant role in the theological debates of the time. The relationship 

between the fears of the Spanish inquisitors, inspired by their dread of Lutheranism and 

their concern over the presence of so many half-hearted Jewish converts, or conversos, 

is a key to understanding why Fray Luis aroused the ire of such staunch traditionalists as 

Leon de Castro and Bartolome de Medina. 

It will also be important to describe and consider the Renaissance humanistic 

approach to scholarship and the role it played in Fray Luis' life, how the initially warm 

reception it received in Spain later turned to suspicion and finally to animosity, and how 

this entire issue articulates with Fray Luis' trial. We shall consider why Fray Luis ended 

up on the side of a debate opposite those who eventually denounced him, and precisely 

why their disputes about the Scriptures'^" revolved around the question of whether the 

exegetical techniques that Fray Luis and others advocated would strengthen people's 

faith or lead them astray into Lutheran or Jewish error. These were issues of such 

profound significance that they eventually formed the basis of Castro and Medina's 

^°Fray Luis engaged Castro, Cano, and others in virulent arguments about exegetical strategies that Fray 
Luis considered essential, but which his opponents deemed very dangerously incorrect, even heretical. 
The question of whether Saint Jerome received the Holy Spirit's direct inspiration while he composed the 
Vulgate Bible is an example, as is the heated debate about how Scripture should be analyzed and whether 
the Bible should be studied in the original Hebrew, Greek, and Chaldean languages, as Fray Luis insisted, 
or whether such an approach would undermine people's faith in Scripture and result in the introduction of 
fractious errors. 
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formal denunciation of Fray Luis and his two colleagues, Caspar de Grajal and Martm 

Martinez Canatlapiedra.'*' 

After having thoroughly examined the reasons for Fray Luis' arrest and the 

charges against him, we will be able to contemplate exacdy what sort of experience he 

endured while a prisoner of the Tribunal. Significantly, there is no strong consensus 

among historians regarding the state in which the accused were housed nor the 

conditions under which they were forced to live during their incarceration. However, the 

documents compiled by the Augustinian's jailers do provide substantial insight: 

recorded in the Coleccion de documentos ineditos are lists of things that Fray Luis 

requested for his cell, as well as complaints he submitted regarding his lodging and 

treatment. We shall see that, though it does not appear that Fray Luis was ever tortured, 

his accommodations were nevertheless far from ideal. 

Having followed the origins of Fray Luis' predicament in this fashion, we will be 

able to contemplate his works from a unique perspective. The insights gained through 

this historically based approach to Fray Luis' imprisonment will offer a deep and 

accurate understanding of the specific impact it had on him and how it affected his 

approach to scholarship, as well as the nature of the indelible mark it left on him 

psychologically. More importantly, we will see that this understanding wonderftilly 

enriches the analysis of select portions of his poetry. Lt will be clear that, although some 

•" The tension between Castro and Fray Luis resulted in acrimonious debates on at least two occasions. 
Both Castro {Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 10.12) and Fray Luis (10.424) allude to this incidents in 
their testimony before the Tribunal. Padre Luis Alonso Getino, Proceso defray Luis de Leon (Salamanca; 
Calatrava, 1906) describes one such encounter, in which Fray Luis, "disputaba un dia en publico con 
Castro y la colera le sublevo de punto que le llam6 'ruin hombre' varias veces y le desafid de palabra y 
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scholars have commented on the impact of his trial, no one has yet attempted to 

documents the specific manifestations of that impact in his writings to the extent 

proposed in this study/" 

prometi6 hacer quemar su libro. Castro le contesto, con igual ira, que "primero prendena el fuego en sus 
orejas y linaje'" (18). 

There have been only two such efforts so far. C. Thompson, in his brief "La huella del proceso de fray 
Luis de Leon en sus propias obras," (A. M. Gordon, E. Rugg, and R. Lapesa, eds. Actas del sexto 
congreso intemacional de hispanistas, Toronto, U of Toronto, 1980. 736-739), limits his attention to Fray 
Luis' post-trial strategies of Biblical translation and a few passages in the Nombres de Crista that address 
some of the secondary accusations against Fray Luis. E.V. Toledo's "Fray Luis de Le6n: la poesia de la 
carcel" (Diss. U of Washington, 1983), while comprehensive and well-documented, focuses exclusively 
on the seven poems she judges to have been written while Fray Luis was in the Inquisitorial cells, 
comparing them to the prose work composed during that time—the first two books of Nombres and the 
first 32 chapters of the commentary on Job. The scope of her study, therefore, does not include the effect 
that the trial had on his later works. The nature and emphases of these two studies indicate the amount of 
work yet to be done in this area. 
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CHAPTER 1: fflSTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Spanish Inquisition has perhaps received more scrutiny than any other social 

institution of its time, and a truly formidable number of scholars have sought to explain 

the reasons for its existence, the manner in which it functioned, and the effect that it had 

on society.' More so than other institutional arms of the Church, this ecclesiastical 

apparatus has been a source of controversy among scholars. A comparison of a few 

works on this subject will suffice to establish the vast divergence of opinions regarding 

the effect that the Inquisition had on scholarship and daily life in Spain. 

Henry Kamen espouses the view that the Inquisition had relatively little impact 

on the everyday lives of most Spaniards. He believes there was no disagreement of any 

magnitude between the Inquisition and scholarship, and that the Inquisition itself was an 

instrument of persuasion, not of oppression, claiming that "in practice, there seems to 

have been no direct clash between scholarship and the Inquisition."" Kamen also writes, 

"It was perhaps inevitable that there should be clashes between independent-minded 

thinkers and a body with pretensions to control literature. But conflicts were surprisingly 

few."^ 

' The MLA bibliography lists a total of 64 articles published since 1963 that deal with aspects of the 
Spanish Inquisition. The "Select bibliography" of H. Kamen's Spanish Inquisition (New Haven: Yale U 
Press, 1997) contains only the "frequently cited works" (353), which number over 80. Important archival 
collections pertaining to the Tribunal include Notre Dame's 564-volume Harley L. McDevitt Collection on 
the Spanish Inquisition, the Lilly Library collection at the University of Indiana, and the University of 
Pennsylvania's Henry Charles Lea Library, containing the manuscripts and personal notes that Lea 
compiled while working on his landmark A History of the Inquisition of Spain (New York: AMS, 1906). 
'Spain 1469-1714: A Society of Conflict {New York: Longmeadow, 1991), 188. 
^ The Spanish Inquisition (New Haven: Yale, 1998), 128. 
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However, Kamen's claim that the Tribunal left intellectuals virtually untouched 

seems untenable in light of its inherent nature and professed objectives. Arthur S. 

Turberville disputes Kamen's position: 

Again, it is vain to argue that no harm was done to the intellectual 
development of Spain by the Inquisition and its system of 
censorship. ... Scholars who abhorred the very thought of heresy 
sometimes found themselves confined to prison for months and 
even years while their writings were submitted to the judgment of 
censors who were their intellectual inferiors. ... A system which 
subjected to such treatment some of the great writers and thinkers 
of whom Spain is now most justly proud was obviously 
prejudicial to science and letters. When men of great reputation 
and of unblemished life could be brought before the Inquisition 
for nothing worse than some incautious utterance, many must 
have drawn the moral that it was best to be silent and not to give 
expression to rash thoughts at all.'* 

The sharp differences between Kamen and Turberville are indicative of the lack of 

consensus among scholars on the question of the Inquisition's role and how day to day 

affairs were affected by its machinations. The debatable nature of the subject is such that 

even specialists in the field may experience uncertainty regarding aspects of the 

Inquisition, as can be seen by the fact that some investigators have frequently changed 

their opinions over the course of their careers. 

Ironically, Kamen himself includes a quote in the text of his work that seems to 

contradict his statement above. He cites a 1566 excerpt from Heman Niines that "the 

worst of it is that [the Inquisitors] discourage the study of letters because of the dangers 

said to be present in them."^ The seemingly contradictory quotes from his works hint 

* The Spanish Inquisition (Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1968) 231-233. 
' H.Kamen, Spain I469-I714, 188. 
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that Kamen may have been unable to reach a firm decision on the matter. In the preface 

to his latest volume, he himself acknowledges that, on some points concerning the 

Inquisition, his views have shifted; 

The first version of this book...had some of the virtues and all the 
defects of a young historian's work. Twelve years ago it was 
reissued in a slightly modified edition. ... Needless to say, very 
much in it has been superseded by subsequent research. Thanks to 
the quality of work done over these years by specialists, it is now 
possible to get a far more reliable image of the Holy Office of the 
Inquisition. In many key respects, consequently, I have been 
obliged to change my views.® 

Kamen's perception of the need to surrender to the weight of recent research and accept 

new points of view was the very same revisionist stance that Lea acknowledged as a 

strong possibility at the time when he wrote his four-volume examination of this subject. 

In the preface, he states, "The material for this [study] is preserved so superabundantly in 

the immense Spanish archives that no one writer can pretend to exhaust the subject."' 

Obviously the amount of extant material on the subject, both in terms of original 

manuscripts and historical commentary, is vast. It is equally apparent that, even for those 

who specialize in the study of the Tribunal, there is abundant room for differences of 

opinion between writers, as well as uncertainty, and even changes of perspective. 

Nevertheless, we must come to as accurate and solid an understanding of the Tribunal as 

possible before we can comment on how its treatment of Fray Luis influenced his work. 

A thorough familiarity with the origins, goals, structure and modus operandi of the 

* H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, xi. 
^ H.C. Lea, History of the Inquisition of Spain, l.v. 
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Inquisition is an indispensable prerequisite to any analysis of its impact on the 

Belmontine friar's trial and the mark it inevitably left on his literary production. 
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Origin of the Inquisition 

As young rulers,® Ferdinand and Isabel had to resort to unusual means to secure their 

grip on the thrones of Aragon and Castile. The Spanish Inquisition, while only one such 

tool to which they resorted, was ultimately far more useful a means of unifying two such 

disparate realms. Its longevity alone testifies to the important role it played, both in their 

reign and afterward. For them, as for Spain's subsequent monarchs, the Spanish 

Inquisition was a potent remedy for discord. 

When Ferdinand and Isabel were married in Valladolid in 1469, both had already 

been designated heirs to the respective thrones of Aragon and Castile, yet neither would 

wield any real authority in Castile until the death of Henry IV in 1474. Ferdinand, of 

course, did not inherit the throne of Aragon until the death of his father, Juan II, in 1479. 

Furthermore, a rebellion of the Castilian nobility in 1464 had forced Henry IV to 

recognize his brother, Alfonso, as heir to the throne. When he reversed this decision the 

following year in favor of his daughter, Juana, the magnates deposed him. The death of 

Alfonso in 1467 obliged the rebellious nobles to turn to Henry's half-sister Isabel, who 

was designated his successor in the pact of Toros de Guisando in 1468. Her secret 

marriage to Ferdinand of Aragon the following year took place without Henry's 

knowledge or consent and provoked the king to again name his daughter, Juana, as 

successor to the throne of Castile. This decision gave rise to civil war, which continued 

up to the death of the king in 1474. At that point, Juana, married at age thirteen to 
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Alfonso V of Portugal, attempted, with the backing of her husband, to seize the throne. 

The resulting conflict, known as the War of Succession, would only be resolved with the 

death of Juan II of Aragon in 1479, when Ferdinand assumed his father's throne and 

allied Aragon with Castile against Portugal, leading to the Treaty of Acagovas which 

proclaimed Isabel the legitimate queen of Castile. These untoward circumstances 

seriously complicated the two young sovereigns' efforts to establish themselves as 

independent rulers. While unsuccessful, this attempt to hinder the path on which the pair 

had set themselves was indicative of what lay ahead. Though Isabel and Ferdinand were 

able to fend off this immediate challenge to their authority in Castile, it was nonetheless 

clear that, while the union of the two monarchs was harmonious, the union of their two 

kingdoms would be achieved more arduously. The initial difficulty they encountered in 

Castile was only the beginning. 

In addition to the conflict over Isabel's succession to the throne of Castile, the 

two had to deal with civil wars in Catalonia, disturbances which spanned the years from 

1462-72,^ during which time, "Catalonia had weakened the crown of Aragon, reinforced 

its own economic decline, and lost part of its territory to France.""' The political strife in 

Ferdinand's domain thus paralleled the simmering conflicts in Castille between the 

nobility and the crown. These manifestations of the tension between the nobility and the 

crown are indicative of the reticent, even hostile attitude held toward the monarchy in 

both realms. 

^ Isabel was 18 and Ferdinand 17 when they were wed. H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 1. 
' H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,15. 
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Additionally, the two rulers faced yet another obstacle in the inherent antagonism 

and broad dissimilarities between the two kingdoms of Aragon and Castile. Ferdinand's 

kingdom of Aragon was vastly different from Isabel's Castile. In terms of population, 

economy, and customs pertaining to the authority vested in the monarchy, the two realms 

were quite disparate. Castile had a population far superior to that of Ferdinand's domain, 

and also had a much different economic and geographical makeup." Though a complete 

merging of the two kingdoms would have been ideal, Aragon's laws made such a union 

virtually impossible. While the rulers of Castille had exercised strong authority by 

comparison, Aragon was a "contractual monarchy,"'" which was staunchly supported by 

the nobility. They wanted nothing to do with Castilian notions of royal dominion, and 

would not support any attempt to extend that system to their homeland. The Catholic 

Monarchs faced numerous obstacles in the administration of two such dissimilar 

kingdoms and the problems of implementing any policy that might serve to unify these 

two halves of Spain. 

The above-mentioned political and social impediments to Ferdinand and Isabel's 

goal of unity were formidable, but were by no means the only obstacles they faced. The 

spiritual barriers to unity were also very real, and derived mainly from the presence of 

two strong minority populations in the peninsula: the Moors and the Jews. While the 

coexistence of Christians with these two peoples was certainly a social issue and while it 

did have political ramifications, the unique challenges the situation presented were 

J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598: From Nation State to World Empire (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992), 2. 
" J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain (New York: St. Martin's, 1964), 12ff, 99-115. 
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perceived mainly in terms of faith. The century in which Ferdinand and Isabel were wed 

was one in which Spain had begun to turn a suspicious and increasingly hostile eye on 

the Moors and especially on the Jews. 

Since 711 Christians and Moslems had coexisted in the Iberian Peninsula, and 

though war had been waged on and off in the time since the Arabic conquest of the 

Visigoths, the Mohammedan caliphates presented no new threat to Christendom during 

Ferdinand and Isabel's early years. Nonetheless, the fact that heathens still occupied 

territory that had once belonged to Christian kings was seen as a wrong to be redressed 

and a task as yet unfinished. It was also a very convenient excuse to call upon the 

separate rebellious and warring factions within their domain to unite as one behind them. 

Henry IV's diverse campaigns against Granada are indicative that the desire to wrest 

Iberia from Islam, stretching back to the Christian kings of the 8'*' century, was still 

alive.Ferdinand and Isabel chose to press toward that goal early in their reign. 

The Jews in Castille and Aragon, while not a political entity like the Islamic 

domains in Spain's southern extremities, were nonetheless a group that, in the eyes of 

many political and ecclesiastical authorities and even among the people themselves, 

posed a very real threat to the safety of the Christian kingdoms in which they dwelt. 

Since this point will be analyzed in greater detail later in this chapter, it will suffice for 

now to note that elements of the populace and of the leadership increasingly considered 

'*H. Kamen, 5pa//i 1469-1714, 14. 
J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, "During the domestic troubles of the IS"" century Castile's Reconquista had 

nearly come to a halt. But the fall of Constantinople in 1453 revived the crusading enthusiasm of 
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Jews to be the purveyors of false doctrines, usurious scoundrels, and parasites who 

gleaned riches from Spanish society while contributing nothing to its welfare. Both they 

and the Moors were perceived as populations that were dangerous to the Christian faith 

and to the stability of the realm.''* 

In the face of all these obstacles to the exercise of their sovereignty and to their 

project of unifying Spain under one monarchy, Ferdinand and Isabel availed themselves 

of a number of key resources, several of which we shall mention in passing and one of 

which we shall consider in detail. In brief, four chief policies may be identified by which 

the two rulers endeavored to undergird their authority in the Iberian peninsula: the 

mobility of their court; campaigns against the Moorish caliphates in Granada; the 

resurrection of the Santa Hermandad or Holy Brotherhood in 1476; and the 

reintroduction of the Inquisition in 1478. Though this study will focus on the Inquisition, 

it will be beneficial to cast a quick glance at the other recourses that Ferdinand and 

Isabel employed as well. 

One strategy that significantly fortified their position was their extensive 

perambulations. Upon assuming full charge of the two realms, Ferdinand and Isabel 

maintained an itinerant court, moving from place to place and traveling from one 

extreme of their dominion to the other in almost constant movement. The monarchs, by 

visiting diverse portions of their domains, instilled a greater sense of respect in the 

Christendom, and Henry [V of Castile dutifully responded to papal appeals by resuming the Reconquista 
in 1455" (34). 
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general populace by favoring them with a personal visit, as well as being personally on 

hand to oversee important events. It is apparent that: 

the king and queen were fully aware that their own personal 
presence was the strongest guarantee of law and order. ... This 
fact is crucial to understanding their reign. They took care to be 
present at all times wherever they were required, and in this 
ubiquity lay the unique contribution they made to the 
strengthening of royal authority.'^ 

The second method they employed to preserve the peace and strengthen their 

hold on Castile and Aragon was to focus the attention of the populace outward on a 

common enemy, the Moorish kingdom of Granada. It has already been commented that, 

subsequent to the capture of Constantinople in 1453 by Turkish forces, Henry IV of 

Castile mustered his troops for a push southward in response to Pope Nicholas V's 

appeal for a renewed campaign against Islamic incursions in Europe. While it is 

indisputably true that the defense of Christendom against the infidels was an important 

factor in Henry's reaction to the papal entreaties, it is also true that other considerations 

influenced his decision. Elliot explains that, although Henry launched six "large-

scale"expeditions into Granada from 1455 to 1457, "they achieved nothing of 

importance, and no serious battles were fought. The King looked upon the crusade 

primarily as a useful pretext for extracting money from his subjects under papal 

auspices."'® While the impulse to restore Granada to Christian control and complete the 

'•* A.S. Turberville, The Spanish Inquisition, notes that many "unfeignedly believed that the purity of the 
Christian religion in Spain was in imminent danger owing to the corrupting influence of many thousands of 
Jews and Mohammedans" (36). 
" H. Kamen, Spain I469-I7I4, 16. 
"• J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 34. 
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Reconquest was undoubtedly present, therefore, there were other good reasons to carry 

out a campaign against the caliphate. 

As was the case with Henry, so it was for Ferdinand and Isabel as well. Facing a 

series of domestic difficulties, they too resorted to the crusading ideal, knowing that "a 

vigorous renewal of the war against Granada would do more than anything else to rally 

the country behind its new rulers, and associate Crown and people in a heroic enterprise 

which would make the name of Spain ring through Christendom."'^ The two monarchs 

began their assault on Granada in 1482. Though the mountainous topography slowed 

progress somewhat, the Catholic Kings were greatly aided by the fact that their assault 

coincided with strife within the caliphate.'^ 

While the campaign to expel the Moors from Granada served very nicely as a 

rallying call to all good Castilians and Aragonese to join their sovereign rulers and sally 

forth against the heathens, Ferdinand and Isabel also sensed the need of something a bit 

more mundane and less transient, something that would help preserve their power when 

the crusading zeal had subsided. The implement they chose was the Santa Hermandad or 

Holy Brotherhood. Originally a medieval institution, the Brotherhood had been revived 

during the strife of the 1460's. It consisted of local police-like bodies that were staffed 

and administered by individual municipalities. At the Cortes of Madrigal in 1476, 

Ferdinand and Isabel reinstituted the Brotherhood, but imparted to it a distinctly royal 

flavor by placing it under their own jurisdiction rather than leaving it under local 

J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 34. 
J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 34-35. 
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authority.'® Although some cities apparently joined the league grudgingly, "or when, as 

in the case of Trujillo in June 1477, occupied by the queen's army,""° the Brotherhood 

was nonetheless an important aid to Ferdinand and Isabel. For example, Kamen notes 

that the Brotherhood furnished a quarter of all the troops that mustered to Ferdinand to 

fight the Moors in 1490 and declares that "it was for 20 years the most significant 

support of the govemment.""' Lynch adds that, "After a hesitant start—only eight 

municipalities sent representatives to the founding meeting—the Santa Hermandad and 

its militias played a vital role in the reduction of the nobility and the pursuit of criminals, 

whatever their status."" 

It is important to note that, while the Brotherhood developed a solid base in 

Castile, it was never implemented with the same degree of success in Aragon, and no 

attempt was made to establish it in Catalonia."^ Nonetheless, it would be erroneous to 

dismiss its importance as part of Ferdinand and Isabel's effort to stabilize their influence. 

The fourth and final element of that effort which this study will examine was the 

establishment of the Spanish Inquisition. The Inquisition, like the Holy Brotherhood, had 

begun centuries before the Catholic Monarchs assumed the throne. Nonetheless, as they 

had done previously with the Brotherhood, so with the Inquisition Ferdinand and Isabel 

brought new life and fresh meaning to an old institution by reestablishing it under royal 

" H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 17-18. J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 75. 
^ H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 18. 

H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 18-19. 
^ J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 6. 
^ H. Kamen. Spain 1469-1714, 19. 
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authority and directing it toward a new end, the strengthening of their kingdom against 

forces which threatened its stability. 

Considerable ingenuity and resourcefulness on the part of Ferdinand and Isabel 

had been required in order to deal with the uncooperative nature of many members of the 

Castilian and Aragonese nobilities and to dissolve resistance to their authority. 

Subsequently this necessity had become commingled with a sincere desire to wrest 

Granada from Moorish influence, resulting in the campaigns against the Islamic 

dominion there. An entirely different cause was cited for the establishment of the 

Spanish Inquisition, but it is one to which we have alluded briefly in an earlier portion of 

this chapter, namely the troublesome presence of a small but influential Jewish 

community within the Christian kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. Increasingly, Jews in 

Spain came to be viewed with fear, suspicion, and dislike. 

Like the Mohammedans, the children of Israel were not newcomers to the Iberian 

Peninsula. Their arrival in the area can be traced to at least the third century AD,"'* 

although they were perhaps most prominent during the IS'*" century. It was during that 

latter period, in particular during the reign of Alfonso X (1252-1284), that Hebrew 

scholars exerted such an important influence in the intellectual life of Christian Spain.^ 

H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 8. F. Norwood, Strangers and Exiles: A History of Religious 
Refugees (Nashville: Abingdon, 1969), suggests that a Jewish presence in Spain may date as far back as 
the early days of the Roman empire (171). 
^ D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe (Lexington: Heath and Company, 1981), confirms that "the peak of 
Jewish cultural flowering was reached in Spain during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, especially in the 
reign of Alfonso X the Wise (1252-84)" (200). In Espana y su historia (Madrid: Minotauro, 1957), R. 
Menendez Pidal notes the important role that Jewish intellectuals played in the work that Alfonso 
commissioned (737). In The Spanish Church and the Papacy in the Thirteenth Century (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1971), P. Linehan observes that a meeting summoned by Sancho of Aragon, Alfonso's 
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It was also during this era that, with the growth of cities in Europe and the accompanying 

expansion of commerce, Jewish conmiunities grew in number and influence throughout 

the continent.'® With the flourishing of the Jewish community, however, came problems, 

as Christians throughout Europe began to develop malicious explanations for the fact 

that the children of Israel prospered so conspicuously in comparison with their new 

Gentile neighbors. Kamen remarks: 

In time the Jewish situation worsened throughout western Europe. ... In 
Spain convivencia managed to hold out. Hostility continued, however, to 
come from different groups: from urban elites who owed money to the 
Jews, from the ordinary Christian population who lived beside the Jews 
but resented their separateness, and from some rural communities that 
considered the urban Jew as their exploiters. 

This jealousy and distrust"^ of a group which was naturally quite different from the 

society in which it lived would simmer throughout the 1200's, finally breaking out all 

over Western Europe at the close of the century and spilling over into the next. In 1290, 

Jews were banished from English soil. The same step was taken in 1306 in France, 

although they were allowed to return shortly after, when Philip IV realized the 

newly appointed archbishop of Toledo, censured the monarch "for his preference for Jewish advisers" 
(175). 

Regarding the contribution of Jews to the growth of commerce in Europe, C.W. Hollister, Medieval 
History (NewYork: Knopf, 1982), writes, "Jews had played a vital part in the earlier phases of medieval 
urban growth. They were active in the commercial life of Italian cities throughout the Middle Ages, and in 
875 King Charles the Bald brought a community of Jews home with him from a visit to Italy and settled 
them in his kingdom. Soon they spread into numerous cities of France and Germany and finally into 
England in the wake of the Norman Conquest of 1066. Wherever they settled, they stimulated commerce 
through their mercantile expertise" (159). 

H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 10. 
J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, comments in this regard that, "granted their number, prosperity, and 

influence, it is not surprising that they should arouse envy and hatred" (19). H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 
agrees, noting that "prejudice was directed more against their leading role in finance. ... At the popular 
level Christian Spaniards resented those who by assiduity in trade and finance seemed to be making profits 
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deleterious effect that their absence had on his treasury. In spite of royal policy allowing 

them to return, however, there were massacres of Jews in southern France in 1320 and 

1321, and periodic persecutions of them throughout the century until their permanent 

expulsion in 1394. In Germany, bands of Jew hunters, termed Judenschlagers, were in 

operation frequently throughout this time, with the worst outbreaks of violence occurring 

in 1298, 1336, 1337, 1338, and 1348."^ The persecution of Jews in Spain lagged 

somewhat behind the rest of Western Europe until 1391. In that year in Seville, 

Valencia, Barcelona, Toledo, and other cities, the populace committed atrocities similar 

to previous outrages in other countries.^" That year turned out to be only the beginning of 

sorrows for Jews in the Iberian Peninsula. 

The fact that many Jews, both in Seville and throughout Spain, had converted to 

Christianity at that time did not seem to effect any lasting alteration in the hostility felt 

toward them by Christian Spaniards. The racially-motivated riots which took place in 

Toledo in 1449 demonstrated that the previous professions of faith by the conversos, as 

the former Jews were called, were of little importance to Gentile Spaniards, who came to 

be called "Old Christians." During the swell of popular animosity toward Jews in that 

year, Toledo enacted a law that forbade any converso from holding public office.^' This 

out of the rest of the population" (38). D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe (Lexington: Heath, 1981), refers 
to the growth, in Italy specifically and Europe in general, of "jealousy of Jewish financial successes" (203). 

Concerning the persecution of Jews in Europe, see D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe, 201-203, and 
C.W. Hollister, Medieval Europe, 159-161. 

H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 38; J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 95. 
H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 38-39. 
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was the first official manifestation of a preoccupation over limpieza de sangre, which 

would soon become of even greater significance as a social force in Spain. 

The fact that Jews had converted was not in and of itself the root of the problems. 

The hostility among non-Jewish Spaniards arose as it was discovered that many Jews 

had received baptism for the sole purpose of saving themselves from angry mobs or to 

avoid being ostracized by the communities in which they lived.^" This, coupled with the 

fact that in most instances Jewish converts continued to observe the Law of Moses and 

keep Jewish customs, made the sincerity of their conversion suspect. 

Further, the presence of active and thriving Jewish communities throughout 

Spain was considered to be a temptation to those Jews who had genuinely accepted 

Christianity. In the minds of many Spaniards, that sincere converts from Judaism should 

be forced to confront daily enticement to return to their old ways represented a grave and 

immediate threat to their newly found salvation.^^ This perception that Jews were 

actively causing newly added souls to stumble fueled the prior mistrust of them based on 

their distinctness and their prosperity, and led to the conviction that practicing Jews, as 

well as those who tried to pass themselves off as true conversos, constituted a grave 

threat to the spiritual integrity of the Christian community in Spain. 

" J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, affirms that, "to save their lives, many submitted to baptism" (95). J. Lynch, 
Spain 15I6-I598, concurs, stating that, "to save their lives and their fortunes, many Jews, especially in 
Andalucfa, became Christians" (27), while M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana (Mexico City: Fondo de 
Cultura Economica, 1966), refers to those who professed Christianity under these circumstances as "los 
conversos agregados por violencia" (60). 
" J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, underscores this by pointing out that, as far as the crown and the Church 
were concerned, "the departure of the Jews from Spain would remove temptation from all those New 
Christians who still looked back uneasily to their abandoned faith. They must now decide which master 
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It was in response to this perceived menace to the faith that Ferdinand and Isabel 

sought and received papal authorization to reestablish the Inquisition in Spain. Since the 

Inquisition was an ecclesiastical body, and Jews were outside the Church, they were also 

outside its jurisdiction.^'* However, the recent converts were not only under its authority 

but the chief objects of its scrutiny, and the Inquisitorial investigators set out to eradicate 

heretical teachings and attitudes, to instruct those new converts who had erred, and 

punish those who lapsed. 

The Inquisition was established in Castile in 1478, but was not operational in 

Aragon and Catalonia until 1487. In the intervening years, there was much resistance in 

Aragon to the notion of an arm of royal influence superceding the rights and jurisdictions 

of local authority. The magistrates of Teruel, a town about 100 miles northwest of 

Valencia, denied admittance to the Inquisitors sent by Ferdinand and Isabel in 1484, and 

did not submit until Ferdinand dispatched troops there in the spring of 1485,^^ while also 

in 1485 one of the new Inquisitors was murdered in the cathedral of Saragossa.^^ Elliot 

believes that the Aragonese did not observe anything like the threat from conversos that 

Castilians perceived,^^ but the Aragonese also were disinclined to accept an institution 

they would serve" (98). Kamen, Spain 1469-I7I4, writes that, among the recent converts, there were 
"convinced and secret judaisers" (39). 
^ See J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 99, and H. Kamen Spain 1469-I7I4,40. 

H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 5\'52-, Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 1.247-248. 
H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,41. 
Imperial Spain, "While there were many conversos also in the crown of Aragon, they were not a source 

of concern to the authorities like their brothers in Castile" (96). 
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which would deny their independence and subjugate their fueros to royal control. 

Nonetheless, the Inquisitorial apparatus was in place throughout Ferdinand and Isabel's 

combined dominion and fully functioning well before 1492, when the conquest of 

Granada was achieved. 

Upon the successful consummation of that endeavor, one which was seen as a 

profound blow to Islam by both Christians and Moslems,^' the position of Jews within 

the kingdoms of the Catholic Monarchs changed substantially. The fact that Ferdinand 

and Isabel expelled all Jews from Spanish soil only months after accepting the surrender 

of Granada was perfectly in keeping with, and represented the culmination of, the 

deterioration of the favor in which Spanish Jews had once been held. Though Jews 

flourished in Spain during the Middle Ages, especially under the rule of Alfonso X 

(1252-84), the respect that Jews had enjoyed in Spain, indeed throughout Europe, had by 

this time dissipated and turned into outright antipathy. By the time the last piece of the 

Iberian Peninsula passed once again into Christian hands, popular sentiment toward the 

Jews had soured to the point that they were believed to be leading conversos away from 

their new faith and introducing deceptive heresies. Because they were thought to be 

fomenting apostasy in this way, Jews came to represent the embodiment, on Spanish 

soil, of the very same threat that had previously been associated with Islam and thus 

According to Lea, A History of the Inquisition, the Aragonese were "fiercely jealous of their 
independence" (229). Aragon's resistance to the imposition of the Tribunal is also documented by J.H. 
Elliot, Imperial Spain {16-11, 96-97), and H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714 (40-41). 

J. H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, avers that the conquest "forged a new emotional bond between the peoples 
of Spain, who shared a common sense of triumph at the downfall of the infidel" (97). Kamen, Spain 1469-
1714, concurs, writing that "when Granada fell the event was hailed by an eyewitness as 'the most 
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aroused the hostility and righteous indignation of the vast majority of Iberian Christians. 

They came to be seen not just as persons of a divergent religious persuasion, but as a 

pernicious group whose presence and activities undermined the very foundations of 

Christianity.''" Therefore, Ferdinand and Isabel's 1492 edict banishing Jews from their 

combined kingdoms may be viewed as the logical consummation of a process that had 

begun over a century before, and which had also been played out in other countries 

across Europe. 

It is probable that the role of Jewish bankers who had financed the campaign 

against Granada was also a factor: when these bankers were vitally important to the 

successfial financing of the crusade against the Moors, they were tolerated, but once the 

war was over and the enemy was vanquished, their usefulness to the crown had ended."" 

Elliot points to another probable conuibuting concept, remarking that, "as a great 

religious achievement, the triumph naturally demanded a further act of religious 

distinguished and blessed day there has ever been in Spain'; though a Muslim commentator in Egypt saw it 
as 'one of the most terrible catastrophes to befall Islam'" (35). 

A.S. Turberville, The Spanish Inquisition, describes the animosity against Jews thus: "The people were 
incited against the Jews in particular by the eloquence of preachers whose zeal was due to perfectly sincere 
motives, since they were convinced that intercourse between the Christians and the Jews would lead to the 
contamination of the Christian faith" (28). Elliot, Imperial Spain, also makes note of the danger that their 
presence represented to many, since they were "ensconced at the very heart of the body politic, and 
purveying their pernicious doctrines throughout its length and breadth" (98). 

H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, records the fact that "in both Castile and Aragon Jews or families of 
Jewish origin were prominent financiers and tax-gatherers, serving kings, nobles and the Church. 
Ferdinand in Aragon relied almost exclusively on financiers of Jewish origin, such as Alfonso de la 
Caballeria, Luis de Santingel and Gabriel Sanchez; Isabella's two most prominent financiers were the 
Jews Abraham Seneor and Isaac Abarbanel" (38). Turberville, The Spanish Inquisition, also catalogues 
this relationship between the Granada campaign and the expulsion of the Jews, stating that "so long as the 
threat of a separate Muslim State in the country remained, the Hnancial assistance of the Jews had been too 
valuable to be dispensed with; but fast upon the decision to banish the Mohammedans followed the 
decision to banish the Jews" (34). 
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dedication."^" Therefore, between a swelling of anti-Semitic sentiment for a variety of 

reasons, and other likely motivations to rid Spain of the Jews, there was no reason to 

delay their expulsion, and Ferdinand and Isabel made plans to oust them. 

The one serious threat to the realization of this aim was crushed before it could 

take root. Turberville records how, "when the rumour spread that the expulsion of their 

race had been decided upon. Dr. Isaac Albravenal and another wealthy Jew offered 

300,000 ducats in the hope of preventing this. Ferdinand was in favour of acceptance, 

when Torquemada"*^ suddenly appeared before the two sovereigns holding a crucifix 

before him and crying, 'Behold the Crucified whom the wicked Judas sold for thirty 

pieces of silver! If you approve the deed sell Him for a greater sum.'""*^ Torquemada's 

presentation of the situation in this manner effectively eliminated any possibility of 

clemency being extended to the Jews, and Ferdinand and Isabel naturally abandoned the 

idea of allowing the Jews to stay. They were ordered to choose: convert to Christianity or 

be out of Spain in four months. 

As had occurred before, subsequent to the violence of 1391, there were 

undeniably many Jews whose conversion in 1492 was nothing more than a new coat of 

paint on an old piece of furniture.'*^ In the years following the publication of the 

expulsion decree, many Old Christians were angered by the mere lip service to 

Imperial Spain, 97-98. 
Turberville is referring to Tomds de Torquemada, a Dominican friar who had been appointed to the 

office of Inquisitor in 1482 and had been elevated to Inquisitor General for both Castile and Aragon in 
1483. This was significant because, as of that time, the Inquisition in Spain was united under the person 
and vision of Torquemada. See H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, (40). 

The Spanish Inquisition, 34-35. 
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Christianity that they believed most conversos offered. This, of course, strengthened the 

perceived need for the Inquisition, which continued to vigilantly guard against apostasy 

and heresy among conversos. The fact that practicing Jews were now banished from the 

realm made the Inquisitors' jobs easier than it had been prior to their exile: the absence 

of separate communities of Levitical devotees made it all that much easier to identify 

and root out sources of heresy.'"^ Jews had previously been outside the jurisdiction of the 

Inquisition, but their banishment, subsequent to the expulsion of all Moslems, meant that 

every person in Spain was now under Church authority. 

It is also crucial to point out that, unlike Inquisitions in other countries, control of 

the Spanish Inquisition was wholly given over to Ferdinand and Isabel. Because all 

appointments and policy decisions were in their hands, they were in a unique position to 

avail themselves of the Inquisition's significance and authority, rallying both the 

Castilian and Aragonese populations behind them in the name of orthodoxy and 

devotion to the Holy Church.'*' This facet of the Tribunal's composition gave it a 

measure of significance and utility that it did not have for any other secular sovereigns. 

Because the Inquisition was under their exclusive control and not administered from 

Rome, Ferdinand and Isabel were able to use it exactly as they saw fit, in keeping with 

their vision for a unified Spain. 

A. S. Turbervillie, The Spanish Inquisition, "That the Christianity of many of the Conversos was the 
merest veneer is undoubtedly true" (37). 

J. H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, explains that the Tribunal "found its task considerably eased by the 
disappearance of a practicing Jewish community" (99). 

See J. H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 96; H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 39; D. L. Jensen, Renaissance 
Europe, 216. 
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The Inquisition's effect on the social and intellectual climate in Spain was both 

immediate and significant, even before 1492. Although the Spanish Inquisition was 

always an ecclesiastical body and concerned with matters of faith, it nonetheless had 

important side effects outside the realm of theology, which helped Ferdinand and Isabel 

in their efforts to consolidate their power. When in 1483 the Castilian and Aragonese 

Inquisitions were placed together under one Inquisitor General, Tomas de Torquemada,''® 

this step further emphasized the Tribunal's role in bringing Castile and Aragon closer to 

being a single kingdom. In this regard, Elliot comments: 

while the establishment of the Inquisition was primarily a religious 
measure designed to maintain the purity of the faith in the dominions of 
the kings of Spain, its importance was by no means restricted to an 
exclusively religious sphere. In a country so totally devoid of political 
unity as the new Spain, a common faith served as a substitute, binding 
together Castilian, Aragonese, and Catalans, in the single purpose of 
ensuring the ultimate triumph of the Holy Church.'*' 

Kamen concludes that the impact of this action was to create "for the first time a body 

whose authority extended throughout Spain regardless of political divisions."^" 

Thus, while playing out its principal role as a bastion of hegemony and guardian 

against heresy, the Inquisition also was a potent unifying factor, and was immensely 

useful to Ferdinand and Isabel in their effort to strengthen their control over their two 

kingdoms. Like their itinerant court, the campaigns against the Moorish caliphate of 

Granada, and the reestablishment of the Santa Hermandad, the Tribunal was a recourse 

•** Torquemada, along with six other Dominicans, had been appointed to the office of Inquisitor in 1482 by 
papal bull. In 1483 he was elevated to Inquisitor General of Castile and Aragon. (H. Kamen, Spain 1469-
1714,40). 

Imperial Spain, 97. 
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that the monarchs considered essential to the fortification of their sovereignty. Each of 

these strategies helped Ferdinand and Isabel move closer to their goal of a stable and 

unified Spain. 

Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,40. 
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Cisneros 

During these years, as the Inquisition was being established, a Franciscan scholar 

who would have a profound impact on the social and intellectual life of Spain was rising 

to prominence. The 1492 imposition of the Tribunal in Granada and its oversight of 

Ferdinand and Isabel's new Andalusian subjects was entrusted to the Hieronymite, 

Hernando de Talavera, leaving vacant the post he had formerly occupied as confessor to 

Isabel. The position was filled by one Francisco Ximenez de Cisneros (1436-1517),^' 

whose rapid advance from that year onward would ultimately culminate in his being 

entrusted with authority that was exceeded only by that of Ferdinand himself. Cisneros is 

best known as a reformer and patron of intellectual pursuits, but a study of his life and 

his influence during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabel reveals a surprising depth of 

character and a number of facts that have significant relevance for this study. As an 

embodiment of both the humanism and the religious zeal that characterized the late 15"' 

and early 16"' centuries, he represents the felicitous union of two intellectual currents 

that would later divide and ultimately evolve into competing schools of thought in the 

time of Fray Luis. Cisneros' devotion to orthodoxy and zealous support of the 

Inquisition had an impact that was every bit as significant and long lasting as his 

patronage of learning. Indeed, his vigorous defense of the Tribunal amounted to the 

" J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 93. 
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strengthening of the very mechanism that would later overshadow the scholarship that 

Cisneros had striven to foster. 

Cisneros' appointment as Isabel's confessor in 1492 was not to be the only 

position of responsibility with which he was entrusted. His potential for leadership was 

evident, and he was appointed to the see of Toledo in 1495, following the death of 

Cardinal Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza (1428-1495). He also accompanied Ferdinand and 

Isabel in 1499 on their tour of Granada, and upon his urging they granted his request to 

oversee a dramatic intensification of the campaign to convert the Moors who still dwelt 

there.^" Cisneros' energy in bringing Granada under the mantle of Christianity may have 

contributed to his appointment as Inquisitor General of Castile^^ in 1507. He also led 

successful military expeditions against Mers el Kebir in 1505 and Gran in 1509, the 

latter being financed entirely with monies from his own see.^'* Cisneros' willingness to 

Cisneros was impatient with the results being obtained by Granada's first Archbishop, Taiavera. Along 
with Ferdinand and Isabel's political appointee to Granada, Inigo L6pez de Mendoza, Taiavera had won 
the respect of the Moors by treating them respectfully and by honoring the terms of surrender agreed on in 
1492. Among those terms were guarantees that the Moors would be allowed to keep their arms, customs, 
language, and religion. H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, calls Talavera's approach to evangelism "charitable 
persuasion" (36), while J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, terms it "gentle assimilation" (40). Upon arrival 
Cisneros concluded that the mild approach was working too slowly, and the harsh changes he subsequently 
Implemented with royal blessing included forced conversions and mass baptisms. These measures, carried 
out despite the protests of Taiavera and L6pez, resulted in the Alpujarras rebellion of 1500. In 1502, Isabel 
decreed that all Moors were to either convert or leave Castile. 

According to H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, after Isabel's death in 1504, Ferdinand was 
uncomfortable with the idea of having his kingdom of Aragon under the authority of an Inquisition 
governed by a Castilian subject, especially in light of the strained relationship between Ferdinand and his 
son-in-law, Phillip, who ruled Castile with Ferdinand's daughter Juana. He therefore appealed to Pope 
Julius n to have the Tribunal divided into separate Castilian and Aragonese Inquisitions. The Pope 
acceded, and in 1507, when Inquisitor General Diego Deza was forced to resign for egregious abuse of his 
office, Cisneros was appointed as Inquisitor General of Castille and Juan Enguera, bishop of Vich, the 
Inquisitor General for Aragon. Later, Charles V, unlike Ferdinand, had no interest in preserving the 
individual liberty of Aragon, and upon Cisneros* death Charles reunified the Inquisition under Adrian de 
Utrecht, his former tutor, who had been Inquisitor General of Aragon since 1516 (1.180, 194-206,556). 
^ H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,47. 
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undertake such costly and potentially dangerous martial endeavours may be partly 

explained by the fact that, in his own words, "the smell of gunpowder was sweeter than 

the perfumes of Arabia."^^ Cisneros' competence as a military strategist demonstrates 

the broad range of areas in which he had expertise, and undoubtedly his varied aptitudes 

accounted for his later appointment to prominent posts in the government of Castile. He 

presided over the Council of Regency in Castile after Isabel's death, and shortly before 

his own demise Ferdinand appointed Cisneros regent until the arrival of the heir, Charles 

of Ghent.^^ Cisneros occupied this latter post until his death, shortly before Charles 

arrived in 1517." 

Throughout his life, Cisneros' talent for administration and his sincere devotion 

led him into positions that offered him the opportunity to exercise both gifts. His energy 

for reforming his own religious order is well known. Despite the determination of those 

who resisted the changes he sought to institute, his endeavors were significant enough to 

ensure him recognition as one of the most eminent reformers of that time. Upon being 

appointed to the see of Toledo he attempted to enforce stricter observance of the rules of 

piety, later expanding his campaign to the rest of the Franciscan order. Cisneros 

advocated the elimination of concubinage and an end to the accumulation of property 

" Qtd. in H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,47. 
J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598,45-48; J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 132. 
Charles' trip from the Netherlands was delayed by inclement weather for over two months. He finally set 

sail in mid-September 1517. When he arrived, continued weather problems forced him to disembark in 
Asturias, rather than in Santander as planned. He fell sick on the journey inland and arrived in Tordesillas 
to meet with his mother, Juana, on 4 November, at which point she formally authorized Charles to inherit 
the monarchy. Cisneros was quite ill by this point, and died near Valladolid on the S"*, on the very day that 
Charles' letter arrived announcing that Juana's authorization had been granted. See H. Kamen, Spain 
1469-1714, 62-63, and J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 134. 
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and wealth, and enjoined the clergy to reside in their parishes and preach the Scriptures 

to their parishioners every Sunday.^® As may be imagined, such strict observance of the 

responsibilities associated with the priesthood did not meet with acceptance among those 

members of the clergy who had become accustomed to ease and indulgence. M. 

Bataillon records the example of how the clergy of Toledo reacted to their discovery of 

Cisneros' intentions when he was appointed to the see in 1495: 

A los delegados que le llevan hasta Aragon la enhorabuena del 
cabildo, no les oculta sus proyectos de reforma. ... Pero los 
candnigos de Toledo son personajes a quienes no se reduce tan 
facilmente a la obediencia mondstica. Envfan a uno de ellos, 
Albomoz, a protestar a Roma. Cisneros no tarda en averiguar el 
secreto de esta misidn, y se les adelanta. Albomoz es aprehendido, 
al desembarcar, por los buenos oficios del embajador Garcilaso de 
la Vega, y el imprudente canonigo, enemigo del claustro, vuelve a 
Toledo para quedar encarcelado.^' 

Bataillon explains the resistance to the devoted impulses of Cisneros and others like him 

by noting that "las tendencias evangelicas que consituyen el vigor de la reforma 

franciscana o de la reforma dominicana se encaman en una minona monastica entregada 

a la espiritualidad."®° 

In addition to the zeal that Cisneros exhibited for purifying monastic life, he is 

also known for his patronage of humanistic scholarship. His enthusiasm for putting 

intellectual energy to work for the Church helped produce such significant events as the 

H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,47-48; Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 83; J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, 92-94. 
" M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 2-3. 

M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 10. 
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opening of the University of Alcali in 1508*^' and the publication of a new version of the 

Bible in 1522.®" Cisneros' approach to learning was typical of the humanistic perspective 

that was in vogue at that time, and his patronage of education and scholarship was 

perfectly in keeping with the Renaissance that he and so many of his contemporaries in 

Spain were embracing.®^ His intellectual curiosity was such that he even "welcomed 

foreign religious ideas, particularly those of a reforming and mystical character, such as 

those of Erasmus and Savonarola,"*^ going so far as to invite Erasmus to Spain.®' The 

fact that Erasmus declined the invitation does not diminish the significance of the offer. 

Undoubtedly influenced by this invitation and by the fact that it was reiterated shortly 

thereafter, Erasmus held Cisneros in highest regard as a defender of scholarship.^® 

Cisneros' intellectual drive and his readiness to accept reforming ideas must not 

be misconstrued, however. Alongside the support that he extended to humanistic 

scholarship and to clerical reform, we must also consider his vigorous defense of 

The university was approved and construction began in 1498, but classes were not offered there until ten 
years later. See H. Kamen, Spain I469-17I4, 48, and J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 84. Lynch notes that 
under Cisneros' sponsorship the university "became one of the most brilliant centres of learning in Europe, 
distinguished not only for its theological and canonical studies, but also for its promotion of the 
humanities, languages, and medicine" (85). 

The Polyglot Bible was completed in 1517, although another five years passed before its publication. 
The six-voiume work contained both the Old and New Testaments, with the original languages (Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Greek) printed in columns alongside and parallel to the Latin Vulgate. 
" Other significant humanists include: Antonio de Nebrija (1444-1522), author of the first book on 
Castilian grammar in 1492; Juan de Vergara (1492-1557), who had worked on the Polyglot Bible and 
would later serve as secretary to the Archbishop of Toledo; Alfonso de Fonseca; Alfonso Vald^s (1490?-
1532), who was later the secretary to Charles V; Valdes' brother Juan (15017-1541), who authored the 
famous Didlogo de la dactrina cristiana-, and Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540), "whose Europe-wide 
reputation was surpassed only by that of his mentor Erasmus" (D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe, 320). 
" H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714,48. 

J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 90; M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 77. 
^ M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana: "El 26 de febrero de 1517, en carta a Capitdn, Erasmo mencionaba ya 
al Cardenal de Toledo al lado de Leon X como protector del humanismo" (77). 
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orthodoxy, particularly as it pertains to the Inquisition. His actions in Granada 

subsequent to his visit there in 1499 indicate how fervently dedicated he was to 

preserving unity within the Spanish church. He was willing to utterly ignore the 

conditions of the 1491 treaty that had ended the Reconquest in order to ftirther his and 

the monarchs' goal of eliminating heterodoxy.^' Cisneros' ardor for elinunating any 

threat to the Church's doctrinal hegemony led to his appointment as Inquisitor General 

of Spain in 1507. In this office he vehemently defended the Tribunal's methods. In the 

face of complaints about the Inquisition's secrecy and harshness, Cisneros responded 

that he felt its methodology to be ideal and that he was in no way disposed to alter its 

approach in the slightest. He even went so far in its defense as to declare that it would 

have been sinful to alter the Inquisition.®® 

Cisneros' adamant defense of the Inquisition may seem to be at odds with his 

scholarly interest. It is difficult to reconcile his dedication to scholarship with his 

unwavering support of an institution that increasingly interfered with research. That the 

Inquisition often turned its attention to scholars may be established by noting the case of 

one of the most learned men in Spain, Antonio de Nebrija.®' Shortly before Cisneros 

" See note 52. 
H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, states that Cisneros considered the Tribunal to be so flawlessly conceived 

and structured that he declared, "there will never be any need for reform and it would be sinful to introduce 
changes" (44). 

Nebrija's conflict with the Inquisition bears a striking resemblance to that of Fray Luis. Like him, 
Nebrija advocated studying the Bible in its original languages. However, some within the ecclesiastical 
community were disdainful of his attempts to approach the Scriptures fi:om a strictly linguistic perspective. 
Nebrija was, after all, a grammarian, not a theologian. According to M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, the 
Inquisitor General, Fray Diego de Deza, was "alarmado por las investigaciones de un gramdtico sobre el 
texto bfblico" (29). Far from this being a personal concern of Deza alone, Bataillon explains that the 
"hostilidad suscitada por el esfuerzo cn'tico de un Nebrija se dirige, sobre todo, contra su calidad de 
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took the helm of the Tribunal, the Inquisitor General, Fray Diego de Deza, ordered the 

confiscation of Nebrija's papers. In his own defense, Nebrija appealed to none other than 

Cisneros himself, pleading: 

Planta de nuevo aquellas dos antorchas apagadas de nuestra religion que 
son la lengua griega y la lengua hebrea; ofrece recompensas a quienes se 
consagren a esta tarea; en cuanto a los estorbadores, arrojalos mas lejos 
que los sdrmatas.^" 

Fortunately for Nebrija, his papers were returned shortly with little or no consequences." 

It is ironic that Nebrija solicited Cisneros's advocacy, given that Cisneros would 

subsequently be charged with the administration of the office from which Nebrija sought 

refuge. This incident illustrates the paradoxical nature of an individual who both 

fomented humanistic research and reform, and consistently sought to defend and 

advance the Inquisition. 

Cisneros, however, saw no conflict between humanism and his zeal for 

preserving the purity of the faith. He was energetic and sincere in his love of scholarship 

and his desire to invigorate the intellectual and spiritual life of Spain, but his enthusiasm 

to safeguard the truth was equally powerful. De Lamar Jensen comments that Cisneros 

had "no more tolerance for clerical abuses than he did for heresy."'" Thus, in our effort 

to understand Cisneros and the events that occurred during the time of his influence, it is 

vital that we not separate these elements of his personality. 

humanista, de 'gramatico.' Los te<5logos reivindican, con respecto a la Biblia, una especie de monopolio" 
(31). 
™ M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 32. 
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Notwithstanding Cisneros' ability to reconcile humanism and zeal in his own 

character and outlook, in the years following his death it became clear that these two 

modes of thought were essentially opposed to one another. While Cisneros was alive and 

able to maintain an equilibrium between leaming and doctrinal fervor, a level of stability 

was possible between them. After his death, however. Inquisitors and adherents to 

humanism began to pull in increasingly opposing directions. From the time of Cisneros' 

passing in 1517 to the late 1520's, humanism swelled in popularity. However, the 

freedom and support that scholars enjoyed during that time was subsequently consumed 

by the rising intensity of Spain's Counterreformation. The fervency of this reaction 

finally overtook and exceeded the impetus of Spain's intellectual vanguard, squelching 

many of the advances of Renaissance scholarship in Spain by the close of the 1530's. 

A comprehensive explanation of this dramatic shift in the social and intellectual 

climate in Spain must begin with an analysis of two events that were virtually 

simultaneous with the cardinal's passing, and which served as hints of what was to 

come. The mantle of leadership passed from Cisneros to Charles I only days after Martin 

Luther defiantly posted his 95 theses.^^ These two events were significant portents of the 

changes that were to come to Spain, and are keys to understanding how Spanish 

humanism briefly flourished and then was smothered by the Inquisition. 

M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana: "La censura inquisitorial no podia hacer nada contra una obra en 
preparaci6n. Habi'a sido preciso apelar a la autoridad civil para que Fray Diego le devolviera sus 
manuscritos. El proceso no habia ido muy lejos" (29). 
^ Renaissance Europe, 320. 
^ Luther's 95 Theses appeared on the Wittenberg church door on 31 October. Charles had landed in 
Asturias on 18 September, and on 4 November was granted confirmation of his right to the crown by his 
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Erasmus in Spain 

When Charles of Ghent arrived in Spain in the fall of 1517, he met with a nation 

that was already embracing a cultural and intellectual rebirth. Spain's Renaissance, 

though late in its arrival, was still vivid and enthusiastic. It was energized by ideas that 

came mainly from abroad but had been welcomed and cultivated by many within Spain's 

scholarly community. Italian literary trends, including an interest in the Classics, had 

been disseminated in Spain through her many soldiers and students who spent time in 

Italy. Such authors as Garcilaso, Juan de Flores, and Garci Rodriguez de Montalvo 

ushered in these changes through their cultivation of literary styles that were flourishing 

in Italy, and the popularity of the sonnet, the novela sentimental, and the novela de 

caballerias demonstrate the degree to which Spain had opened itself to Italian influence. 

At the same time, the popularity of Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466-1536) within 

Charles' new kingdom was growing as well. Erasmus' advocacy of humanistic research 

went hand in hand with his desire to foster sincere devotion to Christ and his acidic 

criticisms of hypocrisy and laxity among the clergy. His Moriae Encomium {The Praise 

of Folly) harmonized well with the previous efforts of Cisneros and others to combat 

clerical laziness and encourage a return to the original rigor of monastic life. Originally 

published in 1511, the Moriae was written, according to Bataillon, "bajo el velo de la 

mother. Four days later, Cisneros died near Valladolid, before Charles' arrival. H. Kamen, Spain 1469-
1714,63. 
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ironfa, contra todo lo que le pareci'a muerto en el catolicismo."''* Jensen classifies the 

work as being "particularly harsh on monks." 

Equally caustic was his Enchiridion Militis Christiani {Handbook of the Militant 

Christian), which was as widely read in Spain as in the rest of Europe.'® Alonso 

Fernandez, translator of the work, stated in 1526 that "at the emperor's court, in the 

cities, in the churches, in the convents, even in the inns and on the highways, everyone 

has the Enchiridion in Spanish,"'' while the publisher informed Erasmus that "though 

the printers have produced many thousands of copies, they cannot satisfy the multitude 

of buyers."'^ 

The fact that Cisneros had previously invited Erasmus to Spain indicates that his 

ideas were held in the highest regard well before the new ruler's arrival, and, indeed, 

Charles seems to have been quite prepared to continue the official sanction of Erasmus. 

In response to a concern that Erasmus expressed, Charles signed and dispatched a letter 

of unmitigated support and approval to the Dutch scholar. Addressing him as, "Honrado, 

devoto e amado nuestro," Charles went on to insist that there was no doubt whatsoever 

concerning Erasmus' orthodoxy: "parece que en alguna manera te desconfi'as del amor e 

voluntad que te tenemos, como si en nuestra presencia se hobiese de determinar cosa 

Erasmo y espana, 73. 
D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe, 333. 
J.P. Dolan, ed. and trans., Desiderius Erasmus, Handbook of the Militant Christian, (Notre Dame, IN: 

Fides, 1962), notes that the Enchiridion was first printed in 1503, and was republished eight times in Latin 
between 1514 and 1518. It was also translated into English (1518), Czech (1519), German (1520), Dutch 
(1523). Spanish (1526), French (1529), Portuguese (1541), Italian (1542), and Polish (1585). Dolan 
concludes, "There is no question Lhat it was one of the most widely read books of the age" (58). 
" Qtd. in H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 112. 

Qtd. in H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 84. 
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ninguna contra Erasmo, de cuya cristiana intencion estamos muy ciertos."'' Thus, with 

enthusiastic royal sanction, Erasmian scholarly and religious ideals were gaining a broad 

level of acceptance. 

According to Kamen, "the high tide of the movement was the emperor's sojourn 

in Spain from 1522 to 1529."®" Beyond the monarch's support of humanism in general, 

Charles and many members of his court were Flemish. Naturally, therefore, Erasmus' 

ideas were very much in vogue among the royal entourage. Bataillon confirms that, 

es probable que esos anos en que Espafia se ve arrastrada 
vertiginosamente dentro de la drbita de la politica borgonona-
flamenca, sean anos en que el pensamiento de Erasmo penetra de 
manera decisiva en todos los centros espanoles de la vida 
intelectual.^' 

In addition to members of Charles' Flemish court who embraced Erasmist thought, many 

like-minded Castilians and Aragonese gathered themselves to Charles and benefited 

from the crown's patronage of humanism. Alfonso de Valdes, who was one of Charles' 

secretaries, Inquisitor General Alonso Manrique de Lara, and the Archbishop of Toledo, 

Alfonso de Fonseca, were also among Erasmus' staunchest supporters,®" as was 

Fonseca's secretary, Juan de Vergara, who had worked on the Polyglot Bible.®^ Kamen 

notes that the eminent humanist Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540),®'* in a letter to Erasmus, 

Qtd. in M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espafia, 277-278. The letter is dated 14 December 1527. 
^ Spain 1469-1714, 112. 
" Erasmo y Espafia, 83. 

Spain 1469-1714, 112. 
Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 90. 
D. L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe, describes Vives as "the greatest of the Spanish humanists, whose 

Europewide reputation was surpassed only by that of his mentor, Erasmus." Vives' first work, Fabula de 
Homine, was completed in 1518. Other important works include De subventione pauperum, De 
institutione feminae Christianae, and Introductio ad sapientiam. Like Erasmus and Cisneros, Vives' 
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alluded to the Dutch scholar's popularity within Spain.®^ While devotees of Erasmian 

thought were in such positions of authority in Spain, the Dutchman's works were 

translated and circulated throughout Castile and Aragon. Bataillon remarks that "a partir 

de 1527, aiio decisivo, los libros de Erasmo disfrutaron en Espana de una popularidad, 

de una difusion en lengua vulgar cuya analogfa se buscaria en vano en cualquier otro 

pais de Europa."^® Lynch surmises that the dissemination of Erasmus' works in Spain 

derived from the fact that during this time, "Spanish Erasmists were thus strategically 

placed to promote the writings of their master."^^ Lynch concurs with Bataillon in the 

opinion that these years "saw the Erasmist movement successfully established in 

Spain,®® while Jensen goes so far as to assert that "between 1515 and 1530, the 

popularity of Erasmus in Spain was so great as to almost constitute a cult."®' 

However, even as "Erasmus' writings were multiplying in Spain and enjoying a 

vogue among the educated public unparalleled in any other European country,"^" a 

reaction was building against him, particularly among the religious orders that he had so 

caustically ridiculed." During the same years that partisans of Erasmus' ideals occupied 

philosophy, according to Jensen, "was based on the reconciliation of Christianity and humanism" (320-
321). 

Spain 1469-1714, 111. This letter was written in 1524. 
Erasmo y Espana, 279, emphasis added. See also Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 91-92. 

" Spain 1516-1598, 90 
Spain 1516-1598, 91. 
Renaissance Europe, 321. 

^ J.H. Lynch,Spain 1516-1598,91-92. 
" For example, in his Enchiridion he had written, "You know well enough that if you desire to live with 
Christ, you must be crucified to this world. Then why delude yourself like a fool? Why, in such an all-
important matter, are you so prone to self-deception? There are all kinds of excuses, of course. Some will 
say: 'I am a secular priest; I am obliged to life in the world.' Some will reason: 'Even though I am a priest, 
I have not joined a monastic order, I am no monk.' They are in for a shock. And of course the monks 
easily delude themselves. 'We do not belong to a strict order This message is for others.' ... What a 
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positions of authority in Spain and contributed to the diffiision of his works, Erasmus' 

detractors were angrily seelcing venues in which to vent their animosity. The opposition 

to Erasmus and his ideas began as early as the year of Cisneros' death, but took a 

considerable amount of time to build momentum. 

While Erasmus' scholarship was profoundly stimulating to Spanish humanists, 

his critiques of monastic indolence and empty religious formalism had made him 

enemies among the same circles that had resisted renewal efforts by Cisneros and others. 

Native Spanish reformers had ruffled feathers in their striving to confront complacency 

among the clergy, and Erasmus' writings offended many for the same reasons. Lynch 

states, "As they were the main butt of his jibes, the monastic orders naturally hit back 

and assailed him as a heretic,"'" and Kamen agrees that, "Some of the mendicant orders 

in particular were smarting under the satirical attacks of Erasmu.s, and pressed for a 

debate on his 'heresies'."'^ 

In addition to the personal affront that some within Spain felt as a result of 

Erasmus' anti-clerical barbs, others undoubtedly came to associate him with Charles, a 

foreign-bom king, and the Flemish courtiers who championed Erasmus. There was no 

great joy at Charles' ascension to the throne after the death of Ferdinand; it was, in fact, 

something that the aging king himself had sought to avoid, since Charles was Flemish, 

terrible delusion! Does the idea of living in Christ have any meaning at all? If you are in the world you are 
not in Christ. Of course, if you mean by the world the earth, the sea, the atmosphere, the heavens, then 
obviously all of us are in the world. But if the world is for you ambition, desire for honor, promotion, or 
authority, if the world consists of pleasure and lust, then I doubt if you are even a Christian." {Handbook of 
the Militant Christian, 95). Such deliberately cutting remarks by Erasmus aroused the ire of those whose 
laziness he criticized. 

Spain 1516-1598,91. 
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not Spanish. Ferdinand had not wanted the monarchy to pass into the hands of the 

Hapsburgs,''' yet Ferdinand's efforts to keep Charles from the throne failed, and the 

crown ultimately passed to a man who did not even speak Castilian.'^ Many in Spain 

viewed the arrival of the alien king with wariness, especially since, as Lynch points out, 

"already in 1516 when the young king lingered in the Netherlands...important Spanish 

offices were being granted or sold to Flemings in the king's following, and Spanish 

money was going to Brussels to finance the Burgundian court."'*^ Charles' election as 

Holy Roman Emperor in 1519 represented even gloomier tidings to many Spaniards, 

since his assumption of that role would force him to levee higher taxes for the support of 

his empire and result in long periods of absence from Spain." Given, then, the 

discontent that accompanied Charles' arrival and his election to his grandfather 

Maximillian's position as emperor, it is small wonder that his departure in 1520 was 

followed immediately by the Comunero revolt. In this climate of resentment toward a 

foreign ruler and the perceived opulence of his Remish court, it is certain that many in 

Spain who had been incensed by Erasmus' vitriolic censure of monks viewed him as 

another aspect of the Flemish intrusion. Undoubtedly, some of the hostility that was 

The Spanish Inquisition, 85. 
^ See J.H. Elliot, Imperial Spain, I25ff. 

J. Lynch. Spain 1516-1598, 50. 
Spain 1516-1598, 50. 
Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, refers to him as "a perpetual absentee monarch," and notes that he was in 

Spain for only 17 of the nearly 40 years of his reign, including an astonishing 13 year absence from 1543 
until after abdicating in favor of his son, Phillip. According to Kamen, Charles was in Spain from 
September 1517 to May 1520, July 1522 to July 1529, April 1533 to April 1535, December 1536 to early 
1538, July 1538 to November 1539, November 1541 to May 1543, and, subsequent to his abdication, from 
September 1556 until his death in September 1558 (64). 
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directed at him in the early years of Charles' reign can be attributed to an early 

resentment of Charles' apparent aloofness to the needs and conditions of Spain. 

The initial glinruners of anti-Erasmian sentiment came from the pen of one Diego 

Lopez de Zuniga, who in 1520 published a scathing attack on Erasmus' 1516 New 

Testament. Bataillon explains Zuiiiga's reaction to the work: "Se espantaba de ver...un 

libro tan plagado de groseros errores, que el se ufanaba de revelar al mundo sabio."^® 

Ironically, Zuniga's objections were largely based on printing errors that were corrected 

in later editions of Erasmus' New Testament.^^ Zuiiiga seems to have been principally 

interested in showing off his own intellect and making a name for himself by putting the 

renowned scholar to shame, since, as Bataillon notes, Zuiiiga ignored Cisneros' earlier 

recommendation to consult with Erasmus before publishing the critique: "Zuiiiga no 

aspiraba a la colaboracion paciTica, sino a la gloria de aplastar piiblicamente al fdolo de 

la Europa sabia."'°" To be sure, there was an element of nationalistic stubbornness in his 

belligerence,'®' but be that as it may, among those who disliked Erasmus and all he 

represented, Zuniga's voice was one of the earliest and the most strident. 

Charles' letter affirming his assurance of Erasmus' orthodoxy was a response to a 

subsequent upsurge in anti-Erasmian enthusiasm that had come to a head in 1527. In that 

Erasmo y Espana, 91. 
Erasmus* second edition of the New Testament was published in 1519. However, Zuiiiga did not see the 

corrections before publishing his views, since Erasmus' emended New Testament had not arrived in Spain 
in 1520. See M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 96. 

Erasmo y Espana, 92. 
"" M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana: "Junto con el irrumpe en la republica de las letras una 'ciencia 
espanola* celosa de su gloria, que lanzara aun al mundo mds de un orgulloso desaffo. ... Para ser 
equitativos, hemos de anadir que Zuniga deja muy atrds a todos los abogados de esa ciencia espaiiola por 
el ardor de su 'jactancia castellana'" (92). 
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year, under pressure from the orders. Inquisitor General Manrique de Lara convened an 

assembly to weigh concerns about Erasmus' alleged heretical leaning. The convocation 

ultimately yielded no fruit, since the theologians convened were not able to arrive at a 

consensus. Kamen says that this was reckoned a victory for Erasmians,'°" but to us it 

serves as glaring evidence of the forcefulness and resolve of Erasmus' adversaries. If 

such influence could be exerted on the Inquisitor General at a time when the Dutchman 

was favored and his writings eagerly received by the king himself, it is patently clear that 

those who stood in opposition to his precepts were nearly as numerous as his supporters. 

The flight of Juan de Valdes to Italy two years later was an indicator of how 

significantly Spain's intellectual climate had shifted by that time. A wholehearted 

supporter of Erasmus, he and his brother Alfonso were among Spain's most prominent 

humanists. Juan's publication in that year of the Didlogo de doctrina cristiana, in 

defiance of his opponents and in support of Erasmus, attracted the attention of the 

Inquisition. Following Juan's hasty departure overseas, the Inquisition declared his guilt 

and his works were banned. 

The departure of Charles in the same year as Valdes' emigration seems to have 

marked a turning point in the favored position that humanists had hitherto enjoyed. The 

absence of the king and of numerous pro-Erasmian court officials constituted a profound 

shift in the scholarly dynamic in Spain. Support for Erasmus' followers had been 

dwindling and they now found themselves separated from their sovereign's protection 

Spain 1469-1714, 112. 
See J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 92, and M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 345ff, 483. 
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and encouragement. Kamen states that "the departure from Spain in that year of the 

Erasmian court left the humanists without effective support in high places."'"^ 

Lynch concludes that Erasmus' enemies energetically worked against him during 

the monarch's absence, with the result that "by the time of Charles' return to Spain in 

1533 the Inquisition had successfully associated in the public mind the teachings of 

Erasmus with the heresies of Luther, and Spain's leading Erasmists were either in jail as 

proto-Lutherans or else had fled the country."The desire to expunge any hint of 

Erasmian influence during the I530's was demonstrated by the Inquisition's arrests of 

Juan de Vergara, "secretary to Cisneros and later to Fonseca, professor at Alcala and the 

most eminent humanist in Spain,"as well as Alonso de Virues, Charles V's chaplain, 

in 1533. Both men were eventually acquitted, Vergara in 1535 and Virues two years 

later, but it is clear that by this time many Inquisitors were aggressively pursuing a 

course of anti-Erasmism. Kamen considers the efforts to discredit Erasmus and his 

adherents a premeditated, deliberate "campaign," and comments ominously that 

"Erasmus saw his friends in Spain being silenced one by one."'°^ The fact that Erasmus' 

last surviving letter to Spain is dated December, 1533 is grim testimony of that truth. 

The Inquisitor General Manrique de Lara, who had been one of the most 

influential and outspoken adherents of Erasmus' ideas, died in 1538. Manrique, to whom 

Spain 1469-1714, 112. 
J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 92. 
H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 117. 
Spain 1469-1714, 117. 
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the translation of Erasmus' Enchiridion was dedicated, had authorized its publication in 

1527. Lea points out Manrique's enthusiasm for defending Erasmus by noting that in 

t h a t  s a m e  y e a r  M a n r i q u e  h a d  s t e r n l y  r e p r i m a n d e d  " m a n y  p r o m i n e n t f o r  " e x c i t i n g  

the people against Erasmus," and had issued "an absolute prohibition to write against 

Erasmus."'"® However, as Lea continues, a majority of the Inquisitors were the very 

frailes that Manrique had reproached and were in no wise disposed to abandon their 

enmity toward Erasmus. Their presence within the Tribunal was offset by Manrique's 

determination to advocate scholarship and reform, but Manrique's death tipped the 

scales in favor of the anti-Erasmian camp within the Inquisition, and it afterwards grew 

increasingly hostile to anything that hinted at Erasmism. 

Lynch's reference above to the similarity that many observed between Erasmus 

and Luther is a key point, and highlights the important role that the Lutheran debate 

played in the Inquisition's growing misgivings about Spanish humanists. In addition to 

the grudge that many carried, both within the Inquisition and in the religious orders, 

because of Erasmus' critiques, we must also consider the fact that in the eyes of the 

Inquisition there was little or no difference between Erasmus and Luther. The example 

of Vergara's trial bears this out, since, as Lynch writes, "the technique employed against 

Vergara was typical and effective: he was smeared with accusations of Lutheranism, 

niuminism, and Erasmism, all three being linked in such a way as to make them part of 

the same heresy."'®' Kamen also argues that "the spread of Lutheran ideas seemed to 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.414. 
Spain 1516-1598,93, emphasis added. 
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threaten orthodoxy, and many theologians at Valladolid in 1527 saw Erasmus as 

indistinguishable from Luther,""" and that by the early 1530's "Erasmianism and the 

new humanism were being identified with the German heresy."'" Luther's ideas were 

certainly not substantially different in that time from what they had been during the 

zenith of humanism's popularity in Spain. What had changed was the Spanish Church's 

response. 

1469-1714, 112. 
Spa in  1469-1714 ,  117 .  
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The Initial Response to Luther 

The commencement of Luther's activities is usually associated with his nailing of 

95 propositions to a church door in Wittenberg on 31 October 1517. However, for as 

many as two years later, his ideas were virtually unknown in Spain, according to 

Kamen."" Lynch remarks that as late as 1520, "little was known of Luther in Spain 

beyond a general rumour about a 'heretic who was rising in Germany'.""^ Despite 

Spain's ignorance of the state of affairs in Saxony, Luther's three treatises"'* were 

causing much concern in Rome. This concern soon moved Pope Leo X to urge Spain's 

Inquisitor General, Adrian de Utrecht,"^ to act. On 7 April 1521, Adrian ordered the 

Inquisition to seize any of Luther's books it could find, and reiterated the order a month 

later."^ This was only the beginning of Spain's struggle to arrest the spread of Luther's 

heresy, however. By the time of Charles' departure from Spain in 1529, as we have seen, 

many of the Inquisitors did not distinguish between Luther and Erasmus. By the mid 

1530's, the climate had shifted so powerfully against all manner of dissidence that the 

mere accusation of Lutheranism, however unfounded, was enough to provoke the 

Inquisition to action. The result was that ultimately, as Kamen and Lynch assert, the 

"-Spam 1469-1714, 115. 
Spain, 1516-1598,89. 
An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, The Babylonian Captivity of the 

Church, and A Treatise on Christian Liberty, in Three Treatises by Martin Luther, C.M. Jacobs, A.T. 
Steinhaeuser, and W.A. Lambert, trans, and eds. (Philadelphia; Muhlenberg, 1947), 46, rpt. of Works of 
Martin Luther, (Philadelphia: Holman, 1915). Unless otherwise noted, any use of Luther's three U-eatises 
of 1520 will refer to this edition. 

Adrian of Utrecht, Cardinal and Bishop of Tortosa, commissioned to the office of Inquisitor General on 
14 November 1516 (H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 1.556). 
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Inquisition's ardor to combat Lutheran doctrine dramatically reduced the freedom with 

which Spain's intellectuals were able to carry out their research. Turberville concludes: 

It was not safe to spread one's wings, to take part in investigation or 
controversy touching the ultimate problems of existence. Scholars who 
abhorred the very thought of heresy sometimes found themselves 
confined to prison for months and even years while their writings were 
submitted to the judgment of censors who were their intellectual 
inferiors."' 

Because the environment thus created is precisely what gave rise to the imprisonment of 

Fray Luis, it behooves us to describe the salient features of this process in some detail."® 

Martin Luther was bom in November of 1483 to Hans Luther, a well-to-do miner 

who had high aspirations for his son. Entering the University of Erfurt in 1501, Luther 

achieved some success in the academic world before renouncing his liberal arts studies 

and entering the Augustinian cloister in Erfurt in 1505. He was ordained a priest in 1507 

and received his doctorate in theology from the newly created University of Wittenberg 

in 1512."^ Luther's famous wrestling with his own failings in light of God's 

condemnation of sin culminated in his seizing upon Romans 1.17'"'' and concluding that 

salvation was based on faith alone, not on one's works. 

H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.413. 
The Spanish Inquisition, 232. 
A.F.G. Bell, "Fray Luis de Leon and the Inquisition" (Revista de Historia, 11, 1914, 202-211), notes 

that Fray Luis' difficulties began "at the very moment when Luther had 'kindled in nearly all the world a 
fire which many years will not put out'" (205). 

The Elector Frederick had founded the university in 1502. 
The second half of the verse was what transformed Luther's religious experience: "But the righteous 

man shall live by faith." For the first time he grasped Paul's idea that God's favor is a gift, and does not 
have to be earned. Paul expresses this also in Galatians, maintaining that a person "is not justified by the 
works of the Law but through faith in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 2.16), and in Ephesians, where he states, 
"For you have been saved by grace through faith; and that [i.e., faith] not of yourselves, it is the gift of 
God" (Ephesians 2.8). 
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This was the first major step in the process that led him to break away from the 

Catholic Church, but was not the spark that provoked his rebellion. Rather, it was the 

matter of the Jubilee Indulgences for the rebuilding of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome that 

propelled Luther down the road of open conflict with the pope. Jensen explains: 

the event that brought him into open conflict with the prelates and 
later the pope was the scandalous sale of indulgences, particularly 
the plenary Jubilee Indulgence, initiated by Pope Julius II and 
revived by Leo X. ... Indulgences, it will be recalled, were written 
remissions of part or all of the temporal punishment imposed for 
sins that had been confessed to, and absolved by, a priest. These 
temporal penalties had to be paid, either in this life or in 
purgatory, and the purchase of an indulgence (drawn on the 
collateral of the "Treasury of Merit" accrued by Christ and the 
saints) would supposedly lighten that penalty and might even be 
applied to sins not yet committed, thus allowing its holder to by
pass purgatory altogether. In 1476, Pope Sixtus IV added the final 
distortion to indulgences by declaring that they could stop the 
punishment being endured by souls already in purgatory. By 
Luther's time, indulgences were blatantly trafficked throughout 
Christendom, usually as a source of ecclesiastical revenue.'"' 

The issue became insufferable to Luther when, in his own Saxony, where the Jubilee 

Indulgences were not sold, members of his congregation crossed into nearby 

Brandenburg. There Dominican Johann Tetzel energetically peddled the Jubilee 

Indulgences, brazenly claiming, according to Luther, that, "As your money into the 

coffer rings, a soul from purgatory springs."'" Tetzel's method infuriated Luther, who 

Reformation Europe, 46-47. 
D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, 47. Luther referred to Tetzel's refrain in articles 27 and 28 of his 95 

Theses, arguing that, "27. They preach man who say that so soon as the penny jingles into the money-box, 
the soul flies out [of purgatory]. 28. It is certain that when the penny jingles into the money-box, gain and 
avarice can be increased, but the result of the intercession of the Church is in the power of God alone." 
Qtd. From Disputation of Doctor Martin Luther on the Power and Efficacy of Indulgences (95 Theses), 
Works of Martin Luther, Adolph Spaeth, L.D. Reed, Henry Eyster Jacobs, et al., trans. «& eds. 
(Philadelphia: A. J. Holman Company, 1915), 1.29-38. Project Wittenberg, Ed. R.E. Smith, Concordia 
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felt that the sale of indulgences made true repentance unnecessary. Rather than 

encouraging sorrowful denial of sin, they promoted irreverent licentiousness, Luther 

believed.'"^ Thus, the main focus of his 95 Theses was the issue of indulgences and the 

detrimental effect he felt they were having on faith. 

Concerning the impact that Luther's statements made, Jensen comments: 

The controversy might have ended there after perhaps a few 
disputations with the rival Dominicans had it not been for the 
transformation that had taken place in mass conmiunications 
during the preceding fifty years. Copies of Luther's handwritten 
challenge were soon printed and distributed. A translation was 
made into German, and the printing of this edition reached many 
thousand of readers in Saxony and other parts of Germany. In a 
very real sense it could be said that the Reformation was a result 
of the invention of printing.'^ 

Thus the impact of Luther's action was far stronger than it would have been just a few 

decades earlier. 

While desiring to quell the insubordination, Pope Leo X realized that he had a 

very delicate situation on his hands, not because of Luther himself but because of the 

political climate at that time. In early 1518, Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian convened 

an imperial diet at Augsburg to confront the growing Turidsh threat, but Leo feared the 

possibility that Maximilian was also setting the stage for the election of his grandson 

Theological Seminary, httn://www.iclnet.org/Dub/resources/text/wittenberg/luther/web/ninetvt"ive.html. 
Unless otherwise noted, this is the version of the 95 Theses that will be used. 

Note articles 40, 'True contrition seeks and loves penalties, but liberal pardons only relax penalties and 
cause them to be hated, or at least, furnish an occasion [for hating them]," and 41, "Apostolic pardons are 
to be preached with caution, lest the people may falsely think them preferable to other good works of 
love." 
'"•* Note that the title Luther affixed to his Theses was, "Disputation of Doctor Martin Luther on the Power 
and Efficacy of Indulgences." 

Reformation Europe, 48. 

http://www.iclnet.org/Dub/resources/text/wittenberg/luther/web/ninetvt%22ive.html
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Charles, already king of Spain and ruler of holdings in Burgundy, Austria, Hungary, 

Italy, and North Africa, as his successor. Dreading this eventuality because of the power 

that would rest in the hands of one man, Leo urgently desired to maintain a friendly 

relationship with the Electors, including Frederick, the Elector of Saxony.'"^ This meant 

that in addressing the problem of Luther, Leo had to be very cautious of stepping on 

Frederick's toes. 

Frederick, however, who had founded the University of Wittenberg in 1502, was 

very gratified by Luther's prominence and the attention that he was bringing to the 

institution.'"' Thus, when Luther's interview with Cardinal Cayetano in late 1518 turned 

into an angry debate and Cayetano demanded that Frederick take action against the 

renegade monk, Frederick was loath to consent. Jensen observes, "he was far too wise a 

prince to rashly follow Cajetan's orders. That would be like killing the goose that laid 

the golden eggs. ... He could ill afford to turn such a valuable prize over to the 

wolves."'"^ Thus, when Luther was Invited to Rome to discuss the charges against him, 

Frederick refused to permit the trip. Jensen believes Frederick was influenced in this 

decision by the memory of how John Hus had been invited to the Council of Constance 

in 1414 under a guarantee of safety, only to be burned at the stake for heresy.'"^ Whether 

As Elector, Frederick would cast a vote in the election of the next Holy Roman Emperor. 
D.L. Jensen. Reformation Europe, remarks, "Thanks to Luther, Frederick's infant university was 

receiving more publicity than all the other great centers combined" (49). 
Reformation Europe, 49. 
D.L. Jensen, Renaissance Europe, "Summoned in 1414 to answer charges of heresy, John Hus willingly 

proceeded under a safe conduct from Emperor Sigismund, hoping that once heard, his views would be 
accepted and his name cleared. He was first interrogated on his doctrinal unorthodoxy, and particularly on 
his attitude toward Wyclifs writings, which had been previously condemned by the council, and then 
thrown into prison to await a later hearing by the whole council. Seven months later, he was brought out of 
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or not this is so, it is clear that Frederick's patronage and protection allowed Luther's 

ideas to take root and spread during the crucial first few years after the distribution of the 

95 Theses. 

The three treatises Luther penned in 1520 represent the next significant step in 

his break with Rome. With An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German 

Nation, The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, and A Treatise on Christian Liberty, 

Luther took a stand that made reconciliation with the Church a much more difficult 

proposition. Published in the summer and early fall of that year, they did not consist of a 

denunciation of abuses of ecclesiastical authority, as had earlier works by Erasmus and 

other reformers. Rather, Luther attacked the sacramental system itself, claiming among 

other things that there were but three sacraments, not seven;that one cannot be 

justified by works as the Church maintained;'^' and that the pope was in fact an enemy 

of Christ's kingdom.'^" As might have been expected, Pope Leo responded by 

his dungeon and subjected to even greater abuse before the prelates. Still refusing to denounce, en bloc, all 
of Wyclifs teachings, although he did not agree with many of them, and resisting the council's pressure to 
force him to submit unconditionally to the authority and judgment of the church, Hus was condemned as a 
heretic and handed over to the secular authority for punishment. Sigismund immediately ordered him 
burned at the stake" (206-207). 

The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, "At the outset I must deny that there are seven sacraments, 
and hold for the present to but three—baptism, penance, and the bread" {Three Treatises, 126). 

A Treatise on Christian Liberty, "For faith alone is the saving and efficacious use of the Word of God, 
Romans 10, 'If thou confess with thy mouth that Jesus is Lord, and believe with thy heart that God hath 
raised Him up from the dead, thou shalt be saved'; and again, "The end of the law is Christ, unto 
righteousness to everyone that believeth'; and, in Romans 1. "ITie just shall live by his faith.' The Word of 
God cannot be received and cherished by any works whatever, but only by faith. Hence it is clear that, as 
the soul needs only the Word for its life and righteousness, so it is justified by faith alone, and not by any 
works" (Three Treatises of Martin Luther, 254.) 

Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, "The Christian nobility should set itself 
against the pope as against a common enemy and destroyer of Christendom, and should do this for the 
salvation of the poor souls who must go to ruin through his tyranny" {Three Treatises by Martin Luther, 
46.) 
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threatening Luther with excommunication, but Luther answered back by publicly 

burning the papal notice in December of that year. A month later Leo officially 

excommunicated Luther. 

Despite Pope Leo's machinations, the death of Maximilian in 1519 had by this 

time been followed by the election of his grandson Charles as Holy Roman Emperor,. 

Now, in January 1521, almost simultaneously with the official condemnation of Luther, 

Charles convoked his first official diet in the city of Worms. The famous meetings were 

intended to deal with important matters of empire, and Luther himself was ushered into 

the assembly at Worms to give an account of himself in April. Only ten days previously. 

Inquisitor General Adrian de Utrecht had ordered the confiscation of all of Luther's 

works in Spain. Wishing to both placate the anti-papal element in Germany and use the 

conflict with Luther to his advantage in the power struggle with the papacy, Charles gave 

Luther the opportunity to recant. Luther's flat refusal'^** was followed by Charles' Edict 

D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, 52. 
According to Documents of the Christian Church, Henry Bettenson, ed. (New Yoric: Oxford, 1967), the 

denouement of the hearing was as follows; Luther concluded, "And so, through the mercy of God, I ask 
Your Imperial Majesty, and Your Illustrious Lordships, or anyone of any degree, to bear witness, to 
overthrow my errors, to defeat them by the writings of the Prophets or by the Gospels; for I shall be most 
ready, if I be better instructed, to recant any error, and I shall be the first in casting my writings into the 
fire... Thereupon the Orator of the Empire, in a tone of upbraiding, said that his answer was not to the 
point, and that there should be no calling into question of matters on which condemnations and decision 
had before been passed by Councils. He was being asked for a plain reply, without subtlety or sophistry, to 
this question; Was he prepared to recant, or no? Luther then replied; Your Imperial Majesty and Your 
Lordships demand a simple answer. Here it is, plain and unvarnished. Unless I am convicted of error by 
the testimony of Scriptures or (since I put no trust in the unsupported authority of Pope or of councils, 
since it is plain that they have often erred and often contradicted themselves) by manifest reasoning I stand 
convicted by the Scriptures to which I have appealed, and my conscience is taken captive by God's word, I 
cannot and will not recant anything, for to act against our conscience is neither safe for us, nor open to us. 
On this I take my stand. I can do no other. God help me. Amen" (201). 
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of Worms, condemning Luther's doctrines and works, along with anyone who condoned, 

published, or read them. 

However, during the years following Charles' pronouncement, Luther's ideas and 

works continued to spread. The emperor's inefficacy in stamping them out is largely 

attributable to the heavy weight of responsibility that he carried as Holy Roman Emperor 

and to the number of volatile situations that he had to manage in that office. During the 

same time that Luther's defiance was going unchecked, Charles was trying to manage 

such issues as the Comunero revolt in Spain, escalating hostility with the Turks both in 

Austria/Hungary and in the Mediterranean, the exploration and development of the New 

World, a continuing problem with conversos in Spain, and the Hapsburg-Valois Wars 

with Francis I of France. As Charles attempted to deal with the situation in Germany, the 

conflicts with France and the Ottoman Empire proved the most costly, in both material 

resources and time. His attention and resources were continually being diverted away 

from Germany by a series of crises which demanded immediate attention and action. The 

fact that Francis struck an alliance with the Turk was not only a scandalous betrayal of 

his Christian brothers. It also assured that, engaged in a war on several fronts (the Low 

Countries, Italy and the French-Spanish border with Francis, and the Mediterranean and 

the Balkans against the Turk), Charles would never be able to devote his full attention to 

matters in Germany. Though these two conflicts substantially antedated the challenge 

that Luther represented, both areas of struggle intensified dramatically during the time 

that Luther's ideas were developing a foothold. 
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The four-year war with France from 1521-1525 ended in a stunning victory for 

Charles. The conflict, which was fought over competing claims to Milan, Navarre, and 

Burgundy, was ended when Charles captured Francis and forced him to sign the 

humiliating Treaty of Madrid. However, upon being released Francis immediately 

renounced the Treaty on the grounds that it was forced on him while a prisoner. Henry 

Vni and Pope Clement VU joined Francis in opposing Charles the following year, and 

the papacy paid a severe price when Charles' troops in Italy mutinied and sacked Rome 

in 1527. This war was temporarily settled by treaty in 1529, and Charles turned his 

attention to the problem in Germany again. However, by that time six princes and 

fourteen imperial cities in Germany had embraced Luther's doctrines and banded 

together. In response to the demands presented by imperial representatives at the Diet of 

Speyer in that year, the princes submitted a formal list of grievances.The negotiations 

continued, presently leading up to a meeting at Schmalkalkden in 1531 in which several 

of Germany's princes and imperial cities formed a mutual defense pact against Charles, 

known as the Schmalkaldic League. However, the group's defiance of imperial authority 

was never tested, due to the fresh outbreak of war with Suleiman the Magnificent in 

1532. 

The renewal of the Turkish offensive against Vienna and on the Mediterranean 

coasts of Italy and Spain forced Charles to put Germany on the back burner once again. 

Jensen, Reformation Europe, notes that the princes' formal objections to Charles' assertion of his 
authority were the origin of the term, "Protestant." They "defied the emperor by drawing up a written 
'protestation' against the orders of the Diet of Speyer and affirming their refusal to compromise their 
religious beliefs" (66). 
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The German princes who had welcomed Luther's ideas agreed to provide troops and 

money to stave off the Turkish advance in return for Charles' toleration of their religious 

convictions. Lynch correctly notes that, in order to respond to these threats from France 

and Turkey, "throughout the 1530's Charles V had to continue the policy of temporizing 

with the Protestants."'^® 

The agreement he reached with the German princes allowed Charles to focus his 

energies on the Turkish threat, but while Charles was engaged in fighting back the 

Ottoman onslaught, Francis attacked again in 1536, trying to secure control of Savoy. 

Peace was not achieved until Pope Paul HI arranged for a summit in Nice in 1538, at 

which Charles and Francis agreed to a ten-year truce. Francis, however, perceiving that 

Charles' resources were depleted by a campaign against the Turkish-allied Barbary 

piratesin Algiers in late 1541, broke the truce the succeeding year by invading the 

Low Countries. The emperor responded by renewing his alliance with England and 

rallying support from Germany to stop Francis' advance, establishing a peace in 1544. In 

the meantime, aggressive harassment of Spanish traffic in the Mediterranean resumed, 

and the Turks pressed upward in the Danube valley. 

The death in 1546 of Kheirredin Barbarossa, who had been leading the 

Mediterranean piracy from Algiers as a Turkish vassal, brought no relief whatsoever to 

the pressure on the emperor, since Barbarossa was succeeded by Dragut, an equally 

Spain 1516-1598, 126. 
J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, believes that the Barbary pirates were the Turk's most powerful tool in the 

naval war with Spain. These brigands were led by Kheirredin Barbarossa, whom Lynch describes as "a 
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experienced and determined pirate leader. Francis' death the next year was no more 

helpful, since the absence of France's sovereign did nothing to allay its competing 

claims to territories. 

Throughout these years, Charles had been determined to deal with the doctrinal 

conflict that Luther was fomenting. His desire to do so was severely hampered, however, 

by the degree of independence that the German princes possessed.The relative 

autonomy they enjoyed and their determination to shelter Luther impeded Charles' 

efforts to stamp out the rebellion. Furthermore, every time Charles turned his attention in 

that direction, some new discord sprang up with France or with the Turks. The incessant 

nature of these threats to his authority and to various portions of his realm offers us a 

ready explanation as to why he spent so little time in Spain, as Kamen noted.He was 

constantly hastening from one end of his domain to another putting out fires. The strain 

of maintaining so vast an empire against such diverse and persistent menaces led to his 

abdication in 1556, at which point Charles retired to a monastery. Though he maintained 

a very active correspondence, he thenceforth left the affairs of state in the hands of his 

son, Phillip H. 

The emperor's attempts to deal with Luther were frustrated, then, by a variety of 

circumstances beyond his control. In Spain, however, the Inquisitors had no such array 

renegade Christian and the most relentless of the African pirates. In the name of Islam and as a vassal of 
the Sultan, Barbarossa could direct the struggle in the western Mediterranean" (118). 

Concerning the difficulty Charles faced in carrying out his will in Germany, Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 
comments, "In spite of their imperial title the Hapsburgs had little power in Germany outside their own 
domains and they found they could make little headway against the particularism of the German princes" 
(102). 

See note 97 above. 
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of concerns to distract their attention from the matter, nor did they face anything 

remotely resembling the obstacles Charles faced in dealing with the German princes. 

From the time of the first ban of Luther's works in 1521, the Tribunal was aware of his 

presence, and actively sought to extirpate his influence from the country. 
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The Reaction Against Luther Within Spain 

In spite of the fact that most Spaniards had not so much as heard of Luther as late 

as three years after his 95 Theses were published, the Inquisition reacted rapidly to the 

dissemination of his ideas. The three treatises that Luther published in 1520*''° so 

agitated Rome that Pope Leo not only threatened him with excommunication but also 

urged Spain's Inquisitor General to issue a ban on Luther's works, which the Inquisitor 

General did the following year. The Inquisition's dedication to keeping Luther's ideas 

out of the country was powerful. The resulting growth of anti-Lutheran sentiment in 

Spain is exemplified in the Cordovan scholar and historian Juan Gines de Sepulveda, 

who published an attack on Luther's opinion of free will in 1526.''" 

In spite of the Inquisitorial ban on his works, however, translations of Luther's 

writings continued to enter Spain, especially as his popularity elsewhere grew 

unchecked. By 1524, despite all the Tribunal's efforts to block the entrance of Lutheran 

texts, a member of the Charles' court remarked, "there is so much awareness of Luther 

that nothing else is talked about."In the following years, when the breach between 

Luther and Rome was complete and the Inquisition fully aware of his heretical positions, 

Spanish editions of his works were still finding their way past the Tribunal's port 

An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation in August, The Babylonian Captivity of 
the Church in October, and A Treatise on Christian Liberty in November. 
'•*' M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana: "Eno^, como metafisico y como historiador de la filosofia, en la 
batalla contra el luteranismo, con su De fato el libera arbitrio adversus Liitherum" (408). 

Qtd. in H. BCamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 118. 
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inspectors. In 1532 the Inquisition noted witli exasperation, "From one hour to the next, 

books keep arriving from Germany."'''^ 

Curiously, although Luther's works kept slipping past the Inquisitorial monitors, 

there was never a serious threat of Protestantism being established in Spain. According 

to Lynch, "Isolated trials of alleged Lutherans in the 1520's and 1530's failed to reveal 

the existence of organized heresy in Spain,"while Lea contends, "There never was the 

slightest real danger that Protestantism could make such permanent impression" in Spain 

"as to cause disturbance in the body politic."''*^ Nonetheless the suspicion of a Lutheran 

ideological incursion was very real, and not exclusively within the Inquisition. Luther 

was perceived as an imminent menace to Catholic doctrine for a variety of reasons. 

Chief among those causes was the fact that, unlike previous reformers who had railed 

against clerical laxity and hypocrisy,'*'® Luther lashed out against the sacramental system 

itself and against the very bastions of Catholic doctrine. His criticism of the doctrine of 

papal authority was particularly sinister and menacing to Church leaders. 

In addition, his caustic and often openly insulting style left no room for amiable 

differences of opinion. In his treatises of 1520 he referred to Pope Julius (1503-13) as 

"the bloodthirsty Julius called papal threats "the false, lying terror with which the 

Qtd. in H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 118. 
Spain 1516-1598, 89. 
A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.411. 
Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, asserts, "Before the Lutheran revolt there was much liberty 

of thought and speech allowed throughout Catholic Europe. Neither Erasmus nor popular writers and 
preachers had scruple in ridiculing and holding up to detestation the superstitions of the people, the vices, 
the greed and the corruptions of the clergy, and the venality and oppression of the Holy See" (412). 

An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, in Three Treatises of Martin Luther, 
12. 
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Romans have this long time made our conscience timid and stupid,"''*^ and described 

indulgences as "an imposture of the Roman sycophants by which they play havoc with 

men's faith and fortunes."His blunt, confrontational style can also be seen in his 

debate with Erasmus over free will, in which he wrote to the Dutch humanist: 

Your book ... struck me as so worthless and poor that my heart went out 
to you for having defiled your lovely, brilliant flow of language with such 
vile stuff. I thought it outrageous to convey material of so low a quality in 
the trappings of such rare eloquence; it is like using gold or silver dishes 
to carry garden rubbish or dung.'"'" 

When Pope Leo issued a bull threatening Luther with excommunication in the fall of 

1520, Luther aggravated the dispute by publicly setting fire to the papal communique, 

thus displaying a preference for belligerent defiance over a tactful diplomatic approach. 

This defiant flair for giving offense, coupled as it was with the fundamental nature of the 

issues on which Luther questioned the Church, soon eamed him the singular hatred of 

ecclesiastical authorities in both Spain and Rome. Luther represented a threat to the Holy 

Church that was every bit as vivid and pernicious as the Turks. 

In Spain, the disfavor into which Erasmian humanism fell in the 1520's was 

clearly influenced by the Church's reaction to Luther and his openly anti-Catholic 

positions. Within the Spanish Inquisition, enemies of Erasmus and of his Spanish 

sympathizers so convincingly linked the Dutch humanist with Luther that the general 

'•** An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, in Three Treatises of Martin Luther, 
26. 

The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, in Three Treatises of Martin Luther, 119. 
On the Bondage of the Will, J.I. Packer and O.R. Johnston trans, and eds. (Westwood, NJ: Revell, 

1957), 63. 
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populace ultimately perceived little or no difference between the two.'^' Soon after 

Luther's three tracts of 1520, some were asserting that Erasmus had secretly authored 

several of the writings that were attributed to Luther, and proclaiming that the books he 

acknowledged as his own were even worse. Imperial nuncio Jerdnimo Aleandro wrote to 

Rome in 1521 that he had spoken with several prominent individuals, "los cuales tienen 

expresamente a Erasmo por autor de ciertos libros atribuidos a Martin, y de los peores, y 

estiman que las obras publicadas con su nombre estdn llenas de los mas peligrosos 

errores."'^" This allegation seemed plausible in light of the fact that Luther's books were 

arriving in Spain chiefly on cargo ships originating in the Netherlands.'^^ Furthermore, 

the fact that Erasmus failed to loudly and immediately denounce Luther was proof to 

suspicious critics that the two were linked by some element of complicity. Bataillon 

notes that at this time, "los tedlogos convervadores tendrian a Erasmo por aliado e 

inspirador de Lutero mientras no escribiese en contra de el una refiitacion en regla"^^'^ 

The fact that Erasmus and Luther eventually split over the question of free will in 

the mid 1520's'^^ was of no significance to many within the conservative camp in Spain. 

To them, Erasmus was and always would be a heretic, and the fact that his break with 

Luther was years in coming merely seemed to confirm that the two had once been in 

J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598: "By the time of Charles' return to Spain in 1533 the Inquisition had 
successfully associated in the public mind the teachings of Erasmus with the heresies of Luther" (92). 

Qtd. in M. Bataillon, Erasmo y Espana, 106. 
H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, states, "By early 1521 Lutheran books, translated into Spanish by 

conversos in Antwerp, were entering Spain via the Flanders trade route" (118). 
Erasmo y Espana, 99, emphasis added. 
Erasmus upheld the Catholic position that humans are firee to choose good or evil, and therefore are 

accountable for doing good. Luther held that humans are enslaved by an instinct to sin, powerless to desire 
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concert. For this reason, the rancorous hostility unleashed against all forms of doctrinal 

and religious dissent in the 1520's and 30's did not make any distinction between the 

ideas of Luther and those of Erasmus. The two were lumped together in the mind of the 

Inquisitors as different manifestations of the same evil, both to be uprooted from the 

public affection and sternly opposed. 

In their zeal to restrain error, the Inquisitors disregarded the fact that Erasmus 

had never rebelled against papal headship and had never held to any heretical doctrine. 

Though Erasmus himself had never been convicted of heresy, those Spanish intellectuals 

who had previously associated themselves with him in their writings were suspect 

nonetheless. Kamen notes, for example, the case of Charles V's chaplain, Alonso de 

Virues: arrested in 1533 due to his association with Erasmus, "he pleaded—in vain— 

that Erasmus had never been condemned as unorthodox."'^® By the mid-I530's, 

embracing Erasmian ideals, voicing support for Erasmus, or even publishing opinions 

that seemed to have been inspired by him soon was just as likely as deliberate heresy to 

arouse the suspicion of the Inquisition. The resulting persecution of many of Spain's 

leading intellectual figures created an environment in which it was dangerous to engage 

in debates about spiritual matters. Turberville explains that "adventurous thinkers were 

always in danger of being brought before the Inquisition on the score of statements and 

o p i n i o n s  w h i c h  g a v e  o f f e n c e  t o  l e s s  n i m b l e  o r  m o r e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  m i n d s . " S o m e  

good works apart from God's prompting witliin them. Therefore, Luther maintained, salvation is by grace 
alone, and cannot be earned by any works. 

H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 117. 
The Spanish Inquisition, 181-182. 
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prudently concluded that it was better to quit the field than pursue lines of investigation 

that could get them arrested. According to Turberville, "many must have drawn the 

moral that it was best to be silent and not to give expression to rash thoughts at all."'^® 

In this disquieting state of affairs, a flippant comment made in jest might prompt 

an accusation of Lutheran or Erasmian sympathies, and an idle remark could lead to the 

loss of one's liberty, especially if overheard only in part or if misunderstood. The social 

climate was such that the freedom and sanction enjoyed by humanists in the I520's 

disappeared entirely, being replaced by mistrust. Lea observes that "This atmosphere of 

all-pervading suspicion, and this exaggerated sensitiveness to possible error, exposed 

everyone to persecution for the most innocently unguarded remark."'^^ 

Ironically, the Inquisitors' ability to identify and eliminate heterodoxy was 

hindered by their own efforts to prevent heretical books from entering the country. In 

destroying whatever prohibited tomes they encountered, they also cut off any effective 

way to systematically determine whether a given idea originated with a prohibited 

author. For the Inquisitors it was sometimes difficult to accurately define exactly what 

constituted an infraction in the publications that came from abroad. Lynch comments, 

'The Inquisitors themselves were not always sure of their targets, and their inability to 

identify heretical doctrines with any accuracy partly accounts for the clumsiness of their 

methods and the wildness of their accusations." 

The Spanish Inquisition, 233. 
A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.419. 
Spain 1516-1598, 89. 
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This was the environment in which scholars had to operate in Spain by the 

beginning of the 1540's. In the preceding two decades, members of religious orders had 

reacted against Erasmus' criticism of their dissolute behavior, just as they had reacted 

against the rigor of Cisneros' attempts to instigate reform. When Luther and his dispute 

with Rome became public knowledge, the bellicose energy of the Church, both within 

Spain and without, was turned toward the elimination of ideas that were contrary to 

Church doctrine. Spain's Inquisitors were convinced of the deceptiveness and malice of 

heretics, just as they had been convinced of the ill will of Jews a generation earlier. This 

explains their passion for ferreting out anything that gave the slightest hint of heretical 

intent. By the time Charles left Spain in 1529, many in the Inquisition were convinced 

that there was no difference between Luther and Erasmus, thus directing their suspicious 

attention to all who had associated themselves with humanism. The succeeding decade 

saw the flight or imprisonment of intellectual figures such as Juan de Valdes in 1529, 

Alonso de Virues, Juan de Vergara, and Miguel de Egufa in 1533, Pedro de Lerma in 

1535, and Mateo Pascual in 1537."^' In 1533, Rodrigo Manrique, son of the Inquisitor 

General, wrote from Paris to Luis Vives, "Our country is a land of pride and envy; you 

may add, of barbarism. For now it is clear that down there one cannot possess any 

'®' Valdes, brother of Alfonso de Valdes, fled Spain shortly before he was condemned in absentia for his 
Didlogo de doctrina cristiana; Viruds was Charles V's chaplain; Egufa was librarian of the University of 
Alcala, while Lerma was the university's chancellor, and Pascual was its former rector. See H. Kamen, 
Spain 1469-1714, 117, J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 92-93. For more information on these individuals, see 
the section of this study that deals directly with Erasmus. 
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culture without being suspected of heresy, error and Judaism. Thus silence has been 

imposed on the learned."'®" 

This atmosphere of uncertainty set the stage for the Council of Trent, in which 

the Church sought to define, clearly and unequivocally, what constituted error. Meeting 

sporadically over nearly 20 years, the Council's objective was to produce a formalized 

response to the issues raised by Luther and others. Trent thus marked the beginning of 

the Church's efforts to proactively eliminate heresy, and was a benchmark in Spain by 

which error would be identified in the future. 

'®- Qtd. in H. Kamen, Spain 1469-1714, 117. 
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The Council of Trent 

The need for a general council of the Church had been perceived long before the 

first meetings at Trent were convened in 1545. The success and popularity of Erasmus, 

Luther, and other critics of ecclesiastical abuse sprang from the fact that their 

accusations were based on verifiable shortcomings in many members of the clergy. That 

genuine problems existed within the framework of the Church is clearly seen in the 

nature of the evils that Cisneros sought to eliminate, such as absenteeism and 

concubinage among members of the priesthood, and perhaps even more convincingly in 

the amount of resistance that he encountered. Had the Church been pure from top to 

bottom, completely free of defects, Erasmus' condemnation of hypocrisy and abuse of 

church offices and Cisneros' insistence on adherence to strict moral conduct would have 

been received soberly and prayerfully; it certainly would not have provoked reticent 

hostility. Therefore, we may conjecture that the reaction against Cisneros and later 

against Erasmus and his followers may have been motivated as much by indignant 

complacency as by any profound theologically-based difference of opinion. The 

vehemence of the Spanish Inquisition's attacks on Erasmian intellectuals in the 1530's 

was intensified by many Inquisitors who were members of the religious orders that 

Erasmus had criticized so mercilessly. 

In Rome meanwhile. Pope Paul EQ (1534-49) had recognized the need to put his 

own house in order. While he firmly opposed bending to the will of the Protestants, he 
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believed the Church would be better able to respond to the dissenters when it had dealt 

with its own internal problems. Thus, though Charles V was pressing for a general 

council during the early years of Paul's papacy to address the Lutheran rebellion, Paul 

turned his attention to matters closer to his own domain first. 

In 1535 Paul commissioned a nine-member panel to examine the infrastructure of 

the Church and make recommendations for necessary reforms. When the committee 

presented its report in the spring of 1537, its clear assertion that corruption in Rome and 

the exaggeration of papal authority were the root of the Church's problems would not 

have surprised Luther in the slightest, although the committee's outspokenness in so 

concluding might have. According to Jensen, "the commission charged that the root of 

all the corruption and abuse in the church was the papacy itself, that is, in the 

unwarranted exaggeration of papal authority and in the flagrant misuse of a divine trust 

for the purpose of aggrandizement and power."The list of other issues that the 

committee urged Paul to address might have been taken from a catalogue of Erasmus' 

and Luther's criticisms of the clergy: simony, greed, extortion, inrunorality, deceit, 

nonresidence, slothfialness, and incompetence."^ However, and most importantly for the 

goal of dealing with the Protestants, the panel made no recommendation to change any 

of the doctrinal stances with which Lutherans had taken issue. Paul carried out some of 

the more moderate reforms, apparendy thinking that once the Church was cleaned up. 

Reformation Europe, 185. 
See D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, 184-185. 
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the Protestants would return to the fold. However, he failed to grasp how fundamental 

and how deep were the Lutherans' differences with Catholic doctrine. 

This effort to whip the Church into shape was a novel approach to seeking unity 

with Lutherans, although certainly not the first such endeavor. The papal bull of 1520 

was meant to bring Luther back to conformity with the Church, though Luther burned it. 

Although the imperial Diet of Worms in 1521 culminated in Luther's adamant refusal to 

recant, Charles had from the outset sincerely hoped that agreement might be reached 

between papal representatives and the outspoken monk. The Diet of Augsburg in 1530 

was another attempt on Charles' behalf to reconcile leading representatives of the two 

sides. The Lutheran theologians there present submitted a formal statement of their 

position, written mostly by Philip Melancthon,'®^ which was not at all bellicose in tone 

but which demanded concessions that Rome's envoys were not inclined to grant, such as 

the reduction of papal authority. In 1540-41, representatives from the opposing factions 

held a series of disputations at Speyer, Hagenau, Worms, Regensburg, and Leipzig, 

during which some progress was made, but only to a certain point: on central issues, 

neither side was willing to budge. 

Though each party had been striving for unity up to the early 1540's, both 

Catholic and Protestant theologians unflinchingly clung to their positions. The deepening 

of papal resolve was expressed by the introduction of a Papal Inquisition in 1542. 

Instituted specifically to deal with Protestant heresy, its establishment serves as a 
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significant indication that the Catholic Church was shifting from an attitude of 

negotiation to repression. Over the next two decades, the declarations of the Tridentine 

Council marked the process by which the conciliatory entreaties of the Church were 

replaced by emphatic condemnations of all dissent. 

The pressing need for a general Church council finally prevailed on Paul III to 

call for such a meeting. In June of that year, he issued a statement saying that the council 

would begin in November. However, before the council began, Francis I, seeing Charles 

V weakened by a campaign against the Turkish-allied Barbary pirates the previous fall, 

attacked the Low Countries, in clear violation of the Truce of Nice. The resulting war 

between France and the Empire precluded the fulfillment of the Pope's intention until 

peace had been restored. 

When hostilities had ceased once again, the much-needed council finally opened 

in March 1545, after considerable wrangling about the venue. Charles had desired to see 

the council meet in Germany or in Spain, the Pope wanted it to convene within his 

holdings in Italy, and the French had not wanted it to meet at all. The city of Trent, near 

the border between Italy and Germany, was the agreed-upon compromise. The initial 

tensions between the Spanish delegation, who wished to see papal influence curtailed, 

and Rome's representatives, who sought to expand and fortify it, gave way to discussion 

of more important matters. 

Melancthon (1497-1560) had been Luther's close friend since arriving at the University of Wittenberg 
in 1518 to teach Greek and Hebrew. His Loci communes of 1521 was the first clear, systematic 
enunciation of Luther's views, and Luther praised it highly. D.L. Jensen, Refonnation Europe, 56. 
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At these first meetings of the Tridentine Council, three important matters were 

discussed and agreed upon by the Church. First, the Council declared that Church 

decrees and traditions were just as important as Scripture as pertained to the 

determination of doctrine, and that, contrary to Luther's insistence, only the Church had 

the authority to interpret the Scriptures.'®® Secondly, rejecting Calvin's views on original 

sin, the delegates declared that human nature was not wholly corrupted by the Fall of 

Adam. Finally, the Council resoundingly denied Luther's claim that salvation is the 

result of faith alone, affirming the Catholic stance that it is the combination of faith and 

works that produces salvation.'®^ 

The Council was interrupted by war in 1547, but resumed four years later. During 

the recess, Charles issued the Augsburg Interim, a restatement of Catholic positions that 

nonetheless made some concessions to Protestants. Lynch comments, "the Interim 

suffered the fate of most religious compromises: it was attacked simultaneously by 

Protestants and Catholics alike, and it failed to secure the objective for which it was 

intended—religious peace in Germany."'®® Lutheran princes and theologians were 

uncomfortable with the document and had Philip Melancthon and Julius Pfiug, bishop of 

In his debates with clergy and papal emissaries, Luther had been infuriated by their refusal to engage 
him in the analysis of Biblical passages which, according to his understanding, made some Catholic 
doctrines untenable. For example, in 1520 he had written, "The only way in which they can prove their 
opinions and disprove those of others, is by saying, 'That is Wyclifite, Hussite, heretical!' They have this 
feeble retort always on their tongue, and they have nothing else. If you demand a Scripture passage, they 
say, 'This is our opinion and the decision of the Church—that is, of ourselves!'" (Captivity in Three 
Treatises of Martin Luther, 138). 

The concept of justification by faith alone was one of the foundational points of Luther's break with 
Rome. He had written, 'The Christian, who is consecrated by his faith, does good works, but the works do 
not make him more holy or more Christian; for that is the work of faith alone, and if a man were not first a 
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Naumburg, draw up their own version, the Leipzig Interim, the final form of which was 

only slightly more acceptable to the Lutheran princes and was completely scorned by 

Rome. 

When the proceedings resumed at Trent in 1551, they only lasted a short time. 

The Council was forced to suspend its actions by the outbreak of war once again. 

Renewed conflict in Germany in 1552 pitted Charles against both a revived 

Schmalkaldic League and Henri n of France, who had inherited not only his father's 

throne but also his war with the emperor. Therefore, the Council's brief resumption 

made a scant impact: the delegates only had enough time to reject a Protestant delegation 

and affirm the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation. 

The truly significant and lasting pronouncements of the Council of Trent were 

conceived when the meeting commenced once again in 1562. The number of delegates 

present was by far the highest of the three Tridentine sessions, and their resolutions 

formally entrenched the Church against the basic tenets of Lutheran doctrine. In addition 

to agreeing on significant reforms of the clergy,'®' the delegates systematically and 

methodically confirmed the Church's opposition to all the major doctrines that Luther 

had affirmed. The assembled theologians confirmed that the Mass is the renewal of 

Christ's sacrifice; declared that laity were only to receive the bread and not the wine; 

believer and a Christian, all his works would amount to nothing at all and would be truly wicked and 
damnable sins" (Christian Liberty, in Three Treatises of Martin Luther, 271). 

Spain I5I6-I598, 128. 
D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, claims that "many fundamental reforms were enacted, such as the 

abolition of indulgence hawkers, a better definition of the responsibilities of priests and bishops, and the 
establishment of theological seminaries in every diocese. The embarrassing practices of simony and 
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reasserted the requirement of celibacy for the clergy; condoned the sale of indulgences so 

long as it was not for sordid gain; and affirmed the doctrines of purgatory, the treasury of 

merit, and the invocation of the saints. On all of these points, the Council's 

proclamations squarely contradicted Luther's ideas. Most importantly, the Council 

affirmed papal supremacy over bishops and councils. According to Jensen, because it 

repudiated Protestant views in this way, "the clear-cut pronouncement contained in the 

canons and decrees of the Council of Trent was the Catholic declaration of war against 

Protestantism." 

The impact that Trent had in the ongoing debate between Protestants and the 

Church was significant. With the Tridentine declarations, Rome drew a line in the sand. 

With its position thus clearly demarcated and any violation thereof sternly condemned, 

the Church would now be able to arrest the spread of deviant ideas, if not eliminate them 

altogether. The Church had ceased looking on Protestants as errant brothers and now 

viewed them as enemies of the faith. No longer would adherents to Luther's doctrines be 

treated as lost sheep, but rather as wolves. 

For the Spanish Inquisition, the importance of Trent must be noted. The 

Council's stark delineation of heresy allowed Inquisitors to proceed with greater 

certainty. The watershed between orthodoxy and error had been unequivocally defined. 

For the purposes of this study, the Council's ruling on the Vulgate Bible is of 

particular interest as well. Fray Luis and other humanist scholars of his time preferred to 

pluralism were also condemned, clerical residence enforced, higher education requirements demanded, and 
unlicensed preaching forbidden" (191). 
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read a work in its original language, in keeping with their Renaissance interest in 

classical tongues and works. However, studying the Bible in its original languages had 

always been somewhat perilous, even in Nebrija's day, half a century prior to Trent. By 

the time Fray Luis' academic career was flowering, many were insisting that the 

Council's ruling forbade any suggestion that the Vulgate was flawed, even though part 

of the Council's determination in this respect was a demand for a new, corrected edition 

of the Vulgate. The confusion surrounding this point played an important role in Fray 

Luis' arrest, as will be explained in a succeeding chapter. For now, suffice it to say that 

the subtleties of Fray Luis' analysis of the Bible's original languages were lost on his 

listeners, who concluded that he was discrediting the Scriptures and spreading heresy. 

Reformation Europe, 191. 
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Conclusion 

In its inception, the Spanish Inquisition was charged with the elimination of 

heresy, focusing on the perception that Jews, especially those who feigned conversion, 

presented a clear and urgent danger to the faith. As Inquisitor General from 1507 until 

his death ten years later. Cardinal Cisneros zealously defended and worked to strengthen 

the Tribunal. Though he sought to foster humanism as well, both he and Erasmus made 

enemies within the religious orders from which Inquisitors were commonly drawn. Thus, 

the Inquisition inevitably grew increasingly hostile toward and ultimately suspicious of 

the style of scholarship that was embodied in Cisneros, Erasmus, and those within Spain 

who emulated them. 

The inexorable rise and later prominence of Martin Luther, and the growing 

breach between Protestants and Catholics forever eliminated the possibility of creativity 

being condoned within the realm of theology as it had been under Cisneros. Charles V's 

early patronage of humanism, exemplified in his correspondence with Erasmus, was 

later supplanted by the conviction that heresy was to be vigorously opposed and that the 

Inquisition was an invaluable safeguard; the Tribunal prevented the disastrous religious 

conflicts in the Hapsburg territories in Germany from being repeated in Spain. The 

failure of later attempts to reconcile Catholics and Reformers led to the Council of 

Trent's definitive repudiation of Lutheran theology. 
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In Spain, the Inquisition assumed the role of defending Phillip H's dominion 

from doctrinal subterfuge. The Inquisitors took their charge very seriously, and 

endeavored with all their resources to crush any semblance of dissent. In so doing, they 

created an environment in which it was dangerous to be innovative. Bright, creative 

thinkers like Fray Luis had to be very circumspect in all their conduct, so as to avoid 

offending the conservative or the less educated. Turberville declares: 

Simancas observes that it is unsafe even for the wisest and most learned 
to dispute concerning controversial topics of faith and religion. It is 
therefore prudent for a writer or speaker, if he must needs discuss such 
things, to preface what he has to say by stating that he has no intention of 
deviating from the Catholic faith in any particular but entirely embraces 
it, so as to make it quite clear that if he errs he does so in ignorance and 
not in malice. Such a protestation, the bishop adds, would not save one 
who voluntarily erred, even were it repeated a thousand times. ... 'The 
risks of the Christian preacher are no small matter,' it was said. 'If the 
Inquisitors proceeded against all those who are denounced to them, there 
would not be found a single preacher of the word of God.' 

The inevitable outcome of this wary suspicion of intellectuals was an atmosphere 

that presented scholars like Fray Luis with formidable obstacles. He and others knew 

that any statement concerning the declarations that had been affirmed at Trent had to be 

presented in the most emphatically orthodox manner possible. As the subject of the 

Vulgate arose in his lectures at the University of Salamanca, he must have known that he 

was vulnerable to denunciation from anyone who misunderstood or disliked him. As 

succeeding chapters will demonstrate, the bulk of his accusers fall into one of those two 

categories. Upon his release from the Inquisitorial prison, he declared that "aquf la 

envidia y mentira me tuvieron encerrado;" an examination of the accusations catalogued 
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in the Coleccion de documentos ineditos suggests that he might well have added "el 

malentendido." 

The Spanish Inquisition, 180-181. 
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CHAPTER 2: FRAY LUIS' IMPRISONMENT 

Our efforts to trace the mark that Fray Luis' incarceration left on his works must 

now logically turn to the historical record of his trial. Therein are preserved the 

testimonies that reveal why Fray Luis was denounced to the Tribunal, including both 

the zealous suspicion and the bitter enmity that moved his detractors to accuse him of a 

variety of very serious offenses. In the same way that historians have drawn a wide 

range of conclusions concerning the role and significance of the Spanish Inquisition, 

there has been a similarly diverse conglomeration of opinions tendered regarding the 

details of Fray Luis' imprisonment. Among commentators past and present, one finds a 

confusing variance of theories concerning the reasons why the Tribunal took interest in 

Fray Luis. These contrary interpretations, so confidently advanced by their respective 

adherents, are, at best, efforts to construe a complex sociohistorical time frame which 

inevitably err on the side of oversimplification. At worst diey are patent omissions or 

misrepresentations of incontrovertible, clearly documented facts. However, reference to 

primary and to significant secondary sources will enable us to piece together a reliable 

setting within which to consider the reasons for Fray Luis' arrest, the conditions in 

which he was housed, and the events that finally brought about his acquittal and release. 
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Reasons for Fray Luis' Arrest 

Several critics, in an apparent attempt to succinctly encapsulate the causes of 

Fray Luis' internment, have left out elements of the story which, as the historical record 

clearly demonstrates, were crucial factors in the Tribunal's decision to jail him. One 

such attempt to condense the variety of relevant considerations is Tuberville's comment 

that Fray Luis was arrested because he had insulted the Vulgate, "being conscious of the 

numerous errors which had crept into it," a charge confirmed by his commentary on the 

Song of Solomon, that "the book was treated more as a love poem than as allegory."' 

Ultimately, as we shall see, Turberville's assertion, while marginally correct, not only 

obscures the matters of the Vulgate and the Song of Solomon but also neglects other 

important aspects of the testimony against Fray Luis. Far more acute than Turberville's 

error, however, is the assertion of Padre Luis G. Alonso Getino, who advocates the 

untenable notion that none of Fray Luis' accusers were in any way motivated by 

personal enmity." Equally spurious is Angel Alcala's assertion that the case "nada tuvo 

que ver...con la version castellana del Cantor, como muchos vulgarmente piensan."^ 

The historical record demonstrates irrefutably that both Getino and Alcala are mistaken, 

and further that the Inquisition's warrant for the arrest of Fray Luis was motivated by a 

' The Spanish Inquisition, 182. 
" The thesis of his El proceso de Fray Luis de Leon (Salamanca: Calatrava, 1906), is that the Tribunal 
arrested Fray Luis as a natural outgrowth of its investigation of Caspar de Grajal and Martin Martinez 
Cantalapiedra, who had been arrested shortly before Fray Luis on similar grounds. Getino contends that 
this was the sole reason for Fray Luis' arrest and that there was no element of personal enmity involved 
whatsoever. 
^ "Hallazgos y enigmas literarios en el proceso de fray Luis de Ledn," insula, 593 (Nov 1991): 9-12. 
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complexity of factors that is not wholly conveyed by Turberville's explanation. Indeed, 

the considerations that brought about the accusations against Fray Luis were fourfold: 

those who presented testimony against him were principally driven by diverse manners 

of personal animosity; they also took offense at certain comments he made in his 

lectures on the Vulgate; he was also denounced on charges stemming from his 

translation of the Song of Solomon into Spanish; and finally his theology was called 

into question on the grounds that he had consulted Jewish exegetical authorities. 

The claim that bitterness and grudges were absent among Fray Luis' accusers is 

simply not bom out by extant documentation. On the contrary, the evidence 

overwhelmingly demonstrates that those who denounced Fray Luis were moved by all 

imaginable manner of malice, primarily at the theological level, but also for 

professional and personal reasons. Chief among his malevolently motivated detractors 

were Bartolome de Medina and Leon de Castro, both colleagues of Fray Luis at the 

University of Salamanca. Though not by any means the only individuals to present 

testimony against Fray Luis, this pair was clearly moved by a deep hatred of everything 

Fray Luis believed in, taught, and represented in his approach to learning.'* 

The philosophical differences between Fray Luis and Medina and Castro 

concerned matters that had been virulently debated in Spain for generations. The old 

animosity toward grammarians and toward the application of philology to Biblical 

studies pitted Fray Luis, a Renaissance linguist and scholar par excellence, against the 

* A.F.G. Bell, "Luis de Ledn and the Inquisition" (Revista de historia, 11, 1914, 202-211), also 
emphasizes the diverse enmities against Fray Luis (204). 
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same type of conservative mindset that had clashed with Nebrija's Renaissance 

approach in the early part of the century. The controversies over novelty, reform and 

humanistic scholarship that had dogged Cisneros five decades previously, and which 

had resulted in such a dramatic change in the welcome that Erasmus once enjoyed in 

Spain, were still the source of considerable tension among intellectuals in Fray Luis' 

day. 

The fact that Medina, one of the two main rivals from whom the malicious 

accusations originated, was a Dominican had important ramifications for Fray Luis' 

trial. As part of the same religious order against which Martin Luther had leveled a 

challenge in the form of his 95 Theses,^ Medina would likely have shared the 

Dominicans' historical suspicion of innovative scholarship. Bataillon notes that the 

brotherhood's distrust of humanism even antedated Luther's defiant gesture, observing: 

En una carta al cardenal arzobispo de Maguncia, Alberto de 
Brandenburgo, [Erasmo] habi'a dicho lo que opinaba del asunto de 
Lutero, no sin observar que el odio de los dominicos y de los carmelitas 
contra las buenas letras se habfa desencadenado mucho antes de que 
Lutero diera que hablar de si.® 

The likelihood of Medina's adoption of this same attitude toward learning is 

corroborated by his initial deposition against Fray Luis, in which he laments that "en la 

universidad de Salamanca, hay mucho afecto a cosas nuevas, y poco a la antigiiedad de 

la religion y fee nuestra, y questo es lo principal que se debe remediar."' 

' D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, "They were intended as a challenge, particularly to the Dominicans. 
... The controversy might have ended there after a few disputations with the rival Dominicans..." (48). 
* Erasmo y Espana, 98. 
^ Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.6. 
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This antipathy toward scholarship, so deeply entrenched in Medina, Castro, and 

others, was no less perilous for Fray Luis and his contemporaries than it had been for 

Erasmists in the 1530's. In truth, it may have been even more hazardous because of the 

heightened tensions that resulted from the discovery of Protestant groups in Seville and 

Valladolid in the late 1550's and from the Alpujarra rebellion which was finally put 

down less than two years before Fray Luis' trial.® These dramatic examples of rebellion 

within Spain's own borders fueled the Inquisition's zeal to stifle heresy, and produced a 

tangibly exaggerated vigilance, especially among the uraditionally minded Dominican 

order, from whose ranks inquisitors had customarily been drawn.' Those Dominicans 

and other conservatives who were suspicious of humanism were convinced that its 

innovations were the first step toward open heresy.'" Elliot confirms that such incidents 

as Fray Luis' trial "were in reality a reflection of the continuing struggle between 

Renaissance and anti-Renaissance, between those who accepted certain elements of the 

humanist tradition and those who did not,"" while Karl Holz also concludes that the 

' H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, "The discovery of Protestants ... changed things radically" (108). 
' H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, writes that as of 1483, "The only inquisitors that Spain 
had known were Dominicans and, although they were not specified, it seemed to be a matter of course 
that the Inquisition should remain in their hands..." (2.234). H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, also 
argues that "the Dominican order had won for itself a special position not only in the mediaeval 
Inquisition but also in the Spanish" (159). He further notes that the first Spanish index of prohibited 
books, drawn up in 1559, was compiled by Fernando de Vald^s and fellow Dominican Melchor Cano 
(109), and that the bulk of the censors charged with rendering decisions on the permissibility of new 
books were Dominicans as well (115). 

H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, "A learned and conservative Dominican at Salamanca in 1571 
complained that 'in this university there is great play about novelty and little about the antiquity of our 
religion and faith'" (128). 
" Imperial Spain, 240. 
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heart of the issue was the "conflicto entre erudicion humanista y tradicion 

eclesiastica."'" 

The historically entrenched dispute over Renaissance humanism was perhaps 

most significantly manifested in Spain's institutions of higher learning. Kamen 

contends, "Some of the most bitter intellectual conflicts of the period originated not in 

the Inquisition but among university professors."'^ Inevitably, opposing schools of 

thought maneuvered and jockeyed for available professorships, and the competition for 

university positions was often fierce. As Lynch confirms: 

the various religious orders were divided uncompromisingly into rival 
camps and competed ruthlessly for university and ecclesiastical 
vacancies. Appointments to university chairs, which were decided by 
vote of students, were the occasion of intense campaigning by rival 
orders on behalf of their candidates.''* 

In this context we may note that Fray Luis did indeed win his position at the University 

of Salamanca over a Dominican candidate.'^ Thus, before his career had really even 

begun, he had made enemies by virtue of gaining his post at the expense of a 

Dominican competitor. The animosity that would have been provoked by his fervent 

devotion to the Renaissance model of scholarship was, therefore, aggravated by his 

acquisition of a prestigious position to the detriment of the Dominicans. 

Beyond the Dominicans' scant regard for humanistic endeavors, and in addition 

to any resentment they may have felt about seeing their candidate passed over in favor 

"Fray Luis y la Inquisicidn," Insula, 583 (Nov 1991): 5-9. 
The Spanish Inquisition, 123. 
Spain 1516-1598,359. 
J. Lynch, Spain 1516-1598, 360. 
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of Fray Luis, there was the matter of the acrimonious disputations that had for years 

characterized the relationship between their ranks and Fray Luis' own Augustinian 

order. The shamelessly unrestrained nature of the enmity between different orders is 

documented by Lea, who writes: 

the internecine strife between the different bodies had long been an 
inextinguishable scandal. ... These mutual antagonisms found free 
expression in the press, the pulpit and the professorial chair, where the 
rivals derided and insulted each other, to the grief of the faithful and the 
amusement of the godless."^ 

Lynch adds, "perhaps the bitterest rivalry of all was that between the Dominicans and 

the Augustinians,"'' which of course had an important bearing on Fray Luis' career and 

ultimately on his imprisonment. 

This record of animosity between two opposing camps must be considered by 

anyone who wishes to understand the full spectrum of inference and motivation that led 

to Fray Luis' imprisonment. As Elliot points out, "These were years of bitter dissension 

between the different Religious Orders, and also of feuds within the Orders themselves, 

as the conservatives and the progressives battled for control."'^ Thus it is clear that, in 

addition to the arguments over the validity of humanistic scholarship, competition 

between the order to which Fray Luis belonged and that of his accusers clearly was also 

a source of considerable friction and contributed to his denunciation. 

Once in the university, of course. Fray Luis only made things worse by his 

intolerance of feeble intellectual reasoning and his predisposition toward frank and 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 2.38. 
Spain 1516-1598, 359. 
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often confrontational debate. As was discussed previously. Fray Luis' disagreements 

with Leon de Castro in particular degenerated into embittered, vociferous name-calling 

on at least one occasion. Since both Castro and Fray Luis mention the incident 

specifically in their testimony,it is inconceivable that so profound a personality 

conflict would be brushed aside by anyone wishing to objectively consider the 

proceedings of the trial. 

This sort of personal conflict, together with the evidence that points to 

professional and philosophical prejudices against Fray Luis, strongly suggests that all 

these categories of animosity played a significant role in the accusations that Castro, 

Medina and others leveled against Fray Luis. The abundantly documented record of 

enmity between him and his accusers leads unavoidably to the conclusion that those 

who seek to explain Fray Luis' trial without reference to the witness' bias against him 

are neglecting a vital component of the origin of this litigation whose denial cannot be 

sustained in light of current historical criticism. 

This fact is clearly confirmed by court records preserved in the Coleccidn de 

documentos ineditos and any contention to the contrary can be irrefutably shown to be 

unfounded. As both Lea and Turberville have observed,"" the transcripts preserve ample 

evidence of personal and professional grievances against Fray Luis. In particular, the 

" Imperial Spain, 240. 
" Castro relates the incident in question, {Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.12), and Fray Luis 
alludes to it as well (10.424). 

H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, "He also laid much stress on the notorious hatred of the 
Dominicans towards him, and the manner in which they lost no opportunity of decrying his doctrine, his 
person, and his morals" (4.161). A.S. Turberville, The Spanish Inquisition, "He identified several of the 
enemies who had testified against him..." (182-83). 
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accused's own statements attest to the fact that among the witnesses against him were 

some whose prejudicial intentions were transparent. He specifically refers on multiple 

occasions to the conflict between his own Augustinian order and those to which Medina 

and other witnesses belonged. Some of these instances merit examination here. 

For example, the court record reveals that pointing to the strife between his own 

order and Medina's was a basic component of Fray Luis' defense strategy. He clearly 

mentions the academic disputes in which he and the Dominicans had been engaged, 

declaring he had spent his entire career at the University of Salamanca "tiniendo 

siempre sobre mi los ojos de los frailes de la drden de Sancto Domingo por las 

competencias que entre nosotros ha habido" (10.257) and demanding that "a la vista y 

examen de mis leturas y papeles no fuesen admitidos los frailes de la orden de Santo 

Domingo... por ser notoria la enemistad y la causa della que los dichos frailes tienen 

conmigo y con mi habito" (10.484). In another audience with the inquisitors he again 

claimed that Medina was against him "por todas las causas de enemistad, ansi comunes 

ser fraile dominico, como particulares suyas" (10.423), and conmients concerning one 

witness that "Este testigo... debe ser el maestro fray Domingo Ybanez dominico a 

quien tengo tachado por mi enemigo, 6 otro algun fraile dominico..." (10.440). In 

addition to the general conflicts between the Augustinian and Dominican orders. Fray 

Luis also specifically states in his defense that this enmity between him and the 

Dominicans was exacerbated by his having won his position at their expense, "siendo 

notorio como es que todos los dichos frailes son sospechosos contra mf por las 
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competencias que mi 6rden, y yo senaladamente he tenido con ellos, y por la catedra 

que les hemos quitado..." (10.482). Finally, he also was quick to point out the grudges 

that Medina and Castro bore him, dubbing them his "capitales enemigos" (10.257), and 

referring explicitly to their malice as the source of their testimony. He insists that 

Medina, "confederdndose con otros enemigos mios, los cuales se conjuraron todos para 

este efecto...calumniosamente me acusa de algunas cosas en sus dichos, habiendo el 

visto en mis leturas lo contrario dellas" (10:423), and contemptuously remarking of 

Castro's allegations that "claramente de su dicho se collige evidente calumnia y 

malicia" (10.441). 

It is starkly clear, then, that the Coleccion de documentos ineditos contains 

ample evidence to support the conclusion that those who informed against Fray Luis 

were moved by enmity. Further, the documentation therein attributes that antipathy to a 

variety of causes, most prominently the traditional conflicts between humanists and less 

open-minded scholars, between the Augustinians and the Dominicans, and between 

those colleagues whom Fray Luis had offended on a personal level. In addition, the 

evidence of malice on the part of Fray Luis' detractors is entirely consistent with the 

conclusions of critics who have sought to explicate the social and theological climate in 

which the trial took place. Given that both primary and secondary sources so steadfastly 

and emphatically agree on this point, we may confidently lay aside the notion that 

enmity played no role in Fray Luis' imprisonment. 
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As may readily be deduced, however, merely being indignantly offended was 

not just cause for having one's adversary apprehended by the Inquisition, no matter how 

intense the animosity and regardless of its origin. Though they had several good reasons 

to dislike Fray Luis, Medina, Castro and others had to have something more substantial 

to recommend his arrest. One of the chief grounds on which they sought his formal 

conviction concerned Fray Luis' opinion of the Vulgate Bible,"' and indeed this very 

matter had been one of the chief sources of debate in their heated arguments at the 

University of Salamanca. 

In the ongoing controversy between humanists and more traditional scholars, the 

question of the Vulgate was of singular importance. In a series of lectures delivered at 

the University of Salamanca, and in his private conversations outside the classroom, 

Fray Luis had commented on the relationship between St. Jerome's translation and the 

original Hebrew and Greek texts on which he had based his work. To some who failed 

to grasp the true intent of Fray Luis' remarks, it seemed that Fray Luis was criticizing 

the fruit of St. Jerome's labor and insinuating heretical opinions to the detriment of the 

faith. Although this was, of course, never Fray Luis's intention, his foes availed 

Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, s.v. Vulgate, "The Latin version of the Bible (editio 
vulgata) most widely used in the West. It was for the most part the work of St. Jerome. ... Jerome began 
his work, at the request of Pope Damasus in 382, with a revision of the Gospels which was completed in 
384. ... In revising the Latin text of the OT, Jerome began with the Psalms. ... c.392 he completed the 
Gallican Psalter.... [work on the remainder of the OT] occupied him intermittently for some 15 years. ... 
When (prob. in the 6"* cent.) the various books came to be collected into a single bible (the Vulgate as we 
know it), it consisted of Jerome's translation from the Hebrew of the Jewish canonical books except the 
Psalter; the Gallican Psalter; Jerome's translation of Tobit and Judith; Old Latin u-anslations of the rest of 
the Apocrypha; Jerome's revision of the Gospels; and a revised text of Acts, Epistles, and Rev." (1451). 
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themselves of the volatile dispute carried on at that time over the Vulgate in order to 

build their case against him. 

Fray Luis' antagonists grounded their attacks in this area on the ruling that the 

Council of Trent had handed down 15 years previously. In the course of its first round 

of meetings, as Lea observes, the Council "had declared that [the Vulgate] was to be 

received as authentic in all public lectures, disputations, preaching and expositions, and 

that no one should dare to reject it under any pretext.""" Confusingly, however, the 

"Tridentine fathers included in their decree a demand for a perfected edition.""^ These 

seemingly contradictory rulings obscured the Council's true intentions, leaving the 

question of the Vulgate's integrity still somewhat open to interpretation. 

What constituted such an egregious offense to Fray Luis' detractors was that his 

strategy of analyzing the Bible—as was typical of Renaissance humanism in the study 

of any text—consisted of examining it in its original language. In all his commentaries 

on Biblical works, one of his most fruitful sources of insight was his intimate 

familiarity with its core languages—principally Hebrew, but also Aramaic and Greek."'* 

In his conmientary on the Song of Songs, for example, which was the only exegetical 

work he had completed prior to his arrest, he made reference to the Hebrew original a 

total of 42 times. Whether directly discussing the meaning of the Hebrew word in a 

given passage, or making cursory allusions to the true intention of a phrase or 

~ H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.152. 
^ H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.152. 
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expression. Fray Luis relied heavily on his understanding of Hebrew to fortify his 

interpretations. 

It was precisely this method which Fray Luis regularly applied in his Biblical 

exegesis that so deeply offended his critics and created conflicts for him with his 

university colleagues. Many considered the notion of gaining Scriptural insight by 

comparing St. Jerome to the Hebrew text to be a scandalously, even blasphemously 

errant approach to the Holy Scriptures. One of the Inquisitorial officials in Fray Luis' 

trial emphasized the gravity of the concern over this issue, declaring, 'To emend the 

Vulgate by the Hebrew and Greek is exactly what the heretics seek to do. It is to destroy 

the means of confuting them and to give them the opportunity of free interpretation.""^ 

Padre Luis Getino emphasizes the same point concerning the Vulgate, exhorting us with 

the words, "recordad que la combatian rabiosamente los herejes.""® Thus, for Fray 

Luis' enemies, his method of analyzing the Bible bore a suspicious resemblance to the 

subterfuges that Protestants utilized to undermine Catholic dogmas. By making 

reference to the Hebrew language of the Old Testament in his writings and giving them 

such a prominent place in his interpretations. Fray Luis was employing the very same 

technique that had been so perniciously applied by renegade scholars in their efforts to 

refute Catholic doctrine. 

While Fray Luis indubitably was familiar with Greek and Aramaic, his doctrinal works demonstrate his 
great affinity for the Hebrew language. Though analyses of Greek and Aramaic are sparse in his 
theological treatises, treatments of Hebrew words and phrases abound. 
^ Quoted in H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.152. 

El proceso de Fray Luis de Leon, 22. 
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In addition to the automatically suspicious method of applying the original 

Hebrew to his treatment of the Vulgate, Fray Luis also held to a controversial view on 

the relationship between the two texts, one which, in so sensitive a climate, easily lent 

itself to misinterpretation, both deliberate and inadvertent. In his effort to bring the 

Scriptures to life for his pupils, he did not shrink from addressing the complexities that 

arose over difficult passages, and frankly declared that in some instances the Hebrew 

original was a richer translation than St. Jerome's. In some instances he described how 

the original Hebrew phrasing had two or sometimes three possible Latin equivalents,"' 

and discussed why St. Jerome had selected one rendering over another. He also, 

according to Lynch, "drew a scholar's distinction between the Vulgate as written by St. 

Jerome and the various printed texts of this version, which often differed from one 

another in detail,"*® and sought to determine the best version by referring to the original 

Hebrew. 

In addition, an even more onerous manifestation to his conservative colleagues 

was his statement that the Vulgate did not do the best job possible of accurately 

communicating the meaning of the original Hebrew in some passages. Unable to 

comprehend that to amplify certain translations was not to impute error to the rendering, 

they concluded that Fray Luis sought to weaken the authority of Scripture when he said 

" In his commentary on the Song of Solomon, for example, he writes that his goal as a translator is to be 
as faithful as possible to the original, "para que los que leyeren la traduccidn puedan entender toda la 
variedad de sentidos a que da ocasidn el original, si se leyese, y queden libres para escoger de ellos el que 
mejor les pareciere" {Obras completas, 1.74). 

Spain 1516-1598, 360. 
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that some passages of the Vulgate did not fully communicate the intent of the original 

Hebrew. Concerning this point. Fray Luis testified: 

es cosa muy diferente como consta, decir que una cosa estd falsa, 6 decir 
que esta mal trasladada, porque mal trasladado se puede decir lo que esta 
obscuro 6 menos significantemente trasladado, y puede alguna palabra 
no estar puesta conforme al original, sin hacer mudanza que importe a la 
sentencia; y aunque se diga que la tal palabra no responde al original, no 
por eso se dice que la sentencia estd falsa. 

Unfortunately for Fray Luis, some of those who listened to his lectures or read his notes 

failed to understand the subtle distinction between amplifying the Vulgate with analysis 

of the Hebrew, as he did, and claiming that the Vulgate contained errors, which he 

vehemently insisted he had never done.^° Not comprehending the difference, the 

witnesses against him loudly denounced him for purportedly holding that the Vulgate 

was full of errors and false translations. In fact, the second item of Medina's original 

deposition against Fray Luis alleged that he, along with Caspar Crajal and Martin 

Martinez Cantalapiedra "quitan alguna autoridad a la edicion de la Vulgata, diciendo 

que se puede hacer otra mejor, y que dene hartas falsedades."^' Interestingly, 

Turberville, apparently taking such assertions at face value, has repeated this error in his 

own explanations of the case, stating that Fray Luis was "conscious of the numerous 

errors which had crept into"^" the Vulgate. Such a statement confuses the nature of what 

Fray Luis actually said about the Latin text by not recognizing the difference between 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.320. 
H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, "Even lectures in the ordinary courses contributed their 

share, when zealous students disagreed with their teachers or made mistakes in their notes" (4.150). 
Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.6. 
The Spanish Inquisition, 182. 
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an expanded commentary and a criticism of the translation. It is clear that the matter 

was one that lent itself to misunderstanding, no less in modem times than during the 

trial itself, and that both objective and biased observers have been prone to interpret 

Fray Luis' position on the Vulgate not as a desire to enhance but rather to undermine. 

However, in his own defense Fray Luis emphatically denied having said 

anything of the sort. He unequivocally affirms his orthodoxy in regard to the Vulgate, 

and categorically denies having ever denigrated St. Jerome's work. In one audience he 

makes a particularly strong articulation of this point, not only denying the validity of the 

accusation but also quite pointedly calling attention to the fact that no one could be 

found to corroborate the claim with first-hand testimony: 

En los dichos papeles este testigo no hallo que yo hubiese dicho ni 
ensenado que la Vulgata tenia falsedades 6 sentencias falsas, puestas por 
el interprete, sino hallo que decia lo contrario; pero porque tenia mala 
voluntad, no quiso desengaiiarse con la verdad, sino depone, no lo que 
yo decia y el habia visto, sino lo que deseaba que dijese, 6 habia soiiado 
haber yo dicho. Y ansi porque no se descubriese su mentira, no dice que 
el me lo oyo, porque no podia sefialar adonde ni cuando, porque jamds 
me oyo tratar dello, ni senalo cierta persona que se lo hubiese dicho, 
porque se pudiera saber della que mentia; ni dijo que estaba en mi 
lectura, porque en viendose el papel, se viera su falsedad, sino echolo a 
lo que no se podia averiguar, y dijo que era publico.^^ 

The forceful manner in which Fray Luis justifies himself on this point, and indeed 

throughout his defense, dynamically substantiates his orthodoxy on the question of the 

Vulgate, notwithstanding the ill-intentioned distortions of his attitude by his critics. 

Regardless of the fact that Fray Luis' position was technically orthodox and that 

he had uttered no clearly verifiable heresy, his stance was nonetheless one that incensed 
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his opponents and which they deemed worthy of Inquisitorial censure. Salvador Munoz 

Iglesias observes that those conservatives who interpreted Trent's decree as a 

prohibition against any revision of the Vulgate clung to their conviction, insisting that 

the technique Fray Luis used had been declared heretical by the Council. He comments 

that "Los que negaban la posibilidad de tal correccion, se aferraban a la letra del 

decreto...y afirmaban que dar una version distinta a la de la Vulgata era rechazar a 

esta."^** The nature of the dissent concerning the delineation between heresy and 

orthodoxy made it perilous for scholars to speak on the matter at all, and gave Fray 

Luis' enemies a ready excuse to denounce him. Lea agrees that, given the nebulous 

language of Trent's ruling, "to question its accuracy was to venture on dangerous 

ground and to invite the interposition of the Inquisition."^^ Padre Getino, concurs, 

asking whether, in light of the situation, and "habiendo en Espana un tribunal para 

resolver las causas de fe, era posible no interviniera en esta."^® Obviously, then, while 

Fray Luis had not launched into clearly heretical territory, the nature of the debate over 

the Vulgate was such that he was bound to offend someone, no matter what he said. As 

Lynch puts it, humanists such as Fray Luis, "orthodox though they were, aroused 

suspicion almost before they opened their mouths."^^ 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.319. 
" Quoted in Colin P. Thompson, "La huella del proceso de fray Luis de Ledn en sus propias obras," in 
Alan M. Gordon. Evelyn Rugg, and Rafael Lapesa, eds., Actas del sexto congreso intemacional de 
hispanistas, (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1980) 736. 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.152. 
El proceso de fray Luis de Leon, 22. 

" Spain 1516-1598, 358. 
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In addition to the question of the Vulgate, the witnesses against Fray Luis also 

emphasized the translation that he had made of the Song of Solomon. Fray Luis had 

commenced a verse by verse commentary on the Song of Solomon about ten years 

previous to his trial at the behest of Isabel Osorio, a nun for whose sole and exclusive 

use the final product was designated. Having made the translation and commentary. 

Fray Luis sent the work to its intended recipient, and after she had perused the text it 

was returned to its author.^® The manuscript remained in Fray Luis' cell until Fray 

Diego de Le6n, charged with the upkeep of Fray Luis' quarters, removed it without his 

knowledge, making a copy which he then distributed. According to Padre Felix Garcia, 

the first news Fray Luis had of the dispersion of his commentary was a salutatory letter 

that arrived from Francisco Foreiro, a Portuguese conmientator who wrote to 

congratulate him on the fine work he had done.^^ 

Though a portion of the criticism that Fray Luis' accusers leveled against this 

work derived from the way in which it was translated, a point which we will presently 

examine, the main thrust of their denunciation seems to have been based on its mere 

existence. In the testimony against him, three different witnesses state as an accusation 

simply that he had made a vernacular version of the Song of Solomon.''® Some critics 

have noted that vernacular translations of the Scriptures were clearly forbidden by the 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.430. 
Introduction, Song of Solomon, Obras completas, 1.54. 
Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, "Item declard que sabe anda en lengua vulgar el libro de los 

Cdnticos de Salomon, compuestos por el muy Rdo. Padre maestro fray Luis de Leon" (6), "Item dijo que 
tambien ha oido decir que el maestro fray Luis de Leon, agustino, treslad6 en romance los Cantares de 
Salomon" (7), 
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Inquisition in the Index of 1559, but that fact does not clarify the issue as might be 

supposed. For example, Lea writes that "At a time when vemacular versions were so 

rigidly proscribed this was, at least, a hazardous proceeding,'"*' while Antonio Marquez 

goes further, asserting that "Aunque fuera para una sola persona, la culpa era ciara, 

como Claras eran las prohibiciones de los Indices de 1551 y ISSQ.""*" While Lea 

accurately emphasizes the peril inherent in any work such as Fray Luis had undertaken, 

Marquez's claim that Fray Luis obviously should have known better does not appear 

solidly grounded. The issue is somewhat cloudier than Marquez's statement would 

indicate, and can only be elucidated by an examination of the Indices to which Marquez 

refers and the events which preceded their publication. 

One of the most irksome challenges that Martin Luther presented to the Church 

was his German translation of the New Testament. Shortly after his three treatises of 

1520,"*^ Luther published a New Testament "in the language of Germans, with a natural 

feel for its emotional and expressive appeal. ... Luther's own mark was indelible in 

every line."'*^ As Lea points out, "from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries there 

was no proscription of vemacular Bibles," but "it was natural that the use made of the 

Bible by the Reformers should cause the revival of these obsolete prohibitions.'"*^ With 

Luther and others making liberal translations of the Bible at will, he continues, "it was 

"Item dijo que le paresce d este declarante que ha oido decir anda una exposicion de los Cantares en 
romance, muy tenida y estimada, en nombre del maestro fray Luis de Leon" (20). 
•" A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.152. 

Literatura e inquisicion en Espana (1478-1834) (Madrid: Taurus, 1980), 104. 
An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, On the Babylonian Captivity of the 

Church, and On Christian Liberty. 
D.L. Jensen, Reformation Europe, 54-55. 
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... a matter of course that the Index of 1551 should contain a prohibition of the Bible in 

Spanish or any other vulgar tongue,'"^*^ and the earnestness of this gesture was such that 

the Bible was not permitted in Spanish until the mid IS"* century. Even today, many 

Spaniards who are quick to confirm that they are Christians quizzically furrow their 

brows at the notion that the laity should have any need to read the Bible. 

Significantly, Fray Luis unequivocally agreed that the populace should not have 

access to the Bible. In his introduction to the Nombres de Crista, he elaborately and at 

length articulates his position that, although the Scriptures were written in the common 

languages of the people in Biblical times, "esto, que de suyo es tan bueno y que fue tan 

litil en aquel tiempo, la condicion triste de nuestros siglos y la experiencia de nuestra 

grande desventura nos ensenan que nos es ocasion ahora de muchos danos."^' Though 

written after his arrest, these comments patently manifest his desire to comply with 

Church decrees. 

Notwithstanding the Church's position on vernacular translations of the 

Scriptures, and Fray Luis' own adherence, at least in spirit, there was still ample room 

for confusion concerning Biblical commentaries. Since devotional works were not 

technically equivalent to the Bible, they were not explicitly bound by the same 

injunctions and, as Thompson notes: "no existio nunca una prohibicion sobre 

comentarios y traducciones manuscritos vemaculos."^^ Thus the nature of Fray Luis' 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.527-528. 
A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.528. 
Obras completas, 1.404. 
"La huella del proceso de Fray Luis en sus propias obras," 736, emphasis in original. 
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work was not in itself the sort of text against which the Index was designed to guard. 

However, adding to the confusion was the fact that the 1551 Index had extended its 

censure to prohibit even portions and quotes of the Bible, no matter how correct and 

orthodox the translation.''^ 

The issue was nebulous enough that there were differences of opinion on what 

constituted an infraction of the Indices. Thus, during Fray Luis' trial, some of the 

witnesses were convinced that his work on the Song of Solomon was clearly a violation 

of Inquisitorial decrees. However, Fray Luis own strident contention was that the 

Church's position had never been lucidly expressed: "la prohibicion del catalogo acerca 

desto nunca se ha entendido bien y ha tenido diversas interpretaciones, y los comisarios 

deste Sancto Oficio preguntados han dicho que pueden andar semejantes libros en 

romance."^® The question as to the orthodoxy of Fray Luis' commentary on the Song of 

Solomon, then, was not nearly as transparent as Marquez concludes. 

The other aspect of the Song of Solomon that had an important bearing on the 

trial was the relative importance of the literal and spiritual/allegorical interpretations of 

this challenging text. In addition to having made a vernacular version of the Song, 

which was offensive enough to many, some witnesses alleged that Fray Luis had treated 

the text as a love poem rather than as allegory. Ths accusation was one that his accusers 

knew would immediately draw the Inquisition's attention.^' 

•" H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.528. 
Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.430. 

" J.M. Blecua, "Fray Luis de Leon y el Cantar de los cantares" (Actas del X Congreso de la Asociacidn 
de Hispanistas, I-IV, Barcelona: PPU, 1992), underscores the importance of such accusations, 8. 
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In his testimony, one witness was asked if he was aware of anyone having held 

that "Canticum canticomm est Carmen amatorium Salomonis ad Filiam Pharaonis, et 

contrarium est futile" (The Song of Songs is a love poem from Solomon to the daughter 

of Pharaoh, and it is futile to say otherwise). The witness responded that he had heard 

Fray Luis say something similar, namely that "Canticum canticorum ad litteram 

intelligitur proprie de Salomone ad suam uxorem," (The Song of Songs should be 

literally understood as strictly from Solomon to his wife).^* 

The issue was an extremely sensitive one because, for many at that time, the 

romantic content of the Song was a delicate matter that demanded a spiritual 

interpretation. To them, the suggestion that the work could be read at any level other 

than strictly allegorical was deeply offensive. The testimony of a subsequent witness 

confirms the controversial nature of this issue: he related that a student had informed 

him of Fray Luis' purportedly literalist position on the Song, "lo cual a este declarante 

no contentd."^^ The mere suggestion, then, that Fray Luis had declared the Song to be 

amorous in nature was certain to offend anyone who heard it. Those who did hear it did 

not hesitate to bring it up before the Tribunal. 

This allegation is repeated today by some who apparently consider Fray Luis' 

anti-allegorical predisposition to be self-evident. Turberville, for instance, claims that, 

in Fray Luis' handling of the Song, "the book was treated more as a love poem than as 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.19. 
Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.21. 
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an allegory."^'^ Mdrquez is even more emphatic in attributing tiiis perspective to Fray 

Luis, alleging that Fray Luis "se ha limitado al sentido literal, postergando los 

tradicionales sentidos espirituales,"^^ and referring to him, along with Grajal and 

Martinez, as "todos defensores del sentido literal, contra el sentido alegorico."^^ 

However, as Fray Luis clearly said, both in his study on the Song and later in his trial, 

this was far from the truth. Turberville's overstatement may have been the result of a 

hastily drawn conclusion about Fray Luis' treatment of the Song, focusing on the fact 

that he had indeed referred to the work as an "egloga pastoril."^' However, Marquez's 

contention that Fray Luis sought to erase any application of the Song other than a literal 

one is powerfully refuted by the most relevant documentation. 

Marquez appears to be guilty of the same omission to which Fray Luis was 

referring when he said of one of his accusers, "este testigo maliciosamente corta la 

mitad de las palabras, y lo que en esto hace clara y sana mi sentencia."^^ The rest of the 

story, as Fray Luis here asserted and as can readily be gleaned from an attentive reading 

of his work on the Song, is that Fray Luis does indeed richly draw out the spiritual 

symbolism present in the most problematic passages. This is evident in his analysis of 

such thorny sections of the Song as the bridegroom's passionate evocation of the 

The Spanish Inquisition, 182. 
Literature e inquisicion en Espana, 105. 
Literature e inquisicion en Espana, 108. 

" Obras completas, "Porque se ha de entender que este Libro en su primer origen se escribio en metro, y 
es todo el una egloga pastoril, donde con palabras y lenguaje de pastores, habian Salomdn y su Esposa, y 
algunas veces sus companeros, como si todos fuesen gente de aldea" 1.72. 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 431. 
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bride's physical appearance,^' and by the masterful way in which he uses the 

description of physical love as a vehicle to expound on God's love for humankind.®" 

Fray Luis also clearly enunciates his appreciation for the allegorical significance of the 

Song in the introduction, declaring: 

Pues entre las demds Escrituras divinas, una es la cancion suavfsima que 
Salomon, rey y profeta, compuso, en la cual debajo de un enamorado 
razonamiento entre dos, pastor y pastora, m^ que en alguna otra 
Escritura, se muestra Dios herido de nuestros amores. ... Y, en breve, 
todos aquellos sentimientos que los apasionados amantes probar suelen, 
aqui se ven tanto mas agudos y delicados, cuanto mds vivo y acendrado 
es el divino amor que el mundano. ... Cosa cierta es que en estos 
Cantares, como en persona de Salomon y de su esposa, la hija del rey de 
Egipto, debajo de amorosos requiebros, explica el Espi'ritu Santo la 
Encamacion de Cristo y el entranable amor que siempre tuvo a su 
Iglesia, con otros misterios de gran secreto y de gran peso. 

In light of such passages throughout the work which manifest his unequivocal esteem 

for the allegorical aspects of the Song, it is impossible to substantiate the claim that 

Fray Luis excluded the spiritual implications of the work. Turberville's opinion of Fray 

Luis' position seems to lack firm corroboration, while Marquez's claim has no reliable 

foundation whatsoever. 

The only justification Marquez offers for his contention is that "Entre [Fray 

Luis, Grajal, y Martinez] circula un proverbio o chiste por el cual llaman 'El sabio 

Alegorin,' al que usa de los sentidos o significados alegoricos que los Santos dieron a 

See Obras completas, 1.126-136, l.I64ff. 
^ The whole objective of Fray Luis' commentary is to bring out the spiritual parallels to the human love 
portrayed in the Song. A list of passages in which this is evident includes the following: Obras 
completas, 1.78, 1.85, 1.96, 1.151, 1.178, and 1.187. 

Obras completas, 1.71-72. 
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las Escrituras."^" Marquez is apparently referring to a passage in the Coleccion de 

documentos ineditos, in which Le6n de Castro complains: 

los dichos maestros dicen que cuando alegan la interpretacion de Santos, 
tiene el dicho maestro Martinez especialmente, por comun refran, en la 
lengua, el sabio alegorin, aludiendo a lo que dice en su libro, a parescer 
de todos, que cuando los Santos no entienden, se acogen d inventar 
alegorias.®^ 

Evidently Castro's comment was attributed principally to Martinez, not to Fray Luis, 

and therefore is of doubtful utility as a support for Marquez's interpretation. 

Furthermore the comment, while irreverent, does not in any way exclude the possibility 

of allegorical interpretations, but rather ridicules those who invent a symbolic 

explanation in an attempt to explain passages that they don't understand. Clearly the 

testimony against Fray Luis in this respect, both from witnesses against him and from 

modem critics, is untenable. 

Nonetheless, the mere accusation that Fray Luis was advancing a literalist 

interpretation of the Song was provocative enough to create problems for him, 

especially when combined with the accusations that touched on the volatile issue of the 

Vulgate. The joining of two such contentious accusations was an effective strategy for 

stirring up the zeal of the inquisitors. 

In fact, the controversy over the commentary on the Song and the ongoing 

dispute over the Vulgate flow together in certain passages of the Song. In those 

instances where Fray Luis discusses St. Jerome's rendering of key phrases and evaluates 

Literatura e inquisicion en Espana, 108. 
Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 10.9. 
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their accuracy, the two conflicts are difficult to separate. The overlap occurs in a few 

passages in which Fray Luis rejects the Vulgate's translation outright, and in no 

uncertain terms. For example, in examining the translation of the Hebrew word 

tzamathec as it occurs in Song 4.1, he comments: 

La voz hebrea es tzamathec, que quiere decir cabellos o cabellera, y 
propiamente es la parte que cae sobre la frente y ojos, que algunas 
mujeres los suelen traer postizos, y en castellano se llaman lados. San 
Jeronimo, no se por que fin, entiende por esto la hermosura encubierta, y 
asf traslada: Tus ojos de paloma, demds de lo que estd encubierta. En 
que no solamente va diferente del comun sentido de los mds doctos en 
esta lengua, pero tambien en alguna manera contradice a si mismo, que 
en el capi'tulo 47 de Isaias, donde estd la misma palabra, entiende por 
ella torpeza y fealdad, y asf la traduce.^ 

Fray Luis' overt disagreement with St. Jerome's rendering of the word—"no se por que 

fin"—almost certainly enraged any traditionalists who read his work, as did Fray Luis' 

assertion that St. Jerome's translation here was self-contradictory.*^^ 

It is highly significant in this respect that, in his testimony against Fray Luis, 

Medina made reference to having read the commentary on the Song: "Sabe anda en 

lengua vulgar el libro de los Canticos de Salomon, compuestos por el muy Rdo. padre 

maestro fray Luis de Leon, porque lo ha leido este declarante"^^ Thus it is reasonable 

to conjecture that Medina and perhaps others, having perused the Song, were livid over 

Fray Luis' disrespectful attitude toward St. Jerome, and over his unhesitatingly frank 

expression of dissent with the Vulgate's rendering of specific passages. 

" Obras completas, 1.127, emphasis in original. 
J.M. Blecua, "Fray Luis de Ledn y e) Cantor de los cantares," also emphasizes the importance of such 

statements by Fray Luis, 14. 
^ Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.6. 
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To the fact that Fray Luis rejected St. Jerome's translation of some portions of 

the Song, we must add that Fray Luis' use of rabbinical commentaries concerning 

difficult passages was sure to arouse suspicion, given the popular belief that the Jews 

were still secretly striving to propagate subtle distortions of Catholic doctrine 

throughout Christendom. By making reference to rabbis and incorporating their 

opinions of obscure passages, and much more by giving them equal consideration 

alongside the Vulgate, Fray Luis automatically brought on himself the condemnation of 

those who firmly considered that relying in any way upon Jewish opinion in the area of 

Scriptural analysis was perilous and even heretical. For example, the reference to 

Hebrew scholars to reinforce his own version of the above analyzed verse, in opposition 

to St. Jerome, would also have been considered an egregious affront to the Church by 

conservatives, and his repeated inclusion of such Hebrew insights in his commentary 

certainly would have reinforced this sort of negative reaction.^' 

We must remind ourselves that, as was the case in the early days of the 

Inquisition, Spain's monarch was fully assured of the Jews' role in furthering the spread 

of heresy: concerning the edict to expel Jews from Lombardy, Phillip II had declared 

averred that "all the heresies which have existed in Germany and France... have all 

been sown by the descendants of Jews."®® Mistrust of the Jews, far from being quelled 

by their expulsion from Spain in 1492, had merely increased during the Counter-

Throughout his analysis of the Song, Fray Luis frequently refers to rabbinical assessments of difficult 
passages. His reference to how the Hebrew word messarim, in Song 1.3 was understood, Obras 
completas, "segiin el parecer de algunos hombres doctos en aquella lengua" (1.83) is a typical example 
of such cases. 
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Reformation era, and suspicion of them was as intense as ever in Fray Luis' day. Lynch 

points out that, "As the distinguished exegete, Diego de Ziiniga, remarked in 1584, any 

interpretation of the Bible that differed from the currently accepted one was regarded as 

Jewish subversion."®^ Kamen adds, "The Jewish connection was affirmed as follows by 

archbishop Siliceo of Toledo in 1547: 'It is said, and is considered true, that the 

principal heretics of Germany, who have destroyed all that nation and have introduced 

great heresies, are descendants of Jews.'"™ 

That this reticent aversion to Jews played a role in Fray Luis' trial is 

indisputable. In his testimony against Fray Luis, for example, Leon de Castro stated that 

"le paresce muy aspero favorescer con tanta vehemencia las interpretaciones de judfos," 

and that Fray Luis, along with Grajal and Martinez, "tienen poco respeto a los Santos 

Padres, sino a estas interpretaciones de Rabies."^' While Castro's testimony is by far 

the most acrimonious in this respect, he was by no means the only witness to decry Fray 

Luis' use of Jewish sources; other witnesses, including Medina, Pero Rodriguez, and 

Fray Juan de Gallo echoed Castro's statements as well.'" In addition. Padre Getino 

observes that the judge in the case was moved to suspicion against Fray Luis by this 

very motive, "considerandole confabulado con Grajal por sus opiniones rabinistas."'^ 

Thus it is clear that, along with the other factors that precipitated his arrest. Fray Luis' 

^ Qtd. in G. Parker, Phillip II (Chicago: Open Court, 1995), 193. 
" Spain 1516-1598, 358. 
™ Spain 1469-1714. 
" Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.8. 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.7, 19,24. 
^ El proceso de fray Luis de Leon, 31. 
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inclusion of rabbinical sources in his exegesis aroused the displeasure not only of his 

colleagues and enemies but also of the inquisitors. 

In conclusion, it is evident that the Tribunal's decision to arrest Fray Luis was 

motivated by a plurality of factors, and that prominent among them was the enmity of 

diverse sorts and origins that prompted his accusers to denounce him. The charges that 

they brought against him were significantly founded on misunderstandings and 

misrepresentations of Fray Luis' statements about the Vulgate, while the controversy 

pertaining to the Vulgate was exacerbated by the confusion and ongoing debate over the 

Tridentine rulings. Though some witnesses, and some modem critics, have asserted that 

Fray Luis considered the Vulgate to be full of errors, he consistently refuted that 

accusation, and maintained that his sole intention was to amplify the reading of the 

Vulgate by including an analysis of the original Hebrew in the discussion. The heated 

nature of the disputations in this area, however, led his adversaries to the conclusion 

that he was teaching heresy. Furthermore, the completion of a Spanish commentary on 

the Song of Solomon was profoundly offensive to his opponents, regardless of the fact 

that it was distributed completely unbeknownst to him and without his permission. 

Some witnesses obviously concluded that such a work clearly violated the Inquisitorial 

Indices, since in some parts of their testimony they state simply that Fray Luis translated 

the Song into Spanish. On the contrary, however. Fray Luis' contention that he had not 

violated any prohibition indicates that the matter was somewhat hazy, despite what the 
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witnesses and some historians have declared. Furthermore, though some of the 

witnesses, and again some modem scholars, have advanced the allegation that Fray Luis 

gave an exclusively literal tone to his analysis of the Song, to the exclusion of the 

allegorical applications thereof, both the commentary itself and his testimony clearly 

and emphatically refute such pronouncements. However, his complete willingness to 

contemplate traditional Jewish interpretations of the Song, and his consideration of 

them alongside the Vulgate U-anslation, was taken by some to be a blasphemous 

desecration of the Scriptures. In an environment where Jews were so profoundly 

mistrusted, many felt that such regard for rabbinical insights constituted an infraction in 

and of itself. 

These, then, were the charges that the witnesses laid at Fray Luis' feet and 

which resulted in the decision on 15 March 1572 to carry out his arrest. The complexity 

of the accusations and their clear interconnectedness defy any attempt to glibly 

condense them into one or two succinct causes. It is evident that animosity, debate over 

the Vulgate, the controversy caused by the commentary on the Song of Solomon, and 

concern over Fray Luis' use of rabbinical sources in his work all were weighed together 

before the Tribunal issued its arrest warrant. The way in which all these factors are 

woven together in the testimony against Fray Luis patently refutes the notion that there 

was any one, or even any two simple causes for his denunciation. Despite our wish to 

reduce the testimony to an easUy identifiable motive, the amalgamation of these related 

determinants presents a more comprehensive account of the reasons for the arrest of 
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Fray Luis. More importantly, this is the explanation that extant documentation 

unanimously supports. 
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Details of Fray Luis' Incarceration 

The origin of the accusations against Fray Luis, and the form the testimony took 

once the investigation of his guilt was officially initiated, have been discussed above. 

The exact manner and duration of the trial, and its effect on Fray Luis, merit analysis as 

well. The amount of time that he was confined and the conditions under which he was 

housed, like other aspects of the trial, have been the source of disagreement among 

scholars. Part of the reason for this lies in the fact that the Tribunal was not rigidly 

uniform in its method throughout its existence, changing minor details of its procedure 

from time to time as needs dictated. Another factor in the divergent information 

available concerning Fray Luis' imprisonment appeirently derives from attempts by 

some to justify the Inquisition and make light of its impact on those whom it received 

as prisoners. Some such attempts, as will be clear, do not account for certain portions of 

the historical record and neglect important considerations about Fray Luis' experience. 

The significance of accurately interpreting the tribunal's effect on Fray Luis as a writer 

and scholar requires that we sift through the differing assertions and contemplate the 

matter in its entirety, without the interference of bias or preestablished conclusions. 

Fray Luis' trial had its origins in a set of controversies and grievances that 

included two like-minded colleagues at the University of Salamanca, Caspar Grajal and 

Martin Martinez Cantalapiedra. While the case against Fray Luis did not arise 
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exclusively as a byproduct of the previously begun investigation of his two associates, 

as Padre Getino strives to demonstrate,^'* the evidence does suggest a corollary 

relationship. The sequence of events that led first to the accusations against Grajal and 

Martinez, and later to the denunciation of Fray Luis, are intertwined, yet the individual 

trials are still clearly separate matters. 

Having arrived at the University of Salamanca in 1570, the Dominican 

Bartolome de Medina, an extremely conservative theologian, quickly fell in with Leon 

de Castro, a similarly traditional scholar. The two were horrified at the sort of ideas that 

Fray Luis was purveying, and Caspar and Martinez as well. In July 1571 Medina drew 

up a list of 17 propositions, which, as he put it, "tienen, segun se cuenta, sus partidarios 

en la Universidad de Salamanca,submitting the list in December of the same year to 

the Inquisition. The process of investigating the list's allegations began that same 

month. 

The preliminary testimony taken from that time onward in what would 

ultimately result in the trial against Grajal and Martinez, and later against Fray Luis, is 

included along with all the other documents pertaining to his case in the Coleccidn de 

documentos ineditos (10.5-22). Though some of the testimony firom these early weeks 

of the inquiry accuses all three professors equally, other segments thereof address Fray 

As mentioned above, in El proceso de fray Luis de Leon Getino argues that the issues under 
investigation in the trials of Caspar and Martfnez logically and necessarily involved Fray Luis as well, 
and that there was no element of enmity in the accusations against him. 

Qtd. in Padre Getino El proceso defray Luis de Leon, 23-24. 
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Luis exclusively/*^ This fact incontrovertibly establishes that Fray Luis' trial was not an 

afterthought of the original inquest, as Getino has asserted. 

After the testimony had been taken and duly weighed, the Inquisition sent 

inquisitor Diego Gonzalez to Salamanca to initiate a formal investigation, which, 

having arrived, he did on 1 March 1572. Days thereafter, Grajal was detained, and the 

arrest of Martinez quickly followed. On the IS"', in a letter to the Augustinian prior of 

Granada, Hernando de Peralta, Fray Luis alluded to the uproar caused by the arrest of 

his two colleagues, and communicated his fear of being implicated himself.^^ Scarcely 

two days later, the decision was made to arrest Fray Luis as well. On the 22"'', the 

decision was authorized by the Supreme Council of the Inquisition, and five days later 

Fray Luis was jailed. By the end of the month he had been conveyed to the Tribunal's 

cells in Valladolid.'^ 

As per its standard operating procedure, the Inquisition then began soliciting 

witnesses, taking their testimony, and attempting to verify the validity of the claims 

against Fray Luis. It is easy to see why, with the delays and slow progress inherent to 

most huge bureaucratic organizations, Lea would say that "it would be wearisome to 

For example, the Coleccion de documentos ineditos records that Medina testified against Fray Luis on 
16 December 1571 concerning his work on the Song of Solomon (10.5-7). A Francisco Cerralvo de 
Alarc6n testified similarly ten days later (10.7), and Ledn de Castro's deposition, taken that same day, 
extensively indicts all three scholars in equal measure (10.7-18). 

Ohras completas, "Ha sucedido de nuevo que al maestro Grajal la Inquisici6n le ha detenido, y esta 
aquf un inquisidor haciendo la visita ordinaria. Y, cierto, este suceso del maestro, ha puesto en todos 
escdndalo y justo temor para recelarse de todo. ... Agora no se si alguno no bien aficionado querrd tomar 
de ella algun asidero para danarme" (1.961). 

This information is documented in Padre L.G. Getino, El proceso de fray Luis de Leon, 33. 
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follow in detail the proceedings which dragged their slow length along."'^ The 

interminable litany of witnesses, cross-examinations, and verification of testimony had 

little impact on Fray Luis, since he was present for none of it. The significance of all 

this to Fray Luis, and the key importance it holds for us as well in our effort to grasp 

what the experience meant to him, were the exact conditions in which he found himself 

during the time between his arrest and his eventual, triumphant acquittal and release 

nearly five years later, in late December 1576. 

While there are some minor discrepancies concerning the exact length of his 

incarceration, there are significant differences of opinion with regard to the conditions 

under which he was housed. We may readily concede that the difference between the 

dates of his release on either the 15"* or the 26'*' of December^" is not significant in 

terms of the impact that the episode had on his personality and his works. However, it is 

vitally important to attain a correct understanding of the extent to which his 

imprisonment constituted a hardship, and the amount of suffering, both emotional and 

physical, he endured while a prisoner. 

In this endeavor we encounter once again the debate over the exact nature and 

operations of the Inquisition. As we have already pointed out in the previous chapter of 

this study, scholars have not been able to reach a consensus concerning the extent of the 

influence the Tribunal had in the everyday lives of Spaniards, and while some have 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.154. 
A. Mdrquez, Literature e inquisicion en EspaHa, says that the duration of the prison term was four 

years, eight months and 26 days (105), while H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, calculated it 
to be II days shorter (4.157). 
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argued that life in Spain during this time was characterized by constant fear and 

mistrust even of one's closest friends, others have contended that the Inquisition's 

presence was virtually inconsequential. In the same way, some have argued that the 

Inquisitorial prisons were loathsome, filthy pits of despair and agony, while others have 

insisted that the cells were no worse than a sparsely furnished studio apartment, such 

that the only pains the accused suffered were those resulting from the temporary forced 

relocation. In this matter, as in the more general question of the Inquisition's impact on 

society, we shall find that the truth lies somewhere between these two extremes. 

Conceming access the accused may have had to counsel, there seems to be scant 

cause for dispute. Scholars agree that those investigated by the Inquisition had the right 

to consult with an attomey, but this fact should not be misconstrued in light of our 

modem Miranda-Rights mentality and court-appointed public defenders. While Fray 

Luis and others under investigation could indeed consult with an advocate appointed by 

the Inquisition, Turberville makes three key points. He notes, first, that legal advice was 

of little help to the prisoner, since he "could not choose his own counsel, but had to 

select one from among two or three nominees of the court."®' Furthermore, he 

continues, the counsel thus selected did not try to secure the acquittal of the accused, 

but rather "he chiefly exerted himself to persuade his client to make his peace with the 

tribunal by making a full confession."®" Finally, Turberville notes that the accused was 

allowed no private audience with his advocate, but rather had to carry out the entirety of 

" The Spanish Inquisition, 89. 
The Spanish Inquisition, 89. 
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his consultation with him before an inquisitor.®^ The Coleccidn de documentos ineditos 

corroborates Turberville's conclusions, at least on the point of the accused not being 

able to choose his own counsel: it confirms that, in 1574, Fray Luis addressed the 

deleterious effect of having to entrust his defense to persons completely unknown to 

him, and implored that he be granted the right to choose his own advocate (11.16). 

It is almost universally acknowledged that the accused typically had very limited 

knowledge of the charges against him.^ The process by which the accused was initially 

forced to speculate on the nature of the allegations, and only later allowed to respond to 

specific accusations is most thoroughly documented by Lea.^^ He explains that the 

accused was granted a series of three audiences, in which he was adjured to confess any 

sins of which he was guilty and reconcile himself with God and the Church. The space 

between these formal hearings was determined entirely by the will of the inquisitor, and 

while the accused could request an audience at any time to present confessions or 

requests, these did not count toward the completion of the official three audiences, 

which meant that the accused was completely at the mercy of the inquisitor. Though 

this procedure of three official hearings was not in place in the early days of the 

Inquisition, Lea states that it had been rigidly systematized by 1561, well before Fray 

Luis' arrest. Like others, then, he was clearly susceptible to great consternation as this 

The Spanish Inquisition, 89. 
Padre Getino, Vida y procesos de fray Luis de Leon (Salamanca; Calatrava, 1907), contends, "Esto de 

la ignorancia de la causa es una gran mentira. Lo desmienten multitud de ordenanzas y el Proceso de Fr. 
Luis de Le6n, que comunicaba siempre que lo pedfa con sus jueces, que le entregaban todas las 
acusaciones y calificaciones, conforme iban apareciendo" (211). The Coleccidn de documentos ineditos 
clearly refutes this notion: the charges against Fray Luis were not published until he had been imprisoned 
for nearly a year (10.260). 
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process ran its course, especially since months could and often did elapse before even 

the first hearing was held. Indeed, the process was deliberately protracted in the hope 

that the prisoner's resolve would weaken with time. 

In the interval, the accused was left to guess at the charges against him, as both 

Kamen and Turberville point out.®^ It was not until the third hearing that the accused 

was allowed to learn the nature of the charges, which could often be months or even 

years after the original arrest. Turberville has observed, "The Inquisition could act with 

great celerity upon occasion, but more commonly its proceedings were very deliberate. 

Months might elapse between arrest and the first audience and between one audience 

and another, and the whole process sometimes lasted for years."®' The most extreme 

example of inquisitorial delay is probably the case of Jose Brunon de Vertiz, a Mexican 

priest who was arrested in September 1649. In April 1656 he died without ever having 

been informed of the charges against him, and three years later the Inquisition finally 

concluded its investigation and burned him in effigy.®^ The vast majority of the 

Inquisition's proceedings were, of course, not as protracted as this one, but Brundn's 

case does demonstrate the Inquisition's indifference to the prisoners' instinctive desire 

to resolve their trials promptly. 

History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.36-40. 
H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, "One of the peculiarities of inquisitorial procedure which brought 

hardship and suffering to many, was the refusal to divulge reasons for arrest, so that prisoners went for 
days and months without knowing why they were in the cells of the tribunal" (193). A.S. Turberville, "It 
might be some considerable time after his consigiunent to the secret prison before the accused was 
definitely acquainted with the nature of the charge against him." (87). 
^ The Spanish Inquisition, 87. 

H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 3.40-41. 
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In Fray Luis' case the facts are consistent with the procedures described above, 

and indicates that his trial proceeded at a typically plodding pace. For example, in early 

October 1572, he requested that certain witnesses be reexeimined about specific issues 

that he had previously articulated, but near the end of November he discovered that the 

petition had not been forwarded to the appropriate authorities, nor had any action been 

taken in the matter.®' Later, on 21 January 1573, after close to ten months of 

imprisonment, Fray Luis protested that the list of charges had not yet been shown him, 

and expressed concern not only that his defense was being impeded by the delay but 

also that some witnesses that he might need to call could potentially die before the case 

reached its conclusion. Obviously, the protracted process leading up to the publication 

of the charges against Fray Luis bears out Kamen's, Turberville's, and Lea's statements 

that the exaggeratedly slow pace at which a trial progressed could wear on the accused 

substantially. Though intended to soften the determination of the rebellious, in the case 

of Fray Luis, where the accused was maligned by antagonists and had no intention of 

condoning heterodoxy, the protraction of the trial was wrenching. 

The conditions in which the prisoners were housed is another vital component 

of Fray Luis' trial that demands our consideration. In this respect some minor 

differences of opinion are within the realm of possibility, since, as Kamen observes, the 

cleanliness and furnishings of the Inquisitorial cells varied from one prison to another.'" 

Turberville concurs, explaining, "The cdrceles secretas were often dark, noisome, 

" Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 10.242-243. 
^ The Spanish Inquisition, 184-187. 
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terrifying places infested with vermin, but others seem to have been comparatively 

clean, well lighted, ventilated and healthy."^' Most important, though, is the fact that, as 

Kamen has emphasized,'" the Inquisitorial jails were similar to the secular prisons of 

the day, and on the whole neither substantially worse nor markedly better. 

During the time that Fray Luis was in his cell in Valladolid, his treatment 

appears to have been good. There is no evidence to suggest that he was ever tortured or 

starved, and the provision of his basic needs appears to have been adequate. The 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos is significantly devoid of complaints of filth or 

neglect, which would be expected if the conditions in which he was detained had been 

as horrific as some Inquisitorial jails apparently were. However, lest we forget the 

nature of the experience, let it be stressed that this was a prison and Fray Luis was not 

free to come and go as he pleased, nor to carry out any of the myriad functions that we 

take for granted as part of our normal existence. The daily routine which he had enjoyed 

and the academic environment in which he had flourished for so long were abruptly 

replaced by isolation and four close walls that were to be his world for nearly five years. 

Thus we may confidently affirm that Fray Luis' confinement, while it did not 

apparently involve torture and therefore was not as physically strenuous as some other 

Inquisitorial imprisonments, was nonetheless an arduous one. Its impact on Fray Luis 

may be more accurately described in terms of the psychological implications it would 

have had on him and his work. 

" The Spanish Inquisition, 86. 
H. Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition, 184-187. 
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Among those aspects of Fray Luis' imprisonment that undoubtedly left their 

mark, one in particular must be the length of the trial itself. There is no debating of the 

fact that he spent four years and almost nine months in confinement. The duration of 

this forced hiatus from academic life must have been a difficult burden for so 

enthusiastic a scholar. We know that during that period he was cut off from contact 

with the outside world. One resultant element of the isolation, and one that was 

particularly difficult to bear, especially for such a devoted believer as Fray Luis, was the 

accompanying denial of the sacraments. Lea emphasizes that three years into the trial 

Fray Luis complained of not having received communion nor heard mass, which was 

excruciating for one so sincerely orthodox.^^ 

The third facet of his incarceration that had significant psychological 

ramifications was that it stretched out beyond all reasonable expectations. As noted 

above, the publication of witnesses had not been made as late as early 1573, which 

meant that Fray Luis spent at least 10 months waiting for an opportunity to present a 

solidly founded defense. In addition to the deliberate extenuation of this legal stage, 

there were other delays with which Fray Luis had to contend, and the grinding pace at 

which his requests were processed was often the source of no small consternation. For 

example, in January 1574 he complained that 18 months had passed since he had 

requested a particular text for his defense, without having received the work in 

A History of the Inquisition of Spain, "Fray Luis de Leon, after three years of imprisonment, pleaded 
earnestly for the sacraments, but the only reply of the Suprema to his petition was to tell the Valladolid 
tribunal to finish the case as soon as convenient" (2.520). Lea's commentary is that this practice of 
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question.^'* In July of the same year he inquired why the inquisitors had not yet carried 

out a request soliciting more information about his uncle's enemies, and a month later 

he submitted the petition for the third time, asking in addition why he had not received 

any indication with regard to his status.'^ There can be no doubt that having to 

continually confront such intransigence on the part of the inquisitors and such 

indifference to his condition gnawed at iiis heart and caused him considerable anguish 

of spirit. Such delays in the processing of requests that he considered vital to his 

defense, such impassivity to his desire to vindicate himself, such aloofness to his 

longing to clear his name, were perhaps the most difficult things to bear throughout the 

trial. The loneliness and the isolation were torturous, the austere quarters could not have 

been pleasant, and certainly the groundless accusations against him were insulting. But 

not knowing when he would be allowed to begin his formal defense, when or even 

whether his petitions would be granted, when the trial would be concluded, and what 

that conclusion would be, all this would inevitably have caused sharp mental and 

emotional distress on Fray Luis. 

denying the sacraments to the accused "bore with especial severity on the innocent, while it was a matter 
of indifference to the heretic" (2.520). 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.496-497. 
Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 11.17, 24. 
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Fray Luis' Acquittal and Release 

Time passed slowly for Fray Luis and he filled the hours with writing—some 

poetry and the bulk of the Nombres de Crista, as well as several chapters of his 

commentary on Job. Outside his cell things did move along, albeit with glacial 

slowness. After examination of the testimony taken over four and a half years and the 

defense that Fray Luis had proffered, the final determination of the inquisitors who 

presided over the case was put to a vote, according to Lea,^® on 18 September 1576. 

Because the result was a split—some voting for torture and some voting for public 

reprimand and a public statement of contrition to be read by Fray Luis—the case was by 

law forwarded to the Inquisition's High Council.^^ The Council's final sentence was 

delivered on 7 December: it ordered that Fray Luis be acquitted, and that he be sternly 

admonished to avoid any further disputation with those whom he had named as his 

enemies during the course of the trial.^® The ruling was probably read on 15 

December.^' Fray Luis' release was finally carried out eight days later. 

^ A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.156. 
A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.156. 
A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.157. 
H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4.157. 
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Significance of the Trial 

When we contemplate the time that Fray Luis spent in the Inquisitorial prison 

and what he faced as the trial wore on to its ultimate conclusion, it is impossible to 

presume that it would have left no mark on him. The uncertainty of the status of the 

trial in its early stages was aggravated as the months wore on without a formal 

presentation of the list of charges against him. Thus, he watched his hopes of gaining a 

prompt release melt into an interminable ordeal which he was powerless to resolve. The 

extenuation of the trial was made all the more taxing by the obviously malicious and 

defamatory character of the accusations against him and by how, in his own mind, he 

could have easily presented a clear defense had he been able to avail himself of the 

necessary resources and documentation. Being isolated from the outside world and 

forbidden from receiving the sacraments deprived him of any comfort and hope these 

rites might have brought him. After nearly five years of endless appeals, depositions, 

petitions and solicitations to learn the status of the petitions and fruitless requests to the 

inquisitors to hasten the conclusion of the trial, he was finally declared innocent of all 

guilt in the matter, and his freedom was restored. It is essential to emphasize that, while 

there is no evidence to suggest that he was ever tortured, as were some of the 

Inquisition's prisoners, he nonetheless was confronted with the constant, imminent 

possibility thereof, as Manuel Fernandez Alvarez accurately points out (39).'°° These 

"Fray Luis de Le6n desde la historia," Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo y letras, eds. Victor 
Garcia de la Concha and Javier San Jose Lera (Salamanca: Salanumca UP, 1996), 29-42. 
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were the events that he endured. That this trial of his character and perseverance 

significantly influenced him can scarcely be denied. 

The relevance of his imprisonment to his body of works is also indisputable: of 

all his writings, only the commentary on the Song of Solomon and a handful of 

poems'®' can be positively dated prior to his arrest. The remainder, and thus the 

majority of his works—Los nombres de Cmro,'°" La perfecta at least 20 

chapters of his commentary on Job,'°^ and the remainder of his poetry—were composed 

during or after his imprisonment when the scars on his soul from this ordeal would have 

left their mark. It should be clear, then, that any attempt to arrive at a comprehensive 

understanding of the works that Fray Luis authored subsequent to his trial must be 

inextricably bound up with the psychological impact of his imprisonment. Our 

understanding of his post-trial works will not be complete without reference to the way 

in which these same works may be seen to serve as an expression of his reaction to that 

"" Only three of Fray Luis' poems clearly antedate his uial: poems II, IV, XIII; III was probably also 
written before his arrest. The chronology of each ode is addressed in chapter 4. 

Padre Felix Garcia declares this to be the case, Obras completas, 1.361, 389. Padre Getino, El proceso 
defray Luis de Leon, while somewhat more guarded in his opinion, is nonetheless willing to agree that it 
is "probabilfsimo que redact6 en [la cdrcel] gran parte de los Nombres de Crista" (50). Fray Luis himself, 
Obras completas, in the introduction to the Nombres, alludes to "este ocio" in which he was composing 
the work (1.408), which is the sttongest suggestion that he did indeed write Nombres while in the 
Inquisitorial prison. 

First published in 1583. 
It is likely that Fray Luis completed his translation of the book of Job before his arrest in 1572. In his 

second audience he states that he "tenfa el texto del libro de Job en romance, y que h[a] tenido intento de 
hacer sobre el en romance una declaracidn" (Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.183ff., qtd. in C. 
Thopson, "La huella del proceso de fray Luis de Ledn en sus propias obras"). In addition, in an audience 
on 24 January 1574, he entered into a detailed analysis of how two verses in the Job 20 lend themselves 
equally to multiple possible renderings in Spanish, basing his discussion on the Hebrew phrases in those 
verses, which surongly suggests that he had previously completed his commentary of Job up to at least 
that point. (10.513-515.) 
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experience. An examination of his corpus, both lyrical and theological, will be richly 

and vitally enhanced by such an approach. 
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CHAPTER 3: APPLICATION TO FRAY LUIS' PROSE WORKS 

In the remaining portion of this study I hope to prove that Fray Luis' works were 

significantly and indelibly influenced by the nearly five years he was imprisoned by the 

Inquisition. Furthermore, it will be seen that any consideration of his poetry must be 

viewed not only in the light of his trial but also of his subsequent prose works, which 

add substantially to our knowledge of his poetry with a wealth of insights which can be 

gained in no other way.' 

The sociopolitical climate which formed the background for ever-increasing 

tensions between Fray Luis and his traditionally inclined colleagues is also a vital 

' Despite the evident importance of the trial in any attempt to comprehensively interpret his subsequent 
writings, critics thus far have concentrated on other aspects of his prose works. Thus, for example, J.M 
Blecua's edition of the commentary on the Song of Solomon (Madrid: Credos, 1994) is primarily a 
comparison of the different extant manuscripts of the work, while his "Fray Luis de Leon y el Cantar de 
los caniares" {Actas del X Congreso de la Asociacion de Hispanistas, I-IV, Barcelona, PPU, 1992, 3-21) 
focuses on the relationship between the Song and Fray Luis' trial. E. Femdndez Tejero, "Fray Luis de 
Le6n, hebraista: El Cantar de los cantares" {Sefarad, 48.2, 1988, 271-292) has analyzed both Fray Luis" 
Latin exposition on the work and the Spanish commentary, noting lexical differences and comparing both 
works to the original Hebrew. Concerning the Nombres de Crista, current scholarship has focused almost 
entirely on thematic and textual analysis. V. Garcfa de la Concha, "De los nombres de Crista, comentario 
al Cantar de los cantares" (Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanisma y letras, eds. V. Garcia de la Concha, 
J. San Jose Lera, Salamanca, Salamanca UP, 1996, 381-394), has analyzed the relationship between the 
two works, while A. Rallo Gruss, "El dialogismo como exegesis: fiincidn filol6gica y funcidn catequistica 
en De las nombres de Crista," (Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo y letras, 451-470) analyzes the 
text's use of dialogue. Antonio Sanchez Zamarreno, "De los nombres de Crista y la instalacion en la 
Utopia," (Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo y letras, 515-526) considers the text an escapist 
catharsis, a view also adduced by Manuel Femdndez Alvarez in "Fray Luis de Ledn desde la historia" 
(Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo y letras, 29-42), alghough neither devolops the relationship 
between this work and Fray Luis' other writings. Recent work on the Expasicion del Libra de Job includes 
J. San Jose Lera's 1992 critical edition (Salamanca; Salamanca UP) and J. Rauchwarger's "Fray Luis de 
Ledn's Expasicion del Libra de Job (Recherches Augustiniennes, II, 1976, 285-303), although neither 
emphasizes the correllation between the work and Fray Luis' trial. The same is true of modem scholarship 
on La perfecta casada, including M. Etreros' edition (Madrid: Taurus, 1987), A. Sdnchez Zamarreiio's 
"La perfecta casada-. ^sdlo un vadem&um para amnios flacos?" (Insula, 593, Nov 1991, 19-20), and J.A. 
Jones' works ("Verdad, armonfa y vocacion: El sentido de plenitud en La perfecta casada," Insula, 593, 
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element in this equation. As we have seen, the charges brought against Fray Luis were 

intimately connected with several key issues that constituted the basis of a heated and 

continuing debate between those who embraced Renaissance scholarly methods and 

those who feared them and suspected them of being precursors to heresy. The 

vehemence and indignation of his antagonists notwithstanding, throughout his trial Fray 

Luis emphatically and consistently maintained his innocence, as is evident from the unity 

of Fray Luis' petitions and statements during the process. However, the court record is 

by no means the only repository of writings that express Fray Luis' reaction to his 

imprisonment. Beyond the legal maneuverings and the logical refutations that the court 

records encompass, the prose works that he composed during" and after the trial—La 

perfecta casada, the Nombres cle Crista, and the exhaustive commentary on Job— 

contain a rich accounting of his emotional response and of the mark left on his soul by 

that ordeal. Further, in our examination of this depth of feeling portrayed in Fray Luis' 

prose, an abundance of understanding may be obtained that sheds unique light on his 

poetical opus, permitting us to read it in new ways. On that basis, we shall now consider 

Nov 1991, 21-22; "Imitacidn y sabiduna en La perfecta casada," Fray Luis cle Leon: Historia, humanismo 
y letras, 413-421). 
' A. Alcald ("Hallazgos y enigmas literarios en el proceso de fray Luis de Ledn," Insula, 593, Nov 1991, 
9-12) believes that Fray Luis probably wrote very little during his incarceration, grounding this assertion in 
large measure on his contention that Fray Luis was given little or no paper: "Sdlo una vez en todo el 
proceso, a punto de ser fallado ya, y despu& de haber dicho reo y defensor que ellos 'concluyen,' ... el 5 
de mayo de 1576, 'pide se le den quatro pliegos de papel para poner en memoria apuntamientos de cosas 
que a estudiado" (12, emphasis in original). The Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, however, indicates 
that he had ample access to paper throughout the process: for example, he requested and was granted four 
pliegos of paper near the end of March 1572 {Coleccidn de documento ineditos, 10.183), or in other words 
immediately after his arrest. He was also given three more on 10 May and three more a week later 
(10.230). The following year he requested and again was granted one pliego on 1 January (10.252), four 
more on 18 February (10.255), six on 15 April (10.316), nine on 27 April (10.316), nine on 6 May 
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each of these prose works in turn, discussing the messages they convey and the way in 

which they form an invaluable framework within which to interpret Fray Luis' poetry. 

(10.317), and six on 23 June (10.409). Thus it is clear that Fray Luis faced no apparent limitation to his 
writing in this respect. 
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La perfecta casada 

As the work that immediately followed the completion of his commentary on the 

Song of Solomon,^ it is logical to consider La perfecta casada first. The work was 

dedicated to a relative, dona Maria Varela Osorio, who had been wed shortly before the 

text was composed.'* In order to help her begin her married life on solid ground, and 

moved by his affection for her,^ Fray Luis offers a verse-by-verse analysis of Proverbs 

31.10-31, the passage in which Solomon describes the attributes of the ideal wife. 

Taking each admonition and image in turn. Fray Luis expands on Solomon's 

fundamental concepts and applies them to the life of a married woman in his era. 

Containing an introduction and 20 short chapters, the book's objective is to describe a 

model of feminine behavior that will ensure dona Man'a the highest likelihood of success 

and happiness in her married life. 

La perfecta casada was first published in 1583 along with the Nombres de 

Crista. It was released in five additional printings before Fray Luis' death in 1591, and 

has been reissued many limes since.® However, owing to the brevity of the work—115 

pages—and its deliberately restricted focus on advice for a young, newly married 

' Padre Felix Garcia, introduction to La perfecta casada, Obras completas, "En orden cronol6gico es la 
que subsigue a la Exposicion del Cantar de los Cantares, y escrita ciertamente antes que Los nombres de 
Crista..." (1.223). 

Fray Luis' introduction makes it clear that the young lady's wedding was a recent event: Obras 
completas, "Este nuevo estado en que Dios ha puesto a Vmd., sujetandola a las leyes del santo 
matrimonio..." (2.243). 
' Obras completas, "el entrafiable amor que le tengo y el deseo de su bien, que arde en mf, me despiertan 
para que la provea de algtln aviso y para que le busque y encienda alguna luz que, sin engano ni error, 
alumbre y enderece sus pasos..." (2.244). 
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woman, it has attracted relatively scant attention among modem critics,' and the work 

done on it so far has been mainly from a theological basis. Antonio S^chez Zamarreno,® 

for example, has identified precursors to the work in classical authors, the writings of 

Church fathers, and contemporary works, noting that Fray Luis' views on the role of 

women coincide with those of other Renaissance authors. John A. Jones' study^ links the 

ideology of La perfecta casada to the imagery of harmony in Fray Luis' poetry, but 

offers no textual basis for his assertion that the familial unity encouraged in La perfecta 

casada parallels the lyric motif of musical harmony.'" Despite its initial popularity, there 

have been only a handful of editions of the text published in this century, the most recent 

" Padre F. Garcia, introduction to La perfecta casada, Obras completas, 1.237. 
' The MLA Bibliography lists only seven publications since 1963 that focus primarily on La perfecta 
casada. 
* "La perfecta casada, ^sdlo un vademdcum para dnimos flacos?" insula, 539 (Nov 1991), 19-20. 
' "Verdad, armom'a y vocacidn: El sentido de plenitud en La perfecta casada," insula, 539 (Nov 1991), 
21-22. 

In fact, the concepts from La perfecta casada that Jones discusses in this respect—"La meta de cada 
individuo...consiste en encontrar y vivir su propia verdad, en lograr la armom'a de su propia vida, o, en 
otras palabras, en desempeiiar la vocacidn que le corresponde y asf realizar la plenitud de su existencia" 
(21)—are much more in keeping with the medieval notion of a rigid social structure, in which each 
individual is enjoined to fulfill his or her God-given role without rebelling against His will by seeking to 
alter the divinely appointed social hierarchy. This is the sense in which Fray Luis writes, in La perfecta 
casada, "como en la guerra el soldado que desampara su puesto no cumple con su capitan, aunque en otras 
cosas le sirva; y como en la comedia silban los nuradores al que es malo en la persona que representa, 
aunque en la suya sea muy bueno; asf los hombres que se descuidan de sus oficios, aunque en otras 
virtudes sean cuidadosos, no contentan a Dios.... Dice Cristo en el Evangelic que cada una tome su cruz; 
no dice que tome la ajena, sino manda que cada uno se cargue de la suya propia.... Y la cruz que cada uno 
ha de llevar, y por donde ha de llegar a juntarse con Cristo, propiamente es la obligacidn la carga que cada 
uno tiene, por razdn del estado en que vive" (Obras completas, 1.247-248, emphasis in originjil), and 
later, ^ mujeres Dios las fuerzas flacas y los miembros muelles, sino porque las crio, 
no para ser postas, sino para estar en su rincdn asentadas? Su natural pervierte la mujer callejera" (Obras 
completas, 1.339), and also in the work on Job, "si cri6 a todas las demas cosas con orden, y si las 
compuso entre si con admirable armonfa, no dej6 al hombre sin concierto, ni quiso que viviese sin ley ni 
que hiciese disonancia en su musica. Y si a todo para su bien le es necesario que conserve el lugar en que 
le puso Dios y guarde su puesto y responda debidamente a su oficio, y si en saliendo de orden perece, 
notificado y sabido queda que, en la guarda de las leyes que le son dadas, se contiene la bienandanza del 
hombre" (Obras completas, 2.447-448). 
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by Mercedes Etreros," whose analysis of the work concerns discourse and thematic 

elements. 

Fray Luis' comments here contain very little that can be interpreted in relation to 

his trial. However, the introduction contains three key comments which can readily be 

extracted and examined in that context. It is clear that these remarks demonstrate an 

attempt on his part to justify himself and remove the blot on his reputation that was the 

result of the accusations against him.'" 

First, in the final pages of the introduction to this popular work. Fray Luis 

launches into a discussion of the confluence of literal and spiritual applications of the 

Scriptures, noting how the two are interwoven in the intention of the Holy Spirit who 

inspired them, and pointing out the vital interconnectedness of the two currents of 

meaning in the Bible. He declares that the Scripture's comments in Proverbs 31 apply 

not only to a married woman, but to the Church as well; 

nos conviene presuponer que en este capftulo el Espiritu Santo asi es 
verdad que pinta una buena casada, declarando las obligaciones que tiene, 
que tambien dice y significa, y como encubre debajo de esta pintura cosas 
mayores y de mas alto sentido, que pertenecen a toda la Iglesia.'^ 

This unequivocal affirmation that mundane and literal passages of Scripture are the 

framework within which the Holy Spirit conveys much more profound truths stands in 

" Madrid: Taurus, 1987. 
J.A. Jones, "Imitacidn y sabidun'a en La perfecta casada" {Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo y 

letras, eds. Victor Garcia de la Concha and Javier San Jos6 Lera, Salamanca, Salamanca UP, 1996, 413-
421), although he discusses the introduction, does not link it to Fray Luis' trial, focusing instead on a 
conceptual analysis (417). 
" Obras completas, 1.253. 
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stark opposition to the assertions, past and present, that Fray Luis was strictly a 

literalist.''* 

In addition to emphasizing this principle. Fray Luis also deals with the difficulty 

of commenting passages or phrases that allow more than one correct translation. As he 

had previously stated in audiences before the Inquisition, he now reiterates in the 

introduction to La perfecta casada the fact that, 

como la divinidad es juntamente una perfeccion sola y muchas 
perfecciones diversas, una en sencillez, y muchas en valor y eminencia, 
asi la Santa Escritura por unas mismas palabras dice muchas y diferentes 
razones; y, como lo ensenan los santos, en la sencillez de una misma 
sentencia encierra gran prenez de sentidos. Y como en Dios todo lo que 
hay es bueno, asi en su Escritura todos los sentidos que puso en ella el 
Espiritu Santo son verdaderos.'^ 

Fray Luis underscores the thoroughly Renaissance perspective that the most profitable 

method of analyzing any ancient text is to examine the original language in which it was 

written, thus constructing an ironclad defense of his own exegetical strategy. By focusing 

the discussion on the language of the Bible and the deliberate intention of God Himself, 

he eliminates the risk of any responsibility being attributed to the translator. If a Hebrew 

or Greek word or phrase lends itself to more than one possible rendering, or to more than 

a single interpretation, he maintains, it is the product of the premeditated intention of 

God's Holy Spirit. Such an argument even implies that those who oppose this method of 

'•* Two of the witnesses, Pero Rodnguez and Antonio Femdndez de Salazar, alleged that Fray Luis 
considered the Song of Solomon to be a literal dialogue between Solomon and his wife, Coleccidn de 
documentos ineditos, 10.19,21. A.S. Turberville, The Spanish Inquisition, has also claimed that Fray Luis 
"translated the Song of Solomon into Castilian with a commentary in which the book was treated more as a 
love poem than as an allegory" (182). A. Mdrquez also has repeated this charge, declaring, Literatura e 
inquisicion, that "Fray Luis...al traducir el Cantar...sc ha limitado al sentido literal," and that Fray Luis' 
treatment of the work was characterized by "reduccionismos profanos" (104-105). 
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referring to the original languages of the Bible and its "prenez de sentidos" stand in 

opposition to the revelatory purposes of the Holy Spirit Himself. 

In addition, he explains that the technique for which he argues may result in the 

discovery of new insights into a given Scripture, and cautions that such discoveries 

should not be taken as a rejection of other scriptural interpretations. Subsequent to the 

quote commented above, he continues: 

Por manera que el seguir el un sentido, no es desechar el otro; ni menos el 
que en estas Sagradas Letras, entre muchos y verdaderos entendimientos 
que tienen, descubre uno de ellos y le declara, no por eso ha de ser tenido 
por hombre que desecha los otros entendimientos.'^ 

This statement serves as an emphatic rebuttal to the knee-jerk suspicion of innovative 

scholarship that his enemies displayed,'' and gives clear support to the expounding of 

new Scriptural interpretations. 

With the systematic justification of his approach to Biblical commentary 

manifestly and firmly expressed. Fray Luis concludes the introduction to La perfecta 

casada by noting: 

Pues digo que en este capi'tulo, Dios, por la boca de Salomon, por unas 
mismas palabras hace dos cosas: lo uno, instruye y ordena las costumbres; 
lo otro, profetiza misterios secretos. Las costumbres que ordena son de la 
casada; los misterios que profetiza son el ingenio y las condiciones que 
habi'a de poner en su Iglesia, de que habla como en figura de una mujer de 
su casa. En esto postrero da luz a lo que se ha de creer; en lo primero 
enseiia lo que se ha de obrar.'® 

" Obras completas, 1.253. 
Obras completas, 1.254. 

" We may recall the comment made by Bartolome de Medina in his first deposition against Fray Luis, 
given on 17 December 1572. He indignantly remarked, as recorded in the Coleccidn de documentos 
ineditos, that "en la universidad de Salamanca, hay mucho afecto d cosas nuevas, y poco d la antigiiedad de 
la religion y fee nuestra" (10.6). 

Obras completas, 1.254. 
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The similarity between this description of the passage to be analyzed and the language 

used in the introduction to the commentary on the Song of Solomon is striking. In that 

introduction. Fray Luis writes: 

Cosa cierta y sabida es que en estos Cantares, como en persona de 
Salom6n y de su esposa, la hija del rey de Egipto, debajo de amorosos 
requiebros, explica el Espi'ritu Santo la Encamaci6n de Cristo y el 
entraiiable amor que siempre tuvo a su Iglesia, con otros misterios de gran 
secreto y de gran peso." 

Placing the two remarks side by side, it is clear that the trial has not changed Fray Luis' 

essential explanatory strategy in the least. As before, in the introduction to La perfecta 

casada he refers to Solomon as the vehicle by which God teaches great spiritual truths, 

and also refers to the weighty spiritual realities conveyed in the simple garb of literalism, 

thus professing a perspective on Proverbs 31 that is identical to his perspective on the 

Song. Not content with his acquittal and release. Fray Luis here continues to insist that 

he was correct all along in his approach to exegesis, and that his Biblical commentary is 

founded on solid premises that are thoroughly consistent with Scripture. 

Thus, although La perfecta casada contains no material directly relevant to Fray 

Luis' trial in the body of the text, the introduction manifests his desire to vindicate not 

only his own name but the validity and orthodoxy of the scholarly approach that he 

habitually employed in his Biblical analysis. It is clear from this self-justification that the 

urial left Fray Luis with a sense of unfinished business, which he partially addressed in 

the introduction to La perfecta casada. However, owing to the limited scope of the 

" Obras completas, 1.72 
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subject matter, he did not dedicate significant sections of the text to such issues, but 

rather dealt with them in condensed form in the introduction. 

The text of the Nombres de Crista, however, was a much lengthier and more 

complex endeavor, and thus represents a much more significant investment of Fray Luis' 

energy and emotions in this regard. Since the text was composed largely during his 

incarceration, it offers a tremendous amount of insight into what he was experiencing 

and feeling during the long years of this trial. 
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De los nombres de Crista 

There are at least 225 different names and titles that the Scriptures attribute to 

Jesus Christ."° Each of these distinct names reveals a different aspect of His character, as 

Nombres clearly professes. Through Marcelo, one of the three interlocutors of the 

Nombres, Fray Luis explains: 

Y para que ya nos vamos acercando a lo propio de nuestro propdsito y a 
lo que Sabino Iey6 del papel, esta es la causa per que a Cristo Nuestro 
Senor se le dan muchos nombres; conviene a saber, su mucha grandeza y 
los tesoros de sus perfecciones riquisimas, y juntamente la muchedumbre 
de sus oficios y de los demas bienes que nacen de el y se derraman sobre 
nosotros."' 

The impossibility of explaining all of Christ's attributes in a single word or name 

necessitates conferring upon him many names and titles, in order to convey an 

understanding of his nature that is neither limited nor distorted. An example of two 

names that are applied to Christ will suffice to demonstrate the veracity of Fray Luis' 

statement and the importance of the number of different names by which Christ is 

revealed in the Bible. 

In Revelation 5.5 Jesus is referred to as, "the Lion of the tribe of Judah," while in 

John 1:29 he is identified as, "the Lamb of God." The image of the Lion emphasizes 

Christ's ferocity in defeating and crushing his enemies after His resurrection," while the 

metaphor of the lamb emphasizes the meekness he showed in allowing Himself to be 

™ The Open Bible-Expanded Edition, New American Standard Version, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson. 
1985), 88-89. 

Obras completas, 1.424. 
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executed in place of sinners.^ While both are vital components of the Bible's 

description of Christ's mission and nature, our understanding would be incomplete 

without either of these diametrically opposed images. Thus, as Fray Luis correctly points 

out, the voluminous list of names and titles that are ascribed to Christ reflects an effort in 

the Bible to accurately represent a personality that is vastly more complex and 

multifaceted than any single appellation could ever indicate. Nombres is an attempt to 

expand the readers' understanding of Christ's nature and functions by the exposition of 

several of His names. 

Though the Nombres was almost certainly composed during Fray Luis' 

Inquisitorial trial, it was not published until 1583, when it was printed along with La 

perfecta casada. The first two portions of the book were published at that time, covering 

nine names of Christ; Book 1 deals with the names PimpoUo, Faces de Dios, Camino, 

Monte, and Padre del Siglo Future, while Book 2 deals with Brazo de Dios, Rey de 

Dios, Principe de la Paz, and Esposo. In the second edition of 1585, an analysis of 

Pastor was inserted between Camino and Monte, and a third Book was added, dealing 

with Hijo de Dios, Amado, and Jesus. Fray Luis revised the 1585 edition for reissue in 

1587, and he later composed an analysis of the name Cordero. Though Fray Luis 

intended the chapter on Cordero to follow the one on Hijo de Dios, it was added at the 

end of Book 3 and published posthumously in a new edition of Nombres in 1595."^^ 

~ See, for example. Psalm 2 and Revelation 19.11-21. 
^ Cf. Isaiah 54.7, Matthew 5.5, and Luke 23.8-10. 
" These dates of publication are enumerated by Padre F. Garcfa, Obras completas, 1.394-395, 466,and 
806. 
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The work itself relates a simulated conversation that takes place on two 

consecutive days in June between three Augustinian friars on the banks of the Tonnes 

River outside Salamanca. There in the Augustinian monastery's orchard, the three 

monks, who are introduced under the fictitious names of Marcelo, Juliano, and Sabino, 

amuse themselves by reading and discussing a paper of Marcelo's that Sabino has 

discovered and brought with him. The paper contains a list of titles by which Christ is 

known in the Bible and of the passages in which he is so named. The three agree that 

Sabino will read what the paper says, and that they will use the written comments as a 

springboard for further consideration. 

Internal evidence, based on a reference to his imprisonment in the dedication of 

the first book, suggests that Fray Luis penned the Nomhres while incarcerated. 

Addressing his friend and patron, don Pedro Portocarrero,"^ Fray Luis writes: 

ya que la vida pasada, ocupada y trabajosa, me file estorbo para que no 
pusiese este mi deseo y juicio en ejecucion, no me parece que debo perder 
la ocasidn de este ocio, en que la injuria y mala voluntad de algunas 
personas me han puesto... Y hame convertido este trabajo el Senor en mi 
luz y salud, y con las manos de los que me pretendi'an danar ha sacado mi 
bien."® 

His allusion to the malicious attempt to harm him and to the fact that such intent was the 

motive of his present idleness cannot be read as anything other than a reference to his 

" Portocarrero was rector of the University of Salamanca from 1556-57 and 1566-67, and his friendship 
with Fray Luis was intimate. Fray Luis dedicated a manuscript of his poetry, his Explanatio in Abdiam 
Prophetam, and the Nombres de Crista" (See A. Vega, Poesfas, 431; E.G. Diaz-Bemardo, Poesi'a 
original, 83; and F. Garcfa, Obras completas, 403). Fray Luis also wrote three odes to Portocarrero: n, 
Xm, and XVl.Obras completas, 745-746,770-772,776-777. 
^ Obras completas, 1.408. 
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imprisonment, and the total lack of contrary testimony within the work itself fortifies 

this hypothesis. 

F. Garcia, citing the placid and contemplative tone of the text, argues that the 

Nombres can even be dated as precisely as 1574, after the early months of Fray Luis' 

intense and militant advocacy of his innocence had gradually given way to a resigned, 

tranquil introspection, as "se fue serenando el animo dolorido del poeta.""' Padre Getino 

is less inclined to concede that the date of composition can be so precisely determined, 

though he is willing to admit that it is "probabilfsimo que redacto en [la carcel] gran 

parte de los Nombres de Crista.'''' A. Marquez is even more reluctant to admit a date for 

the Nombres during Fray Luis" ' imprisonment. He notes that the main internal textual 

basis for F. Garcia's stance is the above reference in the prologue to having spare time. 

Marquez reminds us that prologues and dedications in the classical tradition cannot 

always be taken at face value, conjecturing that the spare time to which Fray Luis refers 

"ha podido ser el de la carcel o el de su celda o el de cualquier otro lugar en su 

imaginaci6n."^° However, despite Marquez's correct observation regarding the often-

fictitious nature of prologues, the preamble to Fray Luis' work does contain the only 

internal evidence available regarding the date of the work's composition. Further, the 

comment therein to which both he and F. Garcia refer does indeed appear to corroborate 

F. Garcia's opinion that Fray Luis composed the Nombres while in the Inquisition's 

Introduction to Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.390. 
^ El proceso de Fray Luis de Leon, 50. 
29 

Literatura e inquisicion, 109-110. 
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cells. Thus, although, as Marquez contends, this portion of the prologue cannot be held 

up as irrefutable proof of a mid-trial date of the Nombres, we must lean toward that 

conclusion in the absence of any evidence to the contrary. 

What is more, the text's vehement profession of orthodoxy on a few major 

points, which will be discussed presently, constitutes a patent effort by Fray Luis to 

eliminate any suspicion of his adherence to heretical positions and to confirm his total 

innocence of all charges. Thus, while in the proceedings of the trial he categorically 

denied and refuted the claims made by his accusers, he deals with and condemns the 

same accusations in equally resolute terms in the Nombres. This obvious relationship 

between the content of the Nombres and the matters being examined in his trial makes a 

mid-trial date of the Nombres even more defensible. 

Concerning heresy and accusations of heterodoxy, the Nombres is unique among 

Fray Luis' works in its adamant condemnation of doctrinal error, which is a point whose 

significance has not yet been catalogued by critics. None of the other works that postdate 

his work on the Song so clearly address and denounce the type of charges made against 

him. In the entirety of the three prose works published after his commentary on the 

Cantar, he makes exactly twelve allusions to Protestant and Jewish error, all of which are 

in the Nombres de Cristo. This fact, plus the nature of the issues he addresses, clearly 

demonstrate that the Nombres represents a deliberate effort on his part to eradicate any 
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doubt concerning his adherence to Church decrees, a fact which underscores the 

importance of this particular woric in tracing the effect of his incarceration. 

In the introduction to the first book of the Nombres, Fray Luis takes up the 

question of vernacular translations of the Bible, stridently declaring his own belief in the 

soundness of the Church's prohibition thereof and vigorously condemning the alleged 

rebellion against that same restriction which had been ascribed to him. First, he explains 

that one of the gravest evils of the day was "el haber venido los hombres a disposici6n 

que les sea ponzona lo que les solfa ser medicina y remedio."'' The "medicina" to which 

he refers, which had come to have such a deleterious effect on humankind, is none other 

than the Bible itself. Fray Luis goes on to describe how the Scriptures, originally 

intended for the common people, were written in the spoken languages most prevalent 

during Biblical times. However, he continues, "esto, que de suyo es tan bueno y que fue 

tan litil en aquel tiempo, la condicidn triste de nuestros siglos y la experiencia de nuestra 

grande desventura nos ensenan que nos es ocasion ahora de muchos danos."^" Thus, he 

avers that the Church was correct to withdraw the Bible from circulation and prohibit its 

public possession, adding: 

Y asi, los que gobieman la Iglesia, con maduro consejo y como forzados 
de la misma necesidad, han puesto una cierta y debida tasa en este 
negocio, ordenando que los libros de la Sagrada Escritura no anden en 
lenguas vulgares, de manera que los ignorantes los puedan leer; ... y se 
las han quitado al Amlgo de entre las manos.^^ 

" Obras completas, 1.403. 
Obras completas, 1.404. 
Obras completas, 1.404. Karl Holz, Fray Luis y la Inquisicidn, {Insula, 593, Nov 1991, 5-9) sees this 

invective as directed against the slothfiilness of Spanish exegetes. However, the stridently anti-heretical 
tone, not only of the introduction but also of the rest of the work, does not corroborate this notion. Rather, 
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Thus Fray Luis unequivocally presents himself, not as a surreptitious opponent of 

orthodoxy, but rather as a wholehearted supporter of the Church's position in this 

respect, not only concurring with the Church's prohibition but also affirming it as wise 

and necessary. 

Fray Luis' declaration of his adherence to orthodoxy is extended to his 

condemnation of the self-proclaimed leaders of the errant. Explaining the new so-called 

teachers' deviance as the product of their own arrogance and obduracy, he writes: 

porque en estos la soberbia y el pundonor de su presunci6n y el tftulo de 
maestros, que se arrogaban sin merecerlo, les cegaba los ojos para que ni 
conociesen sus faltas, ni se persuadiesen a que les estaba bien poner 
estudio y cuidado en aprender lo que no sabi'an y se prometi'an saber. 

His disdain for the impudence of these self-appointed instructors is evident. He 

summarizes this diatribe against unsupervised reading and interpretation of the Bible by 

commenting: 

Y asf, presumiendo el pueblo de ser maestro, y no pudiendo, como 
convenfa, serlo los que lo eran o debi'an ser, converti'ase la luz en 
tinieblas; y leer las Escrituras el vulgo le era ocasion de concebir muchos 
y muy pemiciosos errores, que brotaban y se iban descubriendo por 
horas.^^ 

His reference to the rapid spread of errors as a result of free interpretation of the Bible— 

"que brotaban y se iban descubriendo por horas"—is in all likelihood a reaction to the 

phenomenally prolific spread of dissenting opinions in areas such as Germany and 

it seems evident that Fray Luis is criticizing the errors rampant in Protestant countries; it was there, not in 
Spain, that teachers were so brazenly leading the vulgo into error and placing the Bible in their hands 
against the will of Rome. 
^ Obras completas, L405. 
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Switzerland, where Luther, Zwingli and others had led tens of thousands in rebellion 

against papal authority. Fray Luis, clearly, did not have any sympathy for such license, 

and made a strong effort to ensure that his allegiance to the Church was clear. 

In discussing this introduction to the first book of the Nombres, Mdrquez 

professes the patently erroneous notion that Fray Luis is actually advocating giving the 

Bible to people in vernacular languages. Marquez removes from its context Fray Luis' 

statement that the Bible was originally written in the most commonly spoken tongues of 

Biblical times, and on the basis of that lone observation by Fray Luis, completely apart 

from any consideration of the introduction as a whole, he mistakenly contends that Fray 

Luis "mantiene tozuda, casi heroicamente, que las Escrituras tienen un fin universal y 

que, por lo tanto, deben ser comunes a todos, y a cada uno en su lengua."^^ Holz makes 

the same mistake, claiming, "La Biblia—arguye el erudito—desde siempre pretendio ser 

'universal,' queriendo dar consuelo y salvacion a todos los que lo necesitaban. ... El 

vulgo debe participar en los adelantos cientificos siendo el 'uso comun' de la Biblia su 

principal destinacion."^' In both cases, the mistake lies in focusing exclusively on Fray 

Luis' observation concerning the initially wide intended audience of the Bible; had these 

critics read further, rather than isolating these preliminary thoughts from the remainder 

of Fray Luis' prologue, they would have discovered that, far from arguing for vernacular 

translations of the Bible, Fray Luis is in fact enthusiastically supporting the Church's 

prohibition against such translations. 

Obras completas, 1.405. 
^ Literatura e inquKicidn, (111). 
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In a continuation of his effort to clarify his submission to Church authority. Fray 

Luis refers throughout the work to other doctrinal errors as well. One such example is 

contained in the discussion of the name, Padre del Siglo Futuro. In a discussion of the 

relationship between faith and meritorious acts of service, Juliano, one of the three 

textual interlocutors, explains the relationship between grace and works, and the way in 

which acts of obedience produce the growth of Christian character. Responding to 

Juliano's description of the origin of this new character, Marcelo conmients, "Sin duda 

es asi...que esta nueva generacion, y el consejo de Dios acerca de ella, si se ordena todo 

junto y se declara y entiende bien, destruye las principales fuentes del error luterano y 

hace su falsedad manifiesta."^® This passage constitutes a patent rebuttal to the doctrine 

of justification by faith alone, which had been one of the foundational points of Luther's 

theology. 

Marcelo continues, noting how much he would like to write a rejoinder to the 

heretics concerning this matter. Lamenting the impediments to such a desire, he says: 

Y si tuviese yo lo que para esto es necesario de ingenio y de letras, y si 
me concediese el Senor el ocio y el favor que yo le suplico, por ventura 
emprenderia servir en este argumento a la Iglesia, declarando este 
misterio y aplicandolo a lo que ahora entre nosotros y los herejes se 
alterca, y con el rayo de esta luz sacando de cuestion la verdad."*" 

" "Fray Luis y la Inquisicidn," 7. 
Obras completas, L512. 
One witness, the Bachiiler Pero Rodriguez, alias Dotor Sotil, had testified in the Coleccidn de 

documentos ineditos that he thought he had heard Fray Luis argue that salvation was based on faith alone, 
"d otro error" (10.19). We may reasonably surmise that Fray Luis had this assertion in mind when 
composing this section of the Nombres. 
^ Obras completas, 1.513. 
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Marcelo's inclusion of himself in the "nosotros" and his identification of Church dogma 

as light and truth are salient elements of this statement. 

We may even interpret Marcelo's reference to the current impossibility of his 

composing a reply to the "error luterano"—"si me concediese el Senor el ocio y el favor 

que yo le suplico"—as another aspect of Fray Luis' effort to justify himself and secure 

his release. Marcelo's longing for more time to devote to the refutation of errant 

doctrines can be read as an expression of Fray Luis' own desire to be free to go about his 

business, which, after all, was lecturing and training university students in Catholic 

theology. Like Marcelo, Fray Luis yearns to be about the business of defending the 

Church against the onslaught of heterodoxy, but other pressing occupations prevent it: 

Marcelo complains, "no esta todo en mi poder, ni soy mfo en todos los tiempos. Porque 

ya veis cuantas son mis ocupaciones...""*' Fray Luis seems to hint that, if the Inquisitors 

would hurry up and be done with him, he would return to his labor with alacrity, joyfully 

devoting himself to the defense of the faith. 

Shortly after the above text, indeed in the same chapter. Fray Luis revisits the 

subject of salvation by faith alone, and again condemns those who have left the fold, 

clinging to Protestant untruths. Once again through the words of Marcelo, Fray Luis 

asserts that Christ's death in the place of sinners and the transfer of his resurrected life to 

believers does not mean that believers receive the benefits of that new life by faith alone. 

•" Obras completas, 1.513. 
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"como dicen los que desatinan ahora."^" Fray Luis' self-portrayal is enhanced by the 

contemptuous tone that he has Marcelo adopt here. 

These three emphatic responses to Protestant error—the introduction to the first 

book of the Nombres and the two references to faith and works—appear in the first two 

printings of the text. They are complemented in the 1585 edition by further treatment of 

the differences between Catholic and Lutheran doctrine. In three additional instances, 

Fray Luis amplifies his critique of Protestant viewpoints and affirms his own affinity for 

the orthodoxy of the Catholic Church. 

In the chapter which treats the name Jesus, the subject of heresy is raised again, 

and once more the three speakers unanimously condemn those who embrace 

perspectives that differ from Catholic dogma. In the course of discussing the Bible's 

presentation of the Savior's reviving and life-giving effect on believers, Marcelo notes 

that anything contrary to this dogma would be anti-Scriptural, at which point Sabino 

points out that no such contrary teaching exists. Marcelo, in a clear allusion to the 

rebellious predisposition of Protestants, responds, "Por cierto lo tengo, Sabino, ... mas 

halos habido, y puedelos haber cada dia, y por esta causa es el aviso conveniente."**^ 

Later on in the same chapter. Fray Luis again takes up the attack against Lutheran 

doctrine, this time centering his critique on Protestant rejection of outward signs of piety. 

Luther had repeatedly insisted that external acts—such as fasts, confession, and 

penance—were useless in earning God's favor, and that sincere repentance was of more 

Obras completas, 1.523 
Obras completas, 1.786. 
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value in God's eyes than any exterior demonstration or formal letter of indulgence from 

the Church.'*^ However, as Fray Luis explains in the words of Marcelo, the Church 

taught the value of such displays of humility, thus making it incumbent on devoted 

followers of the Church to repudiate the error of Luther and his followers. Marcelo 

contends: 

debemos condenar a los herejes que condenan contra toda razon aquesta 
muestra de santidad exterior, la cual ella en sf es hermosa y dispone el 
alma para su verdadera hermosura, y es agradable a Dios y merecedora 
del cielo, cuando nace de la hermosura de dentro.'*^ 

The energy of Fray Luis' response to this particular Protestant position is underscored by 

the comment that those who hold to Protestant teaching on this point do so "contra toda 

razon." 

In the final treatment of Protestantism, still in the chapter on Jesus, Fray Luis has 

Marcelo describe how the very word, Jesus, literally means health, and expound on the 

implications of this truth for believers. Marcelo explains that Jesus' life and healing 

power are so great that they extend blessings even to those who reject him, even to those 

who are outside the Church. This is the reason that the image of Christ on the cross is so 

prominently displayed in the Church, Marcelo says: 

Y porque todo es menos de lo que puede y merece aquesta salud, aun 
para los herejes, aun para los paganos, aun para los judios ciegos que la 
desecharon, pone la Iglesia delante de los ojos de Dios a Jesus muerto y 
hecho vida en la cruz para que les sea Jesus 

** See articles 1-6 and 35-36 of Luther's 95 Theses. 
Obras completas, 1.788. 

^ Obras completas, 1.794. 
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Declaring that Christ can even extend grace and healing to heretics, pagans, and Jews, 

Marcelo communicates that the common denominator among them illustrates that all 

three groups are undeserving of Christ's love. 

This critical portrayal of heretics adds to the weight of the other passages in 

Nombres that present Lutherans and Protestant doctrine in an unfavorable light. It is 

evident that the intention of such an explicit critique of Protestantism is not only to 

defend the Church from the threat of subversive doctrinal influences, but also to project 

a favorable image of the author. Written with his trial in mind, and in some passages 

even while he was a prisoner, his attacks on Lutheran fallacies in Nombres persuasively 

argue against the allegations of his own heresy, and may have even had a cathartic effect 

during his incarceration as he sought to demonstrate his innocence. 

Interestingly, the last citation examined in this respect leads us to consider 

another extremely important way in which Nombres unambiguously conveys Fray Luis' 

fervent attempts to strike down the accusations against him. The fact that he includes 

Jews in this statement—those whom he does not merely call Jews but "los judi'os ciegos 

que desecharon [la salud]"—leads to further discussion of the treatment of Jews 

throughout Nombres. 

Given that the testimony against Fray Luis—especially that of Leon de Castro— 

repeatedly insinuated an unhealthy affection for Jewish Scriptural insight, it is not 

surprising to see Fray Luis respond by insisting on the error of Jews in turning from 
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Christ.'*' The above mentioned assertion of their spiritual blindness—"los judios 

ciegos"—is typical of the tone of Nombres. Throughout the work, a pattern of criticism 

emerges by which Fray Luis unmistakably declares his disapproval of their failure, both 

past and present, principally in not acknowledging Jesus as the Messiah. 

One such comment comes in the dedication to the second book of the Nombres. 

Subtitled Descripcion de la miseria humana y origen de su fragilidad, the preamble 

analyzes the effects of sin and its progressive, deleterious nature. Fray Luis cites the 

Hebrev/ people as the supreme example of ever-increasing blindness caused by rebellion 

against God, noting that though there are many illustrations of the harmful effect of self-

will: 

Mas entre todos es claro y muy senalado ejemplo el del pueblo hebreo 
antiguo y presente; el cual por haber desde su primero principio 
comenzado a apartarse de Dios, prosiguiendo despues en esta su primera 
dureza, y casi por anos volviendose a El, y tomandole luego a ofender, y 
amontonando a pecados pecados, merecio ser autor de la mayor ofensa 
que se hizo jamas, que fue la muerte de Jesucristo.''® 

Fray Luis not only holds the Jewish people, past and present, responsible for perpetrating 

the single greatest crime in the history of humanity, but also considers their commission 

of the act an inevitable result of their previous transgressions. 

In the remainder of his commentary on this enormous error, as he sees it. Fray 

Luis refers to the Jewish people's persecution among the nations to which they were 

The Coleccion de documentos ineditos reveals that several witnesses attributed to Fray Luis a suspicious 
affinity for Jewish scholarship, including Bartolome de Medina (10.7), el Bachiller Pero Rodriguez 
(10.19), and Fray Juan Gallo (10.24). Le6n de Castro's testimony (10.7-18) is the most virulent and the 
most emphatic in this respect. 

Obras completas, 1.541. 
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scattered, calling them "ejemplo comun de la ira de Dios."'*' Despite all that they have 

endured since the Diaspora, however, he avers that nothing has been so grievous a 

penalty as 

habiendoles prometido Dios que nacen'a el Mesi'as de su sangre y linaje, y 
habiendole ellos tan luengamente esperado, y esperando en El y por El la 
suma riqueza, y en dun'simos males y trabajos que padecieron, 
habidndose sustentado siempre con esta esperanza, cuando le tuvieron 
entre si, no le querer conocer, y, cegdndose, hacerse homicidas y 
destruidores de su gloria y de su esperanza, y de su sumo bien ellos 
mismos.^° 

All subsequent travails are insignificant compared to unwittingly killing their hope and 

savior, according to Fray Luis. 

The death of the Messiah is explained here by a reference to their self-induced 

myopia, a charge that is reiterated in other chapters of the Nombres as well, such as 

Brazo de Dios. There, discussing a verse from Isaiah and its application to the Messiah, 

Juliano cautions, "No se yo, Marcelo, si los hebreos nos daran que Isaias, en el iugar que 

el papel dice, hable de Cristo," to which Marcelo responds, "No lo daran ellos, porque 

estan ciegos, pero danoslo la misma verdad."^' Shortly thereafter, in the same chapter, 

Marcelo, rhetorically addressing the Hebrew people directly, refers to them as "gente 

ciega y miserable,"^" criticizing them for anticipating a Messiah-general who would lead 

them to political freedom, without seeing that the Messiah would be a spiritual leader. 

Obras completas, 1.541. 
Obras completas, 1.541. 
Obras completas, 1.545. 
Obras completas, 1.550. 
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In a subsequent portion of the same diatribe, Marcelo expresses a more general 

condemnation of their corporate transgressions. Explaining the symbolic way in which 

God spoke through the prophets, Marcelo states: 

Y demas de esto, si va a decir lo que siento, la dureza, Juliano, de aquella 
gente y la poca confianza que siempre tuvieron en Dios, y los pecados 
grandes contra El que de ella nacieron en aquel pueblo luego en su 
primero principio, y se fueron despues siempre con el continuando y 
creciendo—feos, ingratos, enormes pecados—dieron a Dios causa 
justisima para que tuviesen^^ por bueno el hablarles asf figurada y 
revueltamente.^'* 

The tripartite repugnance the text expresses concerning those sins—"feos, ingratos, 

enormes"— is entirely consistent with the tone expressed in the rest of the text 

concerning the Jews' failure to recognize Jesus as the Messiah. 

In one key passage of Nombres, the outspoken and explicit condemnation of the 

Jewish people that is asserted throughout is linked to a key poetic element, one drawn 

from the Song of Solomon in which the groom calls to his bride to come out and join 

him in the cool of the evening.'^ Her initial reply, that she has prepared for bed and 

therefore cannot come out to him, results in his departure; this causes the bride great 

disappointment when she subsequently changes her mind and, coming to the window to 

speak to him, finds him already gone. The Nombres explains that the bride's refusal to 

respond to the groom's request is symbolic of Israel's refusal to acknowledge Jesus as 

their Messiah. Just as the groom in the Song responded to the bride's rejection by 

" F. de Onis, in his edition of the Nombres (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1949), gives this verb in the singular, 
tuviesse (2.59). This appears more logical than the plural in Garcia's rendering. 
^ Obras completas, 1.557. 
" Song 5.3-7. 
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parting, in the same way Jesus, rejected by Israel, "mal recibido, se pasa adelante a 

buscar otra gente."^^ The prominence and significance of this particular symbolic 

explanation is greatly increased by the fact that, in his exposition on the Song prior tp the 

trial. Fray Luis had drawn no such inference from this passage. We may be permitted to 

conclude that he developed this interpretation after his incarceration, probably while 

composing the Nombres. Indeed, the likelihood that this is so is supported by other 

instances in Nombres in which he attempts to ally himself with the Church against 

Jewish error and against their erroneous identification of Jesus. 

These repeated anti-Semitic invectives in the Nombres and the frequent 

vituperation of Israel's shortcomings are sufficient grounds to conclude that Fray Luis 

intended the text to win over his readership, prevailing on them to accept his persistent 

contention that his view of Judaic spirituality was thoroughly Catholic and orthodox.^' 

This hypothesis is forcefully confirmed by the fact that all these comments concerning 

Judaism are contained in the first two books of the work, which were in all probability 

composed during his imprisonment, even as he was fending off accusations of his own 

Semitic inclinations. The utter dearth of similar comments in the rest of this work, as 

Obras completas, 1.677. 
" The abundant evidence of Fray Luis' effort to completely dissociate himself from Judaism demonstrates 
the error of M. Ballestero's contention, in "La musica en fray Luis de Le6n y la armonia del desgarro" 
{Anthropos, 52, 1985, 51-59), that Fray Luis "se esfiierza por la reconciliacidn," and that this supposed 
perspective "sitiia a fray Luis en claro y decidido antagonismo respecto a la Espaiia de su tiempo, 
traumatizada y deforme por los escrupulos de 'limpieza'" (54, emphasis in original). Ballestero's 
understanding of Fray Luis' perspective on Judaism does not appear to correspond with the essence of the 
Salmantine professor's writings, nor does A. Lopez Castro's assertion, in "La armonfa en fray Luis de 
Le6n" (in Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo, y letras, Eds. Victor Garcia de la Concha and Javier 
San Jos6 Lera, Salamanca, Salamanca UP, 1996), that "Para fray Luis, ambos aspectos de la formaci6n 
religiosa, el judfo y el cristiano, se encuentran y se confiinden..." (657). 
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well as the complete lack of any such allusions in La perfecta casada and the exposition 

on Job, constitute a formidable corroboration of our assertion that the denigration of 

Jews in Nombres was designed as a comprehensive response to the accusations of Castro 

and others, that Fray Luis tended to "favorescer con tanta vehemencia las 

interpretaciones de judi'os."^^ 

When we consider this perspective in the context of Fray Luis' condemnation of 

heresy and Lutheran error, his criticism of Judaism and its adherents takes on even 

greater prominence and meaning. The dramatic concentration of passages that negatively 

present Protestants and Jews in Nombres, and their conspicuous absence in his other 

works, represents one of the most meaningful insights to come out of our explorations, 

and is impossible to ascribe to statistical chance. One can easily be convinced that these 

reproaches of two groups outside the Catholic Church were deliberately orchestrated by 

the author, who purposed thereby to present himself as a loyal supporter of the Church 

and firm opponent of its enemies. 

Here we must also note that the effect of his imprisonment extends even to that 

section of the Nombres which he composed subsequent to his acquittal and release. In 

addition to the three anti-Protestant invectives analyzed above, which were included in 

that portion of Nombres composed after 1583 and added to the 1585 edition. Fray Luis 

later editions of the work is also amplified with two triumphant, derisive stabs at his 

enemies, taunting them with his ultimate victory over their hateful machinations. The 

first such manifestation of this exultant scom of his antagonists is presented in the 

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, 10.8. 
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introduction to the third book of Nombres. In that preface Fray Luis briefly addresses 

criticism of IM perfecta casada in a well-reasoned reply to those who objected to the 

work: 

A los cuales todos responder^, si son amigos, para que se desengaiien, y si 
no lo son, para que no se contenten; a los unos porque es justo 
satisfacerlos, y a los otros, porque gusten menos de no estar satisfechos; a 
aquellos para que sepan lo que ban de decir; a estos, para que conozcan lo 
poco que nos danan sus dichos.^' 

The overt intent to offend his enemies and his snide comment about the insignificance of 

their reproaches is indicative of Fray Luis' contemptuous disregard for their antipathy. 

A similar segment of the 1585 addition to Nombres, far more caustic and more 

clearly directed at those who denounced him to the Inquisition, deftly employs a pastoral 

poetic image to convey his victorious taunt. The chapter entitled "Hijo de Dios" 

concludes with an interruption of the three interlocutors' conversation by a beautiful and 

melodic bird which, pursued and harassed by two large crows, falls into the river on 

whose banks the three speakers are seated. Mortified by what they perceive to be the 

death of such a lovely creature, the three are oveijoyed when, following the departure of 

the crows, the songbird crawls from the water, shakes its wings, and rises once again into 

the air. Their joy is increased when other birds flock to their newly resurrected 

companion, drawn by its sweet Uilling as it emerges from the water. This passage,®" with 

the rich symbolism it contains, dramatically and clearly depicts Fray Luis' entire ordeal. 

Obras completas, 1.686. 
Obras completas, 1.742-743. 
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including the accusations against him, his subsequent imprisonment and final restoration 

to liberty.®' 

When we analyze this episode in greater detail, we may easily surmise that the 

sweetness of the bird's song, resounding "con tanta suavidad y armonfa, que Marcelo y 

los demds habi'an puesto en ella los ojos y los ofdos," is, in fact, a veiled reference to 

Fray Luis' own poetry since the rest of this passage soon makes clear that the bird is a 

symbol of Fray Luis himself. The attack of the crows is characterized by their 

determination to harm the songbird—"revolando sobre la ave que he dicho y cercandola 

al derredor, procuraban hacerle dano con las unas y con los picos." This aggressive, 

circling portrayal of the great, dark creatures is highly suggestive of Fray Luis' two most 

prominent enemies, Bartolome de Medina and Leon de Castro. The contrast between the 

harsh grating call and dreary appearance of the crows and the alluring semblance and 

dulcet strains of the songbird's melody, present the songbird as protagonist and the 

crows as antagonists in this episode. The songbird's futile attempt to escape leads to its 

forced descent into the river, an unmistakable metaphor for Fray Luis' imprisonment, 

and the songbird's plaintive cry as it falls—"se dejo caer en el agua, gritando y como 

pidiendo favor"—is poignantly evocative of Fray Luis' anxiety as the storm against him 

gathered, leading up to his eventual arrest.®" Following the songbird's fall and 

Padre F. Garcia comments, Obras completas, "Fdcil es dar con el significado de esta transparente y 
belh'sima alegona. Es una espontaneidad del alma de Fr. Luis; un episodio vivo, bajo la veiadura del 
simbolo, de su vida, de su persecucidn, de su dolor y de su triunfo en la hora de la reivindicacidn" (1.744). 

This is probably an allusion to his efforts to avoid arrest by appealing to his superiors for protection. On 
13 March 1572, for example, only days prior to being detained, he had written to Padre Hernando de 
Peralta, prior of the Augustinians of Granada, Obras completas, "Suplico a V.R. trate con el seiior 
Arzobispo y le suplique nos haga esta merced de flrmar en ese papel lo que Su Senorfa sintiere, porque 
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disappearance beneath the water, Fray Luis now refers to the crows as "los enemigos" as 

they fly away, leaving no doubt with regard to their sjmfibolic meaning. Upon their 

departure, the songbird, much to the surprise and delight of the three observers, emerges 

onto the shore and spreads its wings once again, just as Fray Luis had emerged from the 

Inquisitorial prison, although, like the bird, "fatigada y mojada." In much the same way 

that he had been restored to his professorship at the University of Salamanca, the bird 

too begins to sing again "con una dulzura nueva" that soothes the ears of Marcelo and 

his two companions. Now surrounded by other birds of its kind, the figuratively 

resurrected bird flies away, "como en serial de triunfo." Sabino's joyful reaction to the 

bird's recovery is quickly tempered by the sober and melancholy introspection of 

Marcelo, "que, levantando al cielo los ojos, como entre los dientes y con un suspiro 

disimulado, dijo: 'Al fin, Jesus es Jesus.'" In this context, F. Garcia observes, "Y ese 

maravilloso Al fin, Jesus es Jesus, con que ei poeta eleva la esperanza y supera el 

recuerdo dolorido de lo pasado, nos da la clave para comprender lo que era su alma 

grande."®^ 

The spiritual inspiration and poetic revelation of his own heart's condition, and 

of the response that his nearly five year imprisonment had stimulated in him, is all the 

more significant for its complete irrelevance to the previous line of narration. The 

description of the river by which the three characters hold their dialogue is so incidental 

importa lo que he dicho y serd servicio de Dios sosegar los pechos de algunos y atajar intentos maliciosos, 
lo cual hard su parecer mds que ei de ningun otro, por su mucha autoridad y reputacidn en doctrina y en 
virtud" (1.961). 
" Obras completas, 1.744. 
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in the rest of the work as to be almost invisible, but here their exchange is dramatically 

interrupted; without any preamble or transition Fray Luis presents an extremely vivid 

representation of his ordeal. 

In particular, the stark differences between the portrayal of the songbird— 

beautiful, melodic, triumphant in the end—and that of the crows—dark birds 

characterized by a hoarse, croaking song, who strive with all their might to injure the 

songbird—blends very neatly with the previously analyzed section of Nombres that was 

composed after the trial. Just as we have observed in the introduction to the third book, 

the description of the bird and its attackers manifests the obvious contempt Fray Luis 

held for his own detractors, while deriding the ultimate inefficacy of their malevolent 

attacks against him. That he chose to add this material to the Nombres with its 

unmistakable reference to his trial some nine years after his release is surely eloquent 

testimony of the lasting marks that ordeal had left upon him. 

It is obvious that a consideration of the post-trial portion of the Nombres and its 

content harmonize perfectly with that part of the text. Books 1 and 2, which Fray Luis 

composed in prison. In both sections, the prominent references to his persecution testify 

to the deep wounds he received and the scars left on his soul by enduring nearly five 

years of spurious accusations and isolation from friends and associates. In the chapters of 

Nombres written during the trial, in the midst of his desperate struggle to combat 

accusations of heresy and Jewish sympathizing, he caustically and repeatedly insists on 
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his own orthodoxy by reiterating his disdain for Lutheran and Jewish errors. Following 

the trial, with his release firmly secured and his life and career restored, he commences 

the third book of Nombres with a scathing and condescending insult to his enemies, and 

later in the third book Includes a symbolic representation of his triumph, moderated by a 

sober reflection on the importance and significance of the experience.*^ 

Even as we have observed the process of accusation, trial and ultimate 

vindication in Nombres de Crista and La perfecta casada, so too we may witness a 

similar procedure and exposition of the affair in his commentary on the Book of Job. 

Just as the two shorter works contain incontrovertible evidence of the Inquisition's 

impact on Fray Luis, his exhaustive treatise on Job once again reveals the way in which 

this same misfortune would ultimately weigh on his heart and profoundly shape his 

thinking, though here with certain key differences, which will now be considered. 

" Based on the beauty and grace of the Nombres, Padre Getino has maintained that Fray Luis' cell could 
not have been unpleasant; "en unas carceles lobregas y hediondas, no se conciben las serenas y 
esplendentes pdginas de los Nombres de Cristo" {El proceso de Fray Luis de Leon, 50). However, the 
content of Nombres argues forcefully that Fray Luis' incarceration was, indeed, soul wearying. 
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Exposicion del Libra de Job 

The translation and commentary on the Book of Job is probably the most 

important work for our understanding of how Fray Luis' writings reveal his reaction to 

the Inquisitorial process. Its prominence derives from a number of factors, not the least 

of which is the length of the text in comparison to Fray Luis' other prose works. While 

La perfecta casada occupies only 114 pages of his Obras completas, and the Nombres 

slightly over 400, the commentary on Job spans 667 pages. The density of the book itself 

and the difficult language in which it conveys Job's story required a substantial 

investment of time and energy by Fray Luis and it is significant that this particular work 

was in progress throughout the majority of his adult life. 

Fray Luis began working on this text before his imprisonment,^^ completing the 

translation of the book by 1572.®*^ Fray Luis' testimony in the trial, in particular his 

discussion of the particularities of a certain phrase in Job 20 and the different ways in 

which it may be translated, strongly suggest that he had completed his commentary at 

" J. San Jos^ Lera, in his edition of the text (Salamanca: Salamanca UP, 1992), postulates that Fray Luis 
did not begin the commentary until well after the trial. He points out that the Latin Explanatio in Psalmutn 
XXVI, which was definitely written during the trial, is very different from the commentary on Job, both in 
tone and in the use of first person. For Lera, that alone constitutes proof that the two works could not have 
been composed contemporaneously, despite the evident differences in the Biblical texts themselves (the 
26"* Psalm is a plaintive cry for divine succor, related in the first person, while Job combines dialogue and 
historical narrative). Rather, Lera believes that Fray Luis began work on Job in 1579. Lera speculates that 
Fray Luis, having won the coveted Chair of Scripture in that year, undertook to expound on the most 
difficult book of the Bible in order to establish himself as a scholar and silence those who had opposed his 
appointment. In addition to being purely subjective, this argument does not account for the extensive 
analysis of Job 20.18 that Fray Luis presented as part of his defense (Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 
10.513-515), nor does Lera consider the numerous passages of the commentary that suggest it was begun 
mid-trial. 
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least through that chapter by 1574.*^^ The completion date of each chapter after the 32"'' 

can be reliably determined, since from chapter 33 onward Fray Luis made a note of the 

day on which he finished each one.^® Thus we know that he completed the commentary 

on chapter 33 on 6 November 1580; chapter 34 on 10 December; chapter 35 on 14 

December; chapter 36 on 27 October 1590; chapter 37 on 29 November; chapter 38 on 

14 December; chapter 39 on 6 January 1591; chapter 40 on 1 February; chapter 41 on 19 

February; and chapter 42 on 8 March. The approximately 20-year span during which 

Fray Luis worked on the commentary is an indication of the book's significance to him, 

and also of its value to this study. 

In addition to the tremendous personal investment of time and labor which this 

work supposes, the evident personal similarities between Fray Luis and Job are 

significant in two ways. Both Fray Luis and Job struggled against false accusations, and 

both wrestled with the confusion of not knowing why they suffered. F. Garcia directs 

attention to this resemblance between Fray Luis' life and Job's, explaining; 

En el Libra de Job [Fray Luis] encuentra la interpretacion de su propio 
estado, sobre todo en io que tiene de abandono por parte de los antiguos 
amigos, y de ensanamiento cruel de los que, debiendo hacer justicia, se 
complacen en el triunfo momentaneo de las pasiones enconadas y de las 
malignidades de los hombres. No puede reprimir su amargura y su tristeza 
al repasar versfculos que cuadran plenamente a la situacion en que el se 
ve. ... no puede contener la acrimonia de su pluma varonil, que se 
encrespa contra la necedad y la injusticia.^' 

^ In his second audience, he attests to the fact that he had completed the translation and also intended to 
pen a commentary on Job {Coleccidn de documentos ineditos. 10.183fO. 
" The Coleccidn de documentos ineditos records that on 25 January 1574 Fray Luis exhaustively 
comments on the meaning of Job 20.18 and how it can correctly be translated three different ways (10.513-
515). 

F. Garcia confirms that these notes are indeed Fray Luis' own hand, Obras completas, 2.4. 
Obras completas, 2.6. 
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The fact that both men suffered cruelly and without any apparent wrongdoing on their 

part is indeed of some relevance. However, F. Garcia does not attempt to systematically 

document the ways in which the manifestations of this similitude are evident in Fray 

Luis' writing, content for the purposes of his study to mention a handful of examples. As 

we shall see, he avails himself extensively of the similarities between his life and Job's 

in order to share his own insights on the nature and effects of suffering. 

Colin Thompson has argued that "hay muy pocas referencias en el comentario 

que pueden ser interpretadas como reminiscencias personales,"^° a statement which the 

text itself readily refutes. The rationale he offers for this assertion—"dado que el tema 

principal del libro es el sufrimiento inocente"—far from confirming his point, is in fact 

the very reason why Fray Luis' commentary abounds in material directly related to his 

experience as a prisoner of the Inquisition. The striking way in which his life and Job's 

coincide make the commentary come alive with insights from his own internment. 

The Book of Job relates one of the oldest histories in the Bible, and one that is 

also among of the most difficult to date reliably. In the absence of time-specific internal 

evidence, the date of Job cannot be conclusively established, but certain aspects of the 

narrative strongly suggest a patriarchal, pre-Law time frame. Job's long life—he has 10 

children when the book begins, and lives 140 years after its conclusion, according to Job 

™ "La huella del proceso de Fray Luis de Leon en sus propias obras," in Alan M. Gordon, Evelyn Rugg, 
and Rafael Lapesa, eds., Actas del sexto congreso intemacional de hispanistas (Toronto: University of 
Toronto, 1980), 739. 
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42.16—is consistent with the typical life-span of the patriarchal era.'' Moreover, Job's 

wealth being measured primarily in terms of livestock, his priestly role within the family, 

and the lack of any reference to Israel, Moses, or the Law make one suppose an early 

date for the events of the book.^" The difficulty in determining the date is ftirther 

compounded by the fact that there are no references in Job to its author. Likely 

candidates include Job himself and Moses, but any such attempt to identify the writer of 

Job is largely guesswork. 

The content of the book itself concerns the eponymous protagonist, one of the 

most fortunate men of his day and blessed with an abundance of material wealth. He had 

vast herds of different kinds of livestock, as well as a large family, which was a most 

significant sign of God's favor in Biblical times. He lived in righteousness, blameless 

before God, even offering sacrifices for the sins that any of his ten children might have 

committed. Then, in an encounter of which Job is entirely unaware, Satan argues with 

God that Job is only faithful to God because God has blessed him so much, and that in 

the absence of all his possessions Job would curse God like any other man. To prove 

Satan wrong, God grants him permission to remove all Job's possessions. Through a 

variety of means, including robberies and supernatural disasters. Job loses all his 

livestock and all his children in one day. Though overcome with grief. Job still does not 

rebel against God, and in another audience with God Satan cynically attributes this fact 

" Abraham lived 175 years (Genesis 25.7), while Isaac lived five years longer (Genesis 35.28). Jacob's 
130 years were considered few in his day (Genesis 47.9). 
" Concerning the equivalency of livestock and wealth, cf. Job 1:3 and Genesis 24.35 and 30.43. With 
regard to Job's intercession on behalf of his family, cf. Job 1:5 and Genesis 8.20, 12.7. 
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to Job's health, arguing that if he were to lose his health he would certainly curse God. In 

order to again prove Satan wrong and demonstrate Job's integrity, God grants Satan 

permission to remove Job's health, and Satan afflicts Job with painful boils all over his 

body. At that point in the narration. Job's three friends, Bildad, Zophar, and Eliphaz, 

arrive to console him, spending their first seven days with him sitting in silence, awed by 

the enormity of his misfortune. Then, each in turn dialogues with Job, articulating their 

conviction that, since God always blesses the righteous. Job must have done something 

wrong; if only he would repent and admit his guilt, they say, God would bless and heal 

him. Job, however, refuses to abandon his contention that he has done nothing wrong. 

Lamenting his condition, he demands an explanation from God. But first, a fourth and 

younger friend, Elihu, speaks. Railing against Job's presumption and against his 

irreverence, he tells Job to humble himself under God's hand and stop accusing God of 

being unjust. When all four friends have finished their words, God Himself does arrive 

to respond to the dialogue. He defends Job's integrity and chastises Bildad, Zophar, and 

Eliphaz for criticizing Job. However, He makes no response to Job's plea for an 

explanation; rather, in a series of rhetorical questions, God makes it clear that Job, with 

his limited human capacities, cannot even comprehend or control such conmion 

occurrences as rain, the calving of wild deer, or the rising of the sun. How then, God 

implies, does Job dare to question God and demand that He give an account for what He 

does? Curiously, through all his remarks, God makes absolutely no mention of the 

statements of Elihu. Ultimately, in response to God's overwhelming, annihilating 
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reasoning. Job prostrates himself in unconditional submission to God's inscrutable will. 

In the end, without ever accounting for why Job's misfortune came upon him, God 

restores to Job double for all that he lost in livestock and gives Job ten new children. 

Throughout the book, Job repeatedly fends off his friends' diagnosis of the 

problem, insisting that his present calamity is not the result of any sin he has committed. 

In his commentary. Fray Luis argues Job's innocence and the error of his counselors,^' 

consistently maintaining that Job's only offense took place after his calamity, in his 

irreverent desire to debate with God.''* This insistence on Job's innocence is a 

fundamental aspect of Fray Luis' treatment of the Book of Job and affects his entire 

outlook on the events and conversations contained therein. Defending Job's innocence 

allows Fray Luis to comment extensively on the idea of guiltless suffering, thus relating 

insights learned from his own experience that would have been irrelevant if Job's 

problems were attributable to divine punishment.'^ 

For example, commenting on chapter 18, Fray Luis writes, Obras completas, "Bildad...lleno de enojo y 
tan falto de razdn como antes, dice lo que no hace al prop6sito, y dice ansf (2.269). Fray Luis' 
justification of Job recurs througiiout tiie work: 2.30, 214, 228, 284, 308, 536, 539, 541, 559, 575, and 
596. 

Fray Luis declares that tlie point the three friends should have emphasized was that "el hombre no se ha 
de poner a cuentas con Dios ni pensar que podra penetrar y entender sus juicios; que es en lo que a la 
verdad Job, con la agoni'a de la porfi'a, habfa algo excedido" (2.539). He reiterates this thought in other 
places as well: 2.521, 617, 685. 
" E.V Toledo, "Fray Luis de Le6n: la poesia de la cdrcel" (Diss. U of Washington, 1983) notes the 
similarity between Job and Fray Luis, but fails to bring out the implications of Job's innocence and Fray 
Luis' vigorous defense thereof (75). J. Rauchwarger, "Luis de Le6n: Exposici6n del Libro de Job" 
{Recherches Augustiniennes, 11, 1976, 285-303), even goes so far as to deny this obvious link between the 
two figures, contending that "at his trial, it became quite evident that the friar had willfully disobeyed the 
precepts of the Council of Trent and, therefore, he merited some kind of penalty" (287). However, the 
Tridentine decrees were not at all clear and lent themselves to a variety of interpretations, as documented 
in the previous chapter. Furthermore, and more importandy. Fray Luis maintained his own innocence 
throughout the Inquisitorial trial with as much fervor as Job had demonstrated toward his friends' 
accusations, clearly believing that he had erred against the Council's mandate. 
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This discussion of suffering without a cause is a fundamental element of Fray 

Luis' work on the Book of Job. His reflections on Job's experience are of great utility in 

determining both the degree and manner of his own tribulations, especially since this 

expository endeavor was already underway shortly before his imprisonment and 

evidently became one of his most important sources of inspiration and consolation. As 

his trial dragged on, Fray Luis undoubtedly had ample opportunity to ponder why such 

an unforeseen disaster had befallen him. Like Job, he must have wondered how God 

could have permitted it and longed for an explanation. From his own incarceration. Fray 

Luis gained an understanding of suffering—its nature, its causes, and its effects—that 

enabled him to expound on Job from a perspective that few, if any, other commentators 

could even have conceptualized. Despite the paucity of attention this work has 

received,^^ it is this investment of himself in the commentary on Job that makes Fray 

Luis' lengthiest work of such priceless value in tracing the effects left upon him by his 

trial." 

The MLA Bibliography lists only six studies of Fray Luis' work on Job since 1963. One important 
recent work is the critical edition of the text edited by Javier San Jos^ Lera (Salamanca: University of 
Salmanca, 1992). 
" J. Rauchwarger, "Fray Luis de Leon's Exposicidn del Libra de Job" argues, "Fray Luis had begun the 
work prior to being summoned before the Inquisition, so that his imprisonment could not have been 
pertinent to his exegesis" (286), a point with which J. San Jose Lera, Fray Luis de Leon: Exposicidn del 
Libro de Job, concurs (46). This assumption is flawed for two reasons. First, the fact that he began the 
work before his arrest does not negate the importance of his persistence in completing the commentary 
over the course of the next 20 years. Although his initial interest in the book of Job antedated his detention, 
therefore, his incarceration was certainly a vital stimulus to continue that which he had begun. Secondly, 
while Fray Luis completed the translation of Job prior to the trial, the vast majority, if not all, of the 
exegesis was completed during and after. Since it is the exegesis with which we are concerned, not the 
translation, it is therefore evident that this important work must be approached in light of his experience as 
an Inquisitorial prisoner. 
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His most fundamental observations in this respect concern the nature of suffering 

itself and how the person in travail is impacted by his distress. Here Fray Luis addresses 

the idea that pain is a necessary part of life, offering forcefiil rebuttal to the idea that ail 

misfortune is indicative of God's displeasure. This argument addresses the eminent 

relevance of the book of Job, in which Fray Luis demonstrates his masterful capacity to 

handle the issue of why bad things happen to good people. His comments on the avenues 

by which divine comfort comes to the downcast movingly evoke the lessons drawn from 

his own distresses while offering the reader deep and insightful observations into his 

personal tribulations. Finally, his acidic remarks on the destruction wrought by hypocrisy 

and pride, in conjunction with several pejorative contrasts between divine and human 

justice, constitute his most penetrating treatment of the kinds of animosity which 

resulted in his own troubles, with clear correspondence to the events that led up to his 

arrest. In his treatment of all these topics, his discussion of Job's predicament is 

distinctly tinged by the abundance of insights he gained as a result of the investigation 

carried out against him. 

One of the most intimate revelations of Fray Luis' own empathy with Job's 

anguish pertains to his description of the nature of suffering and how one reacts to the 

pain that suffering brings. For example, in two separate passages Fray Luis explains that 

suffering righteously does not imply the absence of pain, but rather holding onto God 

and not breaking with Him in the midst of pain. He relates the manner of Job's torment: 

el sufnmiento no esta en no sentir, que eso es de los que no tienen 
sentido, ni en no mostrar lo que duele y se siente, sino, aunque duela y 
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por mds que duela, en no salir de la ley ni de la obediencia de Dios. Que 
el sentir natural es a la came, que no es de bronce; y ansi no se lo quita la 
raz6n, la cual da a cada cosa lo que demanda su naturaleza; y la parte 
sensible muestra que de suyo es tiema y blandisima, siendo herida, 
necesario es que sienta, y al sentir se sigue el jay! y la queja7® 

This declaration that feeling pain does not constitute an offense is echoed by a 

subsequent statement concerning Job's anguish, in which Fray Luis adds: 

Porque no estd el buen sufrir en no sentir; antes lo firme y lo fino de la 
paciencia es, cuando el dolor abrasa y cuando el agravio y desafuero se 
ponen ante los ojos del que padece, y cuando la came verdaderamente 
afligida, desatandole el dolor la lengua, se queja, estar la razon con Dios 
firme y constante.^^ 

Fray Luis knew intimately whereof he spoke, being quite familiar with how "el dolor 

abrasa" and the way that "el agravio y desafuero se ponen ante los ojos del que padece." 

A similarly vivid presentation of how closely Fray Luis was acquainted with 

tribulation may be found in the manner in which he addresses Job's anguish at being just 

and not being able to prove it, an anguish that Fray Luis himself experienced extensively 

during the course of his trial. Describing Job's desire to communicate the true depth of 

his suffering and to convince his friends that he is not complaining inappropriately. Fray 

Luis remarks that "el saber su raz6n, y el ver que no se la creen ni le vale, cna en el 

agonfa, de la cual nace deseo vivo y de fuego de hallar medios eficaces para ser crei'do y 

valido; y desea que lo imposible, si es litil para sacar a luz su remedio y verdad, se 

hiciese posible."®° The occurrence of this passage in chapter six of the commentary leads 

us to assert that this material was composed while Fray Luis was himself in the midst of 

Obras completas, 2.66. 
" Obras completas, 2.254. 
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his dark ordeal, a fact which would render this statement all the more poignant and 

personal. Another way in which Fray Luis' own suffering enables him to relate 

precisely to Job's predicament is found in the theme of separation from God in the midst 

of trials. One of Job's most vexing problems remains his inability to consult God face to 

face, and the fact that his repeated, anguished cries for God's illumination are met with 

complete silence. Fray Luis comments on the depth of despair that results from such 

isolation from God, noting: 

a la verdad, un alma sancta y que tiene trato con Dios, cuando esta puesta 
en trabajo, por grande que sea, todo lo pasa bien, si le siente cerca de si, si 
le responde con su luz cuando se le presenta; mas si se le encubre, si El 
tambien se escurece, si desparece delante, allf es el dolor y el sentir 
verdadero; entonces siente de veras su calamidad y trabajo, o por decir 
verdad, todo su trabajo es menor en comparacion de que Dios se le 
asconda.^' 

We can readily comprehend the intimately personal knowledge from which Fray Luis 

speaks in this passage when we remember that, as was the custom in the Inquisitorial 

prisons. Fray Luis was denied all sacraments and all religious consolation during his 

trial.®" Therefore he was supremely qualified to elucidate the cruel languishing of one 

who yearned for God's consolation without being able to obtain it. 

In a similar passage, describing how the soul in need often feels abandoned by 

God, Fray Luis explains that this is not a result of God's apathy to their pain. According 

to Fray Luis, "veces hay que se asconde a los suyos para fin de probarlos; y ascondeseles 

Obras completas, 2.128-129. 
" Obras completas, 2.469. 

See H.C. Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 2.520. 
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tanro, que les parece no tienen^^ acuerdo de ellos, ni ellos hallan rastro de El por mas que 

le busquen, en que padecen lo que decir no se puede."®'^ Fray Luis' graphic depiction of 

the resultant agony of these souls thus put to the test reveals his own deep familiarity 

with this manner of testing. 

Among all those instances in which Fray Luis' own experience as a prisoner of 

the Inquisition so well equipped him for analyzing the Book of Job, perhaps the most 

moving is his discussion, in chapter three, of Job's wish that he had never been bom. 

That the torment of one in tribulation might lead to such an extreme expression of 

discomfort is not only permissible but perfectly Scriptural, he says, noting Christ's 

anguish on the cross when He cried out, "My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken 

Me?"»5 insists, then, that Job's despondent plea for death was neither sinful 

nor unspiritual, since Christ's lament "mostro que no era impaciencia el quejarse, y que 

era de hombres, como El verdaderamente lo era, el sentir el dolor y el querellarse cada 

uno de lo que le duele."**® 

Fray Luis' treatment of this question is centered on his conviction that those who 

attempt to gloss over Job's words and explain them away have never Uiily experienced 

the level of distress to which Job was subjected: 

Persuadome yo que los que de estas palabras se asombran y les buscan 
salida, nunca hicieron experiencia de lo que la adversidad se siente ni de 
lo que duele el trabajo; que si la hubieran hecho, ella misma les ensenara 

In J. San Jose Lera's edition of the work on Job (Salamanca: Salamanca UP, 1992), this verb is singular, 
tiene (2.555). Garcfa's plural rendering would appear to be a typographical error. 

Obras completas, 2.387. 
Matthew 27.46, Mark 15.34. 
Obras completas, 2.66. 
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que no se encuentra con la paciencia que el puesto en desventura y herido 
sienta lo que le duele, y publique lo que siente con palabras y senas.®' 

Fray Luis speaks as the voice of experience, repudiating the flimsy efforts of some 

commentators to rationalize a less offensive explanation for Job's agony as uninformed 

and spurious. 

The depth of Fray Luis' understanding of suffering and its ramifications led 

naturally to his contemplation of the role that tribulations play in life, and to the 

conclusion that distress and problems are a natural part of every person's experience. He 

sums up his perspective on earthly existence with the observation that "no hay cosa en 

esta vida tan liana que no tenga sus malos pasos,"®^ and that "todo el vivir es un contino 

padecer."^' Fray Luis confidently declares that "es nuestra vida guerra, porque es 

trabajosa y sujeta de contino al peligro,"^° propounding his conviction that, in full accord 

with Scripture, "de ordinario los justos e inocentes y amigos de Dios son en esta vida los 

mas trabajados."" Fray Luis is, obviously, firmly persuaded that this life is characterized 

by difficulties, even, or perhaps especially, for those who follow God. This conclusion 

leads him to the inevitable assertion that Job's counselors are mistaken in insisting that 

Job's misfortune is necessarily attributable to some deficiency or failing on his part, as 

he demonstrates in the 11"* chapter: 

de ser Dios hondo en el saber infinitamente mas de lo que los hombres 
alcanzan, se entiende que, si da trabajos, no es siempre porque los 

Obras compleias, 2.65-66. 
Obras completas, 2.150. 
Obras completas, 2.149. 
Obras completas, 2.151. 

" Obras completas, 2.215. 
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merecen los trabajos, sino muchas veces por otros fines justisimos que El 
se sabe y nosotros no podemos saber.'" 

Fray Luis thus contends that our inability to identify the cause of a trouble or to see any 

sort of fruitful effect therein does not in any way eliminate the possibility of such a 

situation being used by God for purposes beyond our understanding. 

The potential benefits of the divine plan for allowing negative events and 

situations to come into our lives. Fray Luis explains, are twofold: either to punish our 

rebellion against Him or to stimulate our growth. In this second sort of tribulation, God 

uses distress much as a gardener utilizes the pruning of a tree: though painful to the tree 

at the time, removing excess branches increases the fruitfulness and productivity of the 

tree: 

Porque es ansi que, como el hierro limpia al arbol de las ramas viejas e 
inutiles que le gastaban el jugo sin fructo, y deja libre la raiz para que le 
emplee en otros ramos nuevos de mas hermosura y provecho, ansi la 
firmeza de la virtud no se ofende de que la dureza de la adversidad le 
cercene lo que esta fuera della y no le sirve sino de distraerla y de ponerla 
en peligro. 

Thus, he declares, God allows disagreeable circumstances in our lives "o por nuestras 

culpas 0 para nuestra mayor perfeccidn,"®'^ because, as he explains: 

Dios no solamente castiga todo lo malo, mas afiige y da penas a los 
buenos tambien para hacerlos mejores; y hay penas de castigo y penas de 
mejoramiento, y Dios las reparte todas conforme a su providencia, 
haciendo justicia en lo uno, y en lo otro manifestando su amor.'^ 

Obras completas, 2.215. 
Obras completas, lAll. 
Obras completas, 2.254. 
Obras completas, 2.260. 
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His commentary on the 36"* chapter of Job also includes a similar assertion, that "sin 

duda es uno de los fmes para que Dies ordena trabajos al justo, para que abra los ojos en 

cosas en que los traia cerrados."®® He gives a metaphorical description of God, likening 

him to a mother who twists a disobedient son's ear, to explain God's purpose; 

no descansa con los suyos hasta llegarlos al estado de perfecto varon, 
mientras que ve en ellos resabios de ninos, siempre les tuerce la oreja, y 
agora con unos y agora con otros dolores, los apura de sus miserias y los 
allega a Sf mismo, Bien sumo y digm'simo de ser buscado de todos.^' 

This portrayal of God as a loving parent, wisely sending into His children's lives those 

things which are momentarily painful but which produce their ultimate desirable benefit, 

fortifies Fray Luis' related assertions that the problems that naturally occur in life are not 

necessarily the result of the sufferer's faults.^® 

His defense of Job's integrity and his assertion that God typically uses pain as a 

stimulant to development have an immediately discernible relationship to his own 

struggle to vindicate himself in the eyes of an institution that presumed the guilt of the 

defendant and placed on the accused the burden of proving his own innocence. 

However, in his identification of the ways in which God turns misfortune to the 

believer's own good. Fray Luis does not for a moment abandon his familiarity with the 

reality of the pain that produces this advancement. Therefore, his analysis of the positive 

byproducts of suffering does not by any means preclude his recognition of the sufferer's 

Obras completas, 2.579. 
Obras completas, 2.580. 
J. Rauchwarger, "Fray Luis de Leon's Exposicion del Libro de Job" (Recherches Augustiniennes, 11, 

1976, 285-303), argues for three effects of suffering, which does not correspond with Fray Luis* dualistic 
conceptualization thereof (303). 
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longing for consolation, nor does it deter him from reflecting on the sources from wliich 

that succor is derived. 

For Fray Luis, one of the truths to which the afflicted may cling is the God's 

promise to be near to the needy and downcast. Fray Luis notes how the proximity of 

Christ to all who put their faith in Him makes even the most troubling situation bearable: 

como los que esperan alguna bienandanza excesiva, y de ella estan 
ciertos, se conservan alegres en los males con saber que presto son reyes, 
ansi halla consuelo el bueno poniendo en Cristo los ojos en cualesquier 
trabajos que vengan, no solo porque ve en el el remedio de ellos, que es 
sin ninguna duda la particular medicina de todos, sino porque esto s61o 
que es considerar tanto bien, como es tener tal hermano, borra cualquiera 

99 tnsteza. 

Like those who are completely assured of a forthcoming blessing, those who cling to 

Christ can, he argues, maintain a cheerful expectation of good in the darkest of 

circumstances. 

The truth of this reality and of the hope a believer may have in Christ is 

wonderfully exhibited by the star-filled sky, according to Fray Luis. He points to the 

heavenly bodies themselves as resplendent confirmations of God's provision, "porque si 

el hombre afligido se acuerda de que Dios tiene cuidado de alumbrar la noche con tanta 

variedad de lumbreras, bien tiene por que esperar que no le desamparara a el en aquella 

su noche de trabajos, si confi'a en El y le llama."'™ This confidence in God's willingness 

and ability to provide comfort and aid to those in need, shining in spite of the darkness 

Obras completas, 2.328. 
Obras completas, 2.569. 
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of the "noche de trabajos," constitutes the Christian's lifeline when all other avenues of 

hope have failed to provide guidance. 

The transcendent, illuminating force of this truth is articulated beautifully by Fray 

Luis in his analysis of the final verse of the last chapter of Job. Writing on the closing 

commentary of the book, that "Job died an old man and full of days,"'°' Fray Luis 

observes, "Dios cuando prueba y ejercita a sus siervos, hace como del descuidado las 

mas de las veces, y calla y disimula y dejalos padecer luengamente, para, como si 

dijesemos, obligarse despu^s a Sf a damos copiosi'simos y etemos bienes."'"' In these 

final words of his exposition on Job, written just months before his death,'°^ his 

commentary and perhaps even his own life are summed up in his observation here that 

"siempre Dios da ciento por uno, y por un mal padecido con virtud y paciencia, restituye 

gran copia de bienes, y por un ano de miseria sufrida, cien aiios de colmada 

prosperidad." 

That Fray Luis drew on his own experience and the lessons learned from his own 

troubles in his exposition on Job's struggle is evident not only in his remarks on 

suffering and consolation, but also in his remarks conceming the arrogance and malice 

of his enemies. Regardless of whether we consider the portions of the work that were 

likely written during his imprisonment or the subsequent chapters of the text, it is 

""Job 42.17. 
Obras completas, 2.692. 
Fray Luis' marginal notes in the manuscript copy of the commentary to this chapter indicate that he 

completed it on 8 March 1591. He passed away on 23 August. F. Garcia, introduction to the Eposicion del 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.17. 
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evident that one profound impact of his ordeal was the contempt it instilled in him for 

pious displays that gloss over a heart of bitterness. 

His strenuous abhorrence of sanctimonious pretense is apparent in his comment 

that, through the example of Job's condescending friends and God's final condemnation 

of them, "entendemos lo mucho que Dios se ofende de la inhumanidad y de la mentira, 

aunque se vista de celo sancto."'"^ In a pointed remark against such deception, he pleads 

in another passage, "Mas Dios nos libre de un necio tocado de religioso y con celo 

imprudente, que no hay enemigo peor."'°^ This penetrating remark about the dread curse 

of having a piously indignant imbecile as one's enemy gives a keen insight into Fray 

Luis' own struggles against the self-righteous accusations of his own adversaries. In 

what must be yet another personal reminiscence in his commentary, he claims that Job's 

critics were not moved by true zeal but by a desire to appear so to others. Elucidating 

this important distinction, he writes, "el animo que tenian en esto y lo que les movi'a, no 

era tanto defender a Dios y volver por su honra, la cual nunca se defendio con mentira, 

cuanto inclinacion a mostrarse celosos, nacida de presuncion y de estimacon propria 

viciosa."'"*^ 

With the premise of the foursome's illusory varnish of sanctity firmly established 

and clearly articulated as a fundamental criterion of his commentary on Job, he goes on 

to highlight their arrogantly misplaced indignation at Job's complaints. For example, in a 

critique of Eliphaz and his assertion of Job's irreverence. Fray Luis observes, "ninguna 

Obras completas, 2.685. 
Obras completas, 2.320. 
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cosa siente mas el presumptuoso que ser notado de poco avisado, y ansi como le doli'a 

mds aqueste veneno, echo afuera su ponzona primero."'"' He reminds us in another 

passage, "es fuerte cosa un necio que presume de sancto, que todo le escandaliza y en 

todo halla a su parecer que reiiir."'°^ Fray Luis later observes of Elihu, "movido de su 

presuncion y amor de si mismo, enciendese contra [Job]."'°^ He cuttingly amplifies this 

diagnosis of Elihu's motivation in a subsequent remark: 

como el tenia grandi'sima satisfacci6n de si mismo y de su mucho saber, 
como lo demostrd en el principio de su habla y en otros lugares, sintio en 
el alma que Job le tuviese en tan poco, cuando el pensaba que habi'a dicho 
algo y, contento de sf, imaginaba que rendidos todos a el habi'an de 
admirar su decir."° 

Fray Luis emphasizes this haughtiness once again before the conclusion of his treatment 

of Elihu's speech, remarking that his subsequent comments "son palabras bien 

conformes a la arrogancia con que dio principio a esta su habla."'" Even as Fray Luis' 

own antagonists. Job's friends impute wrongdoing to him not out of any pious concern, 

but because they misconstrued his statements and felt their own reputation threatened. 

The argument that the insults of Job's friends stemmed from arrogance alone blends with 

Fray Luis' condemnation of their pious distortions. Furthermore, the dual emphasis on 

the hypocrisy and arrogance of Job's accusers forms an obvious parallel between the 

Biblical text and Fray Luis' own experience. 

Obras completas, 2.685. 
Obras completas, 2.269. 
Obras completas, 2.366. 
Obras completas, 2.541. 

"" Obras completas, 2.559-560. 
Obras completas, 2.576. 
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The final motif we shall analyze here is the scriptural presentation of God as the 

supreme judge, which has important implications for Fray Luis' exposition of the 

contrast between divine and earthly justice. Unlike human arbiters, he argues, God's 

justice is impeccable and pure, and is a shiningly different brand of justice from that 

dispensed by human courts. According to Fray Luis, one important facet of God's justice 

is the complete absence of antipathy toward those He punishes: 

porque la espada de Dios es saria de delictos porque mira a ellos y no a 
los delincuentes, y aborrece la maldad, pero no la persona del malo; al 
reves de lo que aviene en el tribunal de los hombres, a do las mas veces el 
odio de la persona desenvaina contra el delicto el cuchillo."" 

This understanding of God's perfectly ethical, irreproachably righteous judgeship, 

reveals the foundation of Fray Luis' later assertions: "Es Padre, luego serd buen juez," 

and, "de tal Padre, como arguye bien Eliu, podemos estar seguros que no sera 

desapasionado, antes aficionado y amigo Juez.""^ The evocation of God as a kind and 

compassionate judge is obviously enriched by the parallel portrayal of Him as both a 

loving father and understanding friend. 

Sadly, however, as Fray Luis illustrates, such benevolence is not to be found in 

human judgment. In particular, Elihu's condemnation of Job is predicated on his own 

vehement passion, which obscures his understanding to the point where his assessments 

entirely miss the mark. Explaining Elihu's angry misdiagnosis. Fray Luis explains, 

es proprio de gente a quien la pasion ciega faltarles los ojos y el discurso 
de razon para ver las razones que hay para condenar lo que oyen, y 
perseverar con todo eso en el juicio de condenallo, sin saber decir la 

"" Obras completas, 2.330-331. 
' Obras completas, 2.549. 
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causa porque lo condenan; como testificando contra sf nnismos que 
condenan, porque desean condenar, y no porque hallan causa que lo 

114 merezca. 

In making this observation. Fray Luis almost certainly is mindfiil of the parallels 

between the hypocritical pretense of Job's friends and the baseless nature of the charges 

brought against him, knowing that Elihu and the others, like his own enemies, 

"condenan, porque desean condenar, y no porque hallan causa que lo merezca." 

The patent similarities between certain prominent themes of Job and the essential 

elements of his trial exhibit the fimdamental accord Fray Luis observed between their 

two notorious ordeals, once again confirming the importance of this work for what it can 

reveal to us of Fray Luis' own most intimate feelings. His analysis of the nature and 

effects of suffering in Job becomes a virtual mirror of his own tribulations. Fray Luis' 

knowledge of the commonality of such experiences in human existence illuminates his 

commentary with the conviction that the great question of Job—why a loving God 

allows bad things to happen to good people—can be conclusively answered: not only 

does God allow negative experiences in order to chastise rebellion, but He also makes 

use of such torment much as a gardener prunes prize fruit trees, not for their destruction 

but that they may bear more and better fruit. Significantly, Fray Luis supports this 

assertion with the enunciation of specific, concrete ways in which anguish results in the 

long-term benefit of the suffer who commits himself to God. It is evident that this 

knowledge, and Fray Luis' explanation of how God draws near to the afflicted soul and 

Obras comptetas, 2.503. 
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provides the essential consolation, represent the sum of his own extended sufferings. His 

censure of the arrogance of Job's four friends and of their misguided condemnation of 

Job also reflect the opposition and delays he confronted in his imprisonment. 
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Conclusion 

It is evident that those prose works composed by Fray Luis during and 

subsequent to his trial reveal his reaction to that experience. The self-exculpatory 

development of his exegetical technique in the introduction to La perfecta casada is the 

first significant indication of the ways in which the five years of his imprisonment will 

influence his writings throughout the rest of his life. Numerous attempts to establish his 

wholehearted adherence to Catholic doctrine become progressively more pronounced in 

the Nombres de Crista. Here, particularly in the portions of the text penned during his 

trial, we can find the only passages in his extant works that reveal his opinion of 

Lutheran and Jewish heresies. The vehemence with which he takes up this topic and 

condemns both heretical groups may be linked to his zeal to convince the inquisitors of 

his own innocence. The portions of Nombres composed after his release contain ample 

evidence of his triumphant disdain of those who had maliciously sought his arrest and 

conviction on charges of heresy. Finally, the subject matter of the Book of Job, and the 

similarity between Fray Luis and its protagonist, afforded him the opportunity to express 

what the trial had taught him. In this commentary we glimpse what he learned about the 

nature of suffering and it is apparent that his own tribulation served as a wellspring of 

information to deal so capably with one of the most difficult texts in the Bible. His 

remarkable ability to respond with such clarity and equanimity to its fundamental 

theme—why the just suffer in this life if a just God is in control—is linked with his own 
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personal calamity and ultimate vindication. Thus the parallels which he draws between 

his own experience and the trials of Job are a commentary on his own sufferings and the 

clearest example we possess of the essential intertwining of his life and his art. 

Given the degree to which his three prose works are saturated with references to 

the trial, we should expect that the effects of his incarceration are even more pronounced 

in his poetry, most of which was written subsequent to his ordeal. The succeeding 

chapter is intended to demonstrate the validity of this affirmation. 
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS TO FRAY LUIS' POETIC CORPUS 

Having establisiied the significant impact of Fray Luis' trial on his prose writings 

and having highlighted the many references, both direct and oblique, to his 

imprisonment which can be found in his three post-trial publications, we are now in a 

position to demonstrate how those works may be applied in an analysis of his poetry. By 

scrutinizing his lyric works in light of what his prose works reveal about the importance 

of his trial, we will gain new insights concerning the meaning of certain key poetic 

images that have been either incorrectly or only partially understood until now. Just as an 

understanding of his trial is a vital tool in reading his prose works, so it is an 

indispensable resource for interpreting his poetry. 

Since this study proposes to examine the effect of Fray Luis' imprisonment on 

his later lyric works, an indispensable first step will be determining which poems were 

composed after his arrest. Subsequently we will examine several lyric symbols that are 

prominent throughout the poetic corpus of Fray Luis. In each case, by tracing the 

treatment of those images in his prose, we will demonstrate how each image reveals the 

psychological effect of his incarceration. This approach will also manifest the 

interconnectedness of the entirety of his writings, both prose and poetry, and establish 

the validity of using the former to inform our understanding of the latter. At the same 

time, our study of the interrelationship between prose and poetry will show how Fray 

Luis's poetry may be used illuminate certain aspects of his trial. 
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Chronology of poems 

It is evident that our effort to trace the mark of Fray Luis' incarceration through 

his verse must be informed by an examination of the dates of each poem's composition.' 

A comparison of the major editions" of his poetry, however, reveals the difficulty of this 

process; only a few of Fray Luis' 23 original poems can be reliably dated, which has 

given rise to sundry theories concerning different "periods" in Fray Luis' poetry, 

designed to help categorize those works whose composition date is unclear.^ In addition 

to being subjective and arbitrary, such assumptions of a lengthy process of maturation 

are difficult to reconcile with the rich style of the early commentary on the Song of 

Solomon. Further, the assumption of an early period of fumbling, awkward poetic 

composition by Fray Luis does not appear consistent with the relative uniformity that is 

' While we have followed F. Garcia's edition of the Obras completas in citing the prose works, this study 
will rely on J.M Blecua's edition of Fray Luis' poetry (Madrid; Credos, 1990). 
" Fray Luis' poetry was first published by Quevedo in 1631, although the work was authorized two years 
previously. One important recent edition which will be cited in this study is A. Vega's study (Madrid: 
Saeta, 1955), with a prologue by Mendndez Fidal and an epilogue by Ddmaso Alonso. The work contains 
extensive footnoting of each poem, divided into textual and analytical notes, as well as over 400 pages of 
conunentary, particularly concerning the extant manuscripts of Fray Luis' poems. F. Garcia's comments in 
his edition of Fray Luis' Obras completas (1944, Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1991) will also be 
noted. O. Macrfs edition (Salamanca: Anaya, 1970) includes a 135-page introduction and over 80 pages 
of mainly thematic commentary on the poems. M. Durdn and M. Atlee (Madrid: Cdtedra, 1983) published 
an edition with a brief introduction and extensive footnotes. J. M. Blecua's 1990 edition is a 
comprehensive comparison of all extant manuscripts, although with no thematic analysis. E.G. Diaz-
Bemardo's edition (Madrid: Castalia, 1995) contains a general introduction, bibliography, and exhaustive 
footnotes. C. Cuevas' recent work (Madrid: Castalia, 1998) contains a great deal of textual and manuscript 
analysis. A. Bell's Luis de Leon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1925), while mainly a biographical work, has been 
considered influential by critics since its publication; therefore, some of his opinions on dates of 
composition will also be mentioned in this analysis. Parenthetical references in this section will refer to the 
above works. 
^ For example, A. Vega, refers to "'las tres fases o perfodos de evolucion' por que atraves6 su espfritu 
poetico" (23), while A. Bell remarks, concerning three of Fray Luis' poems, Luis de Leon, "the maturity of 
these poems.. .would favour a later date. (241). 
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evident between the work on the Song and the final chapters of Job. It is much more 

reliable to lean rather on a solid foundation of textual evidence where possible, or, where 

impossible, to simply admit that no clear composition date can be determined. 

The first and possibly most anthologized ode, "Vida retirada" (I),'* has been one 

whose date has provoked much controversy among critics. Bell (240) considers it one of 

Fray Luis' earliest compositions, possibly inspired by Charles V's abdication and 

retirement to Yuste. Concerning Coster's articulation of this notion, Damaso Alonso 

writes: 

Basta leer con normal inteligencia para comprender que la "Vida retirada" 
no tiene relacidn alguna con Carlos V, aunque, equivocandose, diga un 
manuscrito que esa oda esta dedicada al retiro del Emperador en Yuste. 
... Menos bromas, aunque el bromista sea Coster. Muchos meritos tiene 
Coster, pero c6mo, de vez en cuando, se olvida de que las cosas hay que 
probarlas.^ 

Leaning toward the posit advanced by Coster and Bell, Macri suggests that the poem was 

composed prior to Fray Luis' incarceration (298), with which Duran and Atlee agree 

(67). However, Diaz-Bemardo considers that the poem was likely written near 1578, as 

does Blecua (28), noting a lesser-known author's poetic reference to "mundanal riiido" 

in that year, suggesting that Fray Luis' version was widely recognized by then. Garcia 

(2.744) notes the use of language such as, "roto casi el navi'o" (23) and "una fontana 

pura" (49), thus deducing a date after Fray Luis' incarceration. Indeed, a close 

examination of the poem suggests that Garcia's assertion is the most convincing, since 

•* This ode is without a title in most manuscripts, according to Blecua {Fray Luis de Leon: Poesi'a 
completa, 157). However, several give it the heading, "Vida retirada," to which this study will henceforth 
refer. 
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other key linguistic clues do indeed strongly suggest a post-trial date: the "cuidados 

graves" (33), the double entendre of "sin testigo" (38), the parallel between "ciega 

noche" (67) here and the "ciega y triste noche ntua" of "A Nuestra Senora" (XXI, 22),® 

the similarity between the "pobrecilla / mesa" (71-72) and the "pobre mesa" in "A la 

salida de la carcel" (XXin, 6), and finally the reference to solitude both here (vivir 

quiero conmigo, / gozar quiero del bien que devo al cielo, / a solas, sin testigo," 36-38) 

and in "A la salida de la carcel" ("con solo Dios se compassa, / y a solas su vida passa," 

8-9) point to a post-trial date of this ode. 

The composition of the second ode, "A don Pedro Portocarrero," is much easier 

to date. Portocarrero was regent of Galicia from 1571-1580, and it was clearly his 

appointment to that office which inspired this poem, as the last two strophes indicate. 

Vega (446), Macri (311), Blecua (29), Cuevas (93), and Di'az-Bemardo (85) affirm this 

assertion. 

Concerning "A Francisco de Salinas," Dfaz-Bemardo (88) states that the only 

certain fact about its date is that it must have been composed prior to 1583, since it is 

contained in the Fuentesol manuscript from that year. Macri (314), noting that this third 

ode is "tecnicamente madura," believes the work was penned shortly after Salinas 

published a widely-acclaimed book on music in 1577. While Duran and Atlee (74) 

support Macri's theory, it is known that Fray Luis met Francisco Salinas in 1567, for 

which reason Garcia (2.747) and Vega (449) suggest a pre-trial date for the third ode. 

' Ddmaso Alonso, epilogue. A. Vega, Poesfa de fray Luis de Leon, 6*. Damaso Alonso's comments are 
paginated separately from the rest of the work, with asterisks on each page: I *, 2*, etc. 
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The evident similarity between this poem and Psalm 19, which is quoted in Fray Luis' 

work on the Song of Solomon, does indeed suggest a pre-trial date. Further, Vega (449) 

has also observed that the fifth verse of the poem implies an early date, not connected to 

the publication of Salinas' book, since Fray Luis' describes music "por vuestra sabia 

mano goveraada," not "por vuestra sabia pluma explicada." Thus, a pre-trial date for this 

poem seems quite likely. 

The date of the fourth ode, "Cancidn al nacimiento de la hija del marques de 

Alcaiiizes," can readily be determined, since dona Tomasina was bom on 11 January 

1569. The poem must have been written shortly thereafter. Dfaz-Bemardo (91) notes that 

the marquis, don Alvaro de Boija, and his wife, dona Elvira Enriquez were very intimate 

with the Augustinians of Salamanca, having their family sepulcher in the order's 

convent. According to Macn', one member of the Enriquez family was even a novitiate 

with Fray Luis. 

The fifth ode, "A Felipe Ruiz," may have been written shortly after Phillip II 

assumed control of Portugal in 1580, as suggested by the reference to "la amiga / 

Maluca" (2-3), but such a conclusion is purely speculative. There is no firm basis to date 

this poem other than the fact that it, too, appears in the Fuentesol manuscript and thus 

was written before 1583. 

® "A Nuestra Senora" is acknowledged to have been written during Fray Luis' imprisonment 
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The date of the sixth poem^ is unknown. Macri (321) suggests that it was written 

prior to Fray Luis' arrest, based on the use of the name "Elisa" (1), which he believes 

typical of an early period of Luisian classical imitations. Again, this is conjecture, 

although there is no evidence to refute such a theory. 

The "Profeci'a del Tajo" is included in the Fuentesol manuscript, according to 

Macrf (324), and therefore was composed prior to 1583. Beyond that fact, however, little 

can be determined about its origin. Dfaz-Bemardo (102) believes it to be an early poem, 

antedating Fray Luis' imprisonment. D^maso Alonso (Vega, epilogue, 6*) ridicules 

Coster's suggestion that the poem can be precisely dated in 1551-1552 when Fray Luis 

was in Toledo, noting that it could have been written then and there, or at any other time 

and place in the poet's life. 

Vega (474) conjectures that the "carcel, baxa, escura" (15) of the "Noche serena" 

is a reference to Fray Luis' imprisonment, and Macri definitely believes it to have been 

written while the poet was in the cell (332). While Duran and Atlee admit this possibility 

(91), Dfaz-Bemardo sees scant basis for any definitive conclusion. Though the reference 

to the "carcel" may by purely symbolic in meaning, extensive portions of the Nombres 

are thematically similar, which suggests that the poem was indeed conceived and written 

during Fray Luis' imprisonment. 

Based on the gloomy tone of "Las Serenas," Garcia believes it to be a later poem 

(2.761). However, Blecua (30) and Macrf (337) note a 1565 antecedent, suggestive of a 

' J.M. Blecua notes that this ode appears without a title in most of the Quevedo family of manuscripts 
(173). In accordance with the Lugo-Jovellanos manuscripts, however, F. Garcia {Obras completas, 2.753) 
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pre-trial date. Textual evidence does not confirm either view, although the theory 

advanced by Blecua and Macri seems most plausible, especially in light of the lack of 

any reference to the trial. 

Garcia (2.763) notes that the tenth ode, "A Felipe Ruiz," is contained in a 1583 

manuscript; because of this fact and the fluidity and perfection of this poem, he believes 

it to be one of Fray Luis' later compositions, although, as we have said, such stylistic 

conjecture is not confirmed by Fray Luis' prose. Based on thematic considerations, 

Macri speculates that it dates from the late I570's. Dfaz-Bemardo (118), however, 

contends that it was written during or shortly after the incarceration, pointing out the 

similarity between this work and the "Libre de Job en tercetos" and the "Declaraci6n del 

salmo 26," which were both composed during that time. Vega (485) also emphasizes the 

similarity between this ode and Job 37-38, as well as identifying Vergilian influence. 

The abundant similarities between this ode and Job indeed represent a striking example 

of Biblical influence—the storehouse of snow (X, 34-35 and Job 38.22), the "mar. 

aprisionada" (X, 19-20 and Job 38.8-10), and the storm (X, 36-50 and Job 38.34-35, 37-

38) are only three examples. However, their exact implication for the date of the poem 

are uncertain: did it coincide with his translation of Job, completed near 1572, or did he 

pen the ode later, as he worked on the commentary? The absence of any reference to his 

prison experience hints at an earlier date. 

While critics consistently acknowledge "AJ licenciado Juan de Grial" (XI) as 

being connected to Fray Luis' trial, there is no such consensus on the exact nature of that 

gives the title, "De la Magdalena," which will be used in this study. 
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association. Diaz-Bemardo (123) believes it to have been written just prior to his arrest, 

wiiile Vega (490), Macri (350), and Blecua (30) all argue that it was composed during 

the trial itself. Garcia, however, noting the final stanza, suggests a post-trial date (2.766). 

The state of the poet's condition in that stanza ("el plectro amado / y del buelo las alas 

he quebrado," 39-40) effectively eliniinates the possibility that the poem antedates Fray 

Luis' arrest, and the statement that "EI tiempo nos convida / a los estudios nobles" (16-

17) suggests that he was once again involved in academe, thus indicating a post-trail date 

for this poem. 

Based on the seventh stanza's evocation of the pruned but flourishing tree, Macri 

(352) concludes that "A Felipe Ruiz" (XII) was written before the 1580 Latin 

commentary on the Song of Solomon, which was the first to contain the Ab ipso ferro 

emblem. Blecua (30-31), Cuevas (135), and Diaz-Bemardo (125) concur. The prominent 

reference to this image in the commentary on Job 14, which probably was completed 

prior to 1574, indicates that the motif was important to Fray Luis by that time. Thus it is 

reasonable to posit that this poem was written shortly after his release; this hypothesis is 

confirmed by the victorious taunt contained in the final four strophes, especially as the 

speaker triumphantly declares, "Rompiste mi cadena / ardiendo por prenderme; al gran 

consuelo / subido he por tu pena" (61-63). 

"De la vida del cielo" (XIII) is believed to be one of the post-trial poems. Macri 

(355) offers no support for his belief that it was composed before 1580, and it does not 

appear to resemble Psalm 23, as Di'az-Bemardo infers. Vega's analysis of the poem is 

most persuasive (516): noting the similarity between this ode and Pastor, the chapter of 
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Nombres that was added in the 1585 edition, he argues that the ode was composed 

simultaneously with Pasfor, from 1583-1585. 

Concerning "A1 apartamiento" (XIV), Vega (512) believes that it should be dated 

shortly before Fray Luis' release, while Macn' (356), Duran and Atlee (108), and Dfaz-

Bemardo (132) suggest immediately after. The first stanza's evocation of the safe harbor 

indicates that the storm has passed, suggesting the latter view. The depiction of others 

lost at sea (36-60) may well be a painful reflection on those still languishing within the 

Inquisition's prisons. 

Vega (509), Macn' (357) and Cuevas (146) all suggest a date for the 15"* ode, "A 

don Pedro Portocarrero," immediately after Fray Luis' acquittal and release. This appears 

irrefutable, since the evident joy of the speaker is based on the downfall of malice and 

hatred (1-4, 21-35). 

Garcia (2.772) avers that it is impossible to determine the date of "Contra un juez 

avaro" (XVI), but speculates that it was composed prior to Fray Luis' arrest, with which 

Cuevas agrees (150). Macri (359), however, believes that Fray Luis wrote it while 

imprisoned, against a specific person, as does Di'az-Bemardo (140). The extreme 

bitterness of this vituperative ode strongly argues for a date following, not preceding 

Fray Luis' arrest, especially when compared to his comments against injustice in the 

commentary on Job. 

Garcia (2.774), Duran and Atlee (115), and Vega (504) consider it 

incontrovertible that "En una esperan9a que salio vana" (XVII) was written from the 

Inquisitorial jail. Vega suggests that the date may be fixed as precisely as 1574, when 
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Fray Luis' hopes of being released were dashed, although Macri (359-360) suggests that 

the poem was composed a year earlier. The exact date is not important, given the evident 

utility of reading Fray Luis' own anguish in this ode. 

The lamentation of Christ's departure in "En la Ascension" (XVIH) has led Vega 

(519), Macri (361), and Cuevas (156) to ponder whether this ode might not have been 

written from the jail cell. However, the similarity between this poem and two passages of 

Job which discuss the pain of separation from God must not be overlooked. Fray Luis 

mentions this theme while commenting Job 23.9 (Obras completas, 2.387) and 30.20 

(2.469). Since he commented up to the 20"" chapter by 1574 and up to the 30"* by 1580, 

this poem was probably composed between those two dates. The much more extensive 

treatment of this issue in the latter passage suggests a post-trial date for the poem, as 

does the subject matter of the ode itself: though the apostles felt despair at Christ's 

ascension, the reader knows that their despondency later turns to exultation at Pentecost, 

when the Holy Spirit, the proniised Comforter, was sent to them and thereafter the 

Gospel was dynamically advanced.® 

Blecua (32) sees no reason to consider "A todos los santos" (XIX) to have been 

written during Fray Luis' imprisonment, as Duran and Atlee postulate(120); insisting on 

what he calls "el escaso asidero para vincularla a los anos de la prision," he argues that it 

could easily have been written before or after. Portions of the work, however, clearly 

imply that Fray Luis was in the Inquisitorial cell when he penned it, as Vega (524-525) 

and Dfaz-Bemardo (149) observe. Although they both argue for a very early (-1554) 
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first draft, with the final anguished strophes constituting a mid-trial addition, there is no 

reason to believe that the entire poem could not have been written in prison. Vega's and 

Dfaz-Bemardo's main justification for their theory of two workings of the poem is the 

transition between lines 70 and 71, when the poem changes in tone from joyful 

celebration of the saints to a plaintive cry for deliverance. However, such transitions are 

commonplace in Fray Luis' poetry' and should not distract the reader from those 

elements of the poem which clearly indicate a mid-trial date for this ode. 

The date of "A Santiago" (XX) is extremely difficult to determine. F. Garcia 

considers the poem to be an early one, "tanto por la extension como por cierta 

desigualdad" (2.785), but Macn' believes it to have been written in 1574 (364), while 

Diaz-Bemardo (155) and Cuevas (164) suggest a possible connection with the 

Alpujarras rebellion of 1568-1570 or with the 1571 Battle of Lepanto. The length and 

theme of this ode seem to bear a resemblance to the "Profecfa del Tajo" (VII), as Toledo 

suggests,'" although the date of its composition is equally uncertain. 

Macri contends that "A Nuestra Senora" (XXI) was written in the Inquisition's 

cells, "sin lugar a dudas" (367). Vega (540) suggests that it was penned in 1573, 

because in that year Fray Luis requested an image of the Virgin Mary for his cell. 

However, the Coleccion de documentos ineditos indicates that he requested "una imagen 

de nuestra Senora 6 un crucifijo de pincel" (10.179) on 31 March 1572, or in other 

* See Acts 1.9-2.47. 
' Note, for example, how "Vida retirada" (I) shifts back and forth from the country to the world and the sea 
in lines 5-6, 20-21, 23-25, 60-61, 70-71, 73, and 79-80. "Las Serenas" (DC) also vacillates between 
Biblical (3, 12, 32-35, 69-70) and classical (22-30, 36-65) imagery. The focus of "Descanso despu^s de la 
tempestad" (XVTI) also shifts from port to sea several times. 
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words only days after his arrest. Durdn and Atlee (132) note that line lA—"Siento el 

dolor, mas no veo la mano"—suggests that Fray Luis was writing this poem when as yet 

he still did not know the charges against him; this would indicate that the ode was 

written in late 1572 or early 1573, since the charges were not published until 3 March 

1573." The only thing of which we are certain is that the poem was written from the 

Inquisitorial cell, not only because of the poem's content, but also because the titles of 

some manuscripts add, "Estando preso en la Inquisicidn" (see Vega, 540, Cuevas, 172, 

and Garcia, 2.790.). 

The 22"'' ode, "A don Pedro Portocarrero," contains a clear reference to the battle 

of Poqueira on 13 January 1569, in which Alonso, Pedro's brother, was wounded 

("Testigo es la fragosa / Poqueira," etc., 6Iff). Therefore, it is clear that Fray Luis 

penned this work near that time. F. Garcia (2.770), Macri (369), Durdn and Atlee (136), 

Dfaz-Bemardo (169), and Cuevas (178) agree on this point. 

"A la salida de la carcel" (XXIII) is uniformly acknowledged as having been 

written on or near the last day of Fray Luis' incarceration. Curiously, though, both 

Blecua (33) and Cuevas (183) specify that date as 11 November 1576, when we know 

that the Inquisition's Supreme Council did not even render its final decision until 7 

December.'^ 

We may summarize, then, by noting that some poems may be dated with certain 

or nearly certain reliability. Odes IV ("Cancidn al nacimiento...") and XXII ("A don 

E.V. Toledo, Fray Luis de Le6n: la poesfa de la cdrcel" (Diss. U Washington, 1983), 248. 
" See Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 10.260. 
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Pedro Portocarrero") date from 1569; II ("A don Pedro Portocarrero") was composed in 

1571; XVn ("En una esperan^a que salio vana") and XXI ("A Nuestra Senora") 

originated during the trial; XV ("A don Pedro Portocarrero") and XXin ("A la salida de 

la cdrcel") were written shortly after Fray Luis' release from prison. 

The dates for another series of poems may be classified as highly probable. Ode 

HI ("A Francisco de Salinas") thus was likely composed prior to the trial; VDI ("Noche 

Serena"), X ("A Felipe Ruiz"), XVI ("Contra un juez avaro"), and XDC ("A todos los 

santos") were probably written during the trial; I ("Vida retirada"), XI ("Al licenciado 

Juan de Grial"), Xn ("A Felipe Rui'z"), Xin ("De la vida del cielo"), XTV ("Al 

apartamiento"), and XVIH ("En la Ascensi6n") are most likely post-trial odes. 

A third group of poems cannot be dated with any degree of confidence, although 

some give clues as to when they may have been written. Manuscript evidence indiactes 

that odes V ("A Felipe Ruiz") and Vn ("Profeci'a del Tajo") must have been written 

sometime prior to 1583; IX ("Las serenas") may antedate the trial; finally, there is no 

way to know when VI ("De la Magdalena") and XX ("A Santiago") were written. 

For the purposes of this study, it will be important to note, therefore, that the 

works composed prior to Fray Luis' arrest—odes II, IV, and XXn, and probably also HI 

—are thus excluded from the consideration of how Fray Luis' imprisonment impacted 

his poetry. However, they are nonetheless valuable in tracing the development of certain 

motifs throughout his life as a writer, as will be discussed later in this chapter. The 

remainder of his poems—definitely odes XV, XVII, XXI, and XXIII, with the probable 

'* Coleccion de documentos ineditos, 11.353. 
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addition of I, Vin, X, XI, XII, XHI, XTV, XVI, XVin, and XIX—were written after his 

arrest, and will therefore be considered as most deserving of scrutiny in this analysis. 
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Ab ipso ferro 

The motto, Ab ipso ferro, "from the axe itself," appears as an emblem in all the 

works published by Fray Luis after his release from the Inquisitorial prison. Taken from 

Horace's fourth book of Odes,'^ the phrase appears as part of a drawing, in which the 

words are presented with the image of a tree. In most instances, the words Ab ipso ferro 

form an oval within which the tree is drawn, though in the case of the commentary on 

Job the logo appears on a banner draped on the branches of the tree. In every case, the 

tree is shown with an axe leaning against the trunk, handle up. Although it is obvious 

that the tree has been radically pruned back, the remaining branches have put out new 

shoots and are sending forth leaves.''* 

Fray Luis consistently employs this emblem of the tree and the Latin phrase 

associated with it as a symbol of perseverance, survival, and resistance despite 

adversity.'^ Throughout his works. Fray Luis uniformly gives it this same symbolic 

Following the publication of the first three books of 88 Odes in 23 BC, Horace published the fifteen 
Odes of Book IV in BBC, dedicating Ode 4 to Drusus in which he states: "ut ilex tonsa duris bipennibus 
in Algido feraci nigrae frondis per damna, per caedes, ducit opes animumque ab ferro ipso" (Just as an 
oak, lopped of its leaves by powerful axes, on Algidus abounding in thick foliage, through losses, through 
disasters, it derives strength and spirit from the steel itself): see also A. Vega, Poesi'as originates, 493, and 
F. Garcfa, Obras completas, '^Ab ipso ferro, de una estrofa de Horacio" (2.767). 

This image is reproduced in facsimile in Obras completas, at the beginning of F. Garcfa's discussion of 
La perfecta casada, (1.221), the Nombres, (1.397), and the commentary on Job (2.225). The text of Fray 
Luis' work on the Song also bears the image, taken from the Latin edition of the work that he published in 
1582 (1.49). His brief treatise on the 42'*' Psalm, published in 1589, also was issued with this emblem 
(1.889), and the Obras completas includes a portrait of Fray Luis that includes another rendering of the 
tree and the Ab ipso ferro motif (1.360). 
" Juan L(5pez Gajate, "El emblema de ftay Luis de Le(5n" (in Fray Luis de Leon: Historia, humanismo, y 
letras, Eds. Victor Garcfa de la Concha and Javier San Jos^ Lera, Salamanca, Salamanca UP, 1996, 159-
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value. The image is of paramount importance in comprehending the effect that Fray Luis' 

trial had on his psyche and how he responded to the bitter malice of his foes and their 

machinations against him. By tracing the evocation of this logo through the entirety of 

his prose works, we will see why his experience as a prisoner of the Inquisition led him 

to choose such a concept as his motto, and the significance it had for him. The insight 

thus obtained will afford us a view not only of the depth of suffering he endured as an 

inmate of the Tribunal's cells, but also of his resiliency and determination in the face of 

this ordeal. 

The symbol receives its most extensive treatment in the Book of Job, in the 

section of that text that Fray Luis is likely to have composed while a prisoner. In the 14"^ 

chapter, venting his despair. Job explains that man's death is the end, contrasting that 

finality with the hope a tree can have of reviving, even though reduced to a stump. Job 

declares, "For there is hope for a tree, when it is cut down, that it will sprout again, and 

its shoots will not fail. Though its roots grow old in the ground, and its stump dies in the 

dry soil, at the scent of water it will flourish and put forth sprigs like a plant."'® In his 

analysis of these verses. Fray Luis acknowledges a related passage from Psalm I, in 

which the Psalmist writes that the just man "will be like a tree firmly planted by streams 

of water, which yields its fhait in its season, and its leaf does not wither; and in whatever 

he does, he prospers."" Thus, for Fray Luis, this symbolic evocation of a tree has a 

172), calls it Fray Luis' "grito de guerra" (163). L6pez Gajate emphasizes the classical and Biblical 
influences of the motif, but does not systematically analyze its significance in Fray Luis' post-trial 
writings. 

Job 14.7-9. 
Psalm 1.3. 
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Biblical antecedent. It is for that reason that he says of Horace's use of this image, that 

the ancient poet "parece haber hurtado aquesta comparacidn."'® 

Fray Luis' familiarity with this Scriptural subtext, and his deliberate evocation 

thereof, is evident throughout his treatise on Job. He makes repeated references to the 

ways in which the righteous may be compared to a flourishing tree.'' For example, he 

prefaces his analysis of this concept, as expressed in Job 8.20,"'' by noting that "es 

comparacion recibida y usada en la Sagrada Escritura decir que el justo es bien plantado 

drbol"'^ He uses quite nearly the same words concerning the following verse, adding 

that the righteous "reverdece como bien plantado arbol.""" He also writes of Job 8.11,"^ 

"[es comparado] el justo al arbol bien plantado y de rai'ces firmes, que, aun cortado y 

arrancado, se renueva y renace.""'* Thus the practice of using a firmly rooted tree as a 

symbol for a servant of God is well established, not only in Scripture but in Fray Luis' 

writings as well. 

The contrary image of the unjust man who withers and dies like a plant in the 

wilderness is also prominent in Fray Luis' writings, serving to distinguish the wicked 

from the just. This binary opposition between the good and the evil is observable, for 

example, in his commentary on Job 8.11, where the above citation is immediately 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.176. 
" J. Rauchwarger, "Fray Luis de Ledn's Exposicion del Libra de Job" {Recherches Augustiniennes, 11, 
1976, 285-303), notes the use of this imagery in Fray Luis' commentary on Job, but does not link it to the 
ab ipsaferro motif. 

"Lo, God will not reject a man of integrity, nor will He support the evildoers." 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.176. This and all subsequent citations preserve F. Garcfa's use of 

italics, unless specifically noted. 
^ Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.179. 
^ "Can the papyrus grow up without marsh? Can the rushes grow without water?" 
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preceded by the observation that "el malo es comparado al junco, que en medio de su 

verdor sin ser tocado se seca."^ He also notes how the unjust are often swept away by 

sudden disasters, unlike the righteous, who flourish and remain. He remarks of the 

wicked: 

cuando estando mas para vivir y confiando mas en su fiierza y poder, 
revolviendo Dios en un momento los tiempos, por un desastre no pensado 
perecen. ... Y declara lo mismo...por dos comparaciones tomadas del 
campo; una, de la vina que comienza a florecer, y otra de la oliva que estd 
en flor. A quien suele acontecer muchas veces que, comenzando el dfa 
sereno y estando ellas como alegres desplegando al sol puro sus hojas y 
flores, de improviso se levanta un violento aire, y turba el cielo y envfa 
una muchedumbre de piedra y granizo, que les derrueca al suelo toda 
aquella hermosura, quedando en un punto perdidas y pobres las que un 
poco antes estaban frescas y hermosas."'^ 

Here the suddenness with which the wicked are swept away is couched in the image of 

tender flowers that are beaten down by an unforeseen hailstorm that God sends upon 

them. In another passage. Fray Luis describes the sudden calamity that overtakes the 

wicked, noting, "siempre su muerte es tempestad y torbellino espantoso, que lo asuela 

todo de golpe.""^ From these passages, it is evident that the wicked in Fray Luis' works 

form a stark contrast with the righteous. The wicked wither in the middle of their 

verdure and are swept away and beaten down, unlike the righteous who flourish and 

prosper. 

At the very heart of the Ab ipso ferro model lies the dramatic element contrasting 

the difference between the righteous and the wicked: whereas that which is wicked dries 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.172. 
^ Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.172 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.277. 
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up in the niiddle of summer, that which is righteous thrives even in hardships, and, "aun 

cortado y arrancado, se renueva y renace." It is this ability to advance in the face of 

damaging setbacks that makes the righteous stand out; it is also what makes this motto 

so vivid as a representation of Fray Luis himself. 

For example. Fray Luis comments in one passage, "unos arboles cortados se 

renuevan, y otros que parecen estar secos y muertos por falta de agua, en tomando a ser 

regados, toman y reverdecen.""® The idea he articulates here concerning the recuperative 

power of the tree, so significant in the emblem he has chosen for his works, receives 

significant attention in other sections of his analysis of Job. Commenting on Job 9.1, he 

refers again to "[e]l arbol bien plantado que, maltratado, crece, y, arrancado, se 

renueva,""' and in dealing with Job 8.20, he declares, "Y no s61o en el nacer y florecer y 

dar fruto tienen semejanza con los justos los drboles; mas tambien en el resistir a lo 

adverso, y en el mejorarse con la dureza del hierro, y con el, siendo heridos y cortados, 

tomar a renacer de nuevo mejores."^° This last passage gives particular emphasis to the 

idea that the pruning ax, far from being detrimental to the tree, in fact stimulates its 

growth. In the same way that the gardener's skillful hand causes plants and trees to be 

more fruitful, so the righteous, when confronted with adversity, respond by growing all 

the more. Fray Luis fiorther develops this idea as he elaborates his exposition of the same 

verse: 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.583. 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.256. 
Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.184. 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.176. 
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Porque es ansi que, como el hierro limpia al drbol de las ramas viejas e 
inutiles que le gastaban el jugo sin fructo, y deja libre la rai'z para que le 
emplee en otros ramos nuevos de mds hermosura y provecho, ansi la 
firmeza de la virtud ni se ofende de que la dureza de la adversidad le 
cercene lo que esta fiiera della y no le sirve sino de distraerla y de ponerla 
en peligro; antes se alegra con este dano y se esfiierza mds y descubre sus 
bienes; porque lo bien plantado no teme estos casos. Y los escogidos, los 
cuales son de este linaje de plantas, como Sant Pablo escribe, en todo son 
prosperos, y cai'dos crecen, y abatidos se empinan, y desterrados son 
senores, y captivos son libres, y ninguna cosa les es mds natural que, 
cojeando en estas cosas visibies, esto es, hallandose faltos y menesterosos 
dellas y afligidos del mundo, luchar a brazo partido con Dios, como de 
Jacob se lee con el angel; esto es, abrazar a Dios en sf y, hollando el 
suelo, traspasar hasta el cielo y senorearse de el con los deseos del 
animo " 

As in the previously analyzed citation, here also the "hierro" does not result in the death 

of the tree; rather its effect is to purify the tree and remove distractions and impediments 

to growth—"el hierro limpia al arbol de las ramas viejas e inutiles que le gastaban el 

jugo sin fruto." It is also important to note that Fray Luis' description of the intensity of 

opposition that such trees face—"caidos...abatidos...desterrados...captivos..."—makes 

their endurance shine ever brighter as they overcome such setbacks. In all these negative 

experiences, they prosper all the more—"crecen...se empinan...son senores...y...son 

libres." Their good cheer in everything detrimental that they encounter is further 

testimony to the fact that God's hand is on them—"no se ofende...antes se alegra con 

este daiio." In short, all that life can do to the just only cause them to grow the more. 

As a final note on this last passage. Fray Luis' reference to the apostle Paul's 

writings on adversity infuses the analogy of the tree with an even more powerful note of 

triumph. The strength of Paul's resolve and the overwhelmingly victorious tone with 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.177. 
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which he describes trials confer on Fray Luis' description of the tree that same ebullient 

confidence which no disaster can overwhelm. Writing to the Corinthian church, Paul 

states, "momentary, light affliction is producing for us an eternal weight of glory far 

beyond all comparison."^" His letter to the Roman church was even more replete with 

this triumphant tone, declaring that believers "exult in our tribulations, knowing that 

tribulation brings about perseverance; and perseverance, proven character; and proven 

character, hope, and hope does not disappoint," and asserting; 

Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or 
distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? Just 
as it is written, For Thy sake we are being put to death all day long; we 
were considered as sheep to be slaughtered. But in all these things we 
overwhelmingly conquer through Him who loved us.^^ 

Thus the evocation of Paul's indomitable joy in the midst of travail fortifies Fray Luis' 

description of the tree, and the apostle's confidence in the beneficial effect of painful 

ordeals reinforces Fray Luis' portrayal of pruning as a stimulus to growth. 

In a later passage, this growth is even more strikingly pictured. Describing the 

effect of water on the dry stump described in Job 14.7-9, he comments that, when it feels 

the moisture, the stump "brotara por mil partes y se rodeara de ramos y hojas."^'* Fray 

Luis' depiction of the once-dead stump's abundant flowering and his vivid evocation of 

n Corinthians 4.17. The Corinthian believers would have been well acquainted with what the apostle 
refers to as temporary, mild annoyances, since Paul had written, I Corinthians 4.11-13, that, 'To this 
present hour we are both hungry and thirsty, and are poorly clothed, and are roughly treated, and are 
homeless; and we toil, working with our own hands; when we are reviled, we bless; when we are 
persecuted, we endure; when we are slandered, we try to conciliate; we have become as the scum of the 
world, the dregs of all things, even until now." 

Romans 5.3-5; 8.35-37. The editors' use of italics in this passage signals that the apostle is referring to 
an Old Testament passage. Psalm 44.22. 
^ Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.256. 
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the actions by which it recuperates after being cut back is a concise summary of the way 

in which the righteous continuously thrive in spite of troubles. 

When we turn to Fray Luis' poetic corpus, applying this understanding of the 

symbolic value attached to the flourishing tree significantly influences our reading of 

two passages. The first occurs in "A Felipe Ruiz" (XII). In the first four stanzas, Fray 

Luis describes the vanity of worldly pursuits, including the treatment of such vices as 

cupidity (6-10) and the lust for power (11-15). Following this negative example, the text 

exalts the soul whose repose cannot be broken by the fickle circumstances of his life; "Si 

resplandece el dfa, / si Eolo su reino turba, ensana, / el rostro no van'a" (26-28). Then, in 

lines 31-35, the poem compares this immutable, resolute steadfastness to an immovably 

rooted tree: 

Bien como la nudosa 
carrasca, en alto risco desmochada 
con hacha podersosa, 
del ser despeda9ada 

del hierro, toma rica y esfor^ada. 

We see here a representation that is entirely consonant with our assertions about the 

significance of the tree for Fray Luis. The extent of the damage done to the tree is 

conveyed by the use of two phrases, "desmochada con hacha poderosa," and "del ser 

despedagada." Despite the great injury done to the tree, however, it continues to flourish, 

as Fray Luis communicates in his symbolic discussions of the "bien plantado arbol." 

Here, the tree responds to the attack of the "hierro" by growing even richer and more 

stout—"toma rica y esfor^ada." The adjective "nudosa" depicts the strength that the 

trunk derives from being thus assaulted. 
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Another instance in which this understanding illumines Fray Luis' poetry comes 

in "A todos los santos" (XDC). In the first 70 verses, the poet lauds prominent figures 

within the Christian tradition, beginning with God the Father, including numerous saints 

and martyrs. In verse 71, the speaker's tone changes from a joyful exaltation of God and 

the saints to an agonized lament of the fact that contemporary virtues fall so short of the 

goodness exemplified by those models of holiness just mentioned. He cries, "jAy, 

Padre!, ly do se ha ido / aquei raro valor?" (71-72). Using an inference to Christ's 

parable of the enemy who sowed tares in the Master's field^^—"^quien zizano tan mal tu 

buen sembrado?" (75)—he then bemoans the fact that the lovely flowers of the past have 

been supplanted by weeds: 

Adonde la azugena 
Luci'a, y el clavel, do el roxo trigo, 
reina agora la avena, 
la grama, el enemigo 
cardo, la sinjusticia, el falso amigo. (76-80)^® 

With this image of an untended field in place, the speaker then pleads with God to 

uproot wickedness and plant in its place time-honored virtues: "arranca poderoso / lo 

malo y lo tirano, / y planta aquello antiguo, humilde y llano" (82-85). As is typical of 

Matthew 13:24-28. The similarity is clear in the Spanish rendering of this passage, Santa Biblia (Miami; 
Editorial Caribe, 1960): "Les refiri6 otra pardbola, diciendo: El reino de los cielos es semejante a un 
hombre que sembrd buena semilla en su campo; pero mientras dormfan los hombres, vino su enemigo y 
sembrd cizana entre el trigo, y se fiie. Y cuando sali6 la hierba y dio fhito, entonces aparecid tambien la 
cizaiia. Vinieron entonces los siervos del padre de familia y le dijeron: Seiior, ^no sembraste buena semilla 
en tu campo? ^De ddnde, pues, tiene cizaiia? les dijo; Un enemigo ha hecho esto." 

The avena, while not necessarily a harmful herb, does compete with the wheat for space and nutrients in 
the field, as Covarrubias points out, Tesoro de la Lengua Castellana o Espanola (Barcelona: Horta, 1943), 
s.v. "Avena"; "Semilla conocida cuyo grano es de poca substancia...suele nacer entre la cevada, y con sus 
muchas rayzes lleva para sf el jugo de la tierra" (167). Covarrubias' comments on the cardo are also of 
note; "Ay muchas especies de cardos, y todos ellos son espinosos. No los quem'an los labradores en sus 
tierras, pero la no cultivada producelos en pena del pecado original y de los actuales nuestros" (306). 
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Fray Luis' symbolic use of trees, in this poem we see the expectation that the good will 

flourish and the evil be uprooted. The realization that the weeds have choked out the 

plants in this field, therefore, fills the speaker with dismay (71-75). 

Returning once again to the words of Horace, Ab ipso ferro, which Fray Luis 

chose to emblazon on his post-trial works as a symbol of his life, we find that in his 

commentary on Job, he offers a translation of Horace which is almost identical to the 

verses we have just analyzed from "A Felipe Ruiz" (31-35). Where Horace wrote "ut 

ilex tonsa duris bipennibus in Algido feraci nigrae frondis per damna, ... ducit opes 

animumque ab ferro ipso," Fray Luis translates "Bien como la nudosa / carrasca en alto 

monte desmochada / con hacha poderosa, / que de ese mismo hierro que es cortada, / 

cobra vigor y fuerzas renovada."^' However, Fray Luis' recognition of Psalm 1 as the 

earlier example of the image, coupled with his assertion that Horace borrowed the idea 

from the Bible,^^ convincingly suggests that he has used the concept of the tree in a 

strictly Biblical sense, as a symbol of the righteous man, planted by a stream and 

flourishing because of God's blessing.^' Horace's notion of the tree that grows strong as 

a result of militating forces is indeed echoed in Fray Luis' poetry, but again with 

overwhelmingly Christian meaning: for Fray Luis, persecution is what God uses to 

mature the believer, as pruning produces the good of the tree. Fray Luis thus evinces his 

" Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.177. 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.176. 
Early Christian writers such as Ambrose, Prudentius and Paulinus, also found inspiration in Horace and, 

like Fray Luis, echoed his Odes in their own poetry, though with spiritual rather than political meaning. 
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faith in the truth of Romans 8.28—"God causes all things to work together for good to 

those that love God, to those who are called according to His purpose." It is the 

tenacious belief that God does fulfill this promise, turning even the worst calamity to the 

good of His followers, that enables Fray Luis to so adamantly defend Job's innocence 

and insist that his friends are wrong in arguing that his problems are necessarily evidence 

of divine wrath. Ultimately, it is this same belief that enables Fray Luis to endure the 

pain of his trial, knowing that, as the "irbol bien plantado y de rafces firmes, que, aun 

cortado y arrancado, se renueva y renace,"^° so, in the Lord's perfect timing, he too will 

be renewed and restored, even though he has been cruelly hacked down and uprooted. 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.172. 
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Light and Darkness 

The contrast between light and dark is yet another prominent device employed by 

Fray Luis. In his prose as well as in his poetry, these contradictory states possess 

significant symbolic value, as demonstrated by the approximately 70 occurrences of this 

dichotomy in his verse.'" 

Significantly, while some critics have been quick to identify the symbolic 

relationship between darkness and problems, the spiritual facets of this motif have been 

largely ignored or misdiagnosed. Jesus Gonzalez,'*" for example, identifies the negative 

connotation of night, but does not draw any conclusions from that association. Cayetano 

Estebanez Estebanez contends that Fray Luis' use of light can be traced through Saint 

Augustine to oriental astrology,while Francisco Garrote Perez"^ has argued for a 

platonic reading of Fray Luis' poetry, in which the darkness represents humanity's 

•" These uses of language evoking light {luz, brilla, resplandece, etc.) and darkness {noche, sombra, 
oscuro, nubes, ciego, etc.) may be classified as follows: 24 times darkness is symbolic of problems and 
light of aid, while 40 times they refer to the contrast between spiritual blindness on the one hand, and 
moral virtue and God's nature on the other. The reference in "Noche serena" (Vni) to "esta cdrcel, baja, 
escura" (15) can be read in either context, while four references to the sun as part of nature have no 
apparent symbolic value. Finally, it is important to note the use of shadow in "Vida retirada" (I; "tendido 
yo a la sombra este cantando. / A la sombra tendido," 80-81), which is the only exception to the negative 
connotation usually associated with darkness in Fray Luis' poetry. 

"La 'noche' en fray Luis de Le6n," Verdady vida, 47 (1989): 103-107. 
"La est^tica de la luz en fray Luis de Le6n," Revista de Idea, 30 (1973): 285-296). Estebanez' 

explanation is based on his assertion that, "Ya las ideas maniqueas habian simbolizado el Bien con la luz y 
el mal con las tinieblas. Fray Luis lo conocia a travds de San Agustfn. Esta lucha entre la luz y la 
obscuridad tiene su origen en las filosoffas orientales" (286). The connection between Mani's teachings 
and Saint Augustine is not clear; although Saint Augustine was, for a time, a member of the Manichaeist 
Church, he later abandoned it and converted to Catholicism. Given the superabundance of Biblical 
passages which portray the tension between God and Satan in terms of light and darkness, it seems 
unnecessary to seek extrabiblical sources for Fray Luis' use of this topos (see Psalm 27.1, 36.9, Isaiah 2.5, 
5.20, Matthew 4.16, John 1.4-9, 8.12, Ephesians 5.7-8, 1 Thessalonians 5.4-5, 1 Peter 2.9). 
^ "El 'ascenso platdnico' y la unidad estructural de las Odas," insula 539 (Nov 1991): 23-25. 
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ignorance of its membership in "el mundo superior de la felicidad" and of its 

enslavement to "la opacidad de la materia del 'escuro suelo.'" While correctly 

interpreting this imagery in terms of the tension between spiritual and material things, 

such readings clearly do not consider the eminently Christian foundation on which Fray 

Luis' evocations of light are based. Ddmaso Alonso has concluded that Fray Luis "bebi'a 

en la Biblia, en Platdn, en Aristoteles, en la Escolastica..., y de cada sistema se 

asimilaba todos los elementos conllevables con su fe,"^^ and in this instance Fray Luis' 

prose clearly emphasizes the Christian underpinnings of the classical influences that he 

adopted in his verse. 

A study of his prose works reveals that this tension between light and dark is an 

important method of conveying the sufferer's desperation and his longing for the light of 

God's illumination and support. However, it is also apparent that the light/dark contrast 

is frequently a metaphor for the Christian concept of unregenerate mankind and 

humanity's collective spiritual blindness. Both applications will be examined here. 

One of the most striking ways in which Fray Luis communicates despair in his 

poetry is with the symbol of darkness. Throughout his lyric corpus we find over a dozen 

instances in which desperation is represented by this imagery. In his "Vida retirada" (I), 

for example, Fray Luis depicts the disaster that overtakes the greedy: "La combatida 

antena / cruxe, y en ciega noche el claro di'a / se toma" (66-68). This image is echoed in 

"A1 apartamiento" (XTV), in which the speaker watches as "a otros roba el claro / dfa, y 

Poesia espanola (Madrid: Credos, 1966), 192. 
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el cora^dn, el aguacero" (51-52). The speaker of "A todos los santos" (XK) appears to 

be in similar straights when he pleads with God, "Da paz a aqueste pecho, / que yerve 

con dolor en noche escura" (86-87). The sufferer in "A Nuestra Seiiora" (XXI) also 

characterizes his grief in this way, referring to his pressing dilemma as "esta ciega y 

triste noche nua" (22). The destructive storm depicted in "A Felipe Rui'z" (X) 

commences when "el dia se enegrece" (38), while the imminent dangers of "A1 

licendiado Juan de Grial" (XI) are foreshadowed when the sky sends a "luz triste" (2-3) 

and "Eolo al mediodi'a / soplando espesas nubes nos envfa" (9-10). In the strikingly 

pessimistic "En una esperanga que salio vana" (XVII), the speaker states that "no vereis 

sino nublados" (8) in his life, "ni nuevo sol jamas las nubes dora" (12).''® 

These laments harmonize with Fray Luis' prose evocations of darkness as well. 

In Job 22.11, he observes that, "Tinieblas llama la Escritura a los trabajos y calamidades, 

porque con la tristeza escurecen al animo, y con el estorbo cortan los pasos y impiden el 

expediente de los negocios y ciegan el canaino de ellos, como acontece en la noche."'*' 

He later refers to troubles as the soul's "noche de trabajos."'*® 

This association made between darkness and troubles is heightened by the 

couterpointal use of light, both in verse and in his theological explanations. Several 

poems, for example, use the presence of light to indicate the absence of problems. The 

"claro dia" (67) preceding the storm in "Vida retirada" (I) is one example, which finds 

C. Estdbanez Est^banez, "La estdtica de la luz en fray Luis de Le6n," declares that, "For su permanente 
condicion de cambio y movimiento las nubes simbolizan en Fray Luis el estado del Universe todo..." 
(290). In light of the lyrical passages that evoke the darkness of clouds in a threatening way, there is no 
clear foundation for his claim. 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.372. 
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an obvious parallel in the portrayal of mariners in "A1 apartamiento" (XIV), from whom 

a storm steals their "claro / di'a" (51-52). The sagacious man, in "A Felipe Ruiz" (XII), 

remains steady, whether "resplandece el di'a" (26) or "Eolo su reino turba" (27), while 

the speaker of "En una esperan9a que salio vana" (XVII) despairs of ever seeing the day 

when "nuevo sol las nubes dora" (12), contrasting his own desperate plight with the life 

of the "dichoso" who, "quando la luz el aire y tierras bana, / levanta al puro sol las 

manos puras" (52-53). Additionally, in two key instances the darkness of the poet's need 

is set against the brilliant light of divine assistance. The afflicted speaker's plea for the 

Virgin Mary's help in "A Nuesura Senora" (XXI) is replete with this sort of symbology, 

for example. The speaker's assurance of Mary's illuminative power leads him to 

implore, "tu luz, alta Senora, / ven9a esta ciega y Uiste noche mia" (21-22). la similar 

fashion the poem associates Mary with the sun (34), as well as with the North Star (78-

79). "A Santiago" (XX), in which the speaker addresses Spain's patron saint, also 

characterizes the help he brings as divinely resplendent. He sent his body to Spain, the 

text declares, "para dar luz adonde / el sol su claridad cubre y esconde" (49-50). In 

battle, the saint, wields his "espada relumbrante" (117) with such dexterity that, "De 

grave espanto herido, / los rayos de su vista no sostiene / el moro descrei'do" (121-123). 

Fray Luis' exegetical works also present light as a symbol of heavenly blessing 

and aid. He declares that "la luz de Dios y su resplandor, en estas Letras, no dice guia 

solamente, sino tambien defensa y ayuda y sucesos muy prosperos."^' Describing God's 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.569. 
Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.453. 
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intervention in the darkness of despair, Fray Luis also writes, "es muy suyo acudir 

siempre cuando todo se escurece y cuando todo parece que falla."^° When all other 

resources fail and the circumstance seems the darkest, he explains, is precisely when it is 

most characteristic of God to send help. At that moment, the devoted soul "desprecia lo 

que estimaba de dfa y huella sobre lo que se precia en el suelo, al cual con ello todo ve 

sepultado en tinieblas," finding that, as he fixes all his hopes on God, Heaven itself "por 

una cierta manera se le abre resplandeciente y clan'simo," the outcome of looking to God 

being that "en medio de la escuridad de la noche le amanece la luz."^' 

These evocations form a consistent pattern throughout Fray Luis' works, both 

lyrical and prosaic. The way in which he uses darkness as a symbol of problems and the 

related presentation of divine succor as light is clearly documentable, which obviously 

has important implications for reading his poetry in view of his incarceration. The poetic 

passages analyzed above in which the speaker describes his agony with the image of a 

dark night and pleads for divine illumination constitute important signposts of the pain 

that Fray Luis' imprisonment caused him. 

However, a careful analysis of his prose works indicates that all such poetic 

allusions cannot be thus interpreted. In addition to being a figurative image of obstacles 

and problems. Fray Luis also uses darkness to signify the sinful fallen world, and the 

spiritual state of those in it who do not know God. Correspondingly, light represents God 

^ Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.569. 
" Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.97. 
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in His manifold virtue, and the way in which spiritual truth reveals to mankind its need 

of Christ. 

Before the fall of man and God's resultant decision to banish Adam and Eve 

from the Garden of Eden, humankind existed in innocence and union with God.^" After 

the fall, however, man's understanding was darkened by his rebellion, and his fellowship 

with God was broken. Still, God seeks a restored relationship with his creatures, and 

strives to bring people out of the spiritual darkness into which their stubborn 

independence has plunged them. Thus, according to Fray Luis, he gave mankind laws, 

"para alumbrar nuestro error.Man's resistance to this illumination is comparable to a 

beast's abhorrence of the light of day, as Fray Luis explains: 

asi el desenfrenamiento fiero del cuerpo y la rebeldia alborotadora de sus 
movimientos, que, cuando estaba en la noche de su miseria la voluntad 
nuestra caida, discum'an con libertad y lo meti'an todo a sangre y a fuego, 
en comenzando a lucir el rayo del buen amor, y en mostrandose el dfa del 
bien, vuelve luego el pie atras y se esconde en su cueva.^'* 

Thus, in the black night of our fallen understanding, licentiousness and rebellion hold 

sway, and the "alma ciega y sepultada en tinieblas"^^ strives to shut out the light of 

God's love, "y como no entra el sol adonde se le cienan las puertas, ansi no entra Dios 

en el alma que no se conoce."^® 

These passages permit a reading of Fray Luis' poetry that is not limited to 

interpreting darkness merely as a metaphor for tribulations. The validity of this alternate 

Genesis 2. 
Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.625. 

^ Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.631. 
Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.597. 
Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.658. 
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explanation of references to night and blindness is demonstrated by the fact that only 24 

poetical allusions to light and dark can clearly be interpreted as sjTubolic of problems, 

while at least 40 have a clear spiritual significance. This understanding is vital to an 

appropriate understanding of some of his poems, and reveals that in at least ten cases, 

allusions to darkness should not be interpreted solely with reference to his trial, but 

rather to mankind's fallen nature. One clear example of this use of darkness is found in 

"En la Ascension" (XVIH), where Christ's departure heavenward leaves his followers 

"en este valle hondo, escuro" (2), helpless and blind (25). In "Noche serena" (VIH) as 

well. Fray Luis describes the world as "de noche rodeado, / en sueno y en olvido 

sepultado" (4-5), and its pleasures as "la vana sombra" (20); the speaker wonders aloud 

whether earth's inhabitants "podran vivir de sombra y de engano" (30). Those who live 

in such a fashion, "ciegos de ira" ("A don Pedro Portocarrero," XV, 31), vainly insist on 

pursuing "[e]l ciego error" ("Al apartamiento," XIV, 65). From the context of these 

poems, it is clear that the darkness to which they refer cannot be explained in connection 

to Fray Luis' trial. The separation from Christ is what makes the world a dreary vale in 

"En la Ascension" (XVIH), while the cry of "Noche serena" (Vni) is for humankind to 

awaken from its moral slumber. The blindness to which "A don Pedro Portocarrero" 

(XV), and "Al apartamiento" (XTV) refers depicts the same rejection of worldly pursuits. 

Rather than symbolizing problems, the primary meaning of these references to darkness 

is imbued with a specific spiritual content. 

An important pre-trial parallel to these verses is found in "A Francisco de 

Salinas" (HI), where the speaker, listening to the inspired sound of Salinas' playing, is 
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moved to remember "su origen primera esclarecida" (10). It is evident from the rest of 

the poem that the tension between this earlier resplendent period and the speaker's 

forgetfiilness signifies mankind's original communion with its Creator. Thus, the 

brightness here evokes the innocence and moral purity of an earlier age, and an 

awareness of the fact that the soul was created for union with God. The contrast between 

the speaker's customary indifference to spiritual matters and the awareness of eternity 

that Salinas' music awakens in him form the bridge between the darkness of man's 

moral blindness and the light of divine illumination. Just as, in certain other references to 

darkness, the blackness of anguish is counterbalanced by the light of God's assistance, 

so here and in the above instances the darkness of humanity's rebellious nature contrasts 

with the effulgent purity of God's own character. 

Fray Luis contrasts mankind's dark side and the radiance of God's nature in 

several prose passages as well. Illustrating Christ's purity by this metaphor, he writes, 

"todo ser, todo asomo, toda sombra de maldad o malicia estuviese tan lejos de El cuanto 

las tinieblas de la luz...estan lejos," and calls Him, "este Sol de justicia, de donde mano 

todo lo que es rectitud y verdad."^^ He later reiterates the same appellation, referring to 

Christ as, "aquel Sol de justicia, y una luz de luz, y un resplandor de resplandor."^^ 

Again he terms Jesus, "luz nacida de luz, y fiiente de todas las luces."^' 

In terms of his poetry, the same usage of light as a representation of God's nature 

is present a total of 17 times. His kingdom, for example, is poetically represented as a 

Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.815. 
Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.822. 
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domain of light. The "Noche serena" (VIII) abounds with such imagery: the heavens are 

described as "de innumerables luzes adomado" (2), whence "[e]l reluciente coro / su luz 

va repartiendo y su tesoro" (59-60). There, the text explains, "resplandece / clan'ssima 

luz pura, / que jamds anochece" (72-74). In "De la vida del cielo" (Xm) God's kingdom 

is again painted as an "Alma regi6n luciente" (1). Furthermore, it is clear that for Fray 

Luis the source of this heavenly light is God Himself. While "A Felipe Ruiz" (X) 

describes the Creator as "reluciente" (42) and as "Quien rige las estrellas" (57), "A todos 

los santos" (XEX) echoes the abundant prose references to Christ's splendor by calling 

Mary, "Madre de esta Luz" (32). In addition, the pursuit of Christian moral character is 

also presented as a radiant path in over a dozen verse passages, most notably in "A don 

Pedro Portocarrero" (II), where "Virtud" (1) is the "senda que guia al bien, poco 

seguida" (5). Those possessing moral excellence are described in similar terms, such as 

dona Tomasina, who outshines the sun ("Cancion al nacimiento...," FV, 11-15), a 

notable pre-trial example of this imagery, or Portocarrero, whom the poet terms 

"clarissimo Carrero" (XXn, 2), resplendent not only in battle (59) but in character as 

well (73). 

These examples from both prose and poetry confirm that in Fray Luis' verse the 

contrast between light and darkness is not exclusively applicable to the sufferer's need of 

God's help. Therefore, although this interpretation is certainly substantiated by his 

writings, and while it allows us valuable and reliable insight into the depth of his own 

" Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.774. 
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pain during his trial, the application of light and dark to mankind's spiritual depravity is 

equally useful and of comparable revelatory value. 
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Stars and Harmony 

One strikingly dissimilar way in which Fray Luis describes darkness concerns 

his representation of the stars and the beauty of their movements through the heavens. 

The contemplation of the night sky dotted with luminaries and the harmony they 

represent has a value diametrically opposed to other applications of darkness. The use of 

darkness as a metaphor for problems illumines our understanding of his trial, while the 

application of the same image to mankind's spiritual poverty conveys Fray Luis' 

understanding of humanity's need of God, from which it is clear that, in both instances, 

darkness represents something negative, something desperately in need of a solution. 

However, in the case of Fray Luis' references to celestial harmony, the dark night sky 

itself is, paradoxically, the solution, and the day with its light is the source of concern 

and difficulties. 

In this way the darkness of his prison cell, at the same time that it represents his 

isolation and pain, could also constitute the vehicle by which God sends much-needed 

sustenance. As the ax both inflicts pain and produces growth, so the darkness is both a 

symbol for pain and problems, and the source of strength when accompanied by myriad 

stars. The heavenly bodies and the concordant music that their movement engenders are 

Fray Luis' hope and strength in his "noche de trabajos." For Fray Luis, the metaphors of 

heavenly harmony and musical rapture are interchangeable. Their symbolic effects are 

identical as well. 
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The significance of the relationsiiip between stars and harmony is readily 

apparent in two of Fray Luis' pre-trial works, demonstrating the importance of this 

imagery for his later production as well. The earliest example is the discussion of Psalm 

19.1-2 in the first chapter of his analysis of the Song of Solomon. He observes: 

como se dice en el salmo, los cielos dicen la gloria de Dios, y el cielo 
estrellado cuenta siis maravillas; un dia tras otro dia revoca esta 
palabra, y una noche tras otra nos da este aviso. La grandeza, dice, y 
lindeza del cielo, con ser cosas sin alma y sin sentido; las estrellas con sus 
movimientos en tanta diversidad, tan concertados y de tanta orden; los 
dias y las noches con las mudanzas y sazones de los tiempos que siempre 
vienen a tiempo, nos dicen a voces quien sea Dios.®° 

For Fray Luis, the movement of the stars is analogous to music—"sus movimientos...tan 

concertados"—, a view which is founded in the Psalm's reference to the stars' vocal 

expression of God's glory—"dicen la gloria de Dios...cuenta sus maravillas...revoca 

esta palabra...da este aviso." 

The familiar "A Francisco de Salinas" (HI) also makes a transparent link between 

the heavenly bodies and the inspired music that flows from Salinas' instrument. 

Picturing God as "el gran Maestro" ([21])®' and the universe as "aquesta inmensa citara" 

([22]), the poem describes how God, like Salinas, produces divine music. The "son 

sagrado" ([24]) that God creates, like Salinas' "son divino" (6), consists of "numeros 

concordes" (22), to which the soul responds with "consonante respuesta" (23). In the 

blending of God's heavenly music and the soul's refrain, "se mezcla una dulcissima 

Cantor de los cantares, Obras completas, 1.89. 
*•' The strophe in which these verses are contained is of uncertain origin. It is found in ail the Lugo-
Joveilanos manuscripts, but is absent in the Quevedo manuscripts. Therefore, J.M. Blecua, Fray Luis de 
Leon: Poesia completa, numbers these verses within square brackets (165). 
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armonfa" (25) that so consumes the soul's consciousness that "ningun accidente / estrano 

y peregrino oye y siente" (29-30). The soul is, thus, transported to a realm of perfect 

peace and unity with God which no distraction can interrupt. This lyric evocation clearly 

reveals the nexus between the celestial bodies and musical harmony. For Fray Luis, the 

two metaphors apply interchangeably to the process by which the soul is reminded of 

eternal values and enabled to silence the worries and concerns of the world. 

The fact that Fray Luis links the stars and musical harmony in works completed 

prior to his trial does not nullify the significance of this relationship, nor eliminate the 

applicability thereof to his imprisonment. To the contrary, the early date of this 

description of heaven's concert confirms the importance of this image for Fray Luis. 

Furthermore, the fact that his later writings elaborate expansively on the interdependency 

of the two images reveals that, because the symbolic linkage between stars and harmony 

predates his arrest, their testimony to God's power was therefore an important source of 

hope to Fray Luis in the midst of his trial. 

This is clear in numerous passages of both Nombres and the commentary on Job. 

In the work on Job, for example, the effect of contemplating this celestial mystery is 

profoundly calming, according to Fray Luis. The night in general, he says, 

es muy aparejado tiempo para tratar con el cielo; porque el suelo y sus 
cuidados impiden menos entonces; que como las tinieblas le encubren a 
los ojos, ansi las cosas del embarazan menos el corazon, y el silencio de 
todo pone sosiego y paz en el pensamiento; y como no hay quien llame a 
la puerta de los sentidos, sosiega el alma retirada en sf misma.®" 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.96. 
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The night dulls the senses to things of this world and prepares the soul "para tratar con el 

cielo," he declares. 

Another prose passages which significantly reinforces Fray Luis' treatment of this 

theme is his exposition of Job 35.10, which refers to God as the one who gives songs in 

the night. Fray Luis writes: 

se dice de Dios que da cantares en noche, porque siembra entonces el 
cielo con las estrellas, las cuales con su claridad, hermosura y 
muchedumbre convidan a los hombres a que alaben a Dios. Y es ansf que 
nadie alza los ojos en una noche serena y ve el cielo estrellado, que no 
alabe luego a Dios, o con la boca o, dentro de si, con el espiritu.*^^ 

For Fray Luis, the night sky is a marvel that obliges the soul to respond with praise; 

indeed, praise is the inevitable, spontaneous response to such beauty. The soul that 

contemplates the heavens and stands in awe of God's handiwork is, as a consequence, 

filled with peace, as Fray Luis also explains through Marcelo in the Nombres. At the 

beginning of the chapter focusing on "Principe de la paz," Marcelo soliloquizes on the 

glory of the stars and the peace they impart to the reverent heart, extolling the 

"concierto" of the "ejercito de las estrellas," which is "puesto como en ordenanza y 

como concertado por sus hileras." Each moderates its own radiance, creating a "pacifica 

unidad de virtud," thus constituting "un pregon y un loor que con voces manifiestas y 

encarecidas" extols the benefits of tranquillity. This glorious "concierto y orden de las 

estrellas, mirandolo, pone en nuestras almas sosiego" and reduces the various contrary 

" Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.569. 
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passions of the heart to "sujeci6n y concierto."^ In an additional passage. Fray Luis 

explains the value of this calm to the weary, troubled soul: 

si el hombre alfigido se acuerda de que Dios tiene cuidado de alumbrar la 
noche con tanta variedad de lumbreras, bien tiene por que esperar que no 
le desamparara a el en aquella su noche de trabajos, si confi'a en El y le 
llama.Y el que para el cuerpo, porque no estropiece con las tinieblas, puso 
en el cielo con tanta claridad quien le alumbrase, mejor remediara una 
dnima injustamete oprimida." 

Contemplating the majesty of the star-filled heavens forces the observer to the 

conclusion, he argues, that the One who took such care to illumine the pathways he 

treads at night will certainly care for his immortal soul. This is the encouragement to be 

found in the contemplation of the stars and their harmonious movement. Their beauty 

and concordant movement in the sky calm the soul and soothe its restless concerns. In 

the midst of afflictions, the stars remind the sufferer of God's favorable disposition 

toward him, and testify to His ability to help. 

When we examine Fray Luis' poetry we find that the notion of the stars filling the 

speaker with confidence and altering his perspective on eternal things is repeated. Once 

again, we find that this imagery predates the trial, underscoring its significance. "A 

Francisco de Salinas" (EI) opens with an explanation of how, at the sound of the Salinas' 

"musica estremada" (4), "El aire se serena / y viste de hermosura y luz no usada" (1-2). 

As in the examples of the heavenly bodies, here Salinas' music is cormected to peace— 

"se serena"—and light—"luz no usada," and as one ponders the heavens, the "son 

divino" (6) of this music refocuses the soul on eternal things: 

^ Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.613-614. 
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el alma, que en olvido esta sumida, 
toma a cobrar el tino 
y memoria perdida, 
de su origen primera esclarecida. 

Y como se conoce, 
en suerte y pensamlento se mejora; 
el oro desconoce 
que el vulgo vil adora, 
la belleza caduca, enganadora. (7-15) 

The soul thus remembers things above and in the light of this eternal perspective, 

according to the speaker, disdains worldly pursuits—gold and transient earthly beauty. 

At the highest level of this meditation, the soul becomes so absorbed in the celestial 

rhythms and melodies that its senses become deadened to other things, "quedando a lo 

demds adormecidos" (50). 

When we consider the way the topos of celestial concord is continued in Fray 

Luis' post-trial poems, the "Noche serena" (VHT) is the most obvious example. It begins 

with the speaker's meditation on the night sky—"Quando contemplo el cielo, / de 

innumerables luzes adomado" (1-2)—and then moves to an exhortation to those who lie 

in bondage to an earthly perspective to awaken to the futility of worldly pursuits and 

pleasures (16-25). The solution for all whose hearts are in bondage to things below, the 

speaker asserts, is to look up: 

iAy,levantad los ojos 
a aquesta celestial etema esfera!, 
burlareis los antojos 
de aquesa lisonjera 
vida, con quanto teme y quanto espera. (31-35) 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.569. 
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The inevitable result will be disdain for temporal things and an appreciation of matters 

of lasting worth. This nugget of truth, he says will be discovered by 

Quien mira el gran concierto 
de aquestos resplandores etemales, 
su movimiento cierto, 
sus passos desiguales, 
y en proporcion concorde tan iguales. (41-45) 

How can this fail to focus all one's attention on heavenly issues, the speaker rhetorically 

inquires: Quien es el que esto mira, / y precia la baxeza de la tierra?" (61-62). Thus the 

solution to the soul's troubles is found in looking upward. Whoever does so in faith will 

rise above the problems that confront him and, indeed, above all the concerns of "aquesa 

lisonjera / vida, con cuanto teme." This is the lifeline for one who, like Fray Luis in his 

incarceration, needs assurance in the face of his fears. 

The musical facet of this motif also can be fruitfully applied to the "Vida 

retirada" (I), which can thus be seen as an elaborate juxtaposition of society's "mundanal 

ruido" (2) with nature's constant melodious reminders of transcendent spiritual truths. 

The enlightened intellect, according to the poem, turns a deaf ear, whether "la fama / 

canta con voz su nombre pregonera" (11-12) or "encarama / la lengua lisonjera / lo que 

condena la verdad sincera" (13-15). Heedless of this commotion, it flees the realm of 

mankind's struggles, wherein "al cielo suena / confusa vozena" (68-69). In stark contrast 

to this mundane cacophony, the wise soul declares, "Despiertermie las aves / con su 

cantar sabroso no aprendido" (31-32), making its dwelling where a gentle breeze "los 

^boles menea / con un manso riiido, / que del oro y del cetro pone olvido" (58-60). 

There the soul yearns to sing, "tendido...a la sombra" (80), "puesto el atento oido / al 
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son dulce, acordado, / del plectro sabiamente meneado" (82-85). The speaker's ideal of 

contentment here—singing along with the "plectro sabiamente meneado"—forms a 

parallel with "A Francisco de Salinas" (HI) in its depiction of the way in which the soul, 

moved by the stars and the heavenly music of the "gran Maestro" ([21]), "embia / 

consonante respuesta" (22-23). In both cases the soul's harmonious union with God is 

preceded by its flight from worldly concerns, represented by boisterous activity. Thus, 

the musical and celestial reminders of the soul's eternal destiny reorient it upward, away 

from the discord below. 

The resoundingly beneficial role that the stars play and the concord echoed in 

their heavenly pathways constitute a significant contrast to the negative portrayal of 

darkness as representative of problems or of mankind's spiritual blindness. It is this 

resplendent night sky and the harmony of which it is symbolic that point to God's 

gloryIn the Biblical subtext of Psalm 19, to which Fray Luis explicitly alludes, as well 

as in the imagery of the "Vida retirada" (I), "A Francisco de Salinas" (EI), and "Noche 

serena" (VHI), celestial concord forcefully obliges the soul to take heed of eternal truths 

and weigh them in comparison to earthly pursuits. Fray Luis' prose works offer, in this 

It appears incontrovertible that the tension between the resplendence and concord of the stars and the 
rude cacophony of worldly concerns is what stimulates the longing for harmony in Fray Luis. In light of 
these opposing strains and of the clear denunciations of Judaism contained in Nombres, as documented in 
the previous chapter, there appears to be no foundation for M. Ballestero's declaration, in "La miisica en 
fray Luis y la armonia del desgarro" (Anthropos, 52, 1985, 51-59), that "La indole inestable y 
contradictoria de lo mas hondo de fray Luis, ha de rastrearse, no como fendmeno psicoldgico ni personal, 
sino en tanto que resultado de la posicion existencial e histdrica de este converso-cristiano... Fueron esos 
[elementos dispares] los que llevaron a esa poesia abrupta, tendida a la reconciliacidn armoniosa, que se 
figura en lo musical..." (53, emphasis in original). 
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respect, a most illuminating insight into how this introspection that results from 

pondering the stars brings hope to the weary and beleaguered heart. 

Significantly, the harmony of the stars also represents the conjunction of the two 

diametrically opposed symbols of darkness, revealing how a single metaphor can have 

opposite but complimentary meanings. As the ax brought both pain and growth to the 

tree, so the "noche de trabajos" is also the only vantage point from which the stars can be 

perceived. Only in the midst of the darkness of tribulation, when "las tinieblas le 

encubren a los ojos,"®' do the stars become visible as sources of hope for the afflicted 

soul. Thus we see how, with regard to Fray Luis' imprisonment, that which caused pain 

was also that which brought strength and perseverance. 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.96. 
It is extremely important to distinguish between the pagan sources that influenced Fray Luis' use of this 

imagery and the clearly Christian meaning with which he infuses it. Commenting on how the concept of 
harmony relates to La perfecta casada, J.A. Jones, "Verdad, armonia y vocacidn: EI sentido de plenitud en 
La perfecta casada" (Insula, 539, Nov 1991, 21-22), writes, "lo que al mismo tiempo encontramos en la 
vision armonica de fray Luis es el concepto de la plenitud vital de cada individuo, ese encontrarse y 
conocerse a si mismo," which he describes as "la huida del poeta dentro de si mismo para encontrarse con 
su propia personalidad e identidad, lo cual le lleva a captar y experimentar el significado y la plenitud de 
su existencia y a sentirse armdnicamente integrado como individuo, en posesidn de su vida y unido a las 
corrientes vitales del universo" (22). It is vital to point out that Fray Luis' evocations of stars and harmony 
are not, as Jones argues, a form of harmonic convergence by which the soul becomes one with the 
universe. Such a notion, garbed in language more descriptive of Eastern meditation than of sixteenth 
century Christian theology, demonstrates a basic misunderstanding of the Salmantine professor's 
perspective. As Ddmaso Alonso emphatically stated, Poesta espanola (Madrid: Credos, 1966), 
"Observemos para terminar, que esa unica oda a Salinas, donde los impulsos son la teona estetica 
platdnica y los numeros concordes pitagdricos, parece moverse en una zona de nustica blanca, que se din'a 
pagana del todo, descristianizada. ^Es posible que Fray Luis haya ascendido a la contemplacidn sdlo por 
una via intelectual, alejada de los afectos del cristianismo? Quien asf piense demostrard no comprender 
nada del gran poeta" (191). 
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Countryside vs. City 

Given the abundance of instances in which Fray Luis poetically evokes the 

tension between urban confusion and the calm of the pastoral life, it is reasonable to 

hypothesize that such references may also describe the poet's reaction to his 

incarceration. We could logically conclude that such l5aic descriptions should be 

interpreted as contrasts between the scholarly disputes in which Fray Luis became 

embroiled and the peacefiil, contemplative and restorative balm of rural retreat. 

However, an examination of those poems which describe the countryside and the city, 

particularly when informed by a comparison to similar passages from his prose works, 

indicates that no such pattern may be substantiated in Fray Luis' writings. Rather than an 

escape from the harried occupations of city life, poetic allusions to the country signify a 

journey to a place in which the speaker may meditate and find fellowship with his 

Creator. The rustic setting described in several of Fray Luis' poems, instead of being a 

means, is an end in itself. 

However, it is important to emphasize that this end is a decidedly Christian one, 

and not the general pursuit of virtue that typifies classical evocations of the locus 

amoenus. The poet's retreat from the metropolis is not, as Francisco Garrote Perez 

argues, "para descubrir su dimension interior, sus posibilidades personales," and the 

"Vida retirada" (I) cannot be seen as a "lira tan esclarecedora, verdadero canto a la 
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interioridad y a la confianza en las propias posibilidades humanas."''' Such an assertion 

ascribes a thoroughly 20'*' century mentality to a 16'*' century literary figure; Fray Luis' 

writings demonstrate no element of modem society's preoccupation with personal 

growth and inner wellness, and the rustic longing Fray Luis expresses is not at all 

connected to Perez' idea of "el hombre que asipra a la sencillez, la sinceridad, la rectitud 

de intencion, la paz, el sosiego y la alegria, instrumentos imprescindibles para pasar por 

'la vida / en gozo, en paz, en luz no corrompida' (XVII, 35),"'° but rather is a yeaming 

for unity with God. Thus, the poetic motif of the country has a markedly Biblical 

foundation, both in Fray Luis prose and in his poetry. Indeed, a careful examination of 

his lyric corpus reveals that, of 27 evocations of the rural setting, only five can be 

categorized as consistent with classical models. 

This Biblical foundation of the locus amoenus is apparent in the Nombres, which 

is set in the bucolic orchard maintained by the Augustinian friars in Salamanca. At the 

end of an academic year, the three interlocutors retire to that fertile tract, which is 

described in terms that immediately bring to mind the "Vida retirada" (I).'' While their 

recently concluded occupations played a role in the three speakers' decision to come to 

the orchard, it is immediately evident that Sabino, the youngest of the three, cherishes a 

hope that the day's leisure will include a conversation on spiritual matters. The first of 

"El 'ascenso plat6nico' y la unidad estruclural de las Odas" 24. 
"El 'ascenso platonico' y la unidad estructurai de las Odas" 24. 
Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, "Es la huerta grande, y estaba entonces bien poblada de drboles, 

aunque puestos sin orden; mas eso mismo hacia deleite en la vista, y, sobre todo, la hora y la sazdn. Pues 
entrados en ella, primero, y por un espacio pequeiio, se anduvieron paseando y gozando del frescor; y 
despu^s se sentaron juntos a la sombra de unas parras y junto a la corriente de una pequefia fiiente, en 
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the three to communicate, he initiates the dialogue by expressing his desire to use the 

day for conversation: "mas yo, como los pajaros, en viendo lo verde, deseo o cantar o 

hablar."'" As the exchange develops, Sabino reveals a paper on which Marcelo has jotted 

some notes on the names of Christ and confesses, "Aqui estd mi deseo y mi 

esperanza."^^ His entreaty that the others accede to his request is based on the fact that 

"el dfa [es] santo y la saz6n [es] tan a proposito de pldticas semejantes."^"* Thus for 

Sabino, and ultimately for Juliano and Marcelo as well, this day in the quiet of the 

orchard is not an escape from a harried schedule and the concerns of the university but 

rather an opportunity to consider the etemal significance of the names given to Christ in 

the Bible. 

The spiritual significance of the countryside as a setting for fellowship with 

Christ is extensively commented upon elsewhere in the Nombres as well, specifically in 

the chapter dealing with the name "Pastor." This appellation is intimately associated 

with isolated places, since sheep, like other livestock, require extensive fields in which 

to graze. For that reason. Fray Luis explains that "vive en los campos Cristo, y goza del 

cielo libre, y ama la soledad y el sosiego; y en el silencio de todo aquello que pone en 

alboroto la vida, tiene puesto El su deleite."^^ 

This moral significance of the locus amoenus is what should be understood by 

similar references elsewhere in the chapter. It is clearly in this sense that he declares that 

ciertos asientos. Nace la fuente de la cuesta que tiene la casa a las espaldas, y entraba en la huerta por 
aquella parte; y corriendo y estropezando, parecfa reirse" (1.410). 
^ Nombres de Cristo, Obras completas, 1.411. 

Nombres de Cristo, Obras completas, 1.411. 
Nombres de Cristo, Obras completas, 1.412. 
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"la vida pastoril es sosegada y apartada de los ruidos de las ciudades, y de los vicios de 

ellas,"^*^ and "puede ser que en las ciudades se sepa mejor hablar; pero la fmeza del 

sentir es del campo y de la soledad."^^ 

Fray Luis also imparts this emotive value to the countryside in his work on the 

Song of Solomon, noting the bride's invitation to the groom to depart from the city: 

"convi'dale a que saiga con ella a vivir y a morar en el campo, huyendo el estorbo e 

inquietud de las ciudades; y para que, sin embarazo de nadie, se gocen ambos y gocen de 

los bienes y deleites de la vida del campo, que son varios y muchos."^® Thus the bride 

and groom, symbolic of the Church and Christ, can enjoy each other's company much 

more freely away from urban distractions. It is clear, then, that these prose passages 

consistently support a primarily spiritual foundation of meaning for the countryside. 

Fray Luis' lyric evocations of the locus amoenus are concordant with this pattern. 

Garcia observes that "el horacianismo de Fray Luis es mas de forma que de fondo,"'^ 

which perfectly fits the "Vida retirada" (I). Though the form and some rhetorical devices 

resemble the "Beatus ille" topos, the substance of the poem is a reworking of Psalm 23, 

David's identification of the Lord as his shepherd.^" In this sense the ode can be seen not 

as a repetition of classical models, but rather as a classically patterned adaptation of a 

" Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.469. 
Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.466. 

^ Nombres de Crista, Obras campletas, 1.467. 
" Cantarde los cantares, Obras completas, 1.190. 

Introduction to Poestas, Obras completas, 2.720. 
® Psalm 23 reads, "The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures; 
He leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul; He guides me in paths of righteousness for His 
name's sake. Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil; for Thou art 
with me; Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me. Thou dost prepare a table before me in the presence of 
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biblical metaphor. The "escondida / senda, por donde han ido / los pocos sabios que en 

el mundo han sido" (3-5) evokes the "paths of righteousness" (3) of the Psalm, as well as 

Jesus' words that "the gate is small, and the way is narrow that leads to life, and few are 

those who find it."®' The orchard "por [su] mano plantado" (42) in which the speaker 

longs to rest, "tendido...a la sombra," recalls the Psalmist's declaration that "He makes 

me lie down in green pastures" (2), while the stream that descends the nearby hill (46-

50) and "luego, sossegada, / el passo entre los drboles torciendo" (51-52), carpets the 

orchard with blooms, clearly echoes the Psalm's "He leads me beside quiet waters" (2). 

The breeze that gently moves among the trees (56-59) and "del oro y del cetro pone 

olvido" (60), is an expression of how, as the Psalm describes it, "He restores my soul" 

(3). The reference to the "pobrecilla / mesa" (71-72) forms a distinct parallel to the 

Psalm's statement that "Thou dost prepare a table before me" (5).®" The fact that this 

"descansada vida" (1) is nestled "Del monte en la ladera" (41) further emphasizes the 

Biblical subtext: Nombres expounds at length on the significance of Christ as the 

"Monte" of the Scriptures, an appellation which, in fact, "solamente de Cristo se puede 

con verdad decir."®^ That the speaker's highest joy may be found in an orchard that 

nestles next to a mountain is, therefore, a declaration that peace will only be found at the 

side of Christ. There, "a la sombra tendido" (81), the speaker finds rest, and the "laurel 

my enemies; Thou hast anointed my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely goodness and mercy shall 
follow me ail the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever." 
" Matthew 7.14. 

D.G. Walters, "On the Suiictiire, Imagery, and Significance of 'Vida retirada'" (Modem Language 
Review, 81, 1986, 71-81), states that the table here takes on "an almost sacramental air" (78), but does not 
identify the similarity between Fray Luis' "pobrecilla mesa" and the Psalmist's "table... in the presence of 
my enemies." 
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etemo" (82) echoes David's assurance that he will "dwell in the house of the Lord 

forever" (6).^'* The juxtaposition of this blessed tranquility with scenes of frightening 

uproar also parallels the Psalter, in which the speaker is impervious to the "valley of the 

shadow of death" (4) and finds sustenance even in the "presence of [his] enemies" (5). 

The Biblical representation of the country echoed in the "Vida retirada" is also a 

fundamental component of Fray Luis' "De la vida del cielo" (Xm). There the heavenly 

dwelling is called a "prado de bienandanga" (2) and "fdrtil suelo" (4) wherein "el buen 

Pastor" (10) leads "su hato amado" (10) to an eternal pasture (12-15). "El va, y en pos 

dichosas / le siguen sus ovejas" (11-12), where their compassionate leader "dentro a la 

montana / del alto bien las gui'a" (16-17). The speaker's highest desire is to be free to 

follow that flock, where ultimately, with the Shepherd, "viviera junta, sin vagar errada" 

(40). This longing to be part of Christ's precious sheep and to be led by Him resonates 

with Biblical inferences,^^ affirming once again that the country is more a destination, a 

place to seek God, than a refuge from troubles. 

We may summarize by noting brief examples of this utilization of the idyllic 

setting in other poems. "En la Ascension" (XVII), for instance, portrays the departing 

Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.484. 
^ D.G. Walters "On the Structure, Imagery, and Significance of 'Vida retirada,'" has suggested that the 
use of atento (83) in this final image of the poem "introduces an element of attentiveness, even tension, 
that is alien to the general sense of lassitude" (79). However, the repetition of the idea of repose—^"tendido 
yo a la sombra est€ cantando. / A la sombra tendido" (80-81)—and the "dulce, acordado" (84) music of 
the "piectro sabiamente meneado" (85) are incongruous with his reading of the final strophe. 

Isaiah 53.6, "All of us like sheep have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way." Ezekiel 
34.11-12, "For thus says the Lord God, 'Behold, I Myself will search for My sheep and seek them out. As 
a shepherd cares for his herd in the day when he is among his scattered sheep, so I will care for My sheep 
and will deliver them from all the places to which they were scattered on a cloudy and gloomy day." John 
10.14-15, "I am the good shepherd; and I know My own, and My own know Me, even as the Father knows 
Me and I know the Father; and I lay down My life for the sheep." 
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Christ as the "Pastor santo" (1), leaving his "grey en este valle" (2). "A la salida de la 

carcel" (XXIH), while clearly readable as a reference to Fray Luis' imprisonment, also 

contains a strong element of this spiritual evocation of the countryside. The "sabio que 

se retira" (4) here is not fleeing social or financial distractions primarily, but rather 

spiritual ones, leaving behind the "mundo malvado" (5). In the quiet of the rural setting, 

"con solo Dios se compassa" (8), freeing himself from worldly concerns—"ni embidiado 

ni embidioso" (10). The fact that the last word of this particular poem deals with the 

separation of the soul from covetousness confirms the importance of the spiritual 

foundation of the poem. Finally, the use of the rural retreat not as an escape but as a 

place that is conducive to meditation and spiritual growth is evident in "A don Pedro 

Portocarrero" (II), which calls "Virtud, hija del cielo" (1), the "senda que guia al bien, 

poco seguida" (5), a parallel to the "escondida senda" of the "Vida retirada". The fact 

that this poem was written prior to Fray Luis' trial demonstrates that the practice of using 

the countryside as a symbol for the pursuit of God antedates his incarceration. Thus the 

notion that poetic references to the peace of the country should be interpreted as 

pertaining to an escape from his enemies is not substantiated. 

It is clear from this analysis of Fray Luis' lyric evocation of the campo that the 

tension between urban bustle and rural tranquillity should not be automatically perceived 

in terms of a desire to escape literal commotion, nor as expressions of a yearning to be 

free of the Inquisition's cells. Far more important is the Biblical subtext of the meadows 

and fields as places to encounter and find fellowship with Christ, the good Shepherd 

(Xm, 10; XVni, l). There, He sustains his sheep on grasses that make the world and all 
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its pleasures grow distasteful and tedious by comparison. It is this awakening to matters 

of spiritual significance and eternal value, not a respite from prison or a busy schedule, 

that constitutes the principal denotation of the rural landscape in Fray Luis' poetry. 

Further, it is evident that the foundation of this spiritually based topos is Biblical, not 

classical.^® 

A.F.G. Bell, "Luis de Ledn and the Inquisition" (Revista de historic, 11, 1914, 202-211), notes that Fray 
Luis' grandfather owned vineyards in Belmonte (202). It is possible that Fray Luis' affinity for the rural 
setting finds its origin in childhood trips to the vineyards with his grandfather. 
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Ocean/Waves 

Aquatic imagery is an extremely prominent aspect of Fray Luis' poetry: 

references to both fresh and salt water occur over 40 times and are present in 16 of his 23 

original poems. With respect to the ocean, which appears in two dozen of these lyrical 

allusions,®^ Elias Rivers^® has correctly observed that it is principally of metaphorical 

value. Therefore we will pass over the strictly geographical references and consider the 

symbolic value of the sea, concentrating on what Rivers calls "el sentido predominante 

del mar en su poesfa..., el mar como inestable camino de la codicia comercial" (316). 

Rivers asserts that "este significado moralizante...abarca tambien las luchas 

sociales y urbanas" (316). Positing this perspective as a point of departure, it would be 

logical to anticipate a consistent, readily discernible pattern of such evocations of the sea 

in Fray Luis' prose. Furthermore, the symbolic use of the sea in this way would be an 

excellent vehicle for allusions to the difficulties he confronted throughout his trial. His 

prose does, indeed, substantiate this interpretation, as we can observe in several passages 

" It is curious that Fray Luis, a monk who apparently never even saw the ocean, should refer to it so 
frequently in his poetry. S. Hill Connor, "Maritime Imagery in the Poeu^ of Fray Luis de Le6n" (Hispania, 
63, 1980, 38-47), has sought to explain the abundance of marine references in his lyric corpus by noting 
the great sea-faring fervor of the age, arguing that this zeal was "of more direct immediacy to Fray Luis" 
than classical evocations of the oceanic motif (40). However, while she correctly points out that Fray Luis 
u-anslated and imitated several odes by classical authors, she fails to consider that he also translated the 
first six books of Vergil's Aeneid (Valencia: Hermanos de Orga, 1795), which would certainly have made 
classical maritime evocations of intimate relevance to him. Furthermore, her analysis fails to account for 
die influence of biblical texts, specifically the superabundance of aquatic imagery in the Psalms, many of 
which Fray Luis also translated. For example, the Psjilmist wrote that he was, as Fray Luis rendered it, "de 
espantosas olas combatido" (Psalmo XVII, Obras completas, 2.974), and "de mil olas...batido" (Salmo 
XLI, Obras completas, 2.987), lamenting, "sobre mi cabeza... / las olas van y vienen" (Salmo LXXXVII, 
Obras completas, 2.993). 
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which describe the sea as a symbol of adversity and obstruction. However, an objective 

reading of Fray Luis' prose works brings to light an additional use of sea imagery. The 

ocean is also a metaphor for the tempestuous desires of mankind's fallen nature which 

threaten to overwhelm the soul and plunge it into moral destruction. This fact does not 

invalidate Rivers' illumination of the use of the sea, since at least one poetic reference 

unequivocally aligns with his interpretation of the sea as a symbol of worldly struggles. 

However, it does strongly argue for an alternative reading of a number of verses. 

One lyrical allusion which incontestably corroborates Rivers' interpretation of 

the sea is found in "A Felipe Ruiz" (V). The poem's theme revolves around the vanity of 

earthly pursuits, in particular the quest for riches: the speaker argues that Ruiz will not 

find rest in "la India, ni la rara / esmeralda" (7-8), because, "mas tuerce la cara / cuanto 

possee mas el alma avara" (9-10). Grasping for lucre, the poem declares, "corrompe el 

dulce sueiio" (22), and "dexa en la riqueza pobre al dueiio" (25). Thus the poem's 

reference to commercial shipwreck confirms Rivers' argument for the sea as a symbol of 

greed. In comparison with Tantalus, who was condemned to suffer cruel thirst with 

water in sight but out of reach, 

...mas dura 
la suerte es del mezquino, que, sin tassa, 
se cansa ansf, y endura 
el oro, y la mar passa 
osado, y no osa abrir la mano escasa. (16-20) 

"El mar en la poesi'a de Fray Luis de Ledn," in Aspetti e problemi delle letterature iberiche: Studi offerti 
a Franco Meregalli, ed. Guiseppe Bellini (Rome: Bulzoni, 1981), 315-318. 
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For the one who thus takes to the waters in search of gain, the sea does indeed represent 

worldly clamor and temporal difficulties. The "mar tempestuoso" (79) that appears 

threateningly in "A Nuestra Senora" (XXI) appears to harmonize with this use of the sea. 

Certain passages of Fray Luis' prose support this interpretation of "A Felipe 

Ruiz" (V). He says of Job 11.16,^^ for example, "Y vino a pelo, hablando de trabajos, 

tomar la comparacion del agua, porque de ordinario en la Escritura con el nombre del 

agua se significa el trabajo y calamidad."®" Elsewhere he again remarks that the Bible 

calls problems, "muchedumbre de aguas, porque ahogan y sumen y, cuando vienen, no 

son simples, sino de muchas olas, que unas vienen en pos de otras, como en la 

temptestad en la mar."" A subsequent analysis of poverty is compared to waters as well; 

"Y ansf dice que la pobreza le aprehenderd como aguas, porque le cercara de todas 

partes, como las aguas cercan al que en ellas se sume."'" In a fourth instance, he explains 

that Job's lament concerning his problems—that "as through a wide breach they come, 

amid the tempest they roll on"^^—relates to waters also. Fray Luis comments, 

"entiendase, vienen las aguas, esto es, con el fmpetu y muchedumbre que las aguas del 

rio salen por la presa."'"* 

Thus, there is a clearly identifiable foundation for interpreting the waters pictured 

in "A Felipe Ruiz" (V) as denotative of real, physical disasters. These prose references to 

the sea, to how their waves crash "unas...en pos de otras," and the way "las aguas cercan 

" "For you would forget your trouble, as waters that have passed by, you would remember it." 
^ Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.219. 
" Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.372. 

Libra de Jab, Obras completas, 2.433. 
Job 30.14. 
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al que en ellas se sume" confirm that the waves that overwhelm the poem's "mezquino" 

(17) who "la mar passa / osado" (19-20) are indeed difficulties that capsize the 

commercial venture in which he had placed his trust. This use of swells on the sea as 

symbols of the instability of life provides insight into Fray Luis' own experience as well. 

His description of how, wave after wave, the waters surround the one lost therein is 

patently applicable to his trial. Once within the Inquisition's cells, the continual barrage 

of new accusations hurled against him corresponds well with this nautical image. 

However, other poetic evocations of the sea are more suggestive of the conflict 

between carnal passions and the desire to please God, and Fray Luis' prose is equally 

supportive of this reading of the ocean. Therefore, while it is correct to underscore some 

lyric references to the tossing waves as sjonbolic of temporal perils, as Rivers does. Fray 

Luis' prose does not appear to confirm Rivers' assertion that evocations of maritime 

danger are "el sentido predominante del mar." Often, references to the ocean, rather than 

being representative of "la codicia comerciai" and "las luchas sociales y urbanas," as 

Rivers contends (316), have a decidedly more spiritual application. An examination of 

Fray Luis' other symbolic depictions of waves, both poetic and prose, makes this clear. 

The remaining lyric references to the ocean may be documented as follows. In 

the "Vida retirada" (I) the speaker "huy[e] de aqueste mar tempestuoso" (25) and 

abandons the futile seafaring endeavors that inevitably bring disaster (65-70), remarking 

with disinterest, "Tenganse su tesoro / los que de un false leno se confian" (61-62). The 

shelter described in "Al apartamiento" (XIV) is found in a "seguro puerto" (I), from 

Libra de Job, Obras completas, 2.467. 
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which the speaker views "con Idstima" (37) those who still find themselves at sea, 

struggling against the waves (36-60). Finally, "A todos los santos" (XIX) refers to Mar>' 

as a clear guide "en esta mar turbada" (34), and in "En la Ascension" (XVIII), the 

speaker wonders in dismay who will calm "Aqueste mar turbado" (16) now that Christ is 

gone, asking, "estando tu encubierto, / ^que Norte guiara la nave al puerto?" (19-20). 

This last reference to Christ as the star that will guide ships safely home is the 

most significant indicator that the sea and its turbulent waves as portrayed in these 

passages are not meant to infer the confusion and disturbance that surrounded Fray Luis' 

trial. Indeed, rather than signifying the cacophony and agitation of earthly concerns, they 

pertain to the soul's effort to navigate the pitfalls and spiritual dangers associated with 

life in a morally corrupted world. A survey of Fray Luis' prose firmly substantiates this 

conclusion. 

In addition to describing the sea's angry waves and the trouble they denote. Fray 

Luis' prose writings also use the selfsame image to paint the dangers that the soul faces 

in its struggle against carnal desires. He describes these passions, which wage war 

against the soul,^^ as a "tempestad de olas de viciosos deseos."'^ The fury of these waves 

is so intense that "no hay mar brava en quien los vientos mas furiosamente ejecuten su 

ira, que iguale a la tempestad y a la tormenta que, yendo unas olas y viniendo otras, 

mueven en el corazon desordenado del hombre sus apetitos y sus pasiones."^^ He argues 

I Peter 2.11, "Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts, which wage war 
against the soul." 

Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.540. 
Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.618. 
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that the unbridled vehemence of humanity's sinful inclination prevents any one recourse, 

such as fasting, from being a complete remedy, remarking of such efforts: 

mas ninguna de ellas, ni juntas todas, no son bastantes ni poderosas para 
criar en el alma esta paz enteramente, ni para desterrar de ella, o a lo 
menos para poner en concierto en ella, aquestas olas de pasiones y 
movimientos furiosos que la alteran y la turban.^® 

This pattern of spiritually-endowed allusions to the ocean is echoed in one of Fray Luis' 

"Reflexiones varias"^^ in which he succinctly comments, "Los vientos turban la mar, y 

las pasiones el alma." Again the foaming waves are representative of the soul beset by 

desires that impede spirituality. 

Revisiting the remaining poetic references to the sea—"Vida retirada" (I), "A1 

apartamiento" (XIV), "En la Ascension" (XVIH), and "A todos los santos (XDC)—and 

scrutinizing them within the context of these prose passages reveals that these poems 

must be illumined by reference to prose associations between waves and moral dangers. 

In these poems, the sea represents not social or commercial pitfalls, but spiritual mires 

that imperil the soul. 

Thus, for instance, the speaker in "Vida retirada" is not so much fleeing business 

and social struggles as he is longing to live his life "libre de amor, de zelo, / de odio, de 

esperan^as, de rezelo" (39-40).'°° The wise man, he affirms, is the one whose heart is not 

Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.624. 
" These diverse meditations were published by Padre Conrado Muiiios in 1888 along with a brief treatise 
entitled, "De nueve nombres de Cristo." According to F. Garcia, A. Vega resoundingly put an end to the 
polemic over whether these writings are attributable to Fray Luis, thus justifying their inclusion in his 
Obras completas. See F. Garcia's footnote, Obras completas, 1.830. 
"** R. ter Horst, "Poetics and Economics in Luis de Le6n" {Hispanic Review, 64, Spring 1996, 149-170), 
has asserted that the speaker's journey to the quiet grove "comes into being not as an alternative to but 
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disturbed by the lust for power (6-7), riches (8-10), or fame (11-15). It is these sinful 

desires which together comprise the "mar tempestuoso" (25) from which he flees, and 

the speaker's ideal is to live far from the "sed insaciabie / del peligroso mando" (78-79). 

In the same way, when the speaker of "A1 apartamiento" (XFV) observes the "miserable 

vando, / que las saladas olas va cortando" (39-40), their catastrophe is described in terms 

that speak of moral shipwreck, not financial or political ruin. Thus, one group, "en la 

encubierta / pena rompe la nave, que al momento / el hondo pide" (47-49), while the 

survivor of another foundering vessel vainly swims "contra un abismo inmenso 

embravecido" (60). The deliberate use of "hondo" and "abismo" recalls the abyss into 

which lost souls are cast after death, implying that the loss described here is an eternal 

one. In the speaker's appeal to Mary in "A todos los santos" (XIX), the mention of her 

intercessory role—"del linaje humanal fiel abogada" (35)—implies that it is forgiveness 

from sins that the speaker needs, not political or financial help. Finally, the fact that 

Christ is the guiding star on the "mar turbado" (16) of "En la Ascension" (XVDI) 

verifies the spiritual essence of this image: within the context of Christ's triumphant 

return to Heaven it is impossible to conclude that his direction might be portrayed as 

leading the speaker to "[e]l puerto" (20) of political or financial prosperity. 

In summary, some lyrical allusions to the sea's threatening waves can be 

interpreted, as Rivers argues, as a symbol of fiduciary, social, or political menace. As 

such, certain poetic entreaties of divine mercy may used to analyze the specific 

rather as a consequence of peril," because "motion in pursuit of wealth and fame is leading to disaster" 
(151). However, the vices from which he flees strongly argue for a spiritual interpretation of the sea. 
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psychological effects of Fray Luis' imprisonment and the sense of desperation and need 

that he experienced during his trial. His evocation of waves that surround and 

overwhelm him, coming one after another, perfectly coincides with his struggle against 

the litany of accusations his foes continually invented against him. The futility of 

fighting against such unending opposition, described in such poems as "A Nuestra 

Senora"—"el agua violenta, el flaco aliento" (50)—exhibit Fray Luis' desperate, weary 

struggle against numerous oppressors, while his urgent cry for divine help—"jSocorre, 

antes que embista en dura roca" (88)—vividly portrays his sense of helplessness. These 

references to the ocean symbolizing problems harmonize with several similar prose 

passages. 

However, an equal number of prose treatments of the sea support another reading 

of Fray Luis' lyrical references to waves. In some instances, clearly, poetical allusions to 

angry waters signify neither commercial nor political dangers, but spiritual ones. A 

detailed reading of the relevant prose passages suggests that the explanation Rivers 

offers may unnecessarily limit our interpretation of the sea in Fray Luis' poetry. A 

comprehensive analysis of all Fray Luis' verse references to the ocean's swells must 

certainly acknowledge the financial or political element, as Rivers argues, but should 

also be informed by reference to their spiritual and moral implications. 
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Enemies, Justice, and Guilt 

The final category of poetic devices that merits our attention includes explicit 

references to aspects of his imprisonment. While the symbolic imagery we have 

analyzed in chapters three and four is clearly relevant to his ordeal, it is also noteworthy 

that numerous overt statements in his lyric corpus also directly address matters 

pertaining to his incarceration. While Fray Luis' post-trial poems contain over 60 

references to self-justification, deceit, enemies, suffering, and injustice, and nearly 30 

uses of language associated with imprisonment {cdrcel, defensa, condenar, etc.), there 

are a total of only five such references in those poems which can be reliably dated as 

prior to his arrest. Thus, not only does this sort of imagery occur more than any other 

topes examined so far; in addition, the dramatic prominence of these motifs in this post-

trial verse constitutes perhaps the most convincing proof of its lasting psychological 

impact on him. These references are concentrated primarily in "Vida retirada" (I), "A1 

licenciado Juan de Grial" (XI), "A Felipe Ruiz" (XII), "Al apartamiento" (XIV), "A don 

Pedro Portocarrero" (XV), "Contra un juez avaro" (XVI), "En una esperan^a que salio 

vana" (XVII), "A todos los santos" (XDC), "A Nuestra Seiiora" (XXI), and "A la salida 

de la carcel" (XXIH). Since these topoi were examined in the previous chapter, we will 

make only cursory reference to Fray Luis' prose works here. 

Just as Nombres reveals Fray Luis' strong desire to prove his enemies wrong and 

demonstrate his own innocence, so his poetry contains evidence of that drive as well. 

Owing to the brevity of verse in comparison to his extensive prose, these lyric references 
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consist of simple denials of guilt, rather than an exhaustive treatment and condemnation 

of heresy as is the case in Nombres. Throughout his trial, he doggedly clings to the 

knowledge that good will always win out, and that "quien se opone al cielo" (XV, 6) 

cannot prosper, nor can "la inocente vida" (XV, 24) be vanquished. His innocence is not 

honored initially, however, because truth is helpless and "muy provefda / de armas y 

valedores la mentira" (XXI, 63-64). Thence his assertions that he is suffering "por culpa 

agena" (XXI, 9), that "La culpa falta, mas las penas duran. / Quien mis cadenas mas 

estrecha y cierra / es la memoria mia y la pureza" (XVn, 33-35), and that "en nu la culpa 

ajena se castiga" (XVn, 43), together with his reference to "el mal no merecido" (XVn, 

20). It must be clear, then, that in his poetry, as well as in his prose. Fray Luis 

consistently seeks to vindicate himself. 

The numerous allusions to deceit and antagonism that are so obviously pertinent 

to his trial, and which we find with such great frequency in Nombres, have similar 

parallels in his poetry. The most apparent example of this attitude is expressed in the 

well-known declaration that, "Aqui la embidia y mentira / me tuvieron encerrado" 

(XXin, 1). He also describes the hate and lies that were arrayed against him in 

complaining that, "El odio cunde, la amistad se olvida" (XXI, 28), and that he is cruelly 

beset by "Embidia empon9onada, / engano agudo, lengua fementida, / odio criiel" (XXI, 

37-39). In the midst of such afflictions, he longs for a place where, "jamas hizo morada 

el enemigo / cuidado, ni se asconde / invidia en rostro amigo" (XTV, 7-9). Despite this 

harassment, however, the denouement of his lengthy ordeal convinces him that "No 

siempre es poderosa, / Portocarrero, la maldad, ni atina / la emvidia ponzonosa" (XV, 1-
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3), and that innocence will inevitably win out, "Por mds que se conjuren / el odio y el 

poder y el falso engano" (XV, 29-30). 

No less than the bittemesa and deceit that surrounded him. Fray Luis' exultant 

triumph over his accusers is also fervently expressed in his poetry. He assures 

Portocarrero, for example, that the serene soul, armed with truth, always "sobre el 

opuesto vando / con poderoso pie se ensalza hollando" (XV, 41-42). He also portrays the 

victorious goading of an antagonist in his advice to Felipe Ruiz (Xn, 46-65), deriding his 

enemy with the taunt that, despite his destructive fury and all the damage he strives to 

do, "jamas me alcanzara tu corta mano" (XII, 60). The speaker's lengthy harangue 

concludes with an open declaration to his foe: "Rompiste mi cadena / ardiendo por 

prenderme; al gran consuelo / subido he por tu pena" (Xn, 61-62). This extensive tirade 

against his opponent's weakness and inefficacy is preceded by what is arguably the most 

prominent single lyrical evocation of Fray Luis' resiliency and victory over those who 

sought to destroy him: 

Bien como la iiudosa 
carrasca, en alto risco desmochada 
con hacha poderosa, 
delser despeda9ada 
del hierro, toma rica y esfor^ada; 

querras hundille y crece 
mayor que de primero; y, si porfia 
la lucha, mas florece 
y firme al suelo invia 
al que por vencedor ya se tenia. (XII, 31-40) 

In this passage, echoing Horace's Ab ipso ferro, the speaker directly addresses his 

detractors—"querras hundille." He confidendy, even defiantly, promises them that, for 
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all their efforts to hack it down, this tree "al suelo invfa / al que por vencedor ya se 

tenia." In this passage, like the others cited in this context, the speaker revels in the fact 

that the tree, "si porffa / la lucha, mds florece." More firmly established than ever after 

the "pruning" of the trial, he rejoices that those who wielded the ax in anger were 

frustrated in their evil intent. 

Despite these cries of victorious exuberance, let us not forget Job's extensive 

commentary on the effects of suffering and Marcelo's solemn, "Al fin, Jesus es Jesus." 

His reaction to the beautiful songbird's departure was moderated by the knowledge that 

the bird's "dulzura nueva" was the outcome of a narrow escape from death. The bird's 

fall into the river is strikingly echoed in "A Nuestra Senora" (XXI): 

"miran de la ribera 
seguras muchas gentes mi cai'da, 
el agua violenta, el fiaco aliento: 
los unos con contento, 
los otros con espanto; el mas piadoso 
con lastima la inutii voz fatiga; 
yo, puesto en ti el lloroso 
rostro, cortando voy la onda enemiga" (48-55).'°' 

Other segments of his poetry contain similarly melancholy reflections of the suffering he 

endured. Evoking the unending anguish of the trial, Fray Luis writes, "la noche aqui se 

vela, aqui se llora / el di'a miserable sin consuelo / y vence al mal de ayer el mai de 

agora" (XVII, 13-15). His longing for an end to the ordeal spans both night and day in 

this expression, as well as in another: "Un no rompido sueno, / un dfa puro, alegre, libro 

"" S. Hill Connor, "Maritime Imagery in the Poetry of Fray Luis de Le6n," has identified this plunge into 
the water as a nautical misadventure (39). However, the dramatic parallel with the passage from Nombres 
and the reference to struggling against the current make it clear that this scene takes place in a river. 
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quiero" (1,26-27). The storm that surrounded him is vividly portrayed as well; he enjoins 

joy and gladness to stay away from his heart, "a do ya no vereis sino nublados / y viento 

y torvellino y lluvia fiera, / suspiros encendidos y cuidados" (XVn, 8-10), and wearily 

tells a confidant: 

que yo, de un torbellino 
traidor acometido y derrocado 
del medio del camino 
al hondo, el plectro amado 
y del buelo las alas he quebrado. (XI, 36-40) 

The strain of pulling against such momentous resistance leaves him, "Roto casi el navi'o" 

(I, 23), provoking a cry of relief when he arrives at a safe harbor: "[Ay, otra vez, y ciento 

/ otras, seguro puerto deseado!" (XVn, 61-62). The burden of the struggle is so intense 

that pleasures themselves represent misery to him: he commands them, "guardad vuestro 

destierro, que olvidados / de vuestro ser, en mi sereis dolores; / jtal es la fuer9a de mis 

duros hados! (XVn, 25-27). The intensity of this torment left him close to death, "casi 

desnudo / deste corporal velo"'°" (XVn, 31-32), and made his soul flee from all human 

consolation: "y a cada uno / de aquellos que de mi saber desean / les di' que no me viste 

en tiempo alguno" (XVn, 65-67). With all his resources and energy expended, he begs 

for divine relief, crying that, "La miserable vida, / s61o quando me buelvo a ti, respira" 

(XXI, 65-66). The intensity of Fray Luis' suffering was vast, even to the point where he 

wearied of life itself, as Job had done.'°^ 

In I Corinthians 5.1, Paul refers to the body as "the earthly tent which is our body," while Peter, in H 
Peter 1.13-14, writes, "And I consider it right, as long as I am in this earthly dwelling, to stir you up by 
way of reminder, knowing that the laying aside of my earthly dwelling is inrniinent." 

Job 3. Iff "Afterward Job opened his mouth and cursed the day of his birth..." 
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As both the exegesis of Job and Fray Luis' lyric works portray the intensity of 

suffering, so both also offer acerbic commentaries on injustice: the poems written after 

his arrest parallel his prose denigration of corruption, malice, and the abuse of office. 

Thus, in "Vida retirada" (I), for example, he has no wish to see "el zeno / vanamente 

severo / de a quien la sangre ensalga o el dinero" (28-30), longing to live free from 

condemnation, "a solas, sin testigo" (38). Two passages, from "A don Pedro 

Portocarrero" (XV) and "A Nuestra Senora" (XXI), contain parallel depictions of the 

harm done by corrupt judges: the speaker of the former proclaims the ultimate inefficacy 

of what he calls "fiierza sin ley" (4), grouping that evil with "la maldad" (2) and "la 

emvidia ponzonosa" (3), while the languishing voice of the former is beset by "poder sin 

ley ninguna" (39), as well as "emvidia empongonada" (37), "engano agudo" (38), 

"lengua fementida" (38), and "odio cruel" (39). "En una esperanga que salio vana" 

(XVn) pointedly contrasts the speaker's current condition—"soy del malhechor, jay!, 

prisionero" (44)—with the "inocentes soledades" (49) for which he longs, and painfully 

reflects on the happiness of those who never see the inside of a courtroom; "Dichoso el 

que jamas ni ley ni fiiero / ni el alto tribunal ni las ciudades / ni conocio del mundo el 

trato fiero" (46-48). Despite the obvious relevance of these verses to Fray Luis' situation, 

however, undoubtedly the most emphatic and lengthy invective against injustice is 

"Contra un juez avaro" (XVI). The contrast so evident in his commentary on Job 

between God's merciftil benevolence and the lawless cupidity of earthly magistrates is 

here both vividly portrayed and bitterly condemned.'"^ Referring to the subject of these 

In her analysis of this poem, E.V. Toledo, "Fray Luis de Le(5n: la poesfa de la cdrcel" (Diss. U 
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strophes as "cruel tirano" (5), and a greedy deceiver (1-4, 9-10), he decries the 

suppression of justice (6) and the flagrant bribery (8) by which this judge is 

characterized. The final four and a half stanzas elaborately and terrifyingly represent the 

inevitable, continual earthly torment of the avaricious arbiter's earthly life, culminating 

inexorably in his demise, when he "quedard[] sumido / en males no finibles y en olvido" 

(29-30). 

Thus, it is evident that, in addition to certain key poetic images which may be 

interpreted in relation to Fray Luis' trial, there are also numerous other direct references 

to his incarceration. These overt expressions of the emotional anguish he endured during 

the nearly five years of his imprisonment reveal the deep scars left on his soul by that 

ordeal. 

In Nombres, Fray Luis expounds on the diverse manners of suffering that Christ 

endured in the hours leading up to His crucifixion: 

el ser desamparado en su trabajo de los que le debian tanto amor y 
cuidado; el dolor de trocarse los amigos con la fortuna; el verse no 
solamente negado de quien tanto le amaba, mas entregado del todo en las 
manos de quien le desamaba tan mortalmente; la calumnia de los 
acusadores, la falsedad de los testigos, la injusticia misma, y la sed de la 
sangre inocente asentada en el soberano tribunal por juez.'°^ 

Fray Luis concludes that these pains are "males que solo quien los ha probado los 

siente." His poetry bears clear testimony to the fact that he did indeed experience such 

grievous pains. And it is this same suffering which, ironically, infuses his poety with 

Washington. 1983), emphasizes Job's condemnation of avarice and tyranny (118-142). Although she does 
allude to the contrast evident in Job between God's mercy and corrupt human judgment (132), she does 
not emphasize this aspect of the poem. 
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such grandure and pathos, imparting to it an air of unquestionable authenticity and 

exquisite spontaneity which could not possibly be attained through the ideal, rustic 

tranquility he so ardently desired. 

Nombres de Crista, Obras completas, 1.583. 
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Conclusion 

The preceding examples abundantly illustrate the interconnectedness of Fray 

Luis' prose and poetry while demonstrating the fruitful insights that result from a 

comparison of the two bodies of text. Such an approach also demonstrates the profound 

impact that his trial had on him and the indelible mark left by the trial on his lyric 

production. From this analysis we have been able to ascertain the reasons for his choice 

of the motto Ab ipso ferro and the notable implications this guiding principle would 

have for his post-trial production. Clearly, the resiliency of the tree, cut back yet 

flourishing all the more, was an emblem of hope and consolation during his initial 

incarceration and subsequent vindication. 

While the symbolic tension between light and darkness is extensively utilized in 

both prose and poetry, we must look to his prose for an accurate interpretation of these 

symbols. While his poetry broadly addresses several meanings of darkness as a symbol 

of trouble and need, and light as an image of divine succor, his prose reveals another, 

quite distinct meaning for night as an emblem of humanity's spiritual blindness and its 

ignorance of things of eternal worth. In these prose passages, we see how heavenly 

illumination leads the soul out of spiritual darkness. These two negatively charged 

depictions of night, however, are deftly counterbalanced by one very prominent way in 

which night is positively presented. The numerous beneficial descriptions of night's 

effect are related to the stars and the celestial harmony they exhibit to the meditative 

observer. This evocation of the heavenly bodies, so closely connected to images of 
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musical harmony, also constitutes the felicitous union of the other two uses of darkness: 

in the midst of the "noche de trabajos," it is the celestial luminaries that represent the 

inmiinence of God's help, and it is the contemplation of the star-filled sky that reminds 

the soul of its eternal destiny, turning it away from vain, worldly pursuits toward 

fellowship with God. Thus, pondering the significance of the heavens both assured Fray 

Luis that he was not forgotten by God in his troubles, and reminded him that the things 

of great earthly significance lose importance in comparison to eternity. 

Both from his cell and afterwards, it would be natural to hj^pothesize an escapist 

foundation to Fray Luis' references to the countryside, and to discover there a pattern 

throughout both prose and poetry in which he expresses a longing to seek refuge from 

urban corruption and commotion in the locus amoenus. However, both in his verse and 

in his theology we find that this is not the case. Rather than being applicable to his 

longing for freedom from the Inquisitorial prison, evocations of the countryside are 

infused with spiritual meaning as the soul seeks out quiet places to commune with the 

"Pastor santo." 

In the case of turbulent waters, it is possible to trace a series of references 

through Fray Luis' prose that associate the ocean with worldly cares and difficulties 

which confirm the validity of these same symbols in his Ijnical evocations of the sea as a 

source of the same tumult and disorder. Explicit depictions of waves in his prose permit 

some poems to be interpreted as expressions of Fray Luis' own struggle against the rising 

tide of accusations leveled against him by his antagonists. However, his prose works also 

give comparable credibility to an interpretation of the sea as an emblem for the carnal 
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passions which war with the soul and threaten to sweep it away from its divine haven. 

This additional metaphoric reading of the sea allows us to comprehend the more general 

and ongoing struggle between Fray Luis' heavenward-straining soul and the corrupt 

desires of his own human nature. 

Finally, the same denunciations of hypocrisy, injustice and malice which abound 

in his prose are also evident throughout his lyric works, revealing the abiding 

psychological wounds left by his incarceration. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has sought to demonstrate the way in which traces of the Spanish 

Counter-Reformation and references to Fray Luis' unmerited incarceration are woven 

into the fabric of both his prose works and lyrical corpus. Any explanation of his poetry, 

then, must begin with an analysis of the re-introduction of the Spanish Inquisition in 

1478 and its development during Ferdinand and Isabel's struggle to consolidate their 

authority in Aragon and Castile from 1474 through the early 1500's. The suspicion on 

which the Tribunal was founded stimulated its growth, particularly during the tenure of 

Cardinal Cisneros as Inquisitor General (1507-1517). Although he was a staunch 

advocate of Renaissance scholarship, as is evident in his efforts to found the University 

of Alcala (1508) and complete the publication of the Polyglot Bible (1514-1517), his 

vigorous support of the Inquisition ensured that, after his death, the intellectual advances 

for which he had striven would be lost. The inception of Luther's defiance of the Church 

in 1517 and Charles' simultaneous ascension to the throne were followed almost 

immediately by the Cardinal's own death in the same year, effectively signaling the end 

of the period of conciliation which Cisneros had worked so hard to facilitate. As 

Luther's rebellion progressed in the I520's, Charles' willingness to accommodate 

intellectual innovation waned, and when his patronage was removed, both 

geographically in 1529 and emotionally over the next decade, the conservatives who had 

resisted Cisneros' reforms were able to gain the upper hand in their resistance to 
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scholarly innovation in Spain, forcefully putting en end to the favor that humanists had 

formerly enjoyed. Thus, by the time of Charles' abdication in 1556, although he had 

failed to retard the spread of Protestantism elsewhere in his domain, he had succeeded in 

maintaining and preserving Spain's increasing vigilance against any form of deviation 

from Roman Catholic precepts. The continuing anti-heretical fervor continued as 

opposition to the Church seemed increasingly unmanageable in the 1530's and 40's: 

committed to wars in France, the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Austria, and the 

Mediterranean, Charles found his resources inadequate to keep Protestantism in check. 

Alarm concerning the commercial-military alliance of Francis I with the Turkish empire 

in 1536 was intensified by the discovery of quasi-Protestant groups in Seville and 

Valladolid (1558-1562), and by the Alpujarras rebellion (1568-1570), while the ongoing 

deliberations of the Council of Trent, between 1545-1564, culminated in a formalized 

enunciation of doctrinal truth in its final meetings (1562-1564) that amounted to a 

declaration of war against heresy. 

It is only within this historical framework that we may adequately account for the 

enmities Fray Luis aroused by hi.- pronouncements concerning the Vulgate, both in 

lectures and in heated polemics with his university colleagues. This antipathy was 

exacerbated not only by the centrality of the Vulgate in the debate over heresy and 

scholarship, but also by Fray Luis' own abrasive character. Motivated by his own 

antagonism characterized by numerous personal attacks against them, several of his 

enemies, notably Bartolome de Medina and Leon de Castro, denounced him, beginning 
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in December of 1571, on charges concerning not only the Vulgate but also Fray Luis' 

translation and commentary on the Song of Solomon, completed ten years previously 

and disseminated without his knowledge. The obviously spurious nature of the charges, 

coupled with the malice of his accusers, caused Fray Luis immense anguish, especially 

since the Inquisitorial process initiated against him in March 1572 involved months of 

waiting between hearings as the Tribunal's deliberations were drawn out over the next 

five years. 

The suffering he endured during this process left an easily discernible mark on 

the prose works he published subsequent to his trial. In them, he clearly strives to justify 

himself and forever eliminate any doubt as to his orthodoxy, expressing the depth of his 

suffering in numerous reflections on his enemies, whose hypocrisy and arrogance he 

repeatedly evoked and denounced. 

A thorough reading of his lyric corpus demonstrates that the trial left its mark 

there as well. Though it is often self-evident, we can more effectively confirm this fact 

by using his prose works to analyze the important poetic allusions he frequently makes 

to his ordeal, references which illuminate and clarify the many overt verse evocations of 

innocent suffering and triumphant exultation and which cannot be adequately evaluated 

outside the context of his trial. 
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